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Preface 

As . physics advances, its theoretical statements require ever 
"higher" mathematics. In this connection it is well worth quoting 
what the eminent English theoretical physicist Paul Dirac said 
in 1930 (Dirac [11) when he gave a theoretical prediction of the 
existence of antiparticles: 

It seems likely that this process of increasing abstraction 
will continue in the future and that advance in physics is to 
be associated with a continual modification and generalisation 
of the axioms at the base of the mathematics rather than 
with a logical development of any one mathematical scheme 
on a fixed foundation. 

Subsequent development of theoretical physics, particularly 
of quantum field theory, fully corroborated this view. Again in 
this connection we quote the apt words of N .N. Bogoliubov. 
In 1963 he said: "The basic concepts and methods of quantum 
field theory are becoming more and more mathematical." 

The construction and investigation of mathematical models 
of physical phenomena constitute the subject of mathematical 
physics. 

Since the time of Newton the search for and study of mathe
matical models of physical phenomena-the problems of mathe
matical physics-have made it necessary to resort to a wide range 
of mathematical tools and have thus stimulated the development 
of various areas of mathematics. Traditional (classical) mathe
matical physics had to do with the problems of classical physics: 
mechanics, hydrodynamics, acoustics, diffusion, heat conduction, 
potential theory, electrodynamics, optics and so forth. These 
problems all reduced to boundary-value problems for differential 
equations (the equations of mathematical physics). The basic 
mathematical tool for investigating such problems is the theory 
of differential equations and allied fields of mathematics: integral 
equations, the calculus of variations, approximate and numerical 
methods. With the advent of quantum physics, the range of 
mathematical tools expanded considerably through the use of 
the theory of operators, the theory of generalized functions, the 
theory of functions of complex variables, topological and[ alge
braic methods, computational mathematics and computers. All 
these theories were pressed into service in addition to the tra
ditional tools of mathematics. This intensive interaction of 

v 



VI Preface 

theoretical physics and mathematics gradually brought to the 
fore a new domain, that of modern mathematical physics. 

To summarize, then: modern mathematical physics makes 
extensive use of the latest attainments of mathematics, one of 
which is the theory of generalized functions. The present mono
graph is devoted to a brief exposition of the fundamentals of that 
theory and of certain of its applications to mathematical physics. 

At the end of the 1920's Paul Dirac (see Dirac [3]) introduced 
for the first time in his quantum mechanical studies the so-called 
delta function (6 function), which has the following properties: 

6 (x) = 0, x =1= 0; ~ 6 (x) cp (x) dx = cp (0), fP E C. (*) 

It was soon pointed out by mathematicians that from the purely 
mathematical point of view the definition is meaningless. It was 
of course clear to Dirac himself that the 6 function is not a func
tion in the classical meaning and, what is important, it operates 
as an operator (more precisely, as a functional) that relates, via 
f-:>rmula (*), to each continuous function cp a number cp (0), 
which is its value at the point 0. It required quite a few years 
and the efforts of many mathematicians§ in order to find a mathe
matically proper definition of the delta function, of its derivatives 
and, generally, of a generalized function. 

The foundations of the mathematical theory of generalized 
functions were laid by the Soviet mathematician S.L. Sobolev 
in 1936 (see Sobolev [ 1]) when he successfully applied gener
alized functions to a study of the Cauchy problem for hyperbolic 
equations. After World vVar II, the French mathematician 
L. Schwartz attempted, on the basis of an earlier created theory 
of linear locally convex topological spaces§§, a systematic con
struction of a theory of generalized functions and explained it in 
his well-known monograph entitled Theorie des distributions [ 1] 
(1950-51). From then on the theory of generalized functions was 
developed intensively by many mathematicians. This precipitate 
development of the theory of generalized functions received its 
main stimulus from the requirements of mathematical and theo
retical physics, in particular, the theory of differential equations 
and quantum physics. At the present time, the theory of gener
alized functions has advanced substantially and has found numer
ous applications in physics and mathematics, and more and more 
:is becoming a workaday tool of the physicist, mathematician 
and engineer§§§. Generalized functions possess a number of remark-

§ See the pioneering works of Bochner [1] and Hadamard [1]. 
§§ See Dieudonne and Schwartz [1]. 

§§§ See Arsac [1],. Bogoliubov, Logunov and Todorov [1), Bogoliubov, 
Medvedev and Polivanov [1], Bogoliubov and Shirkov [1], Bremermann [1], 
Ehrenpreis [1), Garding [1], Garsoux [1], Gelfand and Shilov [1], Gelfand 
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able properties that extend the capabilities of classical mathe
matical analysis; for example, any generalized function turns 
out to be infinitely differentiable (in the generalized meaning), 
convergent series of generalized functions may be differentiated 
termwise an infinite number of times, there always exists the 
Fourier transform of a generalized function, and so on. For this 
reason, the use of generalized function techniques substantially 
expands the range of problems that can be tackled and leads to 
appreciable simplifications that make elementary operations 
automatic. 

The present monograph is an expanded version of a course of 
lectures that the author has been delivering to students, post
graduates, and associates of the Moscow Physics and Technology 
Institute and the Steklov Mathematical Institute. 

I take this opportunity to thank all my associates for their 
constructive criticism that has helped to improve the presentation. 
In particular I wish to thank my pupils Yu. N. Drozhzhinov, 
V.V. Zharinov and R. Kh. Galeev. 

The first Hussian edition of this book was sold out in a short 
time. In preparing the second edition, I have taken into account 
a number of remarks, and part of the material has been reworked 
and supplemented. Inaccuracies and misprints have been correct
ed. Significant changes have been introduced into the portion 
devoted to the theory of holomorphic functions with nonnegative 
imaginary part in tubular regions over acute cones (Sees. 16-18). 
This part embodies new results. 

V. S. V ladimirov 

and Vilenk!n [1], Hormander [1], Jost (1], Malgrange [1], Palamodov (1], 
Reed and Stmon [1], Schwartz [1, 2], Sobolev [1, 2], Streater and Wightman 
[1), Treves [1], Vladimirov [1, 2), Zemanian [1), and others. 
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Symbols and Definitions 

0.1 We denote the points of an n-dimensional real space 
lR.n by x, y, ~ •... ; x = (x1, x 2 , ••• , Xn)· The points of an 
n-dimensional complex space en are given as z, ~. 0 0 .; z = 
= (z1 , z2 , ••• , zn) = x + iy; x = Re z is the real pal't of z 
and y = Im z is the imaginary part of z, ! = x - iy is the com
plex conjugate of z. In the usual manner we introduce in IR,n 
and en the scalar products 

(x, ~) = X1~1 + ... + XnSn 1 (z, ~) = Z1~1 + • • • + Zn~n 
and the norms (lengths) 

lxl = l/ (x, x) = (xf + ... +x~)1!2, 
lzl = Y<zh z) = (1Ztl 2 + ... + lznl 2) 112 • 

0.2 Open sets in IR,n are denoted by (_C), c:J', •.. ; ac:> is the 
boundary of (9, or ot3 = a"" (9. We will say that the set A is 
compact in the open set c:> (or is strictly contained in G) if A is 
bounded and its closure A lies in c:J; we then write A~ c:>. 

The following designations are used: U (x0 ; R) is an open ball 
of radius R with centre at the point Xo; s (xo; R) = au (xo; R) 
is a sphere of radius R with centre at the point x0 ; U R = U (0; R), 
s R = s (0; R). 

We use ~ (A, B) to denote the distance between the sets A and 
B in IRn, that is, 

~(A,B)= inf jx-yj. 
xEA, yEB 

We use A e to denote the E-neighbourhood of a set A, A e = 
= A + U e (Fig. 1a). If G is an open set, then G e designates 
the set of those points of G which are separated from iJG by 
a distance greater than c (Fig. 1b): 

Ge = [x: x E (9, ~ (x, 8C9)>c]. 

We use int A to denote the set of interior points of the set A. 
The characteristic function of a set A is the function e A (x) 

which is equal to 1 when x E A and is equal to 0 when x t A . 
The characteristic function 8Lo. "'> (x) of the semiaxis x > 0 is 
called the Heaviside unit function and is denoted e (x) (Fig. 2): 

e (x) = 0, X < 0, e (x) = 1, x~O. 



2 Symbols and Definitions 

The set A is said to be convex if for any points x' and x" in A 
the line segment joining them, tx' + (1 - t) x", o:::;;;;t:::;;;;1, 
lies entirely in A. 

We will use ch A to denote the convex hull of a set A. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

/ 
I 

/ ---

\ I 
\ I ...... _/ 

(a) 

Figure 1 
(b) 

A real function I (x) < + oo is said to be convex on the set A 
if for any points x' and x'' in A such that the line segment tx' + 
+ (1 - t) x" joining them lies entirely in A the following in
equality holds (Fig. 2b): 

I (tx' + (1 - t) x"):::;;;;tl (x') + (1 - t) I (x") 

The function I (x) is said to be concave if the function -1 (x) 
is convex. 

0.3 The Lebesgue integral of a function I over an open set <9 
is given as 

J I (x) dx, 
(9 

J I (x) dx = J I (x) dx. 
IR.n 

The collection of all (complex-valued, measurable) functions I 
specified on <9 for which the norm 

{[J ll(x) 1Paxr1p, 

II f IIZP(<9) = (9 

vrai sup 1/(x)l, 
xe(_C) 

1 -<.p < oo, 

p=oo, 

is finite will be denoted as :f,P (<9), 1-<p~oo; we write 
II II= II ll.z2(1R.n)• ,ZP (lltn) = .ZP. 

If 1 E ,ZP ( <5 ') for any 6' ~ (S, then I is said to be p-locally 
summable in <9 (for p = 1, we say it is locally summable in <9). 
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The collection of p-locally summable functions in (9 is denoted 
Xfoc (<: ), .Zfoc (!R") = Xfoc• 

A measurable function is said to be finite in (9 if it vanishes 
almost everywhere outside a certain f' ~ (9. The set of all 
functions in .:tP (6) that are finite in (_C) is denoted .:t'~ (6). 

e ( x]l-------
, 

(a) 

0 X 

f(x) 

tf(x')+ (1-t)f(x") 

(b) 

x' IX'+(I-t)x' X" 

Figure 2 

0.4 Let a = (a1, a 2 , ••• , an) be a multi-index, that is to 
.,ay its components ai are nonnegative integers. We have the 
following symbolism: 

a! =at! a 2 ! ... an!, xa=~tx~2 ... x~n, 

( ~ ) ( ~~ ) ( ~2 ) ( ~n ) a I 
a = a 1 a2 ··• an =~!(a-~)! ' 

1a1 =at +a2+ ... an. 

Let D=(D~tD2 , ••• ,Dn), Di= a~·, j=1,2, ... ,n. Then 
] 

It may sometimes happen that a = (a1, a 2 , ••• , an) will be 
used to denote a multi-index with components of any sign: ai :;;o. 

< 



4 Symbols and Definitions 

. 0.5 We use C" (<5) to denote the set of all functions f (x) 
that are continuous in (9 together with all derivatives nat (x), 
I a l~k; Coo (G) is the collection of all functions infinitely 
differentiable in (9. The set of all functions t (x) in ck (e) for 
which all derivatives nat (x), I a l~k, admit continuous exten
sion onto tJ will be denoted by Ck (0). We introduce the norm 
in ck (<3) for k < 00 via the formula 

. II f llck((C)) = SU_£ I nat (x) 1. 
xEG 

/ai<Sk 

We also write C (<5) = C0 (G), C ([) = C0 (E). 
The support of a function f (x) continuous in (9 is the closure, 

in (9, of those points where f (x) =1= 0; the support of f is denoted 
by supp f. If supp f ~ (9, then f is finite in 0 (compare with 
Sec. 0.3). 

We denote the collection of functions, finite in (9, of the class 
C" (CS) by q (G); C0 (G) = C~ (C). Finally, the set of all 
functions of the class Ck (C9) that vanish on iJG together with 
all derivatives up to order k inclusive will be denoted by q (0); 
C 0 (G) = q (6). We write Ck (!R") = Ch; C~ (Rn) = C~; 
q(R") = cg, co = cg (C~ is the set of functions in ch that 
vanish at infinity together with all their derivatives up to order k 
inclusive). 

0.6 Symbolism: (a, b) is a bilinear fortn (linear in a and b 
separately); (a, b) is a linear-antilinear form (linear in a and 
an tilinear in b): 

{aa1 + ba2 , 'Ah1 + f!bz) 
= af: (all b1) + ait (ail b2) + ~f (a2, b1) +~it (az, bz); 

\ 2nn!2 
an= J ds = r (n/2) is the surface area of a unit sphere in IR.n; 

''i=l 
AT is the transpose of the matrix A. 

We denote the uniform convergence of a sequence of func
tions, {IJln (x)}, tci a function tp (x) on a set A thus: 

xEA 
IJln (x) ;> tp (x), n-+ oo; 

xEIRn x 

if A= IR.n, then instead of ;>we write ---=>· 
The sections are numbered in a single sequence. Each section 

is made up of subsections, the numbers of which are included 
in any reference to a section. Formulas are numbered separately in 
each subsection; they contain the number of the formula and 
of the subsection. When reference is made to a formula in a 
different section, the number of that section is also given. 



Chapter I 

Generalized Functions and Their Properties 

The exposition of the theory of generalized functions given in 
this chapter is tailored to the needs of theoretical and mathe
matical physics. 

1 Basic and Generalized Functions 

1.1 Introduction A generalized function is a generaliza
tion of the classical notion of a function. On the one hand, this 
generalization permits expressing in a mathematically proper 
form such idealized concepts as the density of a material point, 
the density of a point charge or dipole, the spatial density of a 
simple or double layer, the intensity of an instantaneous point 
source, the magnitude of an instantaneous force applied to a point, 
and so forth. On the other hand, the notion of a generalized func
tion can reflect the fact that in reality one cannot measure the 
value of a physical quantity at a point but can only measure 
the mean values within sufficiently small neighbourhoods of the 
point and then proclaim the limit of the sequence of those mean 
values as the value of the physical quantity at the given point. 

This can be explained by attempting to determine the density 
set up by a material point of mass 1. Assume that the point is 
the origin of coordinates. In order to determine the density, we 
distribute (or, as one often says, smear) the unit mass uniformly 
inside a sphere of radius e centered at 0. We then obtain the mean 
density f e (x) that is er·•1al (see Fig. 3) to 

if lxl <e, 

if 1x1 >e. 

We are interested in the densit) at e -= +0. To begin with, for 
the desired density (which we denote by 6 (x)) we take the point 
limit of the sequence of mean densities f e (x) as e-+ +0, that 
is, the function 

{ +oo if x=O, 
6 (x) = 0 "f 0 1 X=/= . 

( 1 1) 

2-0172 5 



6 Generalized Functions and Their Properties 

Of the density it is natural to require that the integral of the 
density over the entire space yield the total mass of substance, or 

J 6 (x) dx= 1. (1.2) 

But for the function 6 (x) defined by (1.1), J 6 (x) dx = 0. This 

means that the function does not restore the mass (it does not 
satisfy the requirement (1.2)) and therefore cannot be taken as 

0 li 2E X 

Figure 3 

the desired mass. Thus the point limit of a sequence of mean den
sities f e (x) is unsuitable for our purposes. What is the way out? 

Let us now find a somewhat different limit of the sequence of 
mean densities f e (x), the so-called weak limit. It will readily be 
seen that for any continuous function <p (x) 

limjf fe(x)<p(x)dx=<p(O). (1.3) 
8->+0 

Formula (1.3) states that the weak limit of a sequence of functions 
f 8 (x), e-+ +0, is a functional <p (0) (and not a function!) that 
relates to every continuous function <p (x) a number <p (0), which 
is its value at the point x = 0. It is this functional that we take 
for our sought-for density 6 (x). And this is the famous delta func
tion of Dirac. So now we can write 

weak 
fe (x) ~ 6 (x), e-+ + 0, 

and we understand by this the limiting relation (1.3). The value 
of the .functional 6 on the function <p (the number <p (0)) will be 
denoted thus: 

(6, <p) = <p (0). (1.4) 

This equality yields the exact meaning of formula (•) (see Pref

ace). The role of the "integral" J 6 (x) <p (x) dx is played here 
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by the quantity (6, c:p), which is the value of the functional l) 
on the function c:p. 

Let us now check to see that the functional 6 restores the total 
mass. Indeed, as we have just said, the role of the "integral" 

) 6 (x) dx is handled by the quantity (6, 1), which, by virtue 

of (1.4), is equal to the value of the function identically equal 
to 1 at the point x = 0, that is, (6, 1) = 1. 

Also, generally, if masses 1-tk are concentrated at distinct points 
x1, k = 1, 2, ... , N, then the density that corresponds to such 
a mass distribution should be regarded as equal to 

~ f.lk 6 (x-xk). (1.5) 

The expression (1.5) is a linear functional that associates witll 
each continuous function c:p (x) a number 

~ f.lk c:p (xk)· 
!~k~N 

Thus, the density corresponding to a point distribution of 
masses cannot be described within the framework of the classical 
concept of a function; to describe it requires resorting to entities 
of a more general mathematical nature, linear (continuous) func
tionals. 

1.2 The space of basic functions ~ ( <: ) In] the case of the 
delta function we have already seen that it is determined by 
means of continuous functions as a linear (continuous) functional 
on those functions. Continuous functions are said to be basic 
functions for the delta function. It is this viewpoint that serves 
as the basis for defining an arbitrary generalized function as a 
continuous linear functional on a collection of sufficiently "good" 
so-called basic functions. Clearly, the smaller the set of basie 
functions, the more continuous linear functionals there are on it. 
On the other hand, the supply of basic functions should be suf
ficiently large. In this subsection we introduce the important 
space of basic functions 55 ( c:;) for any open set 0 c: IRn. 

Included in the set of basic functions 55 (<S) are all finite func
tions infinitely differentiable inC-'; f:l· (<S) = C';' (G) (see Sec. 0.5). 
We define convergence in :?l ( ~-) as follows. A sequence of func
tions c:p1, c:p 2, ••• in 5I (0) converges to the function c:p (in 55 (0)) 
if there exists a set <3' ~ 0 such that supp c:pk c: C:,' and for 
every a 

xE0 
Da c:pk (x) =?- 9;a c:p (x), k-+ oo. 

We then write: c:pk-+ c:p, k-+ oo in fZ (C: ). 
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A linear set ~ (<9) equipped with convergence is called the 
space of basic functions 9J (<9), and we have the following symbol
ism: flJ = 9J (Rn), 9J (a, b) = flJ ((a, b)). 

Clearly, if t\ c <9 2 , then also 9J (e1) c ~ ((92), and from 
the convergence in 9J ( C'\) there follows convergence in 9J ( <9 2). 

X 

Figure 4 

An instance of a nonzero basic function is the "cap" in Fig. 4: 

{ C - e2-8~xJ2 I / 
ffie(x)= ee , xl~e, 

0, lxl>e. 
In what follows, the function ffi e will play the part of an aver
aging function; and so we shall regard the constant C e as such that 

1 

J ffie (x) dx = 1, that is, C8 en J e- i-Js1 2 d£= 1. 
Je:<1 

The following lemma yields other instances of basic functions. 

Lemma For any set A and any number e > 0 there is a function 
1J e E Coo such that 

'Y)e (x) = 1, X E A"; 

O~f)e (x)-<1, 

- 3e 
'Y)e(X) = 0, X E A ; 

I 9Ja'Y)e (x) I< Kac,-lal. 

Proof. Let e A 2e be a characteristic function of the set A 28 (see 
Sec. 0.2). Then the function 

l]e (x) = J 8A 28 (y) ffie{X- y) dy = J ffie (x- y) dy, 
A2e 

where ffi 8 is the "cap", has tbe required properties. The proof 
is complete. 
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Corollary Let 6 be an open set. Then for any <5' ~ G there 
is a function TJ E 9) such that TJ (x) = 1, x E G', 0~ TJ (x) ~ 1. 

This follows from the lemma when A = (S' and e = 
= !~ ((c', aC:) >0. 

Let t"' 1" k = 1, 2, ... , be a countable system of open sets. 
We say that this system forms a locally finite cover of the open 
set G if (S = lJ <:.·", CC'" ~ e, and any compact K ~ G 

k~l . 
intersects only a finite number of sets { (c\}. 

Theorem I (decomposition of unity) Let {CC' "} be a locally 
finite cover of (" .. Then there is a system of functions {ek} such that 

ekE2(Gk), O~ek(x)<1, ~ek(x)=1, xE(9. 
h)>i 

Remark. For each x E G that has a nonzero sum there is only 
a finite number of summands ek (x); the set of functions {ek} 
is termed the decomposition of unity corresponding to the given 
locally finite cover { (~\} of the open set ('). 

Proof. We will prove that there is another locally finite cover 
{<::"/.}of the set (:';such that Gi.~ Gk. Construct G;. and set 

K 1 = G "-..\J G". 
k?2 

Then K 1 c: (~\ ~ 0 and K 1 is closed in G. Hence K 1 ~ e 1 , 

for G; we take an open set such that K 1 ~ G; ~ (~\. Then the 
sets G;, 0 2 , ••• form a locally finite cover of G. In similar 
fashion we construct an open set C; ~ e_c; 2 , etc. We thus obtain 
the required cover { G ,;}. 

By the corollary to the lemma, there exist functions such that 

'YJk (x) = 1, xEGk, 
Putting 

ek(x) = ~k (x) ( ~ 'YJk (x) ~ 1 )' 
T]k (x) k>-1 

Jz;;,i ""' 

we obtain the required decomposition of unity. This completes 
the proof. . 

We have thus seen that there are various functions in !!J) (G). 
We will now see that there are a sufficiently large number of 
such functions. 

Let f be a locally summable function in 0, f E :lloc (<5). The 
convolution of f and the "cap", ro e• 

fp(x)= jf(y)roe(x-y)dy= j"roe(y)f(x-y)dy 
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(wherever it is defined) is c11lled the mean function of f (or the 
regularization of f). 

Let f E :£P (B), 1 ~ p ~ oo (f (x) is regarded as zero out
side ~). Then f e E Coo and the following inequality holds: 

life II.ZP((9) <II f II.ZP((9)' (2.1) 

Indeed, the fact that f e E coo follows from the properties of 
the function f and from the definition of a mean function. When 
1 ~p < oo the inequality (2.1) follows from the Holder in
equality: 

ll/eii~P(<9)= Jl!e(x)IPdx= JIJt(Y)ffie(x-y)dyrdx 
(9 (9 

-< J J If (Y)IP ffie (x- y) dy u· ffie (x- y) dy y-i dx 
(9(9 

= J J If (y)IP ffie (x- y) dy dx 
(9(9 

~ J 1 f(y)IPdy=lltleb<e>· 
(9 

The case of p = oo is considered in a similar fashion. 

Theorem II Let f E X~ (6) and f (x) = 0 almost everywhere 
eutside K ~ <9. Then for all e < Ll (K, 86) the mean function 
leE ,21((9) and (see Sees. 0.3 and 0.5 for the symbolism) 

. { inC (<9) iff E Co (C9), 

fe- f,e-+0 in :£P (<9) (1 ~ P< oo) if IE Xb(<9), 
almost everywhere in (9 iff EX'; (<9). 

Proof. If e<Ll(K, o<9), then fe(x) is finite in (9, and since 
/e E Coo (<9), it follows that feE~ (<9). 

Let f E C0 ((9). Then from the estimate 

t/e (x)- f(x) I= I J If (y)- f (x)] ffie (x- Y) dy I 
. -< max If (x) - f (Y)I r ffie (.:r- y) dy 

Jx-yJ..-;e J 
= max lf(x)- f(y)j, x E (9, 

x-yJ.,;;e 

and from the uniform continuity of the function f follows the 
llniform convergence, on B, of f e (x) to f (x) as s- +0. 
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Let f E :£~ (<9), 1~p < oo. Take an arbitrary ~ > 0. There 
is a function g E C0 (<9) such that 

B 
llf-gllzP(<9)<3 · 

From what has been proved, there will be an e0 such that 
B 

llg-geiiZP(<9)<3 for all e<e0 • 

From this, using the inequality (2.1), we obtain, for all e < e0 , 

II f -le IIZP((9) 

-<II/- giLZ'P((9) + llg- ge IIZP((9) +II (g- /)e IIZP((9) 

26 B 
-<211 f-gllzP(<9) +llg-ge IIZP(<9) <3 +a=~. 

And this means that / 8 -+/, e-++0 in :£P(<9). 
Now iff E :t:;o (<9), we can indicate a sequence of functions 

taken from C0 (<9) that converges to f (x) almost everywhere 
in <9. From this fact and from what has been proved, it follows 
that f e (x)-+ f (x), e-+ +0, almost everywhere in <9. The theo
rem is proved. 

Corollary 1 flJ ( <9) is dense in :£P ( <9), 1 ~ p < oo. 

Corollary 2 flJ (<9) is dense in q (<9) (in the norm Ck (<9)) 
if <9 is bounded or (9 = IR. n. 

1.3 The space of generalized functions .2l'(<9) A generalized 
function specified on an open set <9 is any continuous linear 
functional on the space of basic functions flJ (<9). 

We will write the value of the functional (generalized function) 
f on the basic function q> as (f, q>). By analogy with ordinary 
functions, we sometimes formally write f (x) instead of f, and 
regard x as the argument of the basic functions on which the 
functional f operates. 

We now give an explanation of the definition of a generalized 
function. 

(1) A generalized function f is a functional on flJ (<9), that is, 
with each q> E flJ (<9) there is associated a (complex-valued) 
number (f, q>). 

(2) A generalized function f is a linear functional on ~ ( <9), 
that is, if q> and 'I' belong to flJ (<9) and A. and f.l. are complex num
bers, then 

(f, A.q> + l.l.'l') =A. (f, q>) + ,... (f, 'IJ'). 
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(3) A generalized function f is a continuous junctional on 5; (G), 
that is, if 'Pk-+ qJ, k-+ oo in ~· (<9), then 

(f, 'Pk)-+ (f, IJl), k-+ oo. 

The generalized functions f and g specified in (9 are said to be 
equal in (9 if they are equal as functionals on 5J (<9), that is, if 
for any IJl in 5J (G), (!, IJl) = (g, IJl). We will then write: f = g 
in (9 or f (x) = g (x), x E <9. 

Denote by ~' (<9) the set of all generalized functions specified 
in <9. The set 5)' (<9) is a linear set if we define the linear com
bination 'J...f + 1-Lg of the generalized functions f and g in £Z' (<9) 
as a functional acting via the formula [thus, the form (!, IJl) is 
a bilinear form (see Sec. 0.6)1 

('}..f + 1-tg, 'P) = '}.. (/, 'P) + It (g, IJl), 1P E 5J (<9). 

Suppose f E 5J' (<9). We define a generalized function f in 
5)' (<9), which is the complex conjugate off, as follows: 

(!, IJl)=(/,(ji), 

The generalized functions 

Ref= t+T 
2 ' 

1P E fl (<9). 

are respectively the real part and the imaginary part of f so that ... 
f = Ref + i lm j, f =Ref-ilm f. 

If Im f = 0, then f is said to be a real generalized function. 
Example. The delta function is real. 
Let us define convergence in $' (<9). A sequence of generalized 

functions f 1 , f 2 , ••• in fl)' (<9) converges to a generalized func
tion f E 5)' (<9) if for any basic function IJl E 5J (<9) (fk, IJl) -+ 
-+ (f, IJl), k-+ oo. We then write 

fit-+ f, k-+ oo in 5;' (<9). 

This convergence is termed a weak convergence. The linear set 
!!lJ' (<9) together with the convergence with which it is equipped 
is called the space 51' (<9) of generalized functions. In symbols: 
~' = ~' (!Rn), ~' (a, b) = 9)' ((a, b)). . · 

Quite obviously, if ('\ c <9 2, then fl' (<9 2) c 51' (<91), 
and from convergence in fi)' (<9 2) follows convergence in 5)' (<91). 

For this reason, for any generalized function f in $' (<9) there 
is a (unique) restriction to any open set G' c (9 such that f E 
E 95' ( G'). 
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Remark. Linear functionals on $ (<9) need not necessarily be· 
continuous on $ (<9). However, not a single discontinuous linear
function has been constructed explicitly on $ (<9); one can only 
prove their existence theoretically by using the axiom of choice. 

Theorem For a linear functional f on 5J (<9) to belong to 5' (<:l), 
that is, for it to be a generalized function in <.:>, it is necessary and' 
sufficient that for any open set (9' ~ (9 there exist numbers K = 
= K (<9') and m = m (<9') such that 

(3.1) 

Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. We prove necessity. Suppose
/ E 5)' (6) and (9' ~ <:>. If the inequality (3.1) does not hold,. 
there will be a sequence cpk, k = 1, 2, ... , of functions in 
5J ( <9') such that 

(3.2} 

But the sequence 

'Pk = <jlk -0, 
Vk llfPJdlck((§') 

k-+ oo in 5J (<9), 

since supp 'Pk c 6' ~ (9, and for k ~I~ 1 we have 

Therefore, (!, '~h)-+ 0, k-+ oo. On the other hand, by virtue· 
of (3.2) we get 

k-+oo. 

This contradiction proves the theorem. 
Suppose f E S;' (<9). If it is possible in the inequality (3.1)· 

to choose the integer m as independent of 6', then we say that 
the generalized function f is of finite order; the smallest such m 
is termed the order off in <9. For example, the order of the delta. 
function is 0; the order of the generalized function 

(!, cp) = ~ cp<k) (k) 

in (0, oo) is infinitP. 
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Remark. The theorem just proved signifies that if we introduce 
in the space 5J (G) a topology of an inductive limit (union) of an 
increasing sequence of countable-normed spaces c-: ((:\), where 
<91 ~ ('1 2 ~ •••• , U Gn = G, with norms 

11~1 

then 5' (G) becomes the conjugate space of 5J (f:) (see Bourbaki 
[1], and Dieudonne and Schwartz [1]). Here, the inequality (3.1) 
is preserved for all functions 1P in c-:: (G') (see Corollary 2 to 
Theorem II of Sec. 1.2). 

1.4 The completeness of the space of generalized functions 
!D' (G) The property of the completeness of the space :JJ' (G) 
is extremely important. 

Theorem Let there be a sequence of generalized functions j 1, 

j 2 , ••• in 31' (G) such that for every junction IP E 5J (G), the 
numerical sequence (fn, IP) converges ask-+ oo. Then the junctional 
j on £})(G) defined by (/, IP) =lim (!11 , IP) is also linear and conti-

h-oo 
nuous on 5J (G), or f E £})'(G). 

Proof. The linearity of the limiting functional f is obvious. 
Let us prove its continuity on :;.£ (G). Let IPv-+ 0, v-+ oo in 
.5· (G); we have to prove that (/, IPv)-+ 0, v-+ oo. Assuming 
the contrary and passing, if necessary, to a sequence, we may 
assume that for all v = 1, 2, ... the inequality I(/, IPv) 1~2a 
holds true for some a > 0. Since (!, IPv) =lim Un. IPv). 

h->oo 
it follows that for every v = 1, 2, . . there is a number kv 
:such that I (fnv, (1)..,) l~a. But this is impossible due to the 
lemma which follows. This contradiction completes the proof of 
.the continuity of f. The proof of the theorem is complete. 

Lemma Given a sequence of junctionals / 1 , / 2 , ••• taken from 
-a weakly bounded set M' c £})'(G), that is, I (!, ())) I < Crp, 
j EM' for all IP in 5J (G), and suppose the sequence of basic functions 
'(j)1 , cp 2 , ••• in 5J (G) tends to 0 in :JJ (G). Then (fh, IPn)-+ 0 
.ask-+ oo. 

Proof. Assume the lemma is not true. Then, passing, if neces
sary, to a subsequence, we can say that I (in, IPn) I ~c > 0. 
The convergence of IPn to 0 in $(G) means that supp Cjln c G' ~ 
~ ('1 and for every a 

k-+ oo. 
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Therefore, by again passing, if necessary, to a subsequence, we 
can assume that 

I nacpk (X) I < :k ' 

Set '¢k = 2kcpk; then 

lal-<.k=O, 1, ..•. 

supp'ljlkc:<9'~(9 and IDa\jlk(x)l<;k, (4.1) 

lal<k=O, 1, ... , 
so that 

k-+ oo. (4.2) 

Now construct the subsequences {fkv} and {'ljlkv} in the follow
ing manner. Choose /k1 and '¢k1 so that I (fkt, '¢k1) I ;;;:: 2. J Suppose 
fk1 and '¢kl' j = 1, ... , v - 1, have already been constructed; 
construct f.,.v and '¢kv· Since '¢k-+ 0, k-+ oo in ~ (<9), it follows 
that (fkj• '¢k)-+ 0, k-+ oo, j = 1, ... , v- 1, and therefore 
there is a number N such that for all k;;;:N, 

j=1, ••. ,·v-1. (4.3) 

Now note that l(/k,'¢k1)1-::;;.ck1 , j=1, ... ,v-1. Finally, by 
virtue of (4.2) choose a number kv;;::N1 such that 

(4.4) 

Thus, by (4.3)-(4.4), the (generalized) functions fkv and '¢kv thus 
constructed are such that 

j=1, •.. ,v-11 (4.5) 

1(/kv• 'IJl~<v)l ;;;:: ~ 1(/kv• \jlk)l +v+ 1. (4.6) 
i~;..;:v-1 

Set \jl = 2]'¢kr By virtue of (4.1) this series converges in ~ (<9) 
j;;;.t 

and, hence, 'ljJ E ~ (<9) and 

(fkv• \jl) = (fkvt \jlkv) + ~ (fkv• \jlkj). 
i=i 
i#V 

(4.7) 
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Whence, taking into account the inequalities (4.5) and (4.6), 
we get 

I (fk", 'II') I 
00 

~v+ 1- ~ 2j~v =V. 

i:>v+t 

That is, (fhv' 'II')-+ oo, v-+ oo. But this contradicts the bounded
ness of the sequence (fh, 'ljJ), k-+ oo (fh E M'). The proof of the 
lemma is complete. 

Corollary If a set M' c: 5,' (<5) is weakly bounded, then for 
any (3' ~ G there exist numbers K and m such that the inequality 
(3.1) is preserved for all <p Eft (c:J') and f EM'. 

The proof is analogous to the proof of the theorem of Sec. 1.3 
with the lemma invoked as well. 

1.5 The support of a generalized function Generally speak
ing, generalized functions do not have values at separate points. 
Nevertheless, one may speak of the vanishing of a generalized 
function in an open set. We say that a generalized function f 
in 5,' (<5) vanishes in an open set c:J' c: C3 if its restriction to (9' 
(see Sec. 1.3) is a zero functional in 5,' (<5'), that is, (f, <p) = 0 
for all <p E tJJ (<5'). We then write: f (x) = 0, x E <5'. 

Suppose a generalized function f in 5' (c:J) vanishes in C3. 
It then obviously vanishes also in the neighbourhood of every 
point of the set. c:J. 

Conversely, let f in f£' (G) vanish in some neighbourhood 
U (y) c: 0 of each point y of the open set e. 

Using the cover {U (y), y E <5} of the set 0, let us construct 
its locally finite cover {GA} so that each Gh is contained in some 
U (y). Let <5; ~ <5; ~ ••• , U c:J~ = G. By the Heine-Borel 

v;:::t 
lemma, the compact G~ is covered by a finite number of neigh
bourhoods lj (y): lj (yl), , .. , lj (y Nt); the Compact <5;""' e; 
is covered likewise by a finite number of such neighbourhoods: 
u (YN,+I}, ... , u (YN,+N ); and so forth. Setting eh = . -
= U (YJt) n e;, k = 1, ... , N1, Gh = U (YJt) n (~;""' G;), 
k = N 1 + 1, ... , N 1 + N 2 , and so on, we obtain the required 
cover {GA}· 

Let {eh} be the decomposition of unity that corresponds to the 
constructed cover {~A} of the set G (see Sec. 1.2). Then for any q> 
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in f!l; ( t:), sup p ( cpek) c: U (y) for some y and for that reason 
U, cpek) = 0; consequently 

(/,cp)={f, L ek<p)= ~ (f, <pek)=O. 
k~i k;:?;i 

We are thus convinced that the following lemma holds true. 

Lemma If a generalized function in 5J' (<9) vanishes in some 
neighbourhood of every point of the open set (9, then it also vanishes 
in the whole set 0. 

Suppose f E :JJ' (<9). The union of all neighbourhoods where 
f = 0 forms an open set <9t. which is called the zero set of the gene
ralized function f. By the lemma, f = 0 in <91; furthermore <91 
is the largest open set in which f vanishes. 

The support of a generalized function f is the completion of 
<91 to 6; the support off is symbolized as supp /,so that supp f = 
= G""-<91; supp f is a closed set in <9. If supp f ~ <9, then f 
is said to be finite in (9. 

From the foregoing follow the assertions: 
(a) If the supports of f E 5;' (<9) and <p E !J) (G) do not have 

any points in common, then (f, <p) = 0. 
(b) To have x E supp f, it is necessary and sufficient that f should 

not vanish in any neighbourhood of the point x. 
Let A be a closed set in <9. We denote by 5) 1 (0, A) the col

lection of generalized functions in f:l;' ( <9), whose supports are 
contained in A, and with convergence: fk -+ 0, k-+ oo in 
f:l 1 (('), A) if fk-+ 0, k-+ oo in fi5 1 (0) and supp fk c: A. We 
write [[ 1 (A) = 5) 1 (IR.n, A). 

A similar meaning is also attributed to other spaces of gener
alized functions, for example, r!f' (A), x: (A) and so on (see 
Sees. 5 and 7 below). 

The lemma that was proved in this subsection admits of a gener
alization. In Sec. 1.3 we saw that any generalized function f 
in f2. 1 (0) induces, in each 6 1 c: <9, its own local element 
f E f:t 1 ((9 1

). The converse is also true: it is possible to "join 
together" a single generalized function out of any collection of 
coordinated local elements. To be more precise, the following 
theorem holds. 

Theorem of piecewise joining Suppose that for each point 
y E (9 there exists a neighbourhood U (y) ~ (9 and in it there is 
specified a generalized function f 11 , wherein f y, (x) = f v. (x) if 
X E u (yl) n u (yz) =I= 0. Then there is a unique generalized 
function f in 5J' (<9) that coincides with fu in U (y) for ally E <9. 

Proof. Again, as in the proof of the lemma, we construct, with 
respect to the cover { U (y), y E <9}, a locally ftnite cover {0k}, 
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<9k c U (YR.), of the set (CJ and the appropriate decomposition 
of unity {e~t}· Set 

. (f, <p) = ~ {fyk, <pe~t), <p E 5: (0). (5.1) 
k;;:1 

Since the number of summands in the right member of (5.1) is 
always finite and does not depend on <p E fl) (G') for any G' ~ 0, 
it follows that functional f defined by it is linear and continuous 
on t£ (0), or f E fl)' (0). Furthermore, if <p E 5 (U (y)), then 
<pek E 5J (U (Y~t)) and, hence, (/y, <pek) = (/yk' <peR.) so that by 
virtue of (5.1) 

(f, <p) = ~ (fYk' <pelt)= ( /y, <p ~ ek) = (/y, cp). 
k;;:1 k;;:1 

That is, f = f y in U (y). The uniqueness of the generalized func
tion f thus constructed follows from the lemma. The proof of 
the theorem is complete. 

1.6 Regular generalized functions The simplest example 
of a generalized function is a functional generated by a function 
f (x) locally summable in 0:. 

(f,cp)= Jf(x)cp(x)dx,i cpE5(0). (6.1) 

From the properties of the linearity of an integral and from the 
theorem on passage to the limit under the integral sign it follows 
that the functional in the right member of (6.1) is linear and con
tinuous on 5J (G), that is, f E tl' (G). 

Generalized functions determined, via (6.1), by functions locally 
summable in 0 are termed regular generalized functions. All 
other generalized functions are said to be singular. 

Lemma (Du Bois Raymond) For a function f (x) that is locally 
summable in 0 to vanish almost everywhere in 0, it is necessary 
and sufficient that the regular generalized function f generated by 
it vanish in (C). 

Proof. Necessity is obvious. We prove sufficiency. Let 

J f (x) cp (x) dx = 0, <I> E 5J (0). (6.2) 

Take an arbitrary G' ~ 0; let x.0 , be a characteristic function 

of G'. By Theo.rem II of Sec. 1.2, there exists a sequence of func
tions <l'~t (x), k = 1, 2, ... , from f!l (<:5), which sequence con-
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verges to the function e-i arg /(x)X(9' (x) almost everywhere in 
e, and I CJl~t (x) I -< 1 almost everywhere in e. From this, using 
the Lebesgue theorem on passage to the limit under the sign 
of the Lebesgue integral, we conclude, taking into account (6.2), 
that 

j" If (x) I dx = j" f (x) e-i arg f(x)X(3' (x) dx 
(3' 

= lim { r f (x) CJlk (x) dx 
R-+oo J 

+ J f (x) [e-i arg /(x)X(9' (x)- CJlk (x)] dx} 

= J lim f (x) [e-i arg f(x)- CJlk (x)J dx = 0, 
e_,k ... oo 

so that f (x) = 0 almost everywhere in eJ'. Due to the arbitrary 
nature of the set (9' ~ eJ, we conclude that f (x) = 0 almost 
everywhere in G. The proof of the lemma is complete. 

From the lemma just proved it follows that any regular gen
eralized function in G is defined by a unique function (unique up 
to the values on a set of measure zero) that is locally summable 
in C3. Consequently there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
functions locally summable in C3 and regular generalized func
tions in G. For this reason we will henceforth identify a function 
f (x) locally summable in C3 with the generalized function from 
!£' (eJ) that is generated by it via (6.1). In this sense, "ordinary" 
functions (that is, functions locally summable in eJ) are (regular) 
generalized functions taken from Eli' (eJ). 

From the Du Bois Reymond lemma it follows likewise that 
both definitions of the support of a continuous function in (3 

that were given in Sec. 0.5 and Sec. 1.5 coincide. 
Also note that if the sequence f~t (x), k = 1, 2, ... , of func

tions locally summable in C3 converges uniformly to the func
tion f (x) on each compact K ~ eJ, then, also, fR-+ j, k-+ oo 
in tl' (G). 

Suppose f E Eli' (CC)) and <91 c G. We will say that a gener
alized function f belongs to a class ck (C31) if, in (91, it coincides 
with the function / 1 of the class c~t (<91), that is, for any cp E 
E !:l (01), 

(/' CJl) = J f t( X) CjJ (X) dx. 

If, besides, / 1 E ck (C~\), then we will say that ! belongs to the 
k -class C (I:\). 
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1. 7 Measures A more general class of generalized functions 
that contains the regular generalized functions is generated by 
measures. A measure on a Borel set A is a completely additive 
(complex-valued) function of the set 

f.L(E)= J f.L(dx), 
E 

which function is specified and finite on all bounded Borel sub
sets E of the set A, I f.L (E) I < oo. 

For details of measure theory and integration see Kolmogorov 
.and Fomin [1). 

The measure f.L (E) on A can be uniquely represented in terms 
oQf 4 nonnegative measures f.LJ (E) ~0 on A via the formula f.L = 
= f.l1 - f.L2 + i (f,l3 - (.l4); here, 

J f.L (dx) = J f.Lt{dx)- J f.L2 (dx) + i J f.Ls (dx)- i J f.Lddx). 
E E E E E 

(7.1) 
The measure f.L (E) on an open set fJ determines a generalized 

function f.l in fJ by the formula 

(f.L, cp) = J cp (x) f.L (dx), cp E .2 (fJ), (7 .2) 

where the integral is the Lebesgue-Stjieltes integral. From the 
properties of this integral it follows that we do indeed have f.L E 
E 5,' (fJ). 

Remark. For measures f.l on fJ that are absolutely continuous 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure, that is, f.l (dx) = f (x) (dx), 
where f E .Xfoc (fJ), formula (7.2) defines regular generalized 
functions j (see Sec. 1.6). 

An assertion similar to the lemma of Du Bois Reymond holds 
(see Sec. 1.6). 

Lemma For a measure f.l (E) on fJ to be a zero measure, it is 
necessary and sufficient for the generalized junction f.1 defined by it 
to vanish in fJ. 

Proof. The proof is based on the following assertion: for the 
measure f.L (E) on fJ to be a zero measure, it is necessary and suf
ficient that 

J cp (x) f.L (dx) = 0, 
f) 

(7.3) 

whence immediately follows necessity. We now prove sufficiency. 
Assuming that (7.3) holds for all cp in !}) (<3), we will prove that 
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it holds also for an arbitrary <p in C 0 ((S ). Suppose supp <p c 
c B' ~B. By Theorem II, Sec. 1.2, there exists a sequence 
of functions <p 10 k = 1, 2, ... , in~(<':) such that supp <p 11 c 
c B' ~ B and <p 11 -+ <p, k-+ oo in C (6'). Therefore 

J <p(x))!(dx) = ~ ~~~ <p11 (x) )!(dx) = ~~~ J <Jlk (x) )!(dx) = 0, 
B B' <:J 

which is what we set out to prove. The lemma is proved. 
From the lemma it follows that there exists a one-to-one cor

respondence between measures on B and the generalized functions 
generated by them via formula (7.2). For this reason, we will in 
future identify the measure I! (E) on G and the generalized func
tion I! in 9)' (B) generated by that measure. 

Theorem I For a generalized function f in 5J' ( (c:) to be a measure 
on e, it is necessary and sufficient that its order in G be equal to 0. 

Proof. Necessity. Let f E Eb' ( 6) be a measure I! on G. Then 
for any G' ~ G and any <p ~ fJ) (G') we have 

1(/,<p)l=l \ <p(X))!(dx)l< \l!!(dx)lmaxl<p(x)l, 
• cS' xE(9' 

whence we conclude that the order off in G is 0 (see Sec. 1.3). 
Sufficiency. Let the order of f E 5-' (C) in 0 he 0, that is, 

for all 6' ~ G 

l(f,<p)i<K(G')II<vllc(C5')' <vE£l(C'). (7.4) 

Let Gk, k = 1, 2, ... , be a strictly increasing sequence of 
open sets that exhausts C: Gk ~ <9k+l• v <Jk = G. Since 

the set :Z· (0 11 ) is dense in C0 (t-\) in the norm C (Gk) (see Corol
lary 2 to Theorem II of Sec. 1.2), it follows from inequality (7.4) 
that the functional f admits of a (linear) continuous extension 
onto C0 (Ek)· By the Riesz-Radon theorem, there is a measure 
l!k on Gk such that 

(f, <p) = J <p (x) l!k (dx), <p E Co (<§k)• 

From this it follows that the measures /!k and /!k+I coincide on 
Bk; therefore there exists a single measure I! on B that coincides 
with the measure /!k in Gk and with the generalized function f 
in B. The proof of the theorem is complete, 

A generalized function f in ;:£' (CS) is said to be nonnegative 
in 0 if (f, <p) ~ 0 for all <p E fJJ ((5), <p (x) ~ 0, x E (:Y. 

3-0172 
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Theorem II For a generalized function in 9' (6) to be a non
negative measure on G, it is necessary and sufficient that it be non
negative in G. 

Proof. Necessity is obvious. We prove sufficiency. Suppose 
f E :!l' (G) is nonnegative in 0. Suppose cp E 5J (0'), 6' ~ 0. 
By the corollary to the lemma of Sec. 1.2 there is a function 
Y) E 9 (0), Y) (x) = 1, x E 6'. For this reason, 

Whence, using the nonnegative nature of the functional f in 0, 
we get 

- U, YJ) II cp llc(G') -<: (!, cp)-<: (!, YJ) II cp llc(G') 

or 

I U, cp) I <- (!, YJ) II cp I lei( cs ')' cp E ~z, (CS'). 

This inequality shows that the order of the generalized function I 
is 0. By Theorem I, f is a (nonnegative) measure on 0, and the 
proof is complete. 

The simplest instance of a measure (and, what is more, a measure 
of a singular generalized [function) is the delta function of Dirac 
(see Sec. 1.1), which operates via the rule 

(t'), cp) = cp (0), cp E f!lJ. 

Clearly, t') E f!JJ', 6 (x) = 0, x =F 0 so that supp t') = {0}. 
We will now prove that 6 (x) is a singular generalized function. 

Suppose, on the contrary, that there; is a function f E Zloc (IR.n) 
such that for any cp E f!lJ 

J I (x) cp (x) dx = (t'), cp) = cp (0). (7.5) 

Since I x 12 cp E f!lJ, it follows from (7 .5) that 

J f (x) I xl 2cp (x) dx = I xl 2cp (x) lx=O = 0 =(I xl 2/, cp) 

for all cp E f!JJ. Thus the function I x 12 f (x) that is locally sum
mabie in IR.n is equal to zero in the sense of generalized functions. 
By the Du Bois Reymond lemma (see Sec. 1.6), I x 12 f (x) = 0 
almost everywhere and, hence, f (x) = 0 almost everywhere 
in IRn. But this contradicts the equation (7 .5). The contradiction 
proves the singularity of the delta function. 
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Suppose ffie (x) is a "cap" (see Sec. 1.2). We will prove that 

ffie(x)-+6(x), e-++0 in f!l)'. (7.6) 

The sequence ffie (x), e-+ + 0 is depicted in Fig. 4. 
Indeed, by the definition of convergence in 9}' the relation 

(7.6) is equivalent to 

lim(" ffie(x)cp(x)dx=rp(O), cpE~. 
e~+O J 

This equation follows from the estimate 

IJ ffie(x)cp (x)dx-cp(O) j<",} ffie(x)lrp (x)-<p(O)I dx 

-<.max 1 <p (x)- cp (0) 1 I ffie (x) dx =max 1 <p (x)- cp(O)l 
14SE J lxl<e 

and from the continuity of the function cp. 
The surface 6 function is a generalization of the point 6 func

tion. Let S be a piecewise smooth surface in !R,n and let f.t be 
a continuous function on S. We introduce the generalized func
tion f.t6s that operates via the rule 

(f.t68 , qJ) = ) f.t (x) cp (x) dS, (jl E f!l). 
s 

Clearly f.t6 E 5- '; f.t6 8 (x) = 0, x t S so that supp f.t6 8 c: S; 
f.t6s is a singular measure if f.t $ 0. 

The generalized function f.l6s (x) is termed a simple layer· on
the surface S. It describes the spatial density of masses or charg_es; 
concentrated on the surface S with surface density f.t· (Here-, 
the density of the simple layer is defined as a weak limit of the 
densities that correspond to a discrete distribution on the sur-.. 
face S, 

~ f.t (xk) !J.Skf:J (x- xk), 
k 

when the surface S is subdivided without limit; compare Sec. 1.1.} 
Remark. Locally summable functions and 6 functions describe

Lhe density distribution of masses, charges, forces and the like
(see Sec. 1.1). For this mason, generalized functions are also termed 
distributions (see Schwartz [1, 2)). If, for example, a generalized 
function I is the density of masses or charges, then the expression 
(f, 1) is the total mass or total charge (on the assumption that f 
is meaningful on a function identically equal to 1 because 1 is not 

linite!). In particular, (f:J, 1) = 1; (/, 1) = ~ f (x) dx if f E :£1• 
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1.8 Sochozki formulas We now introduce another impor

tant singular generalized function~..!. that operates in accordance 
X 

with the formula 
-e oo 

( ~ ! , cp) = PV1 ~ (p ;x) dx = 81~~10 ( J + ) ) <p ;x) dx. 
-oo e 

The functional ~ _!_is a linear functional. Its continuity on f:l = 
X 

= 5J (ilP) follows from the equation 
R I ( ~ + , cp) I = I PV J" qJ ~x) dx I= I PV .\ rp (0) + :cv' (x') dx I 

-R 
R 

-< J Jcp'(x')Jdx-<,2Rmaxjcp'(x)J, cpEfl(-R,R). (801) 
-R x 

Here, x' is some point in the interval (-R, R). Thus~!_ E 5J'. 
X 

The generalized function !if' _!_coincides with the function ..!. 
X X 

for x=l= 0 (in the meaning of Sec. 1.6). It is called the finite part 

or principal value of the integral of the function ..!. . Let us now 
X 

set up the equality 

lim f qJ (~) dx = -in cp (0) + PV f qJ (x) dx, (8.2) 
e-+O J x+z8 J x 

cpE5J. 

Indeed, if cp(x)=O for Jxi>R, then 
R 0 

lim r ql~~) dx = l,jm f ;+1e82 <p (x) dx 
•-+0 J x !8 e-+0 -~ 

R R 

=<p-(0) lim f x2+i8
2 dx+ lim f ~+i82 [cp(x)-cp(O)]dx 

0 e-+0 j X 8 e--++0 jR X 8 
-R -

R 

= -2icp(O) lim arctan:+ J qJ(x):qJ(O) dx 
e-+0 -R 

=- incp (0) + PV J qJ ~x) dx. 

The relation (8.2) means that there is a limit to the sequence 

_ 1_ 0 as e -++ 0 in 5)', which limit we denote by +100 ; and 
z+ul x 1 
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this limit is equal tc - in6 (x) + ~ _!_. Thus 
X 

1 •J:()+c"]l 
~= -/.Jtu X v - . 

. T 1 £} X 
(8.3) 

Similarly 

___!_,_o= in6 (x)~ .!... (8.3') 
X-l X 

The formulas (8.3) and (8.3') were actually first obtained in 
"integral" form of the type (8.2) in 1873 by the Russian mathe
matician Julian Sochozki (see Sochozki [ 1 I). At the present time 
these formulas are widely used in quantum physics. 

We will now prove that the order of ~.!.. in IJP is equal to 1. 
X 

Indeed, from (8.1) it follows that its order in !!F does not exceed 1. 

S(x) A 

li1X I 

Figure 5 
I 

0~ X 

If its order in 11F were equal to 0, then by Theorem I of Sec. 

1. 7, .fJ'.!.. would be a measure on IJF. But then the integral 
X 

PV \ cr (x) dx would be defined on all continuous functions that are 
•' X 

fmite in !IV, which, as we know, is not true (for example, it is 

not defined on functions equal to 8
1 (x) in the· neighbourhood of 0; 
nx . 

Fig. 5). 

We note in passing that the order of 0' +in {x:¥=0} is equal to 0 

because 0..!.. coincides with the locally summable function _!_ 
X X 

when x =¥= 0. 

The generalized function .f!' _!_ is a continuation of the regular 
X 

generalized function ~ from the set {x =¥= 0} onto the whole axis IJV. 
The question now is: does any locally summable function in 
() =¥= Rn admit of continuation onto the whole space IR.n as 
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a generalized function from :!})' (IR")? The answer is negative, 
as will be seen from the following example: 

e11x E 9J' (x # 0). 

If there existed a function IE 9)' (JF) that coincided with e 11 x 

for x # 0, we would have 
1 

{j,qJ)= f ex qJ(x)dx, 

LetqJ0 E:J), qJ0(x)=0 for x<1 and x>2, qJ 0(x)~O, 

j' qJ0(x)dx = 1. 

Then 
k 

{/Jk(x) = e- 2 kqJ 0(kx)- 0, k -oo in :!}), 

1 1 k J ex {/J~<(x-) dx= j ex-TkqJ0(kx) dx= 

t k (+-;) f = J e qJ0(y) dy~ J {/Jo(Y) dy = 1, 
1 1 

{/Jk E :J) (x # 0), 

but this contradicts (8.4): 
1 

1 ,.s;: J ex {/Jk(x) dx = (/, <flk)- 0, k----+-oo. 

(8.4) 

1.9 Change of variables in generalized functions Let I E 
E .:t'loc (('J) and· x = Ay + b be a nonsingular linear transfor
mation of (9 onto ('\. Then for any qJ E :J) (C'\) we have 

J I(Ay + b)qJ(y) dy = Jde! AI .\I (x) <p [A-1 (x- b)] dx. 
Gt G 

This equality is taken for the definition of the generalized func
tion I (Ay + b) for any I (x) in g_' (G): 

( ) ( <p[A-l(x-b))) 
I(Ay+b),<p(y) = l(x), JdetAJ ' (9.1) 

cpE:J)(Gt)· 

Since the operation qJ (x) - <p [A -I (x- b)l is linear and contin
uous from 9J (01) into 9J (6), the functional I (Ay + b) defined 
by the right-hand side of (9.1) belongs to 9/ (01). 
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In particular, if A is a rotation, that is AT = A -l and b = 0, 
then (f (Ay), <p) = (f, <p (AT x)); if A is a similarity (with reflec
tion), that is, A = cl, c =1= 0 and b = 0, then 

(f(cy),<p)=lc11n(f,<p{;)). 

If A = I, then (a shift equal to b) 
(/ (y + b), <p) = (f, <p (x- b)). 

The foregoing enables us to define translation-invariant, spher
ically symmetrical, centrally symmetrical, homogeneous, peri
odic, Lorentz-invariant, and other gpneralized functions. 

a(x) 

Figure 6 

X 

Examples: (a) b (-x) = b (x); (b) (6 (x- x0), <p) = <p (x0). 

Let a E C1• We define the generalized function b (a (x)) via 
the formula 

b(a(x)) =lim ffie(a(x)) in ~'(c, d) (9.2) 
e-++0 

where w8 is the "cap". 
Suppose the function a (x) has isolated and simple zeros which 

we denote by x~~., k = 1, 2, ... (Fig. 6). Then b (a (x)) exists 
in ~, (!IF) and is given by the sum 

~ ) "'V 1\(x- xk) 
u (a(x ) = LJ ja'(xk)/ • 

h. 

(9.3) 

By virtue of the theorem of piecewise joining (see Sec. 1.5), 
it suffices to prove formula (9.3) locally, in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of each point. Let <p E :Z(xk - e~~., x" + e~~.) and 
let the number e11. be so small that in the interval (xk - e~~., 
x~~. + e~~.) the function a (x) is monotonic. Making use of the limit
ing relation (7.6), we have the following chain of equalities: 

xk+ek 

(b(a(x)), <p) =lim ~ ffie [a(x)]<p(x) dx 
e-++0 

xk-ek 

a(xk+ek) 

=lim r ffie (y) <p[a-1(y)] _d.....;;..y.,..---
E-++0 J a'[a- 1(y)) 

a(xk -eh) 

<p(xh) (<'l(x-xk) ) 
= ja'(x~t)l = la'(xk)l '<p · 
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Now if <p E 5J(a, ~),where the interval (a, ~)does not contain 
a single zero of x10 then 

tl 
(6 (a (x)), <p) =lim J. ffie [a (x)] <p (x) dx = 0. 

e~+O a 

The local elements ~ ~:-;,:N in (xk- ek, xk + ek) and 0 in (a,~) 
are clearly in agreement. The proof of (9.3) is complete. 

1 
Examples: (a) 6(x2-'-a2)= 2a [6(x-a)+6(x+a)]; 

00 

(b) 6(sinx)= ~ 6(x-kn). 
k=-oo 

1. tO Multiplication of generalized functions Suppose I E 
E :£foe( <S) and a E C""( ('1). Then for any <p in .2' (C) we have 
the equality 

(a I, <p) = j a (x) I (x) <p (x) dx = (!, a<p). 

This equality is then taken for the definition of the product of 
the generalized function I in fJ;' (G) by the function a that is 
infinitely differentiable in <9: 

(al, <p) = (1, a<p), <p E a(G). (10.1) 

Since the operation <p-+ a<p, a E C"" (6), is linear and continuous 
from fi; (C9) into f:l (G), it follows that the functional al defined 
by the right-hand side of (10.1) is a generalized function in t£' (<9). 

The following inclusion holds true: 

supp (at) c supp a n supp I 

because Gaf ~ Ga U <91 (see Sec. 1.5) and 

supp (af) = <9"- Gaf c 6"-(Ga U GJ) 

=(6"-(9a)n(G"-G1)=suppa rl supp/. 

If j E fl/ (f), then we have the equality 

I = TJf (10.2) 

where fJ is any function of the class C"", that function being equal 
to 1 in the neighbourhood of the support of j. 
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Indeed, for any <p E ft. (6), the supports of f and (1 - 11) <p 
have no points in common, and for this reason (see Sec. 1.5) 

(f, (1 - TJ) <p) = 0 = (f (1 - TJ), <p), 

which is equivalent to (10.2). 
Examples: (a) a (x) 6 (x) = a (0) 6 (x) since for all <p E 5J 

(a6, <p) = (6, a<p) = a (0) <p (0) = (a (0) 6, <p); 
1 . . 

(b) x ff' - = 1 smce 
X 

( X ff' + , <p ) = ( if'+ , X <p ) = ~ (jJ (X) dx = ( 1 , (jJ). 

The following question arises: Is it not possible, in the class 
of generalized functions, to defme the multiplication of any gener
alized functions and so that the multiplication is associative 
and commutative and agrees with the above-defined multipli
cation by an infinitely differentiable function? L. Schwartz demon
strated that no such multiplication can be defined. Indeed, if 
it existed, then, using examples (a) and (b), we would have the 
following contradictory chain of equalities: 

0 = 0 cfl\...!.. = (x6 (x)) fP -1 = ( c5 (x) x) ff' - 1 = 6 (x) ( x ff> - 1 ) 
X X X X 

= l>(x). 

In order to define a product of two generalized functions f and g, 
it is necessary that they have (to put it crudely) the following 
properties: f must be just as "irregular" in the neighbourhood of 
an (arbitrary) point as g is "regular" in that neighbourhood, and 
conversely. 

2 Differentiation of Generalized Functions 

2.1 Derivatives of generalized functions Let f E c~t (<3). 
Then for all a, I a I ~ k, and <p E ~i ( 6) we have the following 
integration-by-parts formula: 

(Daf, <p) = J Daf (x) <p (x) dx = ( -1) 1a 1 J f (x) Da<p (x) dx 

= ( -1)Jal (f, Da<p). 

We take this equation for the definition of a (generalized) deriv
ative nat of the generalized function f in ~'((">): 

(Daj, <p) = (-1)1aJ (f, Da<p), <p E H(0i) (1.1) 
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Since the operation <p-+- (-1)/a/ Da<p is linear and continuous 
from El (C9) into ~ (6), the functional Dal defined by the right
hand side of (1.1) is a generalized function in f:l' (6). 

In particular, when I = 6, then (1.1) takes the form 

(Da6, <p) = (-1)/al Da<p (0), qJ E $. 

It follows from this definition that if a generalized function I 
in f:l' (CC) belongs to the class Ck (C~\) in CS\ c C9 (see Sec. 1.6), 

Figure 7 
X 

then its classical and generalized derivatives Dal, I a I ~ k, 
coincide in (9~" 

The following properties of the operation of differentiation of 
generalized functions hold true: 

(a) The operation of differentiation I -+- Dal is linear and con
tinuous from £1)' (G) into !!£.' ( C9). 

Linearity is obvious. We will prove continuity. Suppose fk-+- 0, 
k-+- oo in ,2i'(6). Then for all <p E $ (ti) we have 

(Dalk, cp) = (-1)/al (lk, Da<p)-+- 0, k-+ oo 

and this signifies that Dalk-+ 0, k-+ oo in f:l~ (<S). For example, 

Dawe (x)-+ Dal) (x), E-+ +0 in fP. (1.2) 

The relation (1.2) follows from the relation (7.6) of Sec. 1. The 
sequence w~ (x), E-+ +O, is depicted in Fig. 7. 
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In particular, if the series 

S uk(x)=S(x), 

converges uniformly on every compact K ~ 0, then it may be 
differentiated term by term any number of times, and the result
ing series will converge in 5;' ( C9), 

~ Dauk (x) = DaS (x). 

True enough, the sequence of the partial sums of this series con
verges to S (x) in 5;' (C9) (see Sec. 1.6). 

(b) Any generalized function f E $' (C9) (in particular, any 
function locally summable in G) is infinitely differentiable (in 
the generalized sense). 

Indeed, since f E ~' (C9), it follows that ::. E ~' (<5); in turn, 
} 

a~; ( ::i) E5,' (<5) and so forth. 

(c) The result of differentiation does not depend on the order 
of differentiation: 

Indeed, 
Drx+~ f = Da (DI'I f)= Df'.(Da f). (1.3) 

(IJaHf, <p) = ( -1)1rxt+lf31 (!, naH<p) = ( -1)JaJ (Df3j, Da<p) 

= (Da(Df3j), <p) = ( -1)fi'II(Daj, Df3<p) 

= (Df'. (Daf), <p), 

whence follow the equalities ( 1.3). 
(d) If f E ;:})' (G) and a E Coo (0), then the Leibniz formula 

holds true for the differentiation of a product aj, 

na (a f)=~ (~)DflaDa-r. f. (1.4) 
j'l~a 
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whence follows (1.4) for a = (1, 0, .•• , 0). 

(e) supp na.t c supp f. (1.5) 

Indeed, iff E g)' (6), then for all cp E :ZZ- (C1) we have Dacp E 
E ~((91) and 

(Daj, cp) = (-1)1al (f, Dacp) = 0 

so that (9 a ~ <91, whence follows the inclusion (1.5). 
D I 

2.2 The antiderivative of a generalized function Every 
function f (x) continuous in an interval (a, b) has in (a, b) a 
unique (up to an additive constant) antiderivative j< -1> (x), 

X 

J<-'> (x) = I 1 (s) ds + c, /(-!)' (x) = f (x). 

The last equality is what we will start with to defi.ne the anti
derivative of an arbitrary generalized function f (of one variable). 

Suppose f E :!1/ (a, b). The generalized function j<-1>, in 
SJ' (a, b) is termed the antiderivative of the generalized function 
f in (a, b) if j<-1>' = j, that is, 

(!<-1>, cp') = -(!, cp), cp E f!l· (a, b). (2.1) 

The equality (2.1) shows that the function j< -l> is not specified 
on all basic functions taken from 5J (a, b), but only on their 
fi.rst derivatives. Our problem is to extend that functional onto 
the whole space flJ (a, b), and in a manner so that the extended 
functional j<-1> is linear and continuous on g}(a, b), and to 
determine the degree of arbitrariness in such an extension. 

First assume thatj<-1> (the antiderivative of/) exists in g)' (a, b). 
Construct it. Let cp E !YJ(a, b). (We assume the function cp to be 
continued by means of zero onto the entire axis !IV.) We fi.x an 
arbitrary point x 0 E (a, b). Then 

I' 

cp (x) = \jl' (x) +We (x- x0) j cp (S) d£ (2.2) 

where we is the "cap" when e <min (x0 - a, b - x 0) (see 
Sec. 1.2) and 

X 

\jJ (x) = I [ cp (x')- we(x'- x0) ~ cp (s) ds -J dx'. (2.3) 
-oo 

We will prove that \jJ E 5(a, b). Indeed,'¢ E coo and'¢ (x) = 0 
for x <a" = min (a', x 0 - e) > a if supp cp c [a', b'] c (a, b). 
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Furthermore, for x > b" =max (b', x0 + e) < b, 
00 00 00 

\jl (x) = J cp (x') dx'- J roe (x'- x0) dx' ) cp (6) d6 = 0. 
-oo -oo -co 

Thus, supp 'IJl c [a", b"] c (a, b) (Fig. 8). Hence 'IJl E 5,(a, b). 
Applying the functional 1<-1> to (2.2), we obtain 

u<-1), cp)= u<-l>,'¢')+(1(-t), (J)e (x-xo)) J cp (£)d6. 

That is to say, taking into account (2.1), 

u<- 1 >. cp > = - u, ""> + c J cp <6> as (2.4) 

where~ C = (11- 11 , roe (x- x0)). Thus, if p-1> exists, then it is 
expressed by (2.4), where '¢ is defined by (2.3) 

Figure 8 
a' 

Let us now prove the converse: given an arbitrary constant C, 
the functional 1<-1> defined by equalities (2.4) and (2.3) defines 
the antiderivative of I in (a, b). 

Indeed, the functional p-1> is clearly linear. Let us prove that 
it is continuous on f!l:(a, b). Let Cfl11.-+ 0, k-+ oo in !!l·(a, b), 

. X 

that is, supp Cfl11. c [a', b'] c (a, b) and cp~a.> (x) =>- 0, k-+ oo. 
Then, by what has already been proved, 

X 

'iJ~~.(x)= J [ Cfl~<(x')-roe(x'-xo)J q>~~.(s)d6]:dx'=0 
-co 

outside [a", b "] c [a, b) 
X 

and, obviously,~ 'IJl~a.) (x) =>- 0, k-+ oo, that is, '¢11.-+ 0, k-+ oo 
in tiJ (a, b). Therefore, by virtue of the continuity of I on 9J (a. b), 
we have 

(/<-1>, q>~~.)= -(/,'iJ~~.)+CJ q>11.(6)d6-+0, k-+oo, 

which is what was affirmed. Consequently, p-1> E 9Y' (a, b). 
It remains to verify that 11- 11 is the antiderivative off in (a, b). 

Indeed, substituting q>' for q> in (2.3) and noting that ) q>' (s) d6 = 

= 0, we get 'IJl = q>, and then from (2.4) there follows the equality 
(2.1), which is what we set out to prove. We have thus proved the 
following theorem. 
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Theorem Every generalized junction j in 5/ (a, b) has in (a, b) 
an antiderivative t< -11 , and every antiderivative of it is expressed by 
the formula (2.4), where 'ljJ is defined by (2.3) and C is an arbitrary 
constant. 

This theorem states that a solution of the differential equation 

u' = /, f E 5J' (a, b) (2.5) 

exists in 5;' (a, b) and its general solution is of the form u = 
= f< - 1) + C, where f< -1> is some antiderivative of f in (a, b) 
and C is an arbitrary constant. In particular, if f E C (a, b), 
then any solution in ~, (a, b) of the equation (2.5) is a classical 
solution. For example, the general solution of the equation u' = () 
in 5' (a, b) is the arbitrary constant. 

The definition of the antiderivative f<-n> of order n in (a, b) 
of the generalized function f E 5' (a, b), f<-n><n> = f, is similar. 
Applying this theorem to a recurrent chain for f<-k> (the anti
derivatives of f of order k), 

J<-1>' = /, r-2>' = r-1>, ... , f<-n>' = r-n+l>, 

we conclude that r-n) exists in 5' (a, b) and is unique up to 
an arbitrary additive polynomial of degree n - 1. 

2.3 Examples (a) Let us compute the density of charges 
corresponding to the dipole of the moment + 1 located at the 
point x = 0 and oriented in a given direction I = (l1, ••• , ln), 
II I = 1 (Fig. 9). 

Figure 9 

Approximately corresponding to this dipole is the charge 
density (see Sees. 1.1 and 1.7) 

1 1 
7 6(x-el)-8 6(x), e>O, 

Passing to the limit here as e-+ +0 in 5' (IRn), 

( 1 1 ) 1 -6 (x- el) --6 (x), cp =- [cp (el)- cp (0)] 
e e e 

a~p (O) 
-+ at ( 6 t ~i ) = - ( ~~ 1 cp ) 1 
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we conclude that the desired density is equal to 

- abaix) = - (1, D6 (x)). 

Let us now verify that the total charge of the dipole is 0: 

(- ~~ '1) = ( 6, ~~ ) = (6, 0) = 0, 

and that its moment is equal to 1: 

{- ~~ ,(x,l))= (6, iJ(;jl) )=(6, JIJ)=(6,1)=1. 

(b) A generalization of - aod~x) is a double layer on a surface. 

Let S be a piecewise smooth two-sided surface, n a normal to S 

Figure 10 

_J_ 

+ " 

s 

(Fig. 10) and v a continuous function on S. We introduce the 

generalized function - :n (v6 8 ), which operates via the rule 

( a ) 1 aqJ (x) -an (v68 ), cp = J v (x) an dS, cp E .:z>. 
s 

Clearly 

a ( ~ ) a-.·' -Tn Vus E;;:!; , supp [- 0~ (v68 ) J c S. 

The generalized function -a~ (v6 8 ) is called a double layer 

on the surface S. It describes the spatial density of charges cor
responding to the distribution of dipoles on the surface S with 
surface moment density v (x), the charges oriented in the given 
direction of the normal n on S. (Here, the density of the double 
layer is defined as the weak limit of the densities corresponding 
to the discrete arrangement of dipoles on the surface S, 

- ~ _a_ [v(xk) ~Sk6(x-xk)], xk E S, 
k ank 

in the case of an unbounded partitioning of the surface S; com
pare Sec. 1.7.) 
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(c) Let a function I (x) be piecewise continuously differentiable 
in (a, b) and let {xk} be points in (a, b) at which it or its deriv
ative has discontinuities of the first kind (Fig. 11). Then 

f' = 1~ 1 (x) + ~ lflxk8(x-xk) (3.1) 
h 

where 1~1 (x) is the classical derivative of the function 1 (x), 
~qual to f' (x) when x =1= x,, and is not defined at the points 

f(x) 

Figure 11 

~ I 

: [I 
I [j)x l I~(/) 
I I~ .I '2 ! . "-.~ 

I 
I 

a b 

{xk}; lflxk is a jump of the function I (x) at the point xk, 

Indeed, for any qJ E t!J(a, b) we have 
xk+l 

(f',IJl)=-(/,qJ')=-~ J f(x)qJ'(x)dx 
k xk 

. xk+l 

= ~ ) /~ 1 (x) qJ (x) dx 
k xk 

- ~ [/ (xk+t- 0) qJ (X~;+t)- f (xk + 0) qJ (xk)) 
k 

= \ /~I(x) qJ (x) dx + ~ [/ (xk + 0)- I (xk- 0)] qJ (xk) 
~ k 

=(/~hiP)+ Siflxk(<'l(x-xk),qJ), 
k 

which completes the proof of (3.1). 
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In particular, if e is the Heaviside unit function (see Sec. 0.2), 
then 

e' (x) = 8 (x) (3.2) 

In the theory of electric circuits, the Heaviside unit function 
is called the unit-step function, and the delta function is called 
the unit-impulse function. Formula (3.2) states that the unit
impulse function is a derivative of the unit-step function. 

(d) The following formulas hold true: 

{
0, k=0,1, ••• ,m-1, 

xmfJ<k>(x)= (-1)mml (:) 8<"-m>(x), k~rn (3.3) 

Indeed, 

(xm6<">, ~) = ( -1)" (xm~) 1 "> lx=O 

= ( -1)1!. ~ (~) (xm)'"> ~ci-h> (x)Jx=O 
0-'Si-'Sh 

{
0, k=0,1, ... ,m-1, 

= ( -1)1!. m! (:)~«m-h> (0) 

= ( -1)m m! cl )(t')Cm-1!.>, ~), k~m. 

(e) The trigonometric series 

00 

(3.4) 

con verges in :!!) ~. 
True enough, the series 

a0 xm+2 + "'ii;1 ·ah ikx 
(m+ 2)! L.J (ik)m+2 e 

kof=O 

converges uniformly in IIV; hence, the series which is a derivative 
of it of order m + 2 converges in :!!) ' and its sum determines the 
sum of the series (3.4) (see Sec. 2.1(a)). 

(f) Let us prove the formula 

2
1n ~ eil!.x= ~ 6(x-2kn) (3.5) 

k h 

4-0172 
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To do this we expand the 2n-periodic function (Fig. 12) 
x x 2 

fo (x) = -z- 41t, O-<x<2n, 

into a Fourier series that converges uniformly in IIV: 

f ( ) - :rt 1 ~ 1 ik"x 
ox - 6 -2n LJk2 e . 

h=fO 

(3.6) 

By virtue of (e), the series (3.5) can be differentiated termwise 
in :!l' any number of times. As a result, we get 

f'(x)=-1--~= __ i ~ _1_eihx O-<x<2n 
2 2:rt 2:rt LJ k ' ' 

h#O 

f~(x)= - 2~ + ~ 6(x-2kn)= i:n ~ eihx, 

k k#O 

whence follows formula (3.5). In differentiating the function 
f~ (x) (Fig. 13), we made use of the formula (3.1). 

Note that the left-hand side of (3.5) is nothing other than the 
Fourier series of the 2n-periodic generalized function f 6 (x -

- 2kn), the graph of which is symbolically depicted in Fig. 14 

Figure 12 

X 

(see Sec. 7.2 for more details). 
(g) Let G be a region in IRn with a piecewise smooth boundary S 

and let n = nx be an outer normal to S at the point x E S (Fig. 15). 

f~(x) 

1/2 
Figure 13 

Suppose t E C2 (G) n C1 (G) and t (x) = 0 outside G. Then for 
any qJ E 5J we have the following Green's formula: 

) (fv2qJ- qJV2/) dx = I ( t ~~- qJ :! ) dS. (3. 7) 
G S 
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We can rewrite Green's formula (3.7) as follows in terms of the 
generalized functions (of a simple layer and a double layer) 
that were introduced in Sec. 1.7 and Sec. 2.3(b): 

V2/ = v~d- :! 6s -8: (/6s) (3. 7') 

where v:1 I is the classical Laplacian of /: 

{
V2/ (x), 

v~d(x)= 0, 
not defined, 

xEG, 

xf.G, 
xES. 

By I and :! on S we mean the boundary values of I and :! on S 

from within the domain G. 

•t;(x) 
I 

ll(x+21t) /s(x) ll(x-21t) ll(x-41t) 

I 1 1 I 
-27! :o 27! 47! 

Figure 14 

Figure 15 

X 

(h) Let us verify that the function 1! 1 in IR.3 satisfies the Poisson 
equation 

1 
V2 Txf= -4n6 (x). (3.8) 
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True enough, the function I! I is locally integrable in liP and 

n2 _ 1 --1 _!_ ( r2 _!_..!.) - 0 x:;l=O. (3.9) 
v lxl - 1'2 ar ar r - , 

Let <p E flJ, supp <p c U R.Then 

( v2 ,!, ' <p) = C!, ' V2<p) = J ,!, V2<p (x) dx 
UR 

= lim I -1
1
1 V 2<p (x) dx. 

e--.. +0 J x 
e<fxi<R 

Applying Green's formula (3. 7) for f = I! I and G = [x: e < 
< I x I < Rl (Fig. 16) and taking into account (3.9), we obtain 

Figure 16 

the formula (3.8): 

(v2 ,!, ,<p) e~~[ J V2 1!1 <p(x)dx 
+ e<\:llJ<R 

+ ( J + ) ) C!, :: - <p a~ 1!1 ) dS J 
se Bn 

= 81~~0 ) ( - 1!1 :/~I - <p 1; 12 ) dS 
se 

. -1 r ds =hm -2 I <p 
e--..+0 e 8 

e 

=lim {~ I [<p(O) -<p(x)J dS -4ncp(O)} 
e--..+0 e sJ 

e 

= -4n(6, <p). 
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The equation (3.8) may be interpreted as follows: the function 

I! 1 is the Newtonian (Coulom~) potential generated by the charge 

+1 at the point x = 0. 
Similarly, 

n=2, 

n~3 (3.10) 

where <1n is the surface area of a unit sphere in !Rn (see Sec. 0.6). 
The function ~n (x), which is equal to 

1 < ::>-: 3) 1 I 2 1 I I (n-2)crnlxln 2 n:::- ' 2nlnxl (n= ), Tx (n=1), 

is termed the fundamental solution of the Laplace operator. 

2.4 The local structure of generalized functions We will 
now prove that the local space ~' ('G) is a (smallest) extension 
of the space zoo (G) such that, in it, differentiation is always 
possible. 

Theorem Let f E 5J' (G) and let the open set G' ~ G. Then 
there exist a function g E zoo (G') and an integer m ~ 0 such 
that§ 

f(x)=DT •.. D'J:g(x), xEG'. (4.1) 

Proof. According to the theorem of Sec. 1.3, there exist num
bers K and k such that the following inequality holds: 

I(!, qJ)I <KII qJ llck(<5')' qJ E .21 (<9'). (4.2) 

X 

Since, for '¢E.21(6'),'¢•(;)= f D1'¢dxj, it follows that 
-oo 

max 1 \jl (x) 1-<. d max I Di'¢ (x) I 
xE(9' xE(9' 

where dis the diameter of 6'. Therefore, applying this inequality 
a sufficient number of times, we obtain from (4.2) the inequality 

1(/,qJ)I<Cmax ID~ ..• D~qJ(x)l, qJE.21(G'). (4.3) 
xe<§"' 

Furthermore, for 'i'E.21 (6') 
XI xn 

"'(x) = r ... r a an,p (~ dyt • •• dyn 
J J Y1 • • • Yn 

-oo -co 

§ The derivative in (4".1) is to be understood in the sense of generalized 
functions. 
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and therefore 

From this fact and from (4.3) there follows the inequality (for 
m = k + 1) 

1(/,cp)I<-CIIDr ... DWcp(x)ldx, <pE~(Gt). (4.4) 
(3' 

From the Hahn-Banach theorem it follows that the continuous 
linear functional /*: 

X (x) = ( -1)mn Dr ••• D:racp (x)-+ (/*,X)=(/, cp), (4.5) 

<p E ~ (G')i 

admits of an extension to a continuous linear functional on 
:£1 (G') with norm ~ C by virtue of the inequality (4.4): 

I(/*, x) I= I(!, <p) I~ C II x llzt<G')· 
By a theorem of F. Riesz, there exists a function g E X"" (G') 
with norm II g llz""(f!:J') .<,.C such that 

(/*,X)= ( -1)mn J g(x) X (x) dx. 
(3' 

From this and from (4.5) we derive, for all <p E ~(Gt), 

(/, cp) = ( -1)mn) g (x) Df' ••• Df:cp (x) dx 

G' 
=(Dr:- ... D'ftg,cp), 

which is equivalent to (4.1). This completes the proof of the theo
rem. 

Corollary Under the conditions of the theorem, 

(4.6) 

The representation (4.6) follows from the representation (4.1) 
if the function g (x) is continued via zero onto the whole of IR.n 
and if we put 

Xt xn 

gt(x) = J ... J g (y) dy, ••• dyn• 
-oo -oo 
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1.5 Generalized functions with compact support We intro
duce convergence on a set of functions C"" (0): 

'Pk._o, k._oo in C""((S) 
xE(9' 

ifDa<pk(x) 90, k._oo for all a and 6'~<9. 

From this definition it follows that convergence in 5J (C:) implies 
convergence in C"" ( <9), but not vice versa. 

Suppose a generalized function f in :::.t' ( <9) has compact sup
port in <9, supp f = K ~ <9. Suppose 1] E 5J ((S), 1] (x) = 1 
in the neighbourhood of K (see Sec. 1.2). We will construct a 
function T on C"" ( C:) via the rule 

<J, <p) = (/, fJ<p}, <p E coo (6).1 (5.1) 

Clearly, 7 is a linear functional on C"" (<9). Furthermore, since 
the operation <p ._ fJ<p is continuous from Coo (<9) into 5) (G), 
it follows that Tis a continuous functional on Coo (G). The func
tional f is an extension of the function f from 9J (<9) onto C"" (<9}, 
since for <p E 5J ( <9) 

<T. <p) = (/, fJ<p) = (1]/, <p) = (/, <p) 

by virtue of the equality (10.2) of Sec. 1. 
We will show that there is a unique linear and continuous 

extension of f onto C"" (<9) (in particular, the extension (5.1) 
does not depend on the auxiliary function 1]). Let f be another 
such extension of f. We introduce a sequence of functions {fJk} 
in 9J (l'1) such that 1Jk (x) = 1, x E <9k (<91 ~ <9 2 ~ ••• , <9 = 
= U(c.Jk}, so that fJk ._ 1, k ._ oo in Coo ( <9). Therefore, for any 

II. 

<p E Coo (G) we will have fJkiP ._ <p, k ._ oo in Coo (G). Hence, 

(7, <p) = (T,lim fJk <p) = lim(f, fJkiP) =lim(/, fJkiP) 
k-+oo k-+oo k-oo 

=lim (f, fJkiP) = (T,~lim fJkiP) = (f, <p), <p E C""(G), 
k-+oo k-+oo 

so that I =f. 
We have thus proved the necessity of the conditions in the 

following theorem. 

Theorem For a generalized function f in 5)' (6) to have com
pact sup port in <9, it is necessary and sufficient that it admit of 
a linear and continuous extension onto Coo (<9). 

Proof of sufficiency. Suppose f E 5)' (0) admits of a linear and 
continuous extension of {onto C"" (('1). Iff did not possess com 
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pact support in ~·, then it would be possible to indicate a sequence 
of functions {cpk} in ~ (<:9) such that supp <Jlk c (9"" (9k ((\ ~ 
~ t' 2 ~ ••• , U <:9k = (9) and (f, <Jlk) = 1. On the other hand 

k 

<Jlk-+ 0, k-+ oo in Coo (<:9), and therefore (f, <Jlk)-+ 0, k-+ oo. 

But (T, <Jlk) = (f, <Jlk) = 1, which is contradictory. The proof 
is complete. 

Let f be a generalized function with compact support in (C). 
Then, by virtue of (5.1), we have 

(f, cp) = (f, 'l'J<p), cp E ~· (<:9). 

Since 'I') E 55 (<:9) and supp '11 ~ <:9, it follows that '11 E ~' (<:9') 
for some (9' ~ <:9. Therefore 'l'J<p E ~(<:9') for all <p E 9'(<:9). 
By the theorem of Sec. 1.3 there exist numbers K = K (<:9') 
and m = m (<:9') such that the following inequality holds: 

1(/,cp)l = 1(/,'l'Jcp)I-<KII'l'Jcpllcm(<:l')' cpE~(CS), 

whence immediately follows the inequality 
l(f,cp)I~CIIcpll0m(<:J')' cpE55(<:9). (5.2) 

Inequality (5.2) implies the following assertion: any gener
alized function with compact support in (9 has a finite order 
in (9 (see Sec. 1.3). 

We denote by ~, the collection of generalized functions with 
compact support in !Rn. It has thus been proved that ~' = 
= coo(!Rn)'. 

2.6 Generalized functions with point support Generalized 
functions whose supports consist of isolated points admit of 
explicit description. This is given by the following theorem. 

Theorem If the support of a generalized function f E 5]' consists 
of a unique point x = 0, then it is uniquely representable in the form 

f (x) = ~ ca.Da.{) (x) 
(a.(:;;;N 

where N is the order of f, and ca. are certain constants. 

(6.1) 

Proof. Suppose 'I'] E 5,(01), 'I'] (x) = 1, I x I :::;;;; 1/2. Then for 

any e > 0 we have j = '11 ( ; ) f and, hence, for any <p E 5-

(f,cp)=('l'J (f)f,cp) 

= ( f, 'I') (:) (<p-q>N)) + ( f, 'I') ( ~) q>N) (6.2) 
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where 

Since YJ (:) (<p-<pN) E fJ) (Ue), by applying the inequality (5.2) 
we get 

j(t,rJ (7)<<JJ-<JJN>)j 

< C 1111 ( + )(<p- <JJN) llcN(Uel 

=C~~~~~~ DrT. { rJ ( +) [<p(x)-<pN (x)] }I 
(rT.~N 

<C ~~! ~ (~) J D11 11 ( +) DrT.-i3[<p(x)-<pN (x)]l 
lai;;N i\~rT. 

<C' max ~ elilleN-(rT.-t\le<C' max eN-(al+~ = C"e. 
la!~N i\~rT. jrT.l~N 

In the right-hand member of (6.2), let e-+ +0. By virtue of the 
resulting estimate, the first term will tend to zero. But the second 
term does not at afl depend on e and is equal to (T, <JJN}, wheref 
is the extension of f onto C00(6) (see Sec. 2.5). Therefore the 
equation. (6.2) takes the form 

- ~ ~D(l.cv (O) -
(/, <p) = (!, <JJN) = LJ a I (/, xa). 

(a(~N 

Now set 

Ca= 

and we get the representation (6.1): 

<J!.E fJJ. 

We now prove the uniqueness of the representation (6.1). 
If there is another such representation 

f(x) = ~ c~Da 6(x), 
(a(~N 
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then by subtracting we obtain 

whence 

0 = ~ (c~ -ca) Dcr.6(x), 

0 = ~ (c~- ccr.) (Dcr. 6, xk) 
lcr.I,.,N 

= ~ (c~ -ccr.) ( -1)1cr.JDcr.xklx=O = ( -1)1111 kl(c~ -ck), 
lcr.I.;;;;N 

that is, ck = ck, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Example. The general solution of the equation 

xmu (x) = 0 (6.3) 

in the class !!/)~ (I!P) is given by the formula 

u(x) = L (6.4) 

where ck are arbitrary constants. 
Indeed, if u E !!/)' is a solution of the equation (6.3), then either 

u = 0 or supp u coincides with the point x = 0. By the theorem 
that has just been proved, 

u (x) = ~ ckl)<k) (x) 
O~k~N 

(6.5) 

for certain numbers ck and integer N :> 0. Taking into account 
(3.3) and substituting (6.5) into (6.3), we have 

0=(-1)mml ~ (fi')ck6<m-k)(x), 
m,.,k~N 

whence it follows that ck = 0, k :> m. Thus, in the representa
tion (6.5) we can assume N = m - 1, and the formula (6.4) is 
proved. It remains to note that the right-hand side of (6.4) satis
fies equation (6.3) for arbitrary constants ck, k = 0, 1, ... , m-1. 

3 Direct Product of Generalized Functions 

3.1 The definition of a direct product Let f(x) and g (y) be 
locally summable functions in the open sets <9 1 c: IRn and <9 2 c: 
c: IRm respectively. The function f (x) g (y) will also be locally 
summable in G 1 X G 2 • It defines a (regular) generalized function 
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f (x) g (y) = g (y) f (x) in 5J' ((~\ X <:9 2) operating on the basic 
functions <p (x, y) in $ (<:91 X <:9 2) via the formulas 

(!(x)g(y),cp)= ) f(x)g(y)cp(x,y)dxdy 

(91 X (92 

= J f (x) .\ g (y) <p (x, y) dy dx 
(91 (92 

J g (y) f (x) cp(x, y) dx dy 

e1x <:92 

= j g(y)j f(x)cp(x,y)dxdy, 

(92 (91 

that is, 

(f (x) g (y), cp) = (/ (x), (g (y), <p (x, y))), (1.1) 

(g (y) f (x), <p) = (g (y), (/ (x), <p (x, y))). (1.1') 

These equations express the Fubini theorem on the coincidence 
of iterated integrals and a multiple integral. 

We take (1.1) and (1.1') as the starting equalities for defining 
the direct products f (x) X g (y) and g (y) X f (x) of the gener
alized functions f E ~' (<:91) and g E $' (<:92): 

(/ (x) X g (y), cp) = (f (x), (g (y), <p (x, y))), (1.2) 

(g (y) X f (x), <p) = (g (y), (/ (x), <p (x, y))), (1.2') 

where <p E $(<:91 X <:92). 
Now let us verify that this definition is proper, that is, that 

the right-hand side of (1.2) defines a continuous linear functional 
on $((91 X <:92). 

Since for every x E <:91 the function <p (x, y) E $(<:92) while 
g E ~' (<:9 2), it follows that the function 

'iJ (x) = (g (y), <p (x, y)), (1.3) 

is defined in <:91• We now prove the following lemma. 

Lemma Let CS' ~ (:71 X <:92 and g E ~'(<:9 2). Then there exist an 
open set 0'1 = (~\( tl') ~ <:9 1 and numbers C = C(C9', g) ~0, with 
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integer m = m(6', g)~ 0, such that 

"'E.2l(G1) if 1PE~(<5'); 
Da'IJ(x) = (g(y), ~«p(x,y)), 

IJl E ££(<91 X <92); 

I Da'IJ(x)/<:C max I ~D~«p(x, Y)l, 
<x,y> e <9' 
IPI~m 

IJl E ~(<5'), X E <91. 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

Proof. We will prove that the function 'IJ (x) defined by (1.3) 
is finite in <91. Since supp IJl c: 6' ~ <91 X <92, it follows that 

y 

0!, 
2 

0 

! 
; I 

----~------~----

~~ ! (!)~' -i 
2 I , I 

. I 
I __ ,_ __ r-----1----
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X 

there are open sets <:::~ ~ <91 and e; ~ <9 2 such that <9' ~ 
~ (9~ X e; (Fig. 17). Therefore, if X E (91""(9~, then IJl (x, y) = 
= 0 for all y E <9 2 and for this reason 'IJ (x) = (g, 0) = 0, so 
that 'IJ (x) = 0 outside <9~. Choosing an open set ~1 such that 

<9~ ~ (~\ ~ (911 we conclude that supp 'IJ c: <91 • 

Now let us prove that 'IJ is continuous in <S\. We fix an ar
bitrary point x E <91 and let xk-+ x, xk E G1. Then 

IJl (xk, y) -+ IJl (x, y), 

Indeed, supp IJl (xk, y) c: e; ~ G2 and 

71E(92 
D~ (x1" y) 3::> ~q> (x, y), 

(1. 7) 
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Taking advantage of the continuity of the functional g, we obtain 
from (1.3) and (1. 7), as xk ~ x, 

ti' (xk) = (g (y), cp (xk, y)) ~ (g (y), cp (x, y)) = tj) (x), 

which is to say that the function tj) is continuous at an arbitrary 
point x. Thus tj) E C (<91). 

Now we will prove that tj) E C""(<91) and that the differentiation 
formula (1.5) holds true. Let e1 = (1, 0, ... , 0). Then for every 
.x E Gl 

1 BqJ (x, y) 
'Xh(Y)=T[cp(x+he11 y)-cp(x,y)]~ ax1 (1.8) 

h~ 0 in 5J (<92)• 

Indeed, supp 'Xh c G; <G <92 for sufficiently small h and 

Since g E .2!'(<92), then using (1.3) and (1.8), we get 

'IJ(x+h~)-qJ(x) = ~ [g(y),cp(x+he 17 y))-(g(y),cp(x,y))] 

= (g(y), qJ(x+he1 ,k)-qJ(x,y)) 

= (g, 'Xh) ~ ( g (y), BfJ!a~: Y))' 

whence follows the truth of formula (1.5) for a = (1, 0, ... , 0) 
and, hence, for all first derivatives 

B'IJ (x) = ( ( ) i.lq> (x, y)) 
OXj g y ' OXj ' 

j = 1, 2, ... , n. 

Again applying the same reasoning to this formula, we see that 
(1.5) holds true for all second derivatives, and so forth; hence 
for all derivatives And since the function Drx cp(x, y) also belongs 
to 5J (<91 X <9 2), we conclude from (1.5) (by what has been proved) 
that /J'X tj) (x) is a continuous function in <91 for all a so that 
ti' E C""( <91). 

From this and also from the fact that supp tj) c (31 we conclude 
that tj) E 5J(G1) and (1.4) is proved. 

Let us prove the inequality (1.6). Let x E (~\. Then, by what 
ha~ already been proved, D~ cp (x, y) E 5J(G;), G; <G <9 2 • By 
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the theorem of Sec. 1.3 there exist a number C > 0 and an integer 
m > 0 that depend solely on g and e;, such that 

iD"\j) (x)i = i(g (y), D~cp (x, y))i<, C max iDCD~cp (x, Y)i, 
'YE (92 
lfll~m 

X E et, whence follows inequality (1.6). The proof of the lemma 
is complete. 

Corollary The operation 

lcp (x, y)-+ \jJ (x) = (g (y), cp (x, y)) 

is linear and continuous from 5;(<31 X <3 2) into 21(<31). 

Indeed, the linearity of the operation is obvious. Furthermore. 
if cp E .2(<31 X <32), then, by the lemma, \jJ E 21(<31) so that 
this operation carries 9/(<31 X <3 2) into .2:(<31). Let us prove 
that it is continuous. Let CJlk-+ 0, k-+ oo in ~(<31 X (9 2). 

Then 
(X, y) 

supp CJlk c: (9' ~ <3 1 X <3 2, D~Decpk (x, y) ~ 0, k-+ oo. 

From this and from (1.4) and (1.6) we derive the following for 
the sequence CJlk (x) = (g (y), CJlk (x, y)), k = 1, 2, ... : 

X 

D"'!Jk (x) ~ 0, k-+ oo, 

so that 'iJk-+ 0, k-+ oo in 21' ( <3 1). 

Let us return to formula (1.2), the definition of the direct prod
uct f (x) X g (y). By the corollary to the lemma that was just 
proved, the operation cp-+ \jJ is linear and continuous from 
!/J(C91 X <3 2) to 21(<31) and, hence, the right-hand side of (1.2). 
which is equal to (f, 'IJ), defines a linear and continuous functional 
on .2(<31 X <3 2) so that f (x) X g (y) E ~'((91 X <3 2). 

Similarly, using (1.2'), we can prove that g (y) X f (x) E 
E 21'((91 X (92). 

3.2 The properties of a direct product 
(a) Commutativity of a direct product. 

f(x) X g(y) = g(y) X f(x), 

f E ~'(<91), g E ~'(02)· 
(2.1) 

Indeed, on the basic functions cp E ~(<3 1 X <92) of the form 

cp(x, y) = ~ ui(x)vi(y), (2.2) 
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the equality (2.1) follows from the definitions (1.2) ·and (1.2'): 

(f(x) X g(y), cp) = ~ (f,ui)(g,vi) = (g(y) X f(x),cp). 
i~i~N 

In order to extend (2.1) to any basic functions in ~ ( <91 X (9 2} 

let us prove a lemma that states that the set of basic functions 
of the form (2.2) is dense in ;zl(<91 X (9 2). 

Lemma For any cp E ;zl(G1 X (~\) there exists a sequence of 
basic functions in $(<:11 X <'9 2), 

cpk(x,y)= ~ Uik(x)vik(y}, uikE£l(Gt), vikE~(<92), k=1,2, ... , 
i~i~Nk 

that converges to cp in 5 (<'91 X C92). 

Proof. Suppose supp cp ~ c9'1 X G2 ~ G~ X G; ~ <':-\ X <9 2 • 

By the Weierstrass theorem, there exists a sequence of polyno
mials Pk (x, y), k = 1, 2, ... , such that 

lal~k, 

(x, y) E C:. 1 X <'92. (2.3) 

Suppose ~ (x) E ~(6~), ~ (x) = 1, x E 791; T) (y) E .2(6;), 
T) (y) = 1, y E (~\. Then the sequence of functions 

cpk (x, y) = ~ (x) T) (y) P,. (x, y), k = 1, 2, ... , 

is the required sequence. Indeed, supp cpk c (9~ X e; ~ <'91 X <:1 2 

and for all k;;::: I a 1, by virtue of (2.3), we have 

for certain Ca. estimated in terms of max I DP ~ I and max I DP T) I, 
p -<a. And that means that cp,. _. cp, k _. oo in ,2;(<91 X <'9 2). 

The proof of the lemma is complete. 
Let <p be an arbitrary basic function in ~l{<91 X <9 2). By the 

lemma, there exists a sequence {cpA} of functions of the form (2.2) 
that converges to k in ;zl(G1 X <'9 2). From this, taking advantage 
of the continuity, on ;zl(C91 X <9 2), of the functionals f (x) X g (y) 
and g (y) X f (x) (see Sec. 3.1) and also taking advantage of the 
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above-proved equation (2.1) on functions of the form (2.2), we 
obtain (2 .1) in the general case: 

(f (x) X g (y), <p) =lim (f (x) X g (y), <pk) 
k-+oo 

=lim (g (y) X f (x), <pk) = (g (y) X f (x), <p) 
1!-+oo 

(b) Associativity of a direct product. If f E f!JJ 1 (0 1), g E f!JJ 1 (<92) 

and hE f!JJ 1 ( 03), then 

{/ (x) X g (y)] X h~(z) = f (x) X [g (y) X h (z)]. (2.4) 

Indeed, if <p E f!lJ (C9 1 X e2 X (':'3), then 

([f (x) X g (y)] X h (z), <p) = (f (x) X g (y), (h (z), <p (x, y, z))) 

= (f (x), (g (y), (h (z), <p (x, y, z)))) 

= (f (x), (g (y) X h (z), <p (x, y, z))) 

r= (f (x) X [g (y) X h (z)], cp). 

Henceforth, taking into account the commutativity and asso
ciativity of the operation of a direct product, we will write 

(f X g) X h = f X g X h. 

Example. 6 (x) = 6 (x1) X 6 (x2) X •.• X 6 (xn)· 
(c) If g E ~ 1(0 2), the operation f-+ f X g is linear and con

tinuous from f!JJ 1 ((91) into f!JJ 1(01 X 0 2). 

The linearity of the operation is obvious. Let us prove conti
nuity. Suppose f 11 -+ 0, k-+ oo in .2/((c\). Then for all <p E 
E .sl'(01 X 0 2) we have 

(fk (x) X g (y), <p) = (fk (x), (g (y), <p (x, y))) = 
= (fk, '¢)-+ 0, k-+ oo. 

That is, / 11 (x) X g (y) _.. 0, k-+ oo in f!JJ 1 (01 X C9 2). Here we 
made use of the fact that '¢ E f!lJ ( 0 1) by virtue of the lemma of 
Sec. 3.1. 

(d) The following formula holds: 

supp (f X g)= supp f X supp g, (2.5) 

f E f!lJ I (f) 1)' g E !'15 I ( <:' 2). 

Corollary If f (x) X 1 (y) = 0 in 0 1 X fJ 2 , then f (x) = 0 
in 0~" 

Indeed, suppose (x0 , y 0) E supp f X supp g and U (x0 , y 0 ) 

is the neighbourhood of the point (x0 , Yo) lying in fJ 1 X fJ 2 • 

There exist neighbourhoods ul and u2 of the points Xo and Yo 
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respectively such that U1 X U 2 c: U (x0 , y 0). From the defini
tion of the support of a generalized function (see Sec. 1.5(b)) 
it follows that there are functions «p1 E fiJ ( U 1) and «p 2 E ~ ( U 2) 

such that (1, «p1) =I= 0 and (g, «p2) =I= 0. And so (I X g, IP11Jl2) = 
= (1, «p1) (g, «p 2) =1= 0. From this fact, due to the arbitrariness 

y 

0 X 

Figure 18 

of the neighbourhood U (x0 , y 0), it follows that (x0 , y 0) E 
E supp (/ X g) so that 

supp I X supp g c: supp (I X g). (2.6) 

Let us now prove the converse inclusion. Take a basic function 
IJl in 5(<91 X <9 2) such that 

supp IJl c: (CC' 1 X <9 2)"".(supp I X supp g) 

(Fig. 18). Then there is a neighbourhood U of the set supp I 
such that for every x E U, supp IJl (x, y) c: <9 2 '.supp g. There
fore (see Sec. 1.5(a)) 

'I' (x) = (g (y), IJl (x, y)) = 0, X E u, 

and, hence, supp 'I' n supp I = 0, and so 

(I X g, «p) '- (1, 'I') = 0. 

Thus the zero set r:J1 x g contains (<91 X B 2)"".(supp f x supp g) 
and, hence, the following inclusion holds true: 

supp (I X g) c: supp I X supp g. 

5-0172 
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This, together with the converse inclusion (2.6), proves the equal
ity (2.5). 

(e) The following formulas, which are readily verifiable, hold 
true: if f E 5'((91) and g E 5'((9 2), then 

D~D~ [f (x) X g (y)] = Da. f (x) X Df'> g (y), 

a (x) b (y) [f (x) X g (y)l = [a (x) f (x)l X [~ (y) g (y)l, 

(/ X g) (x + X 0 , Y + Yo) = f (x + Xo) X g (y + Yo)· 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

3.3 Some applications We will say that a generalized 
function F (x, y) in 5'((: 1 X <9 2) does not depend on the vari
ables y if it can be represented in the form 

F (x, y) = f (x) X 1 (y), (3.1) 

(and then F E ~z,'(<:J1 X IR,m)). The generalized function f (x) X 
X 1 (y) = 1 (y) X f (x) acts on the basic functions <p in 
5;(<91 X iRm) via the rule 

(f(x) x 1(y), <p) = ( f(x), )" <p(x, y) dy) 

= (1(y) X f(x), <p) = J (f(x), <p(x, y)) dy. 

We have thus obtained the equality 

( /(x), J <p(x, y) a;)= j (f(x), <p(x, y)) dy (3.2) 

which holds for all fE5'(c 1) and ¢E9(<S 1 X IR,m). 
The formula (3.2) may be regarded as a peculiar kind of gen

eralization of the Fubini theorem. 
Suppose P E 9~'(<9 X (a, b)). The following three statements 

are equivalent: 
(1) F (x, y) does not depend on the variable y; 
(2) F (x, y) is invariant in <9 X (a, b) with respect to 

translations along y, that is, 

F (x, y + h) = F (x, y); a <Y, y + h <b; (3.3) 

(3) F (x, y) satisfies the following equation in <9 X (a, b): 

aF(x,y) = O 
ay 

(3.4) 
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Corollary If IE 5'((C) and a(ij = 0, j = 1, ... , n, in e, 
Xj 

then f = constant in <::'; if f is invariant with respect to translations 
along all arguments in (c;, then f = constant in CS. 

Proof. (1)-+ (2). It follows from (3.1) by virtue of (2.9). 
(2)-+ (3). Passing to the limit in F(x, Y+~-F(x, y) = 0 

as h-+ 0 in :l'(t) X (a, b)), we conclude that F satisfies the 
equation (3.4). 

(3)-+ (1). Let F satisfy the equation (3.4) in 0 X (a, b). 
Then, proceeding as in Sec. 2.2, for any qJ in f:l ((9 X (a, b)) 
we obtain the representation 

where Yo E (a, b), e< min (y0 -a, b- Yo) and 

y 

'!J(x,y)= J [qJ(x,y')-ffie(y'-yo) jfP(X,~)d~]dy' 
-eo 

E f!ll ((9 x (a, b)). 

By introducing the generalized function f (x) taken from f]/ (0), 
which function acts on the basic functions X taken from 9) ( (9) 
via the rule 

(/, X) = (F (x, y), ffie (y- Yo) X (x)), 

and by taking into account (3.4), we obtain from (3.5) 

(F, f!J) = ( F (x, y), iJljJ ~:· y) + ffie(y- Yo) J qJ (x, £) d£) 

= (I (X), J qJ (X, £) d£) . 

That is, F (x, y) = f (x) X 1 (y), which is what we set out to 
prove. 

The proof is similar for the following assertion (compare 
Sec. 2.6). Suppose FE £1' (CS X lfV). The equation 

yu (x, y) = F (x, y) (3.6) 

is always solvable and its general solution is of the form 

(u, f!l) = (F, '!J) + (/ (x) X 6 (y), f!l), fP E 9) (C9 X ~V) (3.7} 
5* 
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where f is an arbitrary generalized function in ~~ (<9), 

1 lJl (x, y) = Y [q; (x, y) -1') (y) q; (x, 0)], (:~ 8) 

1'J (y) is an arbitrary function in ~(liP) equal to 1 in the neigh
bourhood of y = 0. 

Indeed, since the operation q; -+'ljl given by (3.8) is linear and 
continuous from ~((C) X IIV) to .f!J(<9 X iiV), the right-hand 
side of (3. 7) is a generalized function in fi' ( (') X liP) and the 
first term (F, '¢) satisfies equation (3.6) while the second term, 
the generalized function f (x) X 6 (y), satisfies the homogeneous 
equation 

yu (x, y) = 0 

which corresponds to the equation (3.6). 
It remains to prove that f (x) X li (y), f E ~' (6), is the 

general solution of the equation (3.9) in ~' ((9 X liP). Suppose 
u (x, y) is a solution of the. equation (3.9) in [!})' (<9 X !lV). 
Then, by virtue of (3.8), 

q; (x, y) = y'ljl (x, y) + 1') (y) q; (x, 0), 

and therefore 

(u, q;) = (u, y'ljl) + (u, 1') (y) q; (x, 0)) 

= (u, 1') (y) q; (x, 0)). (3.10) 

By introducing the generalized function f (x), taken from .$~(<9), 
that acts on the basic functions x in f:l( <9) via the rule 

(/, X) = (u (x, y), 1'J (y) X (x)), 

we obtain from (3.10) 

(u, q;) = (!, q; (x, 0)) = (f (x) X {) (y), q;), q; E f!t(<9 X 1V), 

that is, u (x, y) = f (x) X 6 (y), which is what we set out to 
prove. 

3.4 Generalized functions that are smooth with respect to 
some of the variables Suppose j(x, y) is a generalized function 
in fl' (<91 X eJ 2 ) and q; (x) is a basic function in ~(<31). We 
introduce the generalized function f IP (y) in f:l' (<9 2) via the 
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formula 
(f~, '!') = (/, QJ (x) 'i' (y)), 

From this definition there follows the differentiation formula 

Indeed 

((D~f).r, \ji) = (D~f, 'iJQJ) = ( -1)faJ (!, Ql na¢) 

= ( -1 )faJ Uor. na¢) = (Dat'f, '!'), 

¢E.2"(<52)• 

(4.1) 

We will say that the generalized function f (x, y) taken from 
fi' ((91 X (C,\) belongs to the class CP (G 2) with respect to 
y, p = 0, 1, ... , if for any QJ E .:zi(('\) the generalized func
tion f ~ E CP (G 2); but if f ~ E CP ((9 2), we then say that f E 
E CP (62) with respect to y (compare Sec. 1.6). 

Suppose f E C (G 2 ) with respect to y. It then follows that for 
every y E (') 2 there exists a restriction f Y (x) in fl5' ( (91) of the 
generalized function f (x, y), and 

f,~(y)=(/y,QJ), QJE~(C9t). yEG2. (4.2) 

Indeed, for a fixed Yo E (9 2 , QJ-+ 1~ (y 0) is a linear functional 
on .:1(<:"'\). Let us now prove that it is continuous. To do this, 
notP. that for all sufficiently large k > N (y 0), the functional 

Ql-+ (f"' (y), W1/k (y - Yo)), 

where w11 k is the "cap" (see Sec. 1.2), belongs. to .:Z'(G1). But 
by virtue of (7.6), Sec. 1, 

(/,f (y), Wtfk (Y-Yo))-+ (!<I, (y), 6 (y- Yo))= /(jl (Yo), 

k-+ oo. 

By the theorem on the completeness of the space 2' (G1) we 
conclude therefrom that the functional f"' (y0 ) belongs to fl)' ( (91). 

Denoting it by /y •• we obtain (4.2). 
Taking into account formula (4.1), we obtain, from (4.2), 

(4.3) 

Example. Suppose a generalized function F does not depend 
on the variable y, F (x, y) = f (x) X 1 (y), f E !!JJ' (C:\) (see 
Sec. 3.3). Then F E Coc(:R111) with re~pect to y and F y (x) = f (x). 
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Recall that the class C0 (6), which is defined in Sec. 0.5, 
consists of functions continuous and finite in 0. We introduce 
convergence thus: fR. ~ 0, k ~ oo in C 0 ( 6) if 

xEO 

supp /,, c 6' ~ (9 and / 11 (x) ~ 0, k ~ oo. 

Lemma If f E C (<:92) u:ith respect to y, then the operation 

x~uy.x(x,y)) 

is continuous from fi' ( 0 1 X (9 2) into C 0 ( (:) 2). 

Proof. Let xE_q)(0 1 X 0 2). Then suppxc 01 x 02, where 

Bi ~ <:9 1 and 02 ~ 0 2 • Put 1jJ (y) = (fy, X (x, y)). We have supp ~' c 

c6;~02• We now prove that 1JlEC,(02). Let Yo' be an ar

bitrary point in 0 2 and let y11 ~ y0, k ~ oo. 
Then 

11Jl (Yk) -ljl (Yo) I< I(! Yk' X (x, Yo))-(! Yo' X (x, Yo)) I 

+l(/y 11 ,x(x,yi1)-X(x,yo))l. (4.4) 

The first summand on the right of (4.4) tends to 0 as k ~ oo 
by virtue of the continuity of the function (fy, X (x, y 0)), and 
the second summand, by the weak boundedness of the set 
{I Yk} c 9;' ( 6 1) and by virtue of the fact that 

x(x,y")-x,(x,Yo)~O, k~oo in ,;?£(01) 

via the lemma of Sec. 1.4. Thl.ls 'IJ-' E C (c:' 2 ) and for this reason 
'll E Co (62)· 

Let x11 ~U, k~oo in ~(C9 1 xCGJ2). Then supp X~tc6;x6; 
where 6j ~ 6 1 and 62 ~ 6 2 • Putting ¢11 (y) = (/y, X11 (x, y)}, we 
have supp 1Jlk c 6~ ~ C92 • Furthermore, the set of general
ized functions {/y, y E G~} in _q)' (C'1 1) is weakly bounded. For 
this reason, by applying the inequality (3.1) of Sec. 1 (see 
also the corollary to the lemma of Sec. 1.4), for certain K > 0, 
m ~0, and for all y E 6 2 we obtain 

I1Jl11 (y)l = 1(/y, X11 (x, y))l <;;:K II X~t (x, Y) 110m(G~) 

<:KIIx~~.llcm(0"~ x 0~) ~o. k~ oo. 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Let us now prove the following formula: if f E C (<9 2) with 
respect to y, then 

(f, X)= J (/y, X (x, y)) dy, (4.5) 

or f (x, y) = /y (x). 
Indeed, by virtue of (4.2) the equality (4.5) holds true on the 

basic functions x of the form ~ <p (x) ¢ (y), where <p E ~(<91) 
and ¢ E ~(<92): 

( f, ~ qJ (x) ¢ (y)) = ~ J f IP (y) ¢ (y) dy 

= ~J (/y,qJ)¢(y)dy 

= J(tY' ~qJ(x)¢(y)) dy. (4.6) 

But the set of such functions is dense in f!!J(<9 1 X (9 2) (see 
Sec. 3.2 (a)) and, besides, by the lemma, 

if ~ qJ (x) ¢ (y) _.'X (x, y) in f!lJ (<91 X <92). It is from this and from 
(4.6) that the formu]a (4.5) follows. 

4 The Convolution of Generalized Functions 

4.1 The definition of a convolution. Let f and g be locally 

summable functions in IRn. If the integral J f (y) g (x-y) dy 

exists for almost all x E IRn and defines a locally summable 
function in IRn, then it is called the convolution of the functions 
f and g and is symbolized as f * g so that 

(!*g) (x) = ~ f (y)g(x-y)dy 

= ~g(y)f(x-y)dy=(g•/)(x). (1.1) 

We note two cases where the convolution f * g definitely exists. 
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(a) Let f E Ztoc. g E Zfoc. supp f c A, supp g c B, and the 
sets A and B are such that for any R > 0 the set 

T R = [(x, y): x E A, y E B, I x + y I <: R] 

is bounded in !iPn (Fig. 19). Then f • g E Ztoc• 

y 

R 

(i 

0 X 

Figure 19 

Indeed, using the Fubini theorem, we have, for all R > 0, 

)' lf•g!dx< J f lf(y)llg(x-y)ldydx 
lxi<R I•I<R 

< J If (y) II g (s) I dy d'S< oo. 
TR 

In particular, if f or g is finite, then TR is bounded. 

(b) Let /EZP and gEZq if_!_+..!. ~1. Then f•gE::tr, 
p q 

1 1 1 
where -=-+--1. 

T p q 
Indeed, choosing the numbers cx.~O, ~~0, s~1 and t~1 

such that 

and then 
pr qr 

P+-=r=q+-
s t ' 
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and making use of the Holder inequality and the Fubini theorem, 
we obtain the required estimate 

II f * g llzr = J I J f (y) g (X- y) dy r dx 

-~) [) l/(y)IC:;Ig(x-y)l 13 1/(y)IH.tlg(x-y)l1-lldy Jdx 
r 

~ J J If (y)larlg (x-y)l 13r dy [j'lt (y) l<l-a)s dyl7 

T 

X [ J jg(x- y)l<1-lllt dy ]T dx 

The convolution f • g defines a regular functional on ~(!Rn) 
via the rule 

That is 

(! • g, <p) = J (!*g) (x) <p (x) dx 

= J<p(x)Jf(y)g(x-y)dy~dx 

= Jf(Y)Jg(x-y)<p(x)dxdy 

= J f (y)) g (~) <p (y + ~) d~ dy. 

(f * g, <p) = J f (x) g (y) <p (x+ y) dx dy, (1.2) 

(In deriving (1.2) we made constant use of the Fubini theorem.) 
We will say that the sequence {'Ilk} of functions taken from 

!'li(!Rn) converges to 1 in IRn if (a) for any compact K there is 
a number N = N (K) such that 'YJk (x) = 1, x E K, k ~ N, 
and (b) the functions {1'Jk} are uniformly bounded together with 
all derivatives, I Da'Y)k (x) I < Ca, x E IRn, k = 1, 2, . . . . 

Note that there always exist such sequences, for example: 

lJk(x)='Y)(-f-), where 'YJE!'li, 'Y)(x)=1, lxl<i. 

Let us now prove that the equality (1.2) can be rewritten as 

(/ * g, <p) =lim(! (x) X g (y), fJk (x; y) <p (x + y)), 
~~00 

<pE~l. 

(1.3) 
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where {TJk} is any sequence of functions taken from 2:'(1R2n) 
that converges to 1 in IR2n. 

Indeed, the function c0 I f (x) g (y) <p (x + y) I is summable 
on fJpn and dominates the sequence of functions f (x) g (y) X 
X lJk (x; y) <p (x + y), k = 1, 2, ... , that converges almost 
everywhere in IR.2n to the function f (x) g (y) <p (x + y). From 
this, making use of the Lebesgue theorem, we obtain 

J f (x) g (y) <p (x+ y) dx dy 

= !~~ j" f (x) g (y) T)k (x; y) <p (x + y) dx dy 

which is equivalent to (1.3) by virtue of (1.2). 
Proceeding from the equalities (1.3) and (1.2), we define a con

volution of generalized functions as follows. Suppose f and g 
taken from ~, (!Rn) are such that their direct product f (x) X g (y) 
admits of an extension (f (x) X g (y), <p (x + y)) to functions of 
the form <p (x + y), where <p is any function in .':Z(Rn), in the 
following sense: no matter what sequence {TJk} there is of func
tions from ~(R2n), which sequence converges to 1 in I!Pn, there 
exists a limit to the numerical sequence, 

lim (f (x) X g (y), TJk (x, y) <p (x + y)) = (! (x) X g (y), <p (x + y)), 
k-oc -

and that limit does not depend on the sequence {TJk}· Note that 
for every k the function lJ1t (x; y) <p (x + y) E .':Z(:R.2n) and so 
our numerical sequence is defined. 

The convolution f * g is the functional 

U*g, <p)=(/(x) X g(y), <p(x+y)) 

=lim (f (x) X g (y), T)11 (x; y) <p (x + y)), (1.4) 
k-oo 

Let us prove that the functional f*g belongs to $' (!lln), that 
is, it is a generalized function. For this purpose, it suffices, by 
virtue of the theorem on the completeness of the space fl)' (see 
Sec. 1.4), to establish the continuity of the linear functionals 

(f (x) X g (y), T) 11 (x; y) <p (x + y)), k = 1, 2, ... , (1.5) 

on .sl(IR.n). Let IJ'v-+ 0, v-+ oo in .':Z(!Iln). Then 

T)lt (x; y) {/)v (x + y) -+ 0, 
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since ll~t E ~ (R211). From this, since the functional f (x) X g (y) 
on .Sl"(ilt211) (see Sec. 3.1) is continuous, we obtain 

(/ (x) X g (y), 1lh (x; y) CJlv (x + y))-+ 0, v-+ 00 

and this completes the proof of the continuity of the functionals 
(1.5) on ~(R11). 

Note that since c:p (x + y) does; not belong to ~(R211) (it is 
not finite in llt211), the right-hand side of (1.4) does not exist for 
simply any pairs of generalized functions f and g and, thus, 
the convolution does not always exist. 

The convolution of any number of generalized functions is 
defined in similar fashion. For example, let/, g and h be gener
alized functions taken from ::!' (IR11) and let {ll~t} be the sequence 
of functions from £(JP11 ) that converges to 1 in JP". The con
volution f * g * h is the functional 

(f*g*h, c:p) = (! (x) X g (y) X h (z), c:p (x + y + z)) 

= lim(! (x) X g (y) X h (z), 11~t (x; y; z) q: (x + y + z)), (1.6) 
k-oo 

if that functional exists. 

4.2 The properties of a convolution 
(a) Commutativity of a convolution. If the convolution f * g 

exists, then so also does the conYolution g * f, and they are equal: 

This statement follows from the definition of a convolution 
(see Sec. 4.1) and from the commutativity of a direct product 
(see Sec. 3.2(a)): 

(f * g, c:p) =lim(! (x) X g (y), ll~t (x; y) c:p (x + y)) 
h-oo 

=lim (g (y) X f (x), 1111 (x; y) c:p (x + y)) 
k-oo 

c:p E £!1. 

Similarly, from the definition (1.6) we obtain 

and so forth 
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(b) Convolution with the delta junction. The convolution of any 
generalized function j in !!£' with the 6 function exists and is 
equal to j: 

(2.1) 

True enough, let <p E g(!R11) and let {tlk} be a ~equence of 
functions taken from 2'(ITPn) that converges to 1 in IR2n. Then 

'Ilk (x; 0) <p (x)-+ <p, 

and so 
(/ .. 6, fp} = lim (/ (x) X 6 (y), '111< (x; y) <p (x+ y)) 

ll~oo 

= lim (f (x), 'Ilk (x; 0) <p (x)) 
h~oc: 

= (/, <p), 

which is what we set out to prove. 
Remark. The meaning of the formula f = f * 8 is that any gener

alized function f may be expanded in terms of 6 functions, which, 
formally, is often written thus: 

f (x) = J f (~) 6 (x- ~) d~. 

It is precisely this formula which one has in mind when we say 
that every material body consists of mass points, every source 
consists of source points, and so on (compare Sec. 1.1). 

(c) The shift of a convolution. If the convolution f * g exists, 
then so also does the convolution j (x + h)* f? (x) for all h E !Rn, 
and 

f (x + h)* f? (x) = (f *g) (x + h). (2.2) 

That is, the operations of shift and convolution commute; in 
other words, the convolution operator 

is a translation invariant operator. 
Indeed, let {'11 11 } be a sequence of functions in ~(i!\2") that 

converges to 1 in i]pn. Then for any h E R n, 

YJ11 (x- h; y)-+ 1, k-+ oo in IR2". 

Now, using the definition of a shift (see Sec. 1. 9) and of a con
volution (see Sec. 4.1), we obtain, for all fP E !!b(R"}, 
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((I* g) (x+h), l"fl) 

=(/•g,qJ(x-h)) 

=lim(! (x) X g (y), 1Jh (x-h; y) qJ (x-h+ y)) 
k-oc 

=lim(! (x+ h) X g (y), 1Jh (x; y) qJ (x + y)) 
k-oo 

which is what we set out to prove. Here we made use of formula 
(2.9) of Sec. 3 for the shift of a direct product. 

(d) The reflection of a convolution. If the convolution f • g 
exists, then so also does the convolution f (-x)*g (-x), and 

f ( -x) * g ( -x) = (f • g) ( -x). (2.3) 
The proof is similar to that of (c). 

(e) Differentiating a convolution. If the convolution f * g exists, 
then there exist the convolutions nat* g and f •Dag, and we have 

(2.4) 
It will suffice to prove this assertion for the first derivatives 

Db j = 1, ... , n, Let cp E ~(IR!') and let {1JI!} he a sequence 
of functions taken from ~-(R2n) that converges to 1 in IR.2n. 
Then the sequence {'I'Jk + D fllJt} also converges to 1 in iR2n. 
From this fact, taking advantage of the existence of the convolu
tion f * g (see Sec. 4.1), we obtain the following chain of equalities 
(with 1Jk = 1Jk (x; y)): 

(D1 (/•g),cp)= -(!•g,Dicp) 

=-lim (!(x)Xg(y),1Jk ilft!(x+y)) 
k-oc iJxJ 

=-lim (t(x)xg(y), 8
8 . ['l']Jtcp(x+y)]-cp(x+y) 8d,11~} 

k-ro ~ ~ 

=lim ( / rt(x)xg(y)l.'l']h{jl(x+y)) 
k-+oo XJ 

+ !~~(t(x)xg(y),['l'Jk+ ~~~ ]cp(x+u)) 

-lim (f(x) X g(y), 1Jkcp(x+y)) 
lt-oo 

= lim (Dif (x) X g (y), 'l'Jk(jl (x + y)) + (f * g, cp) -(/ * g, l"fl) 
J&-+oo 

= (Dit • g, l"fl), 
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whence follows the first equality (2.4) for D J· The second one of 
(2.4) follows from the first and from the commutativity of a con
volution: 

From (2.1) and (2.4) there follow the equalities 

/Ef!/J'. 

Note that the existence of the convolutions Da/ * g and f *Dag 
for I a I ~ 1 is not yet enough for the existence of the convolution 
f * g and for the truth of (2.4). For example, 

8'd =lh1 = 1, but 8d' = e*o = o. 

(f) The operation f-+ f • g is linear on the set of those gener
alized functions f for which the convolution with g exists. 

This property of a convolution follows directly from the defi;. 
nition of a convolution (1.4) and from the linearity of the opera
tion f-+ j X g (see Sec. 3.2(c)). 

In passing we may note that the operation j -+ f * g is not, 
generally speaking, continuous from ;};' into ;I!', as the following 
example shows: 

& (x- k)-+ 0, k-+ oo in .2- '; however, 1 * 6 (x - k) = 1. 

(g) If the convolution j • g exists, then 

supp (j *g) c supp f+ supp g. (2.5) 

Indeed, suppose {rt~<} is a sequence of functions taken from 
~(!IF") that converges to 1 in IR211 and <p E [;i (IR11) is such that 

supp <p n supp f+ supp g= 0· (2.6) 

Since supp (f X g) = supp f X supp g (see Sec. 3.2(d)), we con
clude that 

supp [j (x) X g (y)] n supp [fJ" (x; y) <p (x + y)] 

C [supp j X supp g] n [(x, y): X -t- y C supp <p] = 0. 

And so, due to Sec. 1.5(a), we have 

(j * g, cp) =lim (f (x) X g (y), 11~< (x; y) <p (x + y))= 0 
h-.oo 
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for all basic functions qJ in !:1 ('Rn) that satisfy the condition 
(2.6). And this means that the inclusion (2.5) holds.' 

Remark. The set supp j + supp g may also be open. Generally 
speaking, there is no equality in the inclusion (2.5). For example, 
for the convolution 6' * 8 = 6 it takes the form {0} c {x > 0}. 

(h) Associativity of a convolution. Generally, the operation of 
convolution is not associative; for example, 

However, this unpleasantness does not arise if the convolution 
j * g * h exists. To be more precise, the following assertion holds 
true. 

If the convolutions j * g and j * g * h exist, then so also does the 
convolution (j *g)* h, and we have 

(2. 7) 

Indeed, suppose {'YJ 11} and g 11 } are sequences of functions from 
!li(IR2n) that converge to 1 in liPn. Then the sequence 

'YJi (x; y) ;h (x + y; z), i-+- oo, k--+- oo, 

of functions taken from .sl•(IR3n) converges to 1 in i!Pn. From 
this fact and from the existence of the convolution j • g * h (see 
Sec. 4.1) there follows the existence of a double limit: 

lim (/ (x) X g (y) X h (z), 'YJi (x; y) 6~t (x + y; z) qJ (x + y + z)) 
i-oo 
k-oo 

and, consequently, of the repeated limit 

(/•g•h,~p) 

=lim lim(/ (x) X g (y) X h (z), 'Yj; 6~t (x + y; z) qJ (x+ y + z)) 
k-oo i-+oo 

lim lim(/ (x) X g (y), lJi (h (z), ;h (x + y; z) IJl (x + y + z))) 
lt-X) i-+oo 

=lim((/ • g) (t), (h (z), ;h (t; z) qJ (t + z))) 
k~oo -

=lim ((I* g) (t) X h (z), £11 (t; z) q> (t+z)) 
1!-oo 

=((/*g)* h, qJ ), 

which proves (2. 7) and the existence of the convolution (f * g)•h 
(see Sec. 4.1) 
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Corollary If there exist convolutions f * g * h, f * g, g * h and f • h, 
then there exist convolutions (f *g)* h, f * (g *h) and (f *h) • g 
and we have 

f•g•h = (f•g)•h = f•(g•h) = U•h)•g, 

which in this case means the convolution is associative. 

4.3 The existence of a convolution Let us establish cer
tain sufficient conditions (besides those given in Sec. 4.1), under 
which a convolution definitely exists in ~ '. Recall (see Fig. 19) 
that 

T R = [(x, y): x E A, y E B, I x + y l~R]. 

For the definition of the space 5;' (A) see Sec. 1.5. 

Theorem Let f E !Z' (A), g E ~· (B) and suppose that for 
any R > 0 the set T R is bounded in IR. sn. Then the convolution 
1* g exists in fl' (A + B) and may be represented as 

(f * g, <p) = (f (x) X g (y), s (x) 'I') (y) <p (x + y)), (3.1) 

<rE~ 

where s and lJ are any functions in Coo that are equal to 1 in A 8 

and B8 an'd are equal to 0 outside A 28 and B28 respectively ( e is 
any number greater than 0). Here the operation f-+ f * g is con
tinuous from !l·' (A) into $' (A + B). 

Proof. Let <p E ~ ( U R) and let {'I'J 11} be a sequence of functions 
in ~ (IR.2n) that converges to 1 in IR2n. Since 

supp (f X g) = supp f X supp g c A X B 

(see Sec. 3.2(d)), it follows that 

supp {If (x) X g (y)l <p (x + y)} 

c [(x, y): x E A, y E B, I x + y I~Rl = T R· 

And since 1' R is a bounded set, there is a number N = N (R) 
such that TJ 11 (x; y) = 1 in the neighbourhood of T R for all k > N. 
For this reason, 

(! * g, <p) =lim (f (x) X g (y), TJ11 (x; y) <p (x + y)) 
k .. ao 

=lim([/ (x) X g (y)] <p (x + y), 'I'J11 (x; y)) 
h-oo 

= (f (x) X g (y), 'I'JN (x; y) <p (.r + y)) 
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and the representation 

(f•g, <p) = (f (x) X g (y), TJN (x; y) <p (x + y)), (3.2) 

<p E $(UR), 

is proved. Clearly, the representation (3.2) does not depend on 
the auxiliary function TJ N (x; y). It can be replaced by the func
tion ~ (x) TJ (y). Indeed, the function ~ (x) TJ (y) <p (x + y) E 
E .2 (IR 2n), since the set 

T R, e = [(x, y): X E A 2 , 

for any R > 0 and e > 0 bounded in IR2n; furthermore, the func
tion [fJN (x; y) - ~ (x) TJ (y)l <p (x + y), <p E 5J(U R), vanishes 
in the neighbourhood of T R· This completes the proof of the 
representation (3.1). 

From (2.5) it follows that 

supp (f *g) c: A+ B 

so that the operation f-+ f * g carries 5)' (A) into $' (A + B). 
Its continuity follows from the continuity of the direct product 
f X g with respect to f (see Sec. 3.2(c)) and from the representa
tion (3.1): if/,,-+ 0, k-+ oo in ,2;' (A), then 

(fk * g, <p) = (fk (x) X g (y), ~ (x) TJ (y) <p (x + y))-+ 0 

for all <p E 5J, that is, fk * g-+ 0, k-+ oo in fZ' (A + B). The 
proof of the the-orem is complete. 

Note that the continuity of the convolution f * g relative to the 
collection off and g may not occur, as the following simple exam
ple illustrates: 

l3(x+k)-+0, k-++oo, l3(x-k)-+0, k-++oo. 

However, 

We note here an important special case of this theorem. 
If f E 5)' and g E ~', then the convolution f * g exists and can 

be represented in the form 

(f * g, <p) = (f (x) X g (y), TJ (y) <p (x + y)), <p E 5J, (3.3) 

where TJ is any basic function taken from 5J that is equal to 1 in the 
neighbourhood of the support of g. 
6-0172 
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Indeed, in this case the boundedness condition of the set T R 

is fulfilled for all R > 0 (Fig. 20): if supp g c tlp.., then 

T R = [(x, y): x ERn, Y E supp g, I x + y I -< R1 

c u R+ R· X u R'· 

Similarly, if f E ft' and g1 , .•• , gm E ~', then there exists 
a convolution f * g1 * ... * gm (see Sec. 4.1) that is associative 

y 

R 

X 

Figure 20 

and commutative (see Sec. 4.2(a), (h)) and the formula (3.3) is 
generalized thus: 

(f•gl* · · · *gm, cp) 

= (f (x) X g1 (y) X .•• X gm (z), 

'111 (y) ... 11m (z) X cp (x + Y + ... + z)), {3.4) 

cp E !JJ. 

But if f E Coo and g E ~', then the convolution f •g E Coo, and 
the formula (3 .3) takes on the form 

(f *g) (x) = (g (y), f (x - y)), (3.5) 

where g is the extension of g onto Coo = C""(IR.n) (see Sec. 2.5). 
True enough, as cin the proof of the lemma of Sec. 3.1, it is 

established that the function 

(g (y), f (x- y)) = (g (y), 11 (y) f (x- y)) E Coo. 
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Then, from the representation (3.3) we have, for all cp E !!JJ, 

u* g, cp) = (g (y), 11 (y) J t m:Ql (£+ y) d£) 

= { g (y), J 1') (y) f (x- y) cp (x) dx). 

Noticing now that 1') (y) f (x- y) cp (x) E 5(1R2n) and using 
the formula (3.2) of Sec. 3, we obtain 

(f * g, cp) = j (g (y), 11 (y) f (x- y)) cp (xrdx, 

whence follows formula (3.5). 
In similar fashion, if f E C00 (1R,n ""- {0}) and g E 't.', then the 

convolution f * g in IR11 ""- supp g is expressed by the formula (3.5); 
in particular, f * g E Coo (IR,n ""- supp g). 

4.4 Cones in IR,n A cone in \tn (with vertex at 0) is a set 
r with the property that if X E r' then 'Ax too belongs to r for 

/ 

0 

Figure 21 

all 'A> 0. Denote by pr f the intersection of f and the unit 
sphere (Fig. 21 ). The cone f' is said to be compact in the 
cone r if pr f' c pr f (Fig. 21); we then write f' ~f. 

The cone 

f* = [£: (s, x) ~0, Vx E f) 

is said to be conjugate to the cone r. Clearly, f"'" is- a 'elosed 
convex cone with vertex at 0 (Fig. 22) and (r*}*=chf; here 
ch f is the convex hull of f (see Sec. 0.2). 
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A cone r is said to be acute if there exi.<;ts a plane of support 
for ch f that has a unique common point 0 with ch f (Fig. 22). 

' ' ' ' ' ' 0 '\ 

Figure 22 

' ' t;.' .+' :_./~' 
0 

r 

Examples of convex acute cones. (a) an n-hedral cone in IIF': 

C = [x : (e1, x) > 0, ... , (en, x) > 0] 

is acute (convex and open) if and only if the vectors e1, ••. , en 
form a basis in 1R n. Then 

C* = ls: 6= ~ "Akek, "Ak;;;;::: OJ. 
1~k=e;;;n 

In particular, the positive quadrantal angle 

IR~= [x: x1 >0, ... , Xn > 0], (iR.~)* = iR.~. 

,(b) The future light cone in iR.n+t. 

y+ = [x: (x0 , x): x0 > jxj], (V+)* = ¥+. 

"(c) ~ origin of coordinates {0}, {0}* = iR.n. 
Note, however, that the cone iR.~ X iR.n-l = [x : x1 > 0] is 

mot .aoulte . 
.(d) The cone Pn c !Rn" of positive (Hermitian) n X n matrices 

X= (Xpq), P~ = Pn, where Pn is the cone of nonnegative matri
~es. This follows from the assertion that, for X E Pn, it is neces-
sary .and :Sufficient that for all 8 E Pn, 8 =fo 0, 

(X, 8) = Tr (X8) = ~ Xpq6<Jp >0. 
p,q 
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Lemma 1 The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) the cone r is acute; 
(2) the cone ch r does not contain an integral straight line; 
(3) int f* =I= 0; 
(4) for any C' ~ int f* there exists a number a = a(C') > 0 

such that 

(~, x);;;:=:al~ II xl, 

(5) for any e E pr int f* the set 

Be= rx: O-<. (e, x)-< 1' X E ch f] 

is bounded (Fig. 22). 

(4.1) 

Proof. (1)-+ (2). If the cone ch r contains an integral straight 
line x = x0 + te, -oo < t < oo (I e 1 = 1), then it also contains 
the straight line x = te, -oo < t < oo. Consequently, any plane 
of support for ch r must contain that straight line, but this con
tradicts (1). 

(2)-+ (3). If int f* =1= 0, then, since f* is a convex cone with 
vertex at 0, it lies in some (n- i)-dimensional plane (e, x) = 0 
(I e I = 1). For this reason, ±e E f** = ch r. But then the 
integral straight line y = te, -00 < t < 00 too lies in ch r, 
but this contradicts (2). 

(3) -+ (4). Since all points of the cone C' different from 0 are 
interior points relative to f*, it follows that (~, x) > 0 for all 
~ E C' and x E ch r. From this fact and also from the continuity 
and the homogeneity of the form (~, x) follows the existence of 
a number a > 0 for which the inequality (4.1) holds true. 

(4)-+ (5). Let us take an arbitrary e E print f*. Then, by 
applying the inequality (4.1), (e, x) > (J I X I. X E ch r, we 
conclude that the set Be is bounded: I x 1-< (e, x) ~..!... 

a a 
(5)-+ (1). If for some e E print f* the set Be is bounded, then 

the plane (e, x) = 0 cannot have any other points in common 
with ch r, with the exception of 0. 

The proof of the lemma is complete. 

Lemma 2 Let f be a convex cone. Then r = r + r. 
Proof. The inclusion r c: r + r is obvious. Let X E r + r 

so that X = y + z, where y E r and z E r. Then for all'). E (0, 1) 

we have X = '). i + (1 - ').) A.~A. E r and for this reason r + r c 
c: r, thus completing the proof of the lemma. 
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The indicator of the cone r is the function 

f..lr m = - inf (~. x). 
«E;prr 

From the definition of the indicator it follows that f..lr (~) is a con
vex (see Sec. 0.2) and, hence, continuous (see, for example, Vla
dimirov [ 1], Chapter II) and homogeneous first-degree function 
defined on the whole of iR n. Besides, 

flr (~)<;;: f..lch r(~), 

f..lr (~) = -11 (~, of*), ~ E f* 

and f.!r (6) > 0 for ~ t f*. Thus 

f* = [~: f.!r (~)<;;:OJ 

so that the indicator of a cone fully defines only the closure of 
its convex hull, by virtue of ch r = f**. 

Example. 

~t-V+, 

~E- v+. 

Lemma 3 If r is a convex cone, then for any a > 0 

Proof. The inclusion 

f* + fla c [~: f.!r (~)<;;:a) 

is trivial: if ~ = ~1 + ~ 2 , ~ 1 E f*, I ~ 2 1-<:a, then 

J.tr (£} = -inf (~, X) = -inf ((~I• X) + (~2t X)) 
xEpr I' xEpr I' 

<;;:-in£ (~ 2 , x)<;;:a, 
xEpri' 

since (~1• x) > 0, X E r. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Now let us prove the inverse inclusion of (4.3). Let the point 
~ 0 be such that f.!r (~ 0)<;;:a. If ~ 0 E f* or I ~ 0 1-<:a, then £0 E 
E f* + Ua. Now let £o t f* and I £0 I> a. Let the point £1 E f* 
realize the distance from £o to r*, 11 (£ 0 , f*) = I £0 - £1 I· 
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Then, since r• is a convex cone (Fig. 23}, it follows that 

(a} 

(b) 

(s1 - so, s) > 0, s E r•; 
<s1 - so. s1> = o. 

From the inequality (a) it follows that s1 - so E r** = f and 
therefore 

Now the latter is equivalent, by virtue of (b), to the inequality 
I ~1 - so l~a. Thus, the point so = s1 + (so - s1) is repre-

Figure 23 

sen ted in the form of a sum of two terms s1 E r• and so - s1 E Ua 
that is, so E r* + V:. This completes the proof of the inverse 
inclusion of (4.3) and also the equality (4.2). The proof of Lem
ma 3 is complete. 

Suppose r is a closed convex acute cone. Set C = int r* (via 
Lemma 1, C =I= 0). The smooth (n- i)-dimensional surface S 
without an edge is said to be C-like if each straight line x = x0 + 
+ te, -oo < t < oo, e E pr r, intersects it in a unique point; 
in other words: for any x E S the cone r + x intersects S in a 
unique point x (Fig. 24). Thus, the C-like surface S cuts llln into 
two infinite regions S + and S _: S + lies above S and S _ lies 
below S; s+ u s_ u s = IJln. At every point X of the surfaceS, 
the normal nx is contained in the cone r* + x (Fig. 24). 

Example. The surface S in 1Jln+ 1, which surface is specified 
by the equation 

Xo = f (x), I grad f (x) l<cr < 1, x E !R.n, f E C1, 

is V+-like (space-like). 
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Lemma 4 If S is a C-like surface, then 

s+ = s + r. (4.4) 

Proof. Suppose x 0 E S +· The straight line x = x 0 + te, I t I < 
< oo, e E pr r, intersects s at some point xl = Xo - tle, tl :> 0 

r*+x I 

I 
j t+X 

s_ 

Figure 24 

(Fig. 24) so that Xo = xl + tle, xl E s, tle E r, and the inclusion 
S+ c S + r is proved. Clearly, the inclusion S + r c S+ 
together with the inverse inclusion leads to the equation (4.4), 
thus completing the proof of the lemma. 

Lemma 5 Let S be a C-like surface. Then for any R > 0 there 
is a number R' (R) > 0 such that the set 

T R = [(x, y): XEs, y E r, I X+ y 1-< Rl 

is contained in the sphere U R' c !R2n. 

Proof. Since S is a C-like surface, it follows that any point 
xES that can be represented as ~ - y, y E r, I ~ 1-<:R, is of 
the form x = ~ - eT, e E pr r, where the number T = T (e, ~) 
is uniquely determined by e and ~ and constitutes a continuous 
function of the argument (e, ~)on the compact e E pr r, I ~ 1-<:R. 
Hence the set [(y, ~): y = eT (e, ~), e E pr r, I ~ I<Rl is 
bounded and so also is the set T R· The lemma is proved. 

We will say that a C-like surface S is a strictly C-like surface if, 
under the conditions of Lemma 5, 

R' (R)<:a (1 + R)v, v :.? 1, a > 0. (4.5) 

Example. The plane (e, x) · 0, e E pr C, is strictly C-like 
with v = 1 (by virtue of Lemma 1). 
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4.5 Convolution algebras .$ 1 (r +) and ~ 1 (r) We will say· 
that a set A is bounded on the side of the cone r if A c: r + K, 
where K is a certain compact (Fig. 25). It is clear that the sets
bounded on the side of the cone {0} are compacts in IR,n. 

Suppose r is a closed cone in !R.n. The collection of generalized 
functions in !!1) 1 whose supports are bounded on the side of th& 

0 

Figure 25 

cone r will be denoted by !!})~ (f+ ). We define convergence in· 
!!1) 1 (r +) in the following manner: fk-+ 0, k-+ oo in !J)' (r + ), 
if fk-+ 0, k-+ oo in !!})', and supp ik c: r + K, where the com
pact K does not depend on k§. Set f!i 1 ({0}+) = ~~; ~~is the 
space of generalized functions with compact supports (compare 
Sec. 2.5). 

Let r be a closed convex acute cone, C = int f*, S a C-like 
surface, and S + the region lying above S (see Sec. 4.4). 

If f E !!})' (r +) and g E 9J 1 (S +), then the convolution f * g 
exists in !!})~ and can be represented as 

(f * g, q>) = (f (x) X g (y), £ (x) 11 (y) q> (x + y)), (5.1) 

<r E ~l'. 

where £ and 11 are any functions in Coo that are equal to 1 in (supp !)8 

and (supp g)8 and are equal to 0 outside (supp f) 2e and (supp g) 2e, 
respectively (e is any number >0). Here, if supp f c: r + K, 
where K is a compact, then supp (f *g) c: S + + K and the re
spective operations f-+ f * g and g-+ f * g are continuous. 

§ A similar meaning will be attached to other spaces of generalized func-
tions as well; for example, Q/' 1 (f +), .Z~ (f +) and so forth (see Sees. 5 and. 
7 below). 
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This assertion follows from the theorem of Sec. 4.3 for A = 
= r + K and B = S+ if we note that by Lemmas 2, 4 and 5 

-.of Sec. 4.4 the set 

T R = [(x, y): X E r + K, y E s+, I X+ y 1-<:Rl 
= [(x, y): X E r + K, y E s + r, I X+ y 1-<Rl 

is bounded for all R > 0 and 

f+K+S+=f+K+f+S=f+S+K=S++K. 

We now note an important special case of the last criterion 
·for the existence of a convolution. 

Theorem Let r be a closed convex acute cone. Iff E 5;' (f+) 
and g E ~' (f+), then the convolution f*g exists in~' (f+) and 
can be represented as (5.1); here, the operation f-+- f * g is con
tinuous from!!!)' (f+) into !!f)' (f+). 

Proof. Since r + K, where K is a compact, is contained in S + 
for some C-like surface S (which depends on K), it follows, by 
the preceding criterion, that the convolution f * g exists in 5;' 
and can be represented by the formula (5.1). Let us prove that 
f * g E 5!' (f + ). Suppose supp f c r + K1 and supp g c r + 
+ K 2 , where: K 1 and K 2 are certain compacts in IR,n. Then, using 
the inclusion (2.5) and Lemma 2 of Sec. 4.4, we obtain 

supp (f *g) c f+K1 + f +K2 = f+K 1 +K2 

so that f * g E ~' (f +).The continuity of the operation f-+- f * g 
from 5;' (f +) into 5;' (f +) also follows from this inclusion. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 

In similar fashion we can prove that the convolution of any 
number of generalized functions taken from 5;' (f +) (see Sec. 4.1) 
.exists in 5/ (f +) and can be expressed by a formula similar 
to (5.1). 

From this and from the results of Sec. 4.2(h) it follows that 
the convolution of generalized functions taken from $' (f +) is 
.associative. 

A linear set is termed an algebra if the operation of multipli
cation is defined on it, and the operation is linear with respect to 
every factor separately. An algebra is said to be associative if 
x (yz) = (xy) z and commutative if xy = yx. 

The results established in this subsection enable us to assert 
that the set of generalized functions 5;' (f +) forms an algebra 
that is associative and commutative if for the operation of mul-
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tiplication we take the convolution operation *· Such algebras 
.are called convolution algebras; the unit element here is the 6 
function (see Sec. 4.2(b)). 

Finally, note that the set of generalized functions f!/; 1 (f) also 
forms a convolution algebra, a subalgebra of the algebra ::l' (f + ). 

Indeed, if f E f:l)' (f) and g E :?l 1 (f), then supp (/*g) c: 
c: supp f + supp g C: f + f = f so that f * g E :?l I (I). (Here, 
we again took advantage of the inclusion (2.5) and Lemma 2 of 
Sec. 4.4.) 

4.6 Regularization of generalized functions Let us extend 
the concept of a convolution f * g when f and g are generalized 

(J u£0 I o I 
\ I 
\ I 
,~ ~ 
'- I <: ,..._ __ / 

Figure 26 

functions taken from 5- 1 ( C9) and g is with a compact and suffici
ently small support in C9: supp g c: UB and (9€ -=fo 0 (see Sec. 0.2 
and Fig. 26). In accordance with formula (3.3) we set, by defini
tion, 

(f*g, <p) = (f (x) X g (y), t'J (y) <p (x + y)), (6.1) 

<p E $ (C9e), 

where t'J E ;z (08 ), t'J (y) = 1 in the neighbourhood of supp g. 
By construction, the operation <p ~ t'J (y) <p (x + y) is linear 

and continuous from ~(C9e) into ~l:(G X G). From this it follows 
that the right-hand side of (6.1) defines a continuous linear func
tional on .2J(C9e) so that f*g E ~~(C98). Furthermore, it is easy 
to see (compare Sec. 4.3) that the right-hand side of (6.1) is not 
dependent on the auxiliary function t'J· Finally, as in Sec. 4.2, it 
can be established that the convolution f * g is commutative and 
continuous with respect to f and g separately, and f * 6 =f. 

In particular, if a E ::l'(U8), then, using the representation (6.1) 
and acting in a manner similar to that of Sec. 4.3 when deriving 
(3.5) we obtain a representation for the convolution f *a: 

(f • a) (x) = (f (y), a (x - y)), (6.2) 
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whence follows f *a E Coo(G,) and 

(f *a) (0) = (f (y), a (-y)) = (6, f *a). (6.3) 

By virtue of (6.2), the formula (6.1) takes the form 

(6.4) 

Note that when G = IR.n, formula (6.4) also follows from (3.3) 
and (6.2). 

Let We (x) be the "cap" (see Sec. 1.2) and let f be a generalized 
function in ~ 1 ( ~). The convolution 

f, (x) = (f *We) (x) = (f (y), We (x- y)) 

is termed a regularization of f (compare this with the definition of 
a mean function for the case off E Ztoc (G) see Sec. 1.2). By what 
has been proved, the regularization f e E Coo (G e)· 

Now let us prove that 

f e--+ f, e--+ + 0 in f!i) 1 (G). (6.5) 

True enough, the limiting relation (6.5) follows from the relation 
We (x)--+ 6 (x), e--+ + 0 in 51 1 , (see Sec. 1.7) and from the conti
nuity of a convolution, by virtue of 

e--+ + 0 in 5; 1 (G). 

To summarize: every generalized function taken from ::t 1 (G) 
is a weak limit of its regularizations. Let us use this statement 
and establish a stronger result. 

Theorem Every generalized function f in fl· 1 (G) is a weak lim
it of the basic functions in f£(6), that is, $(G) is dense in ;l'(0). 

Proof. Let f e (x) be a regularization of f. Furthermore, let C\ ~ 
~ 0 2 ~ ••• , U CS,_ = f.:), e,_ = Li ((~,_, iJB) > 0 and fJh E 

h 

E 5J {e,_), fJh (x) = 1, x E (9,__1• We will prove that the sequence 
fJh (x) feh (x), k = 1, 2, ... , of basic functions taken from I:l (B) 
converges to fin 51 1 (~). Indeed, e,_--+ 0, ask--+ oo and by (6.5) 
for all c:p E ::lJ (B) we have 

lim (fJhfeh' c:p) =lim (/e,_, f)hc:p) =lim (/e,_, c:p) = (f, c:p), 
k-oo h-+oo k-+oo 

which completes the proof. 
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Remark. From the completeness of the space :!!/ (<9) (see 
Sec. 1.4) there follows a converse statement to the theorem that 
has just been proved: any weak limit of locally summable func
tions in (9 is a generalized function in :!/) 1 ( <9). Therefore, it is 
possible to construct a theory of generalized functions by pro
ceeding from weakly convergent sequences of ordinary, locally 
summable functions. With regard to this approach, see Antosik, 
Mikusinski and Sikorski [1]. 

It is appropriate at this point to mention the following analogy. 
The relation of generalized functions to basic functions is remi
niscent, in a certain sense, of the relation of irrational numbers to 
rational numbers: by augmenting the set of rational numbers by 
means of all possible limits of sequences of rational numbers, we 
()btain real numbers; by augmenting the set of basic functions by 
all weak limits of sequences of basic functions, we obtain gener
alized functions. 

4. 7 Convolution as a continuous linear translation-invariant 
operator An operator L acting from 9J 1 to :!/J 1 is said to be trans
lation-invariant if Lf (x + h) = (Lf) (x + h) for all f E :!IJ 1 and 
for all translations h E 1R. n. 

Recall that the definition of convergence in the space C--o = 
= Coo(IR,n) is given in Sec. 2.5 and in the space ~~ in Sec. 4.5; 
'G, 1 is a collection of continuous linear functionals on Coo (see 
Sec. 2.5). 

Theorem For an operator L to be linear, continuous and transla
.tion-invariant from ~~ to :!/) 1 , it is necessary and sufficient that it be 
.a convolution operator, that is to say, that it be representable in the 
form L = f 0 *, where f 0 is some generalized function taken from :!/J 1 ; 

tl:en f 0 , the kernel of the operator L, is unique and is expressed by 
tl:e formula f 0 = L6. 

Proof. Sufficiency follows from the results of Sec. 4.3 and Sec. 4.2, 
according to which the convolution operator f-+ f 0 * f, f 0 E :!lJ 1 , 

is linear, continuous and translation-invariant from ~~ to :!f)', 
and f 0 * 6 = f 0 • To prove necessity let us first establish the fol
lowing lemma. 

Lemma For an operator L to be linear, continuous and transla
tion-invariant from :!lJ to Coo, it is necessary and sufficient that it be 
.a convolution operator L = f o*• f 0 E :!!'; here, the kernel f 0 is 
.unique. 

Preof. To prove sufficiency, it remains to establish the conti
nuity of the operation 

([!-+ fo * ([! = (fo (y), ([! (x- y)) 
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(see (6.2)) from a to Coo. But this follows from the inequality 
(see the theorem of Sec. 1.3) 

!Da(/o•<p) (x)l = 1(/o(y), Da<p(x-y))l 

<:: K II <p llcm+lal• (7 .1} 

which holds trua for all <p E 5; (U R) and I x i<:R1 (the numbers 
K and m in (7.1) depend on R and R 1). 

Necessity. From the assumed conditions it follows that the func
tional (L<p) (0) is linear and continuous on tJJ. For this reason 
there exists an (obviously) unique generalized function f 0 E 5/ 
such that (L<p) (0) = (/0 (-x), c:p). From this, by the property of 
translational invariance of the operator L, for all x0 E IRn wee 
derive 

(L<p (x + x 0)) (0) = (L<p) (x0) = (j 0 ( -x), <p (x + x 0 )) 

= Uo (x), <p (xo- x)) = Uo • <p) (xo), 

thus completing the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of necessity of the hypothesis of the theorem. The operator 

L 1 = L - L6 * is linear, continuous and translation-invariant 
from '6' to !])' (see proof of sufficiency). Besides, for all x0 E;IR70 

we have 

L 16 (x + x 0 ) = (L6- L6 * 6) (x + x 0 ) 

= (L6- L6) (x+ x0 ) = 0 

so that L 1 vanishes on all translations of the 6 function. Now 
let <p be an arbitrary basic function in tJJ. Then 

Nn ~ <p ( ~ ) 6 (X - ~ ) -+ <p (X), N-+ oo in 0 1
, 

o.,;;rkJ.,;;N 

because for any c:p E c~ 

;n L <p ( ~ ) 'i' ( ~ ) -+ J <p (x) '!' (x) dx, N-+ oo .. 
o.;;;Jki.;;;N 

Therefore, by virtue of the linearity and the continuity from o~ 
to !JJ' of the operator Ll> 
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Now let f be any generalized function in ~'. There exists a se
quence {fk} of functions in ~·· that converges to f in ~' (see 
Sec. 4.6). From this fact and from the continuity from ~· to fl5' 
of the operator £ 1 we conclude that Ltf = lim Ltfk = 0 for 

h-+oo 

all f E ~' so that L 1 = 0 and, hence, L = Lf> * = fo *· 
The uniqueness of the kernel f 0 of the operator L stems from th& 

following reasoning: if / 1 E ~' is such that / 1 * f = 0 for all 
f E ~' and, hence, for all f E fb', then, by the above-proved lem
ma, / 1 = 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. 

4.8 Some applications (a) Newtonian potential. Let f E ::£ ~. 
The convolutions 

1 
V = -- *f n23,· n 1 x 1n-2 • ~ 

1 
V 2 = ln fXl * f, n = 2 

(if they exist) are called theN ewtonian (for n = 2, the logarithmic} 
potential with density f. 

The potential Vn satifies the Poisson equation 

Indeed, using the formulas (3.10) of Sec. 2 and (2.4), we obtain .. 
for n:;;;:.. 3, · 

nzy - 2 ( 1 f) - 2 1 f v n - "V I X 1n-2 * - "V 1 x 1n-2 * 
= -(n-2)an{H/= -(n-2)anf· 

We proceed in similar fashion in the case of n = 2 as well. 
If f = p (x) is a finite function summable on [R,n, n > 3, 

then the corresponding Newtonian potential V n is called the
volume potential. In this case, Vn is a locally summable function 
in [R,n and is given by the integral 

v (x)- r p (y) dy 
n - .J 1 x _ y 1n-2 (8.1) 

in accordance with formula (1.1) for the convolution of a finite 
function p (x) summable in lR,n with the function I x 1-n+2 locally 
summable in lR,n. 

Let f = ~6 s and f = - :n (vfJ 5 ) be a simple layer and a double
layer on a piecewise-smooth· surface S c [R,n, n :;;;:.. 3, with sur
face densities ~ and v (see Sees. 1. 7 and 2.3). The corresponding 
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Newtonian potentials 

V (Q) 1 J;: 

n = 1 x In 2 * fLus, 

:are, respectively, the surface potentials of a simple layer and a 
.double layer with densities f.L and v. 

If S is a bounded surface, then the surface potentials V~ 1 

and V~11 are locally summable functions in [R,n and can be repre
sented by the integral~;~) 

yeo> (x) = f 1-1 (y) dS 
" J 1 x-y 1n-11 Y' 

s 

Vit' (x) = j v (y) a! I x-~ 1n_2 dSy. (8.2) 
s y 

For the sake of definiteness, let us prove the representation (8.2) 
for the potential Vi:'. l:Jsing the representation (3.3) and the 
definition of a double layer (see Sec. 2.3), for all <p E f!l we obtain 
a chain of equalities (the function 1'] E !J) and 1'] (x) == 1 in the 
neighbourhood of S): 

(Vit',<p)= -( jx~n 2 * :n (v8s),<p) 

= - ( I£ ~n z X :n (v8s) (y), lJ (y) <p (y + s)) 

= - ( :n (v8s), 1'] (y) j <pi ~1iJl d£) 

= J v (y) :n [ 1'] (y)) q>l~jt~) d6 J dSy 

= J v (y) :n J I x~~~~-~ dx dSy 
s 

= J v (y) J 1P (x) a~ I x-1y ln-2 dx dSy 
8 y 

r r a 1 
= J <p (x) J v (y) any I x-y In II dSY dx, 

8 

whence follows the required formula (8.2) for V~'. The change in 
the order of integration is ensured by the Fubini theorem, by 
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virtue of the existence of the iterated integral 

(b) Green's formula. Let the region G c IR.n, n > 3, be bounded 
by a piecewise-smooth boundary S and let the function u E 
E C2 (G) n C1 (G). Then it can be represented in the form of a 
sum of three Newtonian potentials via Green's formula (n is an 
outer normal to S): 

r [ 1 au (y) a 1 J } - J lx-yJn 2 an -u(y) any Jx-yJn 2 dSy 
s 

= {u(x), xE~, 
0, xt_G. 

(8.3) 

Indeed, assuming that the function u (x) has been continued by 
zero for x t. G and taking advantage of the formulas (3. 7~) and 
(3.10) of Sec. 2, we conclude that 

2 1 
V I X Jn 2 * U (n-2)crn 

--,--___,,-,---1..,-..,.,_...,_* [v~~u- aanu 6s- aan (u6s)]. 
(n-2) On J x jn 2 

Whence, using (8.1) and (8.2), we convince ourselves that the 
representation (8.3) holds true. 

In particular, if the function u (x) is harmonic in the region G, 
then the representation (8.3) transforms into the Green's formula 
for harmonic functions: 

1 r [ 1 au (y) ( ) a 1 J as 
(n-2)cr11 j _ Jx-yJn 2 ---ail-U y any Jx-yJn-2 II 

s 

= {u(x), xE~, 
0, xt_G. 

(8.4) 

7-0172 
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Formulas similar to (8.3) and (8.4) occur in the case of n = 2 

as well. Then, the fundamental solution - ( 2) 1 I I" 2 must he n- Gn x · 
1 

replaced by 2n ln I x I· 
Remark. Green's formula (8.4) expresses the values of the har

monic function in the region in terms of its values and the values 
of its normal derivative on the boundary of that region. In that 
sense, it is similar to Cauchy's formula for analytic functions. 

(c) A convolution equation has the form 

(8.5) 

where a and f are specified generalized functions in ~' and u is an 
unknown generalized function in f!/J'. Convolution equations in
volve all linear partial differential equations with constant coef
ficients: 

a (x) = ~ aa.Da.6 (x), 
laJ,;;m 

linear difference equations: 

a (x) = ~aa.6 (x- Xa.), 
a. 

a* u= ~ aa.Da.u (x); 
ja.j,;;m 

a•u = ~aa.u(x-xa.); 
a. 

linear integral equations of the first kind: 

a* u = J u (y) a (x- y) dy; 

linear integral equations of the second kind: 

a = 6 + ~, ~ E Zfoc' 

a•u=u(x)+ ju(y)~(x-y)dy; 

linear integro-differential equations; and so forth. 
The fundamental solution of the convolution operator a * is a 

generalized function 'G E f!JJ' that satisfies the equation (8.5) for 
I = 6, 

(8.6) 

Generally speaking, the fundamental solution 'G is not unique; 
it is determined up to the.summand 'G 0 , which is an arbitrary solu-
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tion in 5Y of the homogeneous equation a* ~0 = 0. Indeed, 

a * (~ + eo) = a * ~ + a* ~0 '-- 6. 

Examples. (1) The function ~n (x) defined in Sec. 2.3 (h) is a 
fundamental solution of the Laplace operator: 'V2~n = 6. 

(2) The formula e (x) + C yields the general form of the fun-

damental solution in 5/ of the operator :x = 6' * (see Sec. 2.2 

and Sec. 2.3 (c)). 
Let the fundamental solution ~ of the operator a * in [!})' 

exist. We denote by A (a, ~) the collection of those generalized 
functions f taken from 5)' for which the convolutions ~ * f and 
a* ~ * f exist in 5)'. 

The following theorem holds. 

Theorem Suppose f E A (a, e). Then the solution u of the 
equation (8.5) exists and can be expressed by the formula 

u = '~•f. (8.7) 

The solution of (8.5) is unique in the class A (a, e). 
Proof. The generalized function u = ~ * f satisfies (8.5) since, 

by virtue of the commutativity and the associativity of a convo
lution (see Sec. 4.2 (h)) the convolutions I * f and a *I = B 
exist: 

a • u = a * (~ • f) = a • ~ * f = (a * ~) • f = 6 • f = f. 

Uniqueness: if a • u = 0 and u E A (a, ~), then 

u = u • 6 = u • (a * ~) = u * a * ~ = (u * a) * ~ 

= 0 * ~ = 0, 

which is what we set out to prove. The proof is complete. 
Remark. We can give the solution u = ~ * f, (8. 7), the follow

ing physical interpretation. Let us represent the source f (x) in 
the form ofa"sum"of point sources/ (s)6(x-s) (seeSec. 4.2(b)), 

The fundamental solution ~ (x) is the perturbation due to the 
point source 6 (x). Whence, by virtue of the linearity and trans
lational invariance of the convolution operator a * (see Sec. 4. 7) 
it follows that each point source f (s) 6 (x- s) generates a per-
7* 
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turbation f (s) ~ (x - s). It is therefore natural to expect tha 
the "sum" (superposition) of these perturbations 

r I (s) ~ (X- s) as = ~ * f 

will yield a total perturbation due to the source f, that is, the 
solution u of the equation (8.5). This nonrigorous reasoning is 
brought into shape by the theorem proved above. 

(d) Equations in convolution algebras. Let A be a convolution 
algebra, for example 5J' (r + ), 5;' (f) (see Sec. 4.5). Let us con
sider the equation (8.5) in the algebra A, that is, we will assume 
that a E A and f E A; the solution u will also be sought in A. In 
the algebra A, the above theorem takes the following form: if the 
fundamental solution ~ of the operator a * exists in A, then the 
solution u of equation (8.5) is unique in A, exists for any f taken 
from A, and can be expressed by the formula u = ~*f. 
: ~The fundamental solution ~ of the operator a * in the algebra A 
is conveniently denoted as a-:-1 so that, by (8.6), 

a-1 • a = 8 (8.8) 

In other words, a-1 is the inverse element of a in the algebra A. 
The following proposition is very useful when constructing 

fundamental solutions in the A algebra: 

if a·? and a21 exist in A,. then 

Indeed, 

(at* a 2) * (a11 * a21) = (a2 *at)* (a11 * a21) 

= az *((at* a11) * a21) 

= a2 * (8 * a21) = a2 * a21 = 6. 

Formula (8.9) forms the basis of operational calculus. 

(8.9) 

(e) Fractional differentiation and integration. Denote by 5J+ the 
algebra ~' (!ll,t). 

We introduce the generalized function fu., taken from .?1 +. that 
depends on a real parameter a, - oo <a < oo, via the formula 

{ 
e (x) xa.-l 

la.(x)= r(a) ' 

f~+t. 

a>O, 

a-<O. 
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Let us verify that 
(8.10) 

Indeed, if a> 0 and ~ > 0, then (see Sec. 4.1) 

X 

f f - 8 (x) r a-1 ( )~-1 d 
a * ~ - f (a) f (~) j y X- y y 

0 

a+~-1 1 
= 8 (x) x { ta-1 (1- t)~-1 dt 

r (a) r (~) j 
0 

8 (x) xa+~- 1 

= f(a+~) =fa+f'.· 

Now if a -<: 0 or~ -<. 0, then, by choosing integers m > - a and 
n >-~.we obtain 

fa* f~ = fiZ''f!m * fW+n = (f a+m * ff3+n)<m+n) 

which is what we set out to prove. 
Let us consider the convolution operator fa * in the algebra 

tlJ+. Since fo = 8';= 6, it follows from (8.10) that the fundamen
tal solution j';} of the operator fa* exists and is equal to f-a: f«.1 = 
=f-a· Furthermore, for integral n < 0, fn = 6<n>, and for this 
reason fn * u = /)<n> * u = u<n•, which means the operator In • 
is the operator of n-fold differentiation. Finally, for integral n > 0, 

(fn * u)<n> = f -n • (In • u) = (! -n • In) • u = 6 • u = u, 

which is to say that fn * u is an antiderivative of order n of the 
generalized function u (see Sec. 2.2). 

By virtue of what has been said, the operator fa • is termed the 
operator of fractional differentiation of order a for a < 0 and the 
operator of fractional integration of order a for a > 0 (it is also 
called the Riemann-Liouville operator). 

Example. Let f E .,ql+. Then 

X 

nil2t=D Ut/2* f>=~~ r t(y)dy 
Vn dx ~ Vx-y 

(f) Heaviside's operational calculus is nothing but analysis in 
the convolution algebra 5.!+. To illustrate, let us calculate in the 
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algebra ~+ the fundamental solution ~ (t) of the differential 
operator 

where a1 are constants. In the~+ algebra the corresponding equa
tion takes the form 

p (6) * ~ = 6, 
P (6) (t) 11111 6<ml (t) + a16<m-l> (t) + ... + am6 (t). 

If, in the D+ algebra, we factor P (6)1, 

P (6) = * [J (6'- 'Ai6)ki, 
j 

and take advantage of (8.9), we obtain 

But it is easy to verify that 
k-1 

•(6'-Mfk=•[(6'-Mf1]k= e(~t~1)1 eM, 

whence, by continuing the equalities (8.11), we derive 

k -1 

(/!! (t) = [J e (t) t 1 'J..1t 
0 * i (kJ -1)1 e • 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

The convolution (8.13) admits of explicit calculation. By decom
posing the right side of (8.11) into partial fractions in the ~+ 
algebra, we obtain 

~ (t) = * [J (6'- 'A16fkJ 
j 

= ~[ci, k; * W- 'Ai6tkJ + ... + cJ,1 * W- AJ6t1], 
j 

§The symbol * ll a1 stands for a1 • a2 • ••• * az-
1~i~l 
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whence, using (8.12), we finally derive 

We thus have the following rule for finding the fundamental 

solution of the operator P ( :t) : substitute p for ~ , set up the 

polynomial P (p), decompose the expression P~p) into partial 

fractions: 

and with each partial fraction (p - A.)-k associate the right side 
of formula (8.12). 

Exqmple. Fing ~ if ~" + w2 0 = 6. 
We have 

1 ) 8 (t) ( iwt -iwt) +-+-- e -e 
P+ iro 2roi 

= e (t) sin rot= ~ (t). 
(J) 

5 Generalized Functions of Slow Growth 

5.1 The space /f of basic (rapidly diminishing) functions 
We refer to the space of basic functions /f = /f (IR.n) all functions 
infinitely differentiable in !R.n that decrease together with all 
their derivatives, as I x I-+ oo, faster than any power of I x l-1• 

We introduce in(!' a countable number of norms via the formula 

p 

II ~PIIp= SUPx (1 + lxl 2f2 1D~.-p(x)l, 
lai-<P 

Clearly, 

II fP llo< II ~PII1 <II ~PII2< ... , 

fPE/t, p=0,1, •... 

(1.1) 

We define convergence in /f as follows: the sequence of functions 
<p1 , .-p 2 , ••• in /f converges to 0, fPk--+ 0, k--+ oo in /f, if for all 
p = 0, 1, ... II fPk liP--+ 0, k--+ oo. In other words, fPk--+ 0, 
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k -+ oo in (f, if for all a and ~ 

k-+oo. 

It is clear that f!l5 c c!f, and if IPk -+ 0, k-+ oo in 9J, then IPk-+ 0, 
k-+ oo in c!f. 

However, (f does not coincide with 9:; for example, the function 
e-1 x 12 belongs to (f but does not belong to [!f) (it is not finite). 

Yet 9J is dense in c!f, that is, for any cp E //' there is a sequence 
{ IP~<} of functions in fJ) such that IPk -+ cp, k -+ oo in (f. 

Indeed, the sequence of functions, in f!l), 

IP~<(x)=cp(x)11 ( ~), k=1,2, ... , 

where 11 E !!!, 11 (x) = 1, I x I < 1, converges to cp in Jf. 
Let us denote by c!f P the adjoining of c!f in the pth norm; (f P is 

a Banach space. 
The following inclusions hold: 

(1.2) 

Each inclusion 

p = 0, 1, ... , 

is continuous, by (1.1). We will now prove that this inclusion is 
totally continuous (compact), that is, it is possible, from each 
infinite bounded set in c!fp+I• to choose a sequence that converges 
in c!f p· 

Indeed, let M be an infinite set bounded in c!f p+I• II cp liP +I < C, 
cp E M. From this, for all cp E M and I a I-<. p, we obtain 

I a~i Dacp(x) j<C, j=1, .. . , n; 

(1 + lxl 2)p/Z Dacp (x)-+ 0, lxl-+ oo. 

Suppose Rk, k = 1, 2, ... , is an increasing sequence of positive 
numbers such that 

(1.3) 

By Ascoli's lemma there is a sequence {cp]D} of functions in M 
that converges in CP (U8 ,); furthermore, by the same lemma there 
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is a subsequence { cpj2>} of the sequence { cp~F} that converges in 
CP ( U R,), and so on. It remains to remark that by virtue of ( 1. 3) 
the diagonal sequence {cp~kl} converges in r!f P" 

The following lemma gives an exact characteristic of function~ 
taken from the space r!f P" 

Lemma So that cp E r!f P• it is necessary and sufficient that cp E CP 
and I x IPDo:cp (x)-+ 0 for I x 1-+ oo and I a 1-<:p, so that cp E C~. 

Proof. Necessity is obvious. Let us prove sufficiency. Suppose 
cp E C~ and fPe = cp * roe is a regularization of cp (see Sec. 4.6). 
Furthermore, let {TJk} he a sequence of functions taken from :?/; 
thai converges to 1 in lltn (see Sec. 4.1). Then the sequence 
{cp1/kTJk} of functions taken from :JJ c r!f converges to q; in /f p· 

Indeed, let e > 0; there exists a number R = R (e) such that 

(1 + lxj 2)P12 1Dacp (x)l< e, lxl> R, 1a1-<: p. (1.4) 

Let N1 be a number such that T]k (x) = 1, I x I~ R + 1, k ~ 
~ N1 • Finally, from Theorem II of Sec. 1.2 follows the existence 
of a number N;;;:::: N 1 such that for all k ~ N, I x I ~ R -l- 1, 
and I a I ::::;;;; p, the following inequality holds true: 

(1 + lxi 2)P12 1 Dacp (x)- Do:cptfk (x) I< e. (1.5) 

Now, using (1.4) and (1.5) fork ~ N, we obtain 

llcp- fPt;kT]kl/p = SUPx (1 + I xJ 2l 12 1 Da[ cp (x) + fPt!k (x) T]k (x) 11 
Jctl~P 

-<:e+ sup (1+Jxj 2)P12 [1Dacp(x)l 
lxl>R+1 · 
lo:I~P 

+ ~ (!) JD~fPtJk(x) Do:-~l'Jk(x)i] 
~~a 

-<: 2e+C~ sup (1+ixi 2l12 iD~ f ffitJk(y)cp(x-y)dyj 
fxj>R+1 J 

~l"'P 

-<:2e+C~ sup f ffitJA(Y)(1+Jxj 2)P12 jD~cp(x-y)jdy 
fxl>R+1 J 
I~I"'P 

~ 2e + C p SUp r ffi1jk (y) ((1 + jx- yj2)P/2 
Jxl>R+i J 

l~I"'P 

+ JyjP]jD~cp(x-y)jdy 
-<:2e+CPe+CPe J ffit 1A(Y)(1+ jyj 2)dy-<:(2+3Cp)e, 
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which is what we set out to prove. The proof of the lemma is 
complete. 

It follows from the lemma that r!f is a complete space and 

(1.6) 

The operations of differentiation <p -+ Da<p and of the nonsin
gular linear change of variables <p (x) -+ <p (Ax + b) are linear 
and continuous from ,ff to ,ff. This follows directly from the defini
tion of convergence in the space //'. 

On the other hand, multiplication by an infinitely differenti
able function may take one outside the domain of ,ff, for example, 
e-lxi 2 elxi' = 1 t r!f. 

Suppose the function a E Coo grows at infinity together with 
all its derivatives not faster than the polynomial 

(1. 7) 

We denote by eM the set of all such functions. This is called the 
set of multipliers in ,ff. 

The operation <p-+ a<p, where a E eM, is continuous (and, obvi
ously, linear) from /f to o'f. 

Indeed, if <p E //',then a<p E Coo and, by virtue of (1.7), 

II a<p lip= SUPx (1 + lxi 2)P12 1Da (a<p)l 
Jai:SP 

<supx(1+1xJ 2)P12 ~ (~)ID13<p(x)Da-(3a(x)l 
Jat:SP (3:Sa a 

<KP SUPx (f + Jxi 2)P/2+Np/2 1Da<p (x)l 
JaJ:Sp 

=KpJi<pllv+Np, p=O, 1, ... , 
where Np is the smallest integer not less than max mu.. These 

JaJ:SP 
inequalities signify that a<p E ,ff and the operation <p -+ a<p is 
continuous from ,ff to ,ff. 

5.2 The space ,ff' of generalized functions of slow growth 
A generalized function of slow growth is any continuous linear func
tional on the space ,ff of basic functions. We denote by ,ff' = 
= rff' (IR.n) the set of all generalized functions of slow growth. 
Clearly, -'f' is a linear set and n'f' c 5/. 

vVe define convergence in ,ff' as weak convergence of a sequence 
of functionals: a sequence of generalized functions f1 , f 2 , ••• 
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taken from!!'' converges to the generalized function f E !/'', fh ~ f, 
k ~ oo in /f', if for any qJ E !/', (h, fP) ~ (f, qJ) k ~ oo. The linear 
set !/''equipped with convergence is termed the space !!'' of gener
alized functions of slow growth. 

From this definition it follows that convergence in !/'' implies 
convergence in ~'. 

Theorem (L. Schwartz) Let M' be a weakly bounded set of 
junctionals from!!'', that is, l(f, fP) I < Crp for all f E M' and fP E !/'. 
Then there are numbers K > 0 and m :;;;.. 0 such that 

\(/, fP)l-<KllfPllm, f E M', fP E !/'. (2.1) 

Proof. If the inequality (2.1) does not hold, then there will be 
sequences {h} of functionals from M' and sequences { fPh} of 
functions taken from !/' such that 

k=1, 2, ... (2.2) 

The sequence of functions 

k=1, 2, ... , 

tends to 0 in !/' because for k > p 

The sequence of functionals {fh} is bounded on every basic func
tion qJ taken from !/'. For this reason, we have an analogue of 
the lemma of Sec. 1.4 according to which (fh, '¢h)~ 0, k ~ oo. 
On the other hand, the inequality (2.2) yields 

1 . -
IU,,h)l= Vk/l<rhiih IU,fPh)l~~k. 

The resulting contradiction proves the theorem. 
From the Schwartz theorem we have just proved there follow 

a number of corollaries. 

Corollary 1 Every generalized function of slow growth has a 
finite order (compare Sec. 1.3), that is to say, it admits of an 
extension as a continuous linear functional from some (least) 
conjugate space!/';,; then, for f, the inequality (2.1) takes the form 

j(f, cp)l-<11 f 11-mll fP lim, (2.3) 
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where II f 11-m is the norm of the functional f in o'f~ and m is the 
order of f. 

Thus, the following relations hold true: 

o'f~ c o'f~ c o'f~ c ... ' (2 4) 

They are duals of (1.2) and (1.6). 
Also note that every inclusion 

p=O, 1, ... , 

is fully continuous (see Sec. 5.1); in particular, every weakly con
vergent sequence of functionals taken from o'f~ converges in norm 
in o'f ~+I· 

Corollary 2 Every (weakly) convergent sequence of generalized 
functions of slow growth converges weakly in some space o'f~ and, 
hence, converges in norm in oJ'~+I· 

This follows from the Schwartz theorem since every (weakly) 
convergent sequence of functionals taken from o'f' is a weakly 
bounded set in r'f'; it also follows from the remark referring to 
Corollary 1. 

Corollary 3 The space of generalized functions of slow growth is 
complete. 

This follows from the weak completeness of the conjugate spaces 
o'f~ and from Corollary 2. 

5.3 Examples of generalized functions of slow growth and 
elementary operations in o'f' If /(x) is a function of slow growth 
in IR,n, that is, for some m ~ 0 

then it determines a regular functional fin o'f' via the formula 
(6.1) of Sec. 1, 

(!, cp) = J f (x) cp (x) dx, 

Not every locally summable function defines a generalized func
tion of slow growth, for example, ex t o'f'. On the other hand, 
not every locally summable function taken from o'f' is of slow 
growth. For example, the function (cos ex)' = -ex sin ex is 
not a function of slow growth, yet it defines a generalized function 
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from ;r via the formula 

However, there can be no such unpleasantness as regards non
negative functions (and even measures), as we shall now see. 

A measure 1-L specified on 1R, n (see Sec. 1. 7) is said to be a mea
sure of slow growth if for some m ;;;:= 0 

r (1 + lxltm!-t (dx) < 00. 

It defines a generalized function in r!f' via formula (7.2) of Sec. 1, 

(1-t, cp) = J cp (x) !-! (dx), 

If a nonnegative measure 1-L defines a generalized function in (f' 
then !-! is of slow growth. 

Indeed, since 1-L E r!f', it follows from the Schwartz theorem that 
it is of finite order m so that 

(3.1) 

Let {lJk} be a sequence of nonnegative functions in fJJ that tend 
to 1 in !Rn (see Sec. 4.1). Substituting into (3.1) 

cp (x) = lJk (x) (1 + I x 12)-m/2 

and making use of the nonnegativity of the measure I-t• we obtain 

where C does not depend on k. From this, by virtue of the Fatou 
lemma, it follows that the measure 1-L is of slow growth. 

If I E 't,', then f E r!f', and 

(f, cp) = (f, l]cp), cpEr!f, (3.2) 

where l] E £lJ and lJ = 1 in the neighbourhood of the support of f 
(compare (10.2) of Sec. 1). 

Indeed, since the operation cp-+ l]cp is linear and continuous 
from //' to £1J, the functional (f, l]cp) on the right-hand side of (3.2) 
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is linear and continuous on /f so that f E //". The uniqueness of 
the extension follows from the density of 5J in r!f' (see Sec. 5.1); in 
particular, it is independent of the auxiliary function 1J. 

If f E ,ff', then every derivative nat E ,ff'' as well; here, the 
operation f-+ nat is continuous (and linear) from r!/'' to .ff'. 

Indeed, since the operation cp-+ nacp is linear and continuous 
from /f to ,ff (see Sec. 5.1), it follows that the right-hand side of 

cpE/f, 

is a continuous linear functional on .ff (compare Sec. 2.1). 
Iff E /f' and det A =fo 0, then f (Ax+ b) E r!f'', and the opera

tion f (x) -+ f (Ax+ b) is continuous (and linear) from .ff' to .ff'. 
True enough, since the operation cp (x) -+ cp [A -l (x - b)] is 

linear and continuous from .ff to /f (see Sec. 5.1), the right-hand 
side of 

( q>[A-1 (x-b)]) 
(/(Ay+b), cp)= /, I detAI • 

is a continuous linear functional on if (compare Sec. 1.9). 
If f E if' and a E eM, then af E if', and the operation f -+ af 

is continuous (and linear) from //" to if'. 
Indeed, since the operation cp-+ acp is linear and continuous 

from if to .ff (see Sec. 1.5), it follows that the right-hand side 
of the equality 

(af, cp) = (/, acp), cp E S, 

is a continuous linear functional on if (compare Sec. 1.10). 
Thus, the set eM contains all multipliers in if' (actually, it con

sists of them; prove it). 
Example. If I a~~. I .::;;;: C (1 + I k I)N, then 

2; a11.6 (x- k) E .ff'. 
II 

5.4 The structure of generalized functions of slow growth 
We will now prove that the space .ff' is a (smallest) extension of 
the collection of functions of slow growth in IR,n such that in it 
differentiation is always possible (compare Sec. 2.4). Hence the 
name of if' as the space of generalized functions of slow growth. 

Theorem If f E ,ff'', then there exist a continuous function g of 
slow growth in IR,n and an integer m ~ 0 such that 

f (x) = ni ... D;:'g (x). (4.1) 
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Proof. Let f E c!f'. By the theorem of L. Schwartz (see Sec. 5.2) 
there exist numbers K and p such that for all <p E /f 

I(!, <p) I ~ K II <p lip 

<. K max \" ID1 ••• Dn [(1 + lxi 2)P12Da<p (x)]ldx, 
lai<SP J 

that is, 

1(/, <p)I-<.K max II D1 ••• Dn [(1 + lxi 2)P12 Da<p]lizl, (4.2) 
JaJ<SP 

With every function <p of ,ff' we associate a vector function Na} 
with components 

'¢a (x) = D1 ... Dn [(1 + I X I2)PI2Da<p (x)], (4.3) 

Ia I~P· 
In this way we define a one-to-one mapping <p-+ Na} of the space 
,ff' into the direct sum EB :£1 with norm 

Jai<SP 

11{/a}ll =max ll/all.z-1. 
Jai<SP 

On the linear subset [{'¢a}, <p E c!f] of the space EB :£1, in which 
Jai~P 

the components '¢a are defined by (4.3), we introduce a linear 
functional f*: 

(/*' {'¢a}) = (/, <p). (4.4) 

By virtue of the estimate (4.2), 

1(/*, {'¢a})l=l(f, <p)I-<.Kmaxll'¢allzt=KII{'¢a}ll, 
lai<SP 

the functional f* is continuous. By the Hahn-Banach and F. Riesz 
theorems there exists a vector function {xa} E EB :£co such that 

lai<SP 

(!*, Na}) = ~ r Xa (x) '¢a (x) dx. 
lai<SP 

That is to say, by virtue of (4.3) and (4.4), we have 

(/, <p) = ~ ~ Xa (x) Dt ... Dn [(1 + lxi 2)P12 Da<p (x)] d:r, 
al"'P 

<p E ,ff'. 
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Integrating the right-hand side of this equation by parts, we are 
convinced of the existence of continuous functions ga, I a I ~ 
~ p + 2, of slow growth such that 

(!, cp) = ( -1)Pn J ~ ga (x) D)+ 2 ••• n~+ 2cp (x) dx, 
faf::;(p+2)n 

whence follows the representation (4.1) for m = p + 2. The proof 
of the theorem is complete. 

Corollary If f E if', then there exists an integer p ~ 0 such that 
for any e > 0 there are functions ga, 8 , I a I <;.p, which are contin
uous, of slow growth in IR.n and such that vanish outside the e
neighbourhood of the sup port of f, so that 

(4.5) 

Indeed, suppose e > 0 and '11 E e M:• '11 (x) = 1' X E (supp f)e/3 t 
and 11 (x) = 0, x t (supp !)8 • (By the lemma of Sec. 1.2, such 
functions exist.) Then, taking into account the representation 
(4.1) and using the Leibniz formula (see Sec. 2.1), we have 

f (x) = 11 (x) f (x) 
= 11 (x) DT ... D";:g (x) 

= D'r ... D":: ['11 (x) g (x)] + 2] 'lla (x) Dag (x), 
fal::;mn-1 

where 'lla E eM and 'lla (x) = 0, X t (supp !)8 • Each term in the 
last sum is again transformed in that fashion, and so on. Then, in 
a finite number of steps, we arrive at the representation (4.5) 
with p = mn and ga, 8 = Xag, where Xa are certain functions 
taken from eM With Support in (supp !)8 • 

5.5 The direct product of generalized functions of slow growth 
Let f (x) E r!f' (!Rn) and g (y) E if' (!Rm). Since if' c $',the direct 
product f (x) X g (y) is a generalized functon in $' (!Rn+m) (see 
Sec. 3.1). We will prove that f (x) X g (y) E if' (!Rn+m). 

By the definition of the functional f (x) X g (y) (see Sec. 3.1), 

(f (x) X g (y), cp) = (f (x), (g (y), cp (x, y))). (5.1) 

We will now prove that the right-hand side of (5.1) is a continuous 
linear functional on ,ff (IR.n+m). 
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To do this, we set up the following lemma that is similar to the 
lemma of Sec. 3.1. 

Lemma If g E cf 1 , then for all a 

Da'IJ (x) = (g (y), D~cp (x, y)), 

cp E /f (!Jln+m), 

and there is an integer q ~ 0 such that 

p = 0, 1, ... , 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

so that the operation cp--+ '\J = (g (y), cp (x, y)) is continuous (and 
linear) from of (R_n+m) to ~'f (lln). 

Proof. As in the proof of the lemma of Sec. 3.1, we establish the 
truth of the equality (5.2) for all a and the continuity of the right-
hand side. Consequently, '\J E C"". Let q be the order of g. Applying 
(2.3) to the right side of (5.2), we obtain for all x E Kn the esti
mate 

IDa'IJ(x)l<::.llgl!-q supy(1+ IYI 2 )q12 ID~D~cp(x, Y)l, 
/tlj,;;;;q 

whence follows (5.3): 

11'\JIIp= supx(1+ IXI 2)P12 1Da'IJ(x)l 
/aj,;;;;p 

-<II g 11-q II cp llp+Q• p=O, 1, .... 

The proof of the lemma is complete. 
From this lemma it follows that the right-hand side of (5.1), 

which is equal to (/, '\J), is a continuous and linear functional on 
r!f ('Jln+m) so that f (x) X g (y) E ?'(Rn+m) (compare Sec. 3.1). 

All the properties of a direct product that are listed in Sec. 3.2 
for the space ;;I. 1 hold true also for the space /f 1 • This assertion 
follows from the density of f:L in c'f (see Sec. 5.1). In particular, the 
operation f (x)--+ f (x) X g (y) is continuous from cf 1 (!lln) to 
r!f 1 (!R, n+m}. 

Finally, the formula (3.2) of Sec. 3 holds true also for f E r!f 1 (R n) 
and cp E r!f (iR.n+m): 

( f (x), ~ cp (x, y)_ dy) = ~ (! (x), cp (x, y)) dy. (5.4) 
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5.6 The convolution of generalized functions of slow growth 
Let f E /f ', g E rff' and let their convolution f * g exist in ~ '. Now: 
When does f * g E /f' and when is the operation f-+ f * g conti
nuous from (f' to rff'? We state three sufficient criteria for the ex
istence of a convolution in /f'. 

(a) Let f E rff' and g E "e'. Then the convolution f * g belongs 
to (f' and can be represented as 

(I* g, cp) = (f (x) X g (a), 1') (y) {p (x + y)), <p E r!f, (6.1) 

where 1') is any function from 9J equal to 1 in the neighbourhood of 
the support of g; here, the operation f-+ f * g is continuous from 
,ff' to ,ff', and the operation g-+ f * g is continuous from ~' to r!f'. 

Indeed, the convolution f * g E 9)' and the representation (3.3) 
of Sec. 4 holds true on the basic functions in g). Since f (x) X 
X g (y) E (f' (IR2n) (see Sec. 5.5), and the operation <p-+ 11 (y) X 
X <p (x + y) is linear and continuous from o<f (!Rn) to cJ'(!R2n): 

it follows that the right-hand side of (6.1) defines a continuous lin
ear functional on cJ' so that f * g E ,ff'. 

(b) Let r be a closed convex acute cone in 'Rn with vertex at 
0, C = int f*, S a strictly C-like surface, and S + the domain 
lying above S (see Sec. 4.4). 

If f E r<t' (f +) and g E ,ff' (S +), then the convolution f * g 
exists in ,ff' and can be represented as 

(f*g, <p)=(/(x)xg(y), s(x)rJ(Y)q>(x+y)), (6.2) 

q> E ,ff 

where £ and 1') are any C""-functions, I nas (x) I <: Ca, 

I DarJ (y) I<. ca, equal to 1 in (supp /)8 and (supp g) 8 and equal 
to 0 outside (supp !)28 and (supp g)28 respectively (e is any number 
> 0).§ Here, if supp f c r + K, where K is a compact, then the 
operation f-+ f * g is continuous from r!f' (f + K) to r!f' (S+ + K). 

To prove this assertion, it remains-by using the representation 
(5.1) of Sec. 4 and by reasoning as in Sec. 5.6(a)-to establish 

§According to the lemma of Sec. 1.2, such functions exist. 
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the continuity of the operation q>--+ X = s (x) T] (y) q> (x + y) 
from (f (lR,n) to (f (!R2n). For all q> E (f we have 

II X lip= SUP<x. y> (1 + ix! 2 + IYI 2 )~'12 ID(x,y)[S (x) T] (y) If> (x+ y)]l 
!ai.,;P 

<(.C~ sup (1+ lxl 2 + IYI 2)P12 ID(x,y)(fJ(X+Y) I 
xer+K+U28 , yES+ 

where 

Since S is assumed to be a strictly C-like surface, it follows that 
the set T (S) is contained in a sphere of radius a (1 + I s l)v, 
v ~ 1 · (see Sec. 4.4). Therefore, continuing our estimates, 
we obtain 

II X IIJI<:C~ SUP; {1 + lsl 2 + a2 (1 + lsi) 2'']P/ZIDa<p (s)l 
1a1.,;p 

p=O, 1, ... ' 

which is what we set out to do. 
From the criterion obtained it follows, in particular, that the 

set of generalized functions /f' (f +)forms a convolution algebra, 
a sub algebra of the algebra 5' (f +); in the same way, (f' (f) 
also forms a convolution algebra, a subalgebra of the algebra 
(f' (f +). 

(c) Let I E o'f' and T] E o'f. Then the convolution I* T] exists in 
eM and can be represented in the form [compare (6.2) of Sec. 4) 

(/ * YJ, cp) = (f, TJ * q> (-x)), 

cpEof, 

f * T] = (f (y), 11 (x - y)). 

Here, there is an integer m ~ 0 (of order f) such that 

(6.3) 

(6.3') 

I Drx (/ * '11) (x) I = II f 11-m (1 + I X l2)m/Z II T] llm+lrxlo (6.4) 

,-.: E !R.n. 
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Indeed, suppose {tb (x; y)} is a sequence of functions taken from 
!Z (IR2n) that converges to 1 in llPn, and qJ E rff (IRn). Then 

k--+ oo in /f. 

From this, if we make use of the definitions of a convolution (see 
Sec. 4.1) and of a direct product (see Sec. 3.1}, we obtain, for all 
<p E rff, the representation (6.3): 

(/ * 1), QJ) =lim(/ (x) X 1J (y), 1)h (x; y) qJ (x + y)) 
h-oo 

= ( f (x), j' 1J (y) qJ (x + y) dy) 

=(f(x), j QJ(s)'I'J(s-x)d£)=(1, 'I'J*QJ(-x)). 

·Noting that q> (~)'I') (~ - x) E rff ('12n) and taking advantage of 
\(5.4), we continue our chain of equalities 

whence follows the representation (6.3'). 
As in the proof of the lemma of Sec. 3.1, we conclude from the 

representation (6.3) that f * 1J E Coo and the following formula 
holds true: 

na (! * 1J) (x) = (! (y), D~11 (x- y)). (6.5) 

Let m be the order of f. Applying the inequality (2.3) to the right
hand side of (6.5), we obtain the inequality (6.4): 

lDa(f*'I'J) (x)l-<llfll-m ID~1J(X- Y)lm 

=II fil-m supy(1+ IYI 2r12 ID~D~1J(x-y) 1 
lfll,;;m 

=II f 11-m sups(1 +IX- sl 2)m12 IDa+f\1) (£)I 
1111,;;m 
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-<::;.II f 11-m (1 + lxl 2)m/:l supd1 + lsl 2)m12 IDa.+fi'I'J (sH 
lfll.;;;m 

mf? -<11111-m(1+1xl 2) -II'I'JI!m+lal· 

Corollary r!f is dense in ,'f '. 
That is true. From what has been proved, if I E ,Cf", then its 

regularization le =I* WeE 9.'11 and le--+ J, B--+ + 0 in n'f' (see 
Sec. 5.6(a)). Therefore 9M is dense in 1 '. But o'fl is dense in eM 
because if a E eM, then 

e-+ +0 in r!f'. 



Chapll'r II 

Integral Transforn1ations of Generalized 
Functions 

One of the most powerful tools of investigation of problems in 
mathematical physics is the method of integral transformations. 
In this chapter we consider the theories of the Fourier transfor
mation and the Laplace transformation that is closely link<·d with 
it; we also consider the transformations of Cauchy-Bochner, Hil
bert and Poisson for the class of generalized functions of slow 
growth. 

6 The Fourier Transform 
of Generalized Functions of Slow Growth 

A remarkable property of the class of generalized functions of 
slow growth is that the operation of the Fourier transform does 
not take one outside that class. 

6.1 The Fourier transform of basic functions in ,Jf' Since 
the basic functions q> (x) in /f are summable on E_n, the (classical) 
operation of the Fourier transform F [cp] is defined on them: 

F jrp] (S} = J q> (x) ei(£, x) dx, 

In this case, the function F [<p] (£), which is the Fourier trans
form of the function q> (x), is bounded and continuous in llln. The 
basic function q> (x) decreases at infinity faster than any power of 

· 1 x 1-1 • Therefore, its Fourie1 transform may be differentiated 
under the integral sign any number of times: 

=F((ix)aq>](£), 
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(1.1) 
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whence it follows that F [cp] E Coo. Furthermore, every derivative 
vacp (x) has the same properties and so 

F [Da;cpJ (6) = ~ Da,cp (x) ei<s. x> dx 

= < - ist F l <p 1 <s>. (1.2) 

From (1.2) it follows, for one thing, that F [cp) (s) is a summable 
function on lltn. 

From the general theory of the Fourier transformation it follows 
that the function <p (x) is expressed in terms of its Fourier trans
form F [cp] (s) with the aid of the inverse Fourier transform, F-1 : 

where 
cp = F-1 [F [cp)] = F [F-1 [cp]] 

p-1 ['IJ) (x) = (2!)n J 'I' (s) e-i(x, 6> d£ 

1 
= (2n)n F['IJJ(-x) 

= _1 - r 'I' ( - s) ei(x, s) d£ 
(2n)n J 

(1.3) 

1 
= (2n)n F ['I' (- s)]. (1.4) 

Lemma The operation of the Fourier transform F carries {!' into 
itself in reciprocal one-to-one fashion and reciprocal continuous 
fashion.§ 

Proof. Let <p E /f. Then, using ( 1.1) and ( 1.2), for all p = 
= 0, 1, ... and all a we obtain 

[P+f] 
(1 + lsF')P12 1Da,F [cp) (s)l <:(1 + lsl 2) ""2 iDGIF [cp) <S>i 

~ [P+i] 
~~) (1-V2) 2 [(ixtcp(x)Jei<s.x>axj 

n+t (P+f] 
~Csup(1+1xi 2) 2 1(1-V2) 2 !xtZ<p(x)]j, 

X 

whence we derive the estimates (see Sec. 5.1) 

II F [cp) llp~Cp II cp llp+n+l• P = 0, 1, ... , (1.5) 

§We say that the mapping F is a (linear) lsom9rphism of 3' onto {/'. 
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for certain Cp that do not depend on (p. (Here, [x] iR the integral 
part of the number x > 0.) The estimate (1.5) shows that the 
operation <:p--+ F [<:p] transforms n<f to /P and is continuous. Further
more, from (1.3) and (1.4) it follows that any function of <:p taken 
from /F is a Fourier transform of the function 'ljJ = F-1 [<:p] taken 
from //', <:p = F ['ljl], and if F [<:p] = 0, then <:p = 0 as well. This 
means that the mapping <:p--+ F [<:p] carries <f to c'f in a reciprocal 
one-to-one fashion. The properties are similar for the operation 
of the inverse Fourier transform, F-1 • This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 

6.2 The Fourier transform of generalized functions in .ff' 
First let f (x) be a summable function on IR.n. Then its Fourier 
transform, 

F[f)(~)=) f(x)ei(~,xldx, JF[fl(~)i-<: )lf(x)Jdx<oo, 

is a (continuous) bounded function in llln and, hence, determines 
a regular generalized function of slow growth via the formula (see 
Sec. 5.3) 

(F[IJ, <:p)= ~ F[fJ(~)<:p(~)d~, 

Using the Fubini theorem on changing the order of integration, 
we transform the last integral: · 

that is, 

~ F [f] (£) <:p (~) d£ = ~ [ ~ f (x) ei<~. x) dx J <:p (~) d£ 

= ) f (x) J rp (~) ei(x, s) d~ dx 

= J f(x)F[<:p](x)dx, 

(F [f), <:p) = (/, F [<:pl), m c: tO 
T \... J • 

It is this equation that we take for the definition of the Fourier 
transform F [j] of any generalized function f of slow growth: 

(F [f), <:p) = (!, F [<:p]), /Erff'', <rEef. (2.1) 

Since by the lemma of Sec. 6.1 the operation <:p--+ F [<:p) is linear 
and continuous from c'F to of, the functional F [j] defined by the 
right-hand side of (2.1) is a generalized function taken from rf' 
and, what is more, the operation f--+ F [f) is linear and continuous 
from r'F' to cf'. 
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Let us now introduce into ,'f 1 yet another Fourier transform oper
ation, which we will denote by F-1, via the formula [compare (1.4)] 

p-i[/]= (:!!)n F [/ ( -- x)], !Erff~, (2.2) 

where f (-x) is a reflection off (x) (see Sec. 1.9). Clearly, F-1 is a 
linear and continuous operation from o'f 1 to r'f'. 

Now we will prove that F-1 is the inverse ofF, that is, 

F-1 [F ftll = f, F [F-1 [f]J = f, f E c!F 1 • (2.3)· 

Indeed, by virtue of (1.3) and (1.4), the formulas (2.3) hold on 
the set (F, which is dense in r'f 1 (see Sec. 5.6); the operations F 
and F-1 are continuous from ,,'f I to r!i 1 • Hence, the formulas (2.3) 
hold true for all f in cfF 1 as well. 

From (2.3) it follows that any f in f/' 1 is a Fourier transform of 
some g = F-1 [f] in r!i 1 , f = F [g], and if F [f] = 0, then f = 0. 
Thus, we have proved that the operation f-+ F [f] transforms cfF 1 

to cfF 1 in a reciprocal one-to-oue fashion and a reciprocal continuous 
fashion, that is, we have a (linear) isomorphism of cfF 1 onto //". 

Suppose f (x, y) E r'f 1 (R"+"'), where x E IR.n and y E IR.m. We 
introduce the Fourier transform F x [f] with respect to the vari
ables x = (x1 , .•• , x,) by putting, for any basic function cp (£, y} 
in (F (IR. n+m)' 

(Fx [f], cp) = (!, F; [cp]). (2.4) 

As in Sec. 6.1, we establish that the operation 

cp(£, y)-+Fs[cp](x, y)=) cp(£, y)ei(x,sld£ 

accomplishes a (linear) isomorphism of o'f (IR.n+m) onto of(!R.n+m) 
so that the formula (2.4) does indeed define a generalized func
tion F x [f) (£, y) in o'f 1 (IR."+m). The operation of Fourier inversion 
is defined in a manner similar to that of (2.2):. 

F~1 [g] = (2~)n F6fg (- £, y)] (x, y), gE cfF 1 (IR.n+m). (2.5) 

The operation f-+ F x [f] is a (linear) isomorphism of cfF 1 (Rn+m) 
onto c!F' (IR,n+m). 

Example. F [6 (x- x 0)] = ei Cs. xol, (2.6) 
Indeed, 

(F[<'l(x -x0)], cp)=(6(x-x0), F[cpl)=F[cp](x0) 

= ~ cp(£)ei(xo, sld£=(eiCxo. sl, cp), cpErff. 
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Putting x 0 = 0 in ('2.6), we get 

F [6] = 1 

whence, by (2.2), we derive 

so that 

6= p-t [1] = -.-1 - F [1] 
(2n)n 

F [1] = (2rr)n 6 (£). 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

6.3 Properties of the Fourier transform The formulas for 
the Fourier transform given in this subsection huld true. on the 
bask functions in df. But df is dense in df'. Therefore, these for
mulas remain true also for all generalized functions in //'. 

(a) Differentiating a Fourier transform: 

nap [fJ = F [(ix)af). (3.1) 

In particular, putting f = 1 in (3.1) and using (2.8), we obtain 

F [xaJ = (- i)lal DaF [1] = (2rrt (- i)lal Da.S (6). (3.2) 

(b) The Fourier transform of a deriuatiue: 

F [DofJ = (- i£)aF [f). 

Putting f = 6 in (3.3) and using (2.7), we obtain 

F [Da6J = (-i£)aF [6] = (-i£)a. 

(c) The Fourier transform of a translation: 

F[f(x-x0)J=ei(£, xo>F[JJ. 

(d) The translation of a Fourier transform: 

F[f] (s+so)=F[ei<~o. x>fJ (£). 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(e) The Fourier transform under a linear transformatwn of the 
argument (see Sec. 5.3): 

F [f (Ax)] (s) = I de! A I F [/](A -tr£), det A 9= 0. (3. 7) 

Here, A -+ AT denotes the transpose operation of the matrix A. 
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(f) The Fourier transform of a direct product: 

F [/ {x) X g (y)] = F:: [/ (x) X F [g] ('11)] 

= F y [ F [/] (S) X g (y)] 

= F [/) (S) X F [gJ ('11)· (3.8) 

(g) Analogous formulas hold true also for the Fourier transform 
F x (see Sec. G.2), for exi1:r.ple: 

D~D~Fx [/) = Fx [(ixt D~!J, 

F X rn~nen =<-is) a D~F x u1. (3.9) 

6.4 Thn Fourier transform of generalized functions with com
pact support If f is a generalized function with compact sup
port, f E ~', then it is of slow growth, f E ,ff' (see Sec. 5.3), and 
therefore its Fourier transform exists. What is more, the follow-
ing t!teorem holds true. -

ThtJorem Iff E ~', then the Fourier transform F [f) exists in 6.M 
and can be represented as 

F [f) (s) = (/ (x), 11 (x) ei <i. x>), (4.1) 

where 11 is any function in $ equal to 1 in the neighbourhood of the 
support of f. And there exist numbers Ca :;;;;.. 0 and m:;;;;.. 0 such that 

I DaF l/1 (s) 1-< II I 11-mCa (1 + I s l2)mra, s E !Rn. (4.2) 

Proof. Taking into account the equalities (3.2) of Sec. 5 and 
(3 .3), we obtain, for all <p E ,ff, 

(Da F [/], <p) = ( -1)1al (F (/), .Da<p) = ( -1)1al {!, F [Da<pl) 

= ( -1)1al (/, 1'} (x) (- ix)a F [<p]) 

= (I (x), J 11 (x) (ixt <p (s) ei<x. 6> ds). 
Now, noting that 

11 (x) ( ix)a<p (s) ei(x, ;> E ,ff (IR.2n) 

and using (5.4) of Sec. 5, 

(t (x), J 11 (x) (ixt <p (s) ei<x. 6> ds) 
= J (/ (x), 11 (x) (ix)a ei(x, 6>) <p (s) d6, 
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we derive the following equation from the preceding ones: 

(Da.Fffl, qJ)= J (f(x), Yj(x)(ixte;<x.sl)IP(~)d~. 

It follows from this equation that 

Da.F [/] (£) = (f (x), 11 (x) (ixt ei(x, sl). (4.3) 

And from (4.3), for a ~ 0, follows the formula (4.1). 
From the representation (4.3), as in the proof of the lemma of 

Sec. 5.5, we derive that F [fl E Coo. Let m be the order of f. 
Applying to the right-hand side of (4.3) the inequality (2.3) of 
Sec. 5, we obtain, for all :; E lR.n, the estimate (4.2): 

IDa F [fJ (~)I = I (f (x), 11 (x) ( ixt ei(x. sl) I 

<II f 11-m II Yl (x) (ixt ei(:X, s) lim 

=11/11-m supx(i+ lxl 2)m12 ID~[1l(x)xaei(x, ~lJI 
11\l.;;m 

for certain C a :;;,. 0. Thus, F [j] E 8.\r, and the proof 6f the theo
rem is complete. 

Remark. As may be seen from the proof of the theorem, the 
numbers Ca that appear in the inequality (4.2) may be chosen as 
being independent of the family of generalized functions f if all 
supports of that family are uniformly bounded. 

6.5 The Fourier transform of a convolution Let f E -'f' 
and g E c '. Then their convolution f * g E -'f' (see Sec. 5.6 (a)) 
and its Fourier transform can be calculated from the formula 

F [f * g] = F [j] F [g]. (5.1) 

True enough, by virtue of (6.1) of Sec. 5, the convolution f * g E 
E !/'' can be represented in the form 

(! * g, Ill) = (! (x), (g (y), 11 (y) <p (x + y))), <p E eft, 

where 11 E !:£, 11 (y) = 1 in the neighbourhood of supp g. Taking 
this representation into account and making use of the definitiem 
of the Fourier transform (see Sec. 6.2), we obtain 

(F[f*g], <p)=(f*g, F[cp]) 

= ( f (x), ( g (y), 11 (y)) <p (:;) ei(x+y, s) d£)}. 
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Using the formulas (5.4) of Sec. 5 and (4.1) and taking into ac
.count that F [g] E eM, we transform the resulting equation: 

(F [I* g], qJ) = (I (x), J (g (y), f] (y) ei(s, Yl) ei(x, s)qJ m d~) 
= (I (x), J F [g] m ei<x. slqJ m d~) 
=(/, F[F[g]qJJ) 

= (F [f], F [g] qJ) = (F [g] F [f), qJ), 

whence follows (5 .1). 
Some other cases follow in which (5.1) holds true: 
(a) Let I E /f', g E !f. Then I * g E 8 M· This follows from 

:Sec. 5.6 (c). 
(b) Let I and g E :£ 2 • Then I* g E C and (f *g) (x) = o (1), 

I x I --+ oo, that is, I * g E C-0 (see Sec. 0.5). 
Indeed, in this case, F [I] and F [g] E :£2 and, hence, 

F [I] F [g] E :£1• Besides, I (y) g (x- y) qJ (x) E :£1 (IJPn) for all 
'{/l E !f by virtue of the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky inequality: 

[JII(y)g(x-y)llqJ(x)ldxayr 

< [ J I I (y) 12 I (P (x) I dx dy J [ J lg (x- y) 12 I qJ (x) I dx dy J 
~II I 11 2 11 g 11 2 [ J I qJ (x) I dx r < oo. 

Therefore, using (1.1) for the convolution I* g (see Sec. 4.1(b)), 
we obtain the following equalities with the aid of the Fubini 
theorem for all qJ E !f: 

(F[f*g], qJ)=(/*g, F[qJJ) 

= J F[qJ] (x) J l(y)g(x-y)dydx 

= J l(y) J g(x-y)F[qJ](x)dxdy 

= \ I (y) \ F [g (x- y)](~) qJ (~) d~ dy 
.I • 

= J I (y) J F [g] (S) qJ (~) ei<y. ;) ~ dy 

= \ F [g] F [/] qJ d~. 
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From these follows formula (5.1). Therefore 

I * g = F-1 [F [f] F [g]J E C 

and by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem (f *g) (x)-+ 0, I x 1-+ oo. 
Remark. If it is known that the convolution f * g exists in c'f' 

[for example, for f E ,ff' (f +) and g E r!f' (S~) (see Sec. 5.6(b))], 
then (5.1) may serve as a definition of the product of the general
ized functions F [fJ and F [g) (compare Sec. 1.10). 

6.6 Examples 

(a) n=1. (6.1) 

True enough, the function e-a•x• is summable on IIV and there
fore 

~2 ( i~ )2 1 -- - cr+-
= a e 4a2 J e 2a da 

In the last integral, the line of integration may be shifted onto 
the real axis and therefore 

00 

(b) A multidimensional analogue of formula (6.1) is 

'ltn/2 __ 41 (A-16, !;;) 
F [e-(Ax, x>J = ~ e 

VdetA 
(6.2) 

where A is a real positive-definite matrix. 
To obtain (6.2) with the aid of a nonsingular real linear trans

formation x =By, let us reduce the quadratic form (Ax, x) to a 
sum of squares: 

(Ax, x) = (ABy, By) = (BT ABy, y) = I y 12 • 
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Note that 
A -l = BBT, det A I det B 12 = 1. 

From this, using the formula (6.1), we obtain 

F [e-(Ax, x)] = ~ e-<Ax, x)+i(\;, x) dx 

= jdet Bi ~ e-(ABy, By)+i(\;, By) dy 

1 J e-fyf2+i(BT~, Y) dy -
fdet A 

1 II ~ e-y~+i(BT')JYj dyj -
V detA 

t~j~n 

nnf2 _..!._ IBT\;12 nn/2 -+ (~, BBT~) 
-

VdetA 
e 4 -

VdetA 
e 

rr,n/2 --{- <s. A-1 ~> 
----===-e 

VdetA 

(c) Let the function f (x) be of slow growth in lltn (see Sec. 5.3). 
Then 

F [f] (£)=lim ~ f (x) eiC;, x> dx in cJ'. (6.3) 
R-+oo fxl<R 

Indeed, 

a (R - I X I) f (x) -+ f (x)' R -+ 00 in !f'' 

whence by virtue of the continuity, in !!', of the Fourier transform 
operation F, follows the equation (6.3). 

In particular, for f E :£2 the following theorem of Plancherel 
holds true: The Fourier transform F [jJ is expressed by the equation 

F [/J (£) = lim ~ f (x) ei<\;, x) dx in ::£2. 
R-+oo lxf<R 

It maps ::£2 onto :£2 reciprocally in one-to-one fashion and recipro
cally continuously; the Parseval equation 

(2n)n (f, cp) = (F [j], F [cp]), /, cp E Z2 
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holds true so that 

(2n)n II I 11 2 = II F [f] W. 

(the scalar product ( ·, ·)is defined in Sec. 0.5). 
(d) Let I be an arbitrary generalized function of slow growth. 

By the theorem of Sec. 5.4 there exists a function g (x), which is 
continuous and of slow growth in Ill'\ and an integer m~O such 
that 

I (x) = Dl ... n;~g (x). 

From this, using (3.3), we get 

F [fl = (- irn £'I' ... £~F [gJ, (6.4) 

and the Fourier transform F [g] may be computed via (6.3). 

(e) 
1 2 

F [ ix2]-v- -4 (~ -n) e - ne , (6.5) 

True enough, from the convergence of the improper integral 
(Fresnel's integral) 

oo in j eiY2 dy = Vn e-.-
-~ 00 

it follows that the sequence of Fourier transforms 

~ 
R R+--z 

1 2 r . 2+ .• a - -. ~ r . 2 a J e'x ,,x x = e J e'Y y, R--+ oo, 

-R -R+j_ 
2 

converges uniformly with respect to £ on every finite interval to 
the function 

i 2 00 1 2 -- ~ r -- <~ -11) 
e 4 J eiy2 dy = Vn e 4 

-00 

From this, by virtue of (c), we conclude that (6.5) holds true on 
all basic functions in f!J. But g; is dense in ,Jf (see Sec. 6.1) and so 
(6.5) holds true in ,Jf'. 
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(f) A multidimensional analogue of (6.5) is the equation [com
pare (b)l 

nnf2 i ~n - ~. (A -1;, ;) F [ei(Ax, x)] = e ~ ~ 
Y det A 

(6.6) 

where A is a real positive-definite matrix. 

(g) n=3. (6.7) 

We have 

·' e;~·~:) dx = r .f T 
lxi<R 0 0 0 

R 1 R 

= 2n \' r eilsiP!i d~-t dp = 4n \ sin (I sIp) dp. 
• J Is I . P 
0 -1 () 

Since 

00 00 

(' sin (I s I p) d I= I cos ( Is I R) 
I P p I £1 R 

ii 
_1_ r cos( I ~I p) d I ~-2-
1 £ I J P2 p """ I £ I R ' 

R 

00 

(' sin ( I£ I p) n 
J p dp=2' 1~1 =I= 0. 
0 

it follows that 

R --+ oo in ,ff~ 

and, by virtue of (c), the equation (6.7) holds true. 

(h) Let n = 2. We introduce the generalized function Pf I ; 12 
taken from ,ff', which function operates via the rule 

( Pf-1- ) = i cp (x)-cp (O) d + I cp (x) d 
I X 12 , cp J I X 12 x r I X 12 x. 

1:~:1<1 I xi>! 

1i 1 
Obviously, Pf I x 12 = 1 x 12 for x =1= 0. Let us prove the formula 

(6.8) 

9-0172 
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where 
1 00 

Co= J 1 -~o(u) du- J Jo~u) du. 
0 1 

Indeed, for all cp E c!f the following chain of equalities holds true: 

( F [ Pf I; l2 J , cp) = ( Pf I; l2 , F [ cp]) 

= l F(cp](x)-F[cp)(O)d + (" F[cp](x)d 
J I X 1:! X J I X j2 X 

lxi<1 lx1>1 

\ lx1l2 J <p(~)[ei(x.~>-1]d£dx 
ixT<1 

+ J I: I:J J <p (~) ei(x, £) d~ dx 
lxt>1 

1 2n 

= J + J !p(~) J (eirlsrcose_1)d9d~dr 
() 0 

oo 2n 

+ J + j' cp (6) J eirl£1 cos e de d~ dr 
1 () 

1 
" 1 r = 2n j -r J <p (s) [ J 0 ( r 1 ~ 1) - 1] d£ dr 
0 

00 

+2n J + J <p(~) Jo (r 1~1) d£ dr 
1 

161 00 =2nJ <p(~)[J Jo<;- 1 du+ J Jo~u) du]ds 
0 161 

= -2n J cp (~) (lnl~l +co) d£. 

And formula (6.8) follows from this. 
(i) Let r be a closed convex acute cone in IR!' (with vertex at 0) 

and let f E ,ff' (f +) (see Sec. 5.6(b)). Then the following for-
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mula holds true in the sense of convergence in if': 

F [fl (£) = lim (f (x), 't] (x) eilX, 6Hx. s'l), (6.9) 
;' -.o 

[;'~int r• 

where 11 is any C""-function with the following properties: 

( E is any uumber > 0). 

't] (x) = 1, x E (supp /)8 ; 

11 (x) = 0, x ~ (supp /) 28 

To prove (6.9}, we first note that 

11 (x) e-<x. 6') E if for all £' E int f*, (6.10) 

f] (x) f (x) e-(x, s')-- f (x), £'-- 0, £' ~ int f* in o'f'. (6.11) 

Indeed, if x t (supp /}28 , then 11 (x) = 0; but if x E (supp /)28, 

then x = x' + x", where x' E r, I x" 1-:(,R for some R > 0. 
Let £' E C' ~ int f*. Then by Lemma 1 of Sec. 4.4 there is a 
number cr = 0" (C') > 0 such that (x', £')~0" I x' I I£' I and 
therefore 

- (x, £') = - (x', £') - (x", £') 

-< -cr I x' I I £' I + R I £' I 
-< (-cr I xI+ crR + R)l £' 1. 

The relations (6.10) and (6.11) follow from the resulting estimate 
and from the properties of the function 11 (x). 

Now, for all q; E if, we have a chain of equalities: 

(F [f), cp) = (f, F [cpl) = lim (11 (x) f (x) e-<x. s'l), 
6'-0 

J {jl (£) ei(x, 6) d£ = lim 
6'-0 

6'~int r* 

6'~int r* 

J (f (x), 't] (x) ei(x, 6)-(x, s'l) {jl (~) d£, 

whence follows formula (6.9). Here we made use of (5.4) of Sec. 5, 
since 

11 (x) cp (£) ei(x, s)- (x, s') E if (R2n) for all £' E int f*. 

(j) F[8(x)]= £~il =n6(£)+ir? ; , (fi 1i) 

(fU 2') 

9* 
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These formulas follow from (6.9) and from the Sochozki formulas 
(8.3) and (8.3') of Sec. 1, for example: 

(k) 

(I) 

00 

F [8] = lim ) eixlG+i£') dx = lim H-i£' 
s'~+o 0 £'~+o 

F [sign x] = F [8 (x)] -F [8 (- x)] = 2iff> +· 
F [ fP ! J = - 21tF-1 [ fP + J = 1ri sign~. 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

(m) Let V+ be a future light cone in !iln+1 (see Sec. 4.4) and 
let 8v+ (x) be its characteristic function. Then, by virtue of (i), 

F [Ov+] = lim I ei(x, s)-xo~o dx 
s~~+o v+ 

n-1 n+1 
= 2n1t_z_r ( n t 1 ) I -(so+ i0)2 + I£ i 2f_z_ (6.15) 

(for a simple method of computing this integral see Sec. 10.2). 
(n) Hermite polynomials and functions. Definitions: 

Hn(x)=(-1t(n!)-1/21t-1/42-n/2ex' an:x~x''~ n=O,I1, .... 

are Hermite polynomials, and 

JJ£ n (x) = e-x'f 2H n (x), n=O, 1, ... 

are Hermite functions (the wave functions of a harmonic oscilla
tor). 

Differential equations: 

dHn (x) v-
dx = 2n H n-t (x), 

where 
± 1 ( - d ) 

L = 112 X+"dx'"' L-L +- L + L- = 1. 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 
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Recurrence relation: 

Y n + 1 H n+1 (x) = V2xHn (x)- Vn Hn-1 (x), (6.19) 

n = 1, 2, 
Orthonormality: 

00 00 

J e-x'1f 11 (x)Hm(x)dx= J JJf 11 (x)JJ8m(x)dx=6nm· (6.20) 
-oo -00 

The Fourier transform: 

We now prove (6.21), which follows from 

JI n ( i :£ ) e-6'/2 = in$8 n (£) 

by virtue of (see (6.1)) 

F[e-x'I2Hn (x)]=Hn ( i~s) F[e-x'/ 2 ] 

= 1'2ii, H (-d ) e-6'/2 V ..:;.JL n i d£ 

= Y2:rt i11e-6'/2Hn (£) 

= Y2:rt i 11JJ8n (£). 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

The equality (6.22) holds true for n = 0. Its truth, for n > 0, 
follows from the recurrence relations (6.19) and (6.17): 

H (-d ) _6,12 = .. /2 _d H (-d ) -~,12 
n i d£ e V n i d£ n-1 . i d£ e 

- • / n-1 H (-d ) -6'/2 V n n-2 i d£ e 

= .. / 2 _d_ ( ·n-1H (1:) -;'/2) V n i d£ l n-1 '"' e 

- V'r n :-1 in-2H n-2 (£) e-£'12 

= ;~ e-6'12 [- lf2 £H n-1 (£) + V2 H ;_1 (£) 

- V n- 1 H n-2 (£)] 
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= ~~ e-s'l 2[y-2£H n-d£) -2 V n-1 H n-d£) 

+ V n-1 Hn_z(£)] 

Smoothness: 6J( n E rff, and 

II cfJ{n lip<,:cp (1 + n)P+2, p = 0, 1, ... , n = 0, 1, ... (6.23) 

The estimate (6.23) follows from the equations (6.16) and from 
the formulas (6.20) and (6.21). Regarding p as even, we have 

II &'f n lip= SUPx I ( 1 + x 2)P12 &'E~a) (x) I 
O~a~p 

= /1_ SUPx I\ (1- dd!:22 )p/2[£a&'{n(£)](1+£2)eix£ 1+d~!:21 
l 2:n: O~a~p J ':> ., 

<..: )2 st{px I ~ rc ... as···am ... ···<L+)as 
y :n o,:a~p .. . +as+· .. +am+· .. ~2p+:! J 

eixi;de 
• · • (L-tm • · · &'{ n (£) 1+~2 

<,: c; ( 1 + n )P+t ~ J I 6J( k(£) I 1 !\2 
O~k~2p+2 

~cp'(1+n)P+1 "' II_Cj[' 11 .. / r d~ 
~ LJ Q/'[k v J 1+~2 

O<:;h~2p+2 

For odd p, the estimate (6.23) follows from (1.1) of Sec. 5. 
Let f E rff'. The numbers 

n = 0, 1, ... (6.24) 

will be called Fourier coefficients. The formal series 

(6.25) 

will be called the Fourier series of the generalized function f with 
respect to the orthonormal system of Hermite functions {&'en}· 

Completeness in :£2 : iff E :£2 , then its Fourier series (6.25) is 
unique, converges in ::£ 2 to f, and the following Parseval-Steklov 
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equation holds true: 

(6.26) 

For the function cp to belong to ,!f, it is necessary and sufficient 
that its Fourier coefficients satisfy the condition 

II (L-L+)mcpll2= ~ I an (cp) lznzm< oo, 
o:s:n<oo 

(6.27) 

m=0,1, .... 

Then the Fourier series of cp converges to cp in ,!f. 
Indeed, if cp E ,!f, then (L-U)mcp E :£2 for all m ~ 0. Therefore, 

by virtue of (6.16) and (6.24), 

an ( (L-U)mcp) = j (L-U)mcp (x) 61£ n (x) dx 

= J cp (x)(£+ L -)m 61£ n (x) dx 

=nm J cp(x)o16'n(x)dx=nman(cp), 

whence, by the Parseval-Steklov equation (6.26), follows (6.27). 
Conversely, if the coefficients {an} satisfy the condition 
~ I an l2n2m < oo for all m > 0, then by (6.23) the series 

O~n<oo 

~ anJJf n (x) converges in /f to some cp E oJ' such that an= an (cp). 
o:s;n<oo 

For f to belong to ,!f', it is necessary and sufficient that its Fou
rier coefficients satisfy the following condition: there exist p > 0 
and C such that 

I an (f) !<:C (1 + n)P, n = 0, 1, •.•• (6.28) 

Here, the Fourier series of f is unique, converges to f in ,!f', and 
the Parseval-Steklov equation holds: 

(6.29) 

Indeed, if f E ,!f' and m is the order of f (see Sec. 5.2), then by 
(6.24) and (6.23) the estimate (6.28) holds: 

I an(/) I = 1(/, 61£n) 1<: II f 11-m II 61£n llm<:cm II f 11-m (1 + n)m+z, 
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Conversely, if the coefficients {an} satisfy the condition (6.28), 
I an I<C (1 + n)P, n = 0, 1, ... , then by; virtue of (6.27) the 
series L an018n (x) converges in rff' to some f E /I', and the fol

O:Sn<oo 
lowing equation holds: 

cpEcf, (6.30) 

since 

by virtue of the completeness of the space (f' (see Sec. 5.2). Put
ting cp = 6ltm in (6.30) and taking into account that by (6.20), 
an (6ltm) = 6nm• we get an = an (f). 

It remains to prove the uniqueness of the Fourier series: if f E (f' 
and an (!) = 0, n = 0, 1, ... , then f = 0. But this follows from 
(6.30). 

Remark. Let us introduce two sequence spaces: we defme con
vergence in them in a natural manner in accord with the esti
mates (6.27) and (6.28). The results that have been proved signify 
that the operation f-+ {an (f), n = 0, 1, ... } is a linear isomor
phism of //' and //" onto the sequence of spaces that satisfy the 
conditions (6.27) and (6.28) respectively. [The continuity of this 
operation follows from (6.27) and (6.29).] 

(o) An integral representation of the Bessel function: 

1 

lv(x)= Vn f(~+1!2) ( ~ f )1eix~(1-;2f-112d;, (6.31) 

The Bessel function 

k=O 

is a unique (up to a factor) solution, bounded in zero, of the Bessel 
equation 

(xu')'+ (X- :2
) u=O. 
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By virtue of the equation 

1 

1 r(i-£2)v-1/2d~ v n r (v+ 1/2) J . 
-1 

B ( 1 I 2, v + 1 /2) _ ----::c=f_('--1.:..../ 2-'-) _r...:...( v_-L.:.....' --'1 /_2.:....) _ 
1fnf(v+1/2) Jfnr(v+1!2) f(v+1) 

1 

the asymptotic behaviour, as x--+ + 0, of both sides of (6.31) is
the same. And so to prove (6.31) it remains to prove that the· 
right-hand side of (6.31) satisfies the Bessel equation. But this is
established by direct verification: 

[xJ~ (x)]' + ( x + :2 
) J" (x) 

1 I 

=xv+t) (1-~2)v+ 1 / 2 eix~d~+(2v+1)ix") (1-~2)"- 112 eix;~d~ 
-1 -1 

=0. 

(p) The Hankel transform. Let f (I xI) E :£2 , that is, '!If 11 2 = 
00 

= j l/(r)l 2 rn-ldr<oo. The function 
0 

(2n)n/2 r 
g (p) = ~ J f (r) r"12 J n-:! (rp) dr 

p 2 0 2 

(6.32)! 

is termed a Hankel transform of order (n - 2)/2 of the function 
f (r); the integral here converges in the norm 'II II· 

The following inversion formula holds: 

(6.32'): 
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;and the Parseval equation holds: 

Special cases: 
00 

n=1, g(p)=2J f(r)cosrpdr, 
0 

00 

n=2, g(p)= in:Jt(r)r10 (rp)dr, 
0 

00 

n=3, g(p)= 4; Jt(r)rsinrpdr. 
0 

To prove thr inversion formulas (6.32) and (6.32') and the Par
-seval equation, it is sufficient to demonstrate, by the Plancherel 
theorem (see Sec. 6.6(c)), that the right-hand sides of (6.32) and 
(6.32') are the direct and inverse Fourier transforms of the func
tions f (I x I) and g (I ~ I), respectively. 

Indeed, using (6.31) we have 

00 

= J I (r) rn- 1 ~ eircs.•'ds dr 
0 1•1=1 

00 1t 

= 0"n-1 j f (r) ,.n-1 J eirp cos 9 sinn-2 e de dr 
0 0 

oo 1 n-3 

=an-i~· I (r) rn- 1 ) eirw (1- ft2)_2_ dft dr 
0 -1 

(2rt)n;z r = n- 2 J I (r) rnfZJ n-2 (rp) dr, 
-2- 0 2 

p 

which is what we wanted; here, O'n-l is the surface area of a unit 
sphere in R.n-t (see Sec. 0.6). 
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7 Fourier Series of Periodic Generalized Functions 

7.1 The definition and elementary properties of periodic gener
alized functions A generalized function l(x) taken from 9;' (Rn) 
is said to be periodic with an n-period T = ( T 1 , T 2 , ••• , T n), 

Figure 27 

__ !.._T 
4 

lr 
4 

.lr x 
4 

T 1 > 0, if it is periodic with respect to each argument x1 with 
period T 1, that is, if it satisfies the condition (see Sec. 1.9) 

I (x1, ... , xi + Tit ... , Xn) = I (x), j = 1, ... , n. 

We use fZ;Y, to denote the collection of all periodic generalized 
functions of an n-period T. 

We now prove that for every n-period T there exists a special 
expansion of unity in IR,n (see Sec. 1.2): 

~ eT(x+kT) = 1, 
/hJ?O 

e1' (x) is an even function with respect to each variable; here we 
set kT = (k1T1 , ... , knTn)· 

Let T > 0. We denote by eT (x) an even function taken from 

.'?V (liP) with the properties: supp eTc (- ! T,! T) , eT (x) = 1 in 

the neighbourhood of the interval [- ! T,! T J , and eT (x) = 1 -

- eT (x + T), x E [-! T,-! T 1 (Fig. 27). It is easy to see that 

such functions exist. Clearly, the function eT satisfies the equation 

.z; eT(x+kT)=1, 
lhi?O 

(1.2) 
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Setting 
eT (x) = eT (x) •.. eT (x), 

1 n (1.3) 

we are convinced of the existence of the required expansion of 
unity. 

We now introduce the generalized function 

8T(x)= .L} 8(x-kT). 
JhJ~O 

Quite obviously, 8T E 5Jr n rff' (see Sec. 5.3). 
Let us now prove the following representation: iff E f!l)T, then 

Indeed, using (1.1) and the periodicity off (x), we have 

f (x) = f (x) .L} eT (x+ kT) 
Jhi~O 

= ~ f(x)eT(x+kT) 
Jhi~O 

= ~ f (x + kT) eT (x + kT) 
lhi~O 

= .L} (eTf) * 8 (x+kT), 
lhi~O 

(1.4) 

whence, taking advantage of the continuity in r!f' of the convolu
tion (see Sec. 5.6(a)), we obtain the representation (1.4). 

From (1.4) it follows, in particular, that 9./T c r'f'. Besides, 
setting f = 8T in (1.4), we obtain 

(1.5) 

Let f E ~ r and <p E Coo n ~·;.. We introduce the scalar pro
duct (/, 'Ph by the rule 

(f, 'Ph = (f, eT<p). 

For this definition to be proper, it is necessary to demonstrate 
that the right-hand side of the equation is independent of the 
choice of the auxiliary function eT (x) with the properties (1.1). 
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Indeed, let er (x) be another such function. Then, using the repre
sentation (1.4) and formula (6.1) of Sec. 5, we obtain 

(!, e7-cp) = ((erl) * 6r, e1-cp) 

= (er (x) I (x) X 6r (y), er (x + y) <p (x + y)) 

= (/ (x), (6r (y), eT (x) eT (x+ y) <p (X+ y))) 

= (l(x),er(x) ~ er(x-kT)cp(x-kT)) 
\h\~0 

= (f, er<p), 

which is what we set out to prove. 
If t E :lfoc n 5Jr, then 

Tl Tn 

(f, <p)r =~ ... )'I (x) <p (x) dx. (1.6) 

0 0 

True, since the scalar product ( , h is independent of the choice 
of the function er, it suffices to compute it for the concrete func
tion (1.3): 

(!, rp)r = ~ er (x) f (x) <p (x) dx 

!.Tt 
2 

- ~ ~ er2 (x2) ••• ern (xn) f (x) <p (x) dx2 ••• dxn dx1 

• 
-~TI 

(continued an page 130) 
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In particular, the trigonometric functions 

i(kw, x) e , 

are periodic with n-period T and for them 

(ei(kw,x), e-i(k'w,x)h = 61111 , T1 ••• Tn- (1.7) 

7.2 Fourier series of periodic generalized functions Let f E 
E 5J7:. The formal series 

f (x) ,....., ~ ck (f) ei (kw, x)' 

lki)>O 

is termed a Fourier series and the numbers c11 (f) are called Fourier 
coefficients of the generalized function f. 

Example 1. If f E Ztoc n fl;~r, then its Fourier series (2.1) 
turns into the classical Fourier series by virtue of (1.6). 

Example 2. The following equation in rff'' holds true: 

~ 6 (x + kT) = 1 ~ ei (kw, x). (2.2) 
Tl ... Tn 

lki)>O lhi>O 

It follows from the one-dimensional formula (3.5) of Sec. 2 and 
from the continuity, in rff'', of the direct product (see Sec. 5.5). 
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Fix rn > 0. Let f E -~T and let m be the order of f. Then there 
is a number Cm ~ 0, not dependent on f and k, such that 

(2.3)· 

Indeed, using the definition of a scalar product (, )r and fixin~r 
the auxiliary function er (x), we obtain the estimate (2.3): 

lch(/)1 = Tl.~·Tn l(f,e-i(kw,x))TI 

-<.C' II f 11-m SUPx ~ (!) IDa-fleT (x) II ( -ikro)lll 
/al~m ll~a 

-<. C II I 11-m (1 + lkl)m. 

Theorem The Fourier series of any generalized function f in ;l)T 
converges to f in /!'': 

f (x) = ~ Ck (f) ei (kw, x). (2.4); 
JkJ~O 

Proof. Substituting (2.2) into the right-hand side of (1.4),. 

and using (3.3) of Sec. 4 for the convolution, 

(erf) * et (kw, x) = (f (y), er (y) ei Or.w, x-y>) 

= T 1. • • T nCk (!) ei <hw, :x>' 

we obtain the expansion off in the form of the Fourier series (2.41 
converging in /!''. The proof is complete. 

Corollary 1 A generalized function f in !!l T is completely deter-· 
mined by the set of its Fourier coefficients {ch (!)}. 
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Corollary 2 If I E !!i;J. and cp E Coo n .'i. ~. then the following 
generalized Parseval-Steklov equation holds true: 

(f, cp)r = ~ ck (f) ck(cp). (2.5) 
JhJ>O 

Corollary 3 The Fourier series of a generalized function f taken 
.from tl- t may be differentiated termwise an infinite number of times: 

.so that 

Daf(x)= ~ cR(f) (ikwtei!hw,x>, 

]hJ>O 
(2.6) 

(2.7) 

7.3 The convolution algebra $T We introduce, on the set 
.5, :[., the convolution operation @ via the rule 

f@ g = (erf) * g, f, g E 5JJ.. (3.1) 

The convolution f @ g does not depend on the auxiliary func
tion er and is commutative. 

This assertion stems from the equality 

(erf) * g = (eJ.g) * f (3.2) 

that follows from the identity (1.4) and from the properties of 
.continuity, associativity, and commutativity of the convolution * 
,(see Sec. 4.2): 

(erf) *·g= (erf) *((erg)* 6r) = ((erf) * 6r) *(erg) 

= t *(erg)= (e7-g) *f. 

The operation f ~ f @ g is linear and continuous from !!l;J. to 
J!'' (see Sec. 5.6(a)). 

Finally, I ® g E 5r.. 
This follows from the property of translation of a convolution 

{see Sec. 4.2(c)): 

(f ® g) (x + kT) = (erf) * g (x + kT) 

= (erf) ~J g = (f ® g) (x). 

The convolution of any number of generalized functions 
/ 1 , / 2 , ••• , fm taken from $J. is determined in similar fashion via 
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the rule 

This convolution is associative and commutative (see Sec. 4.2). 
Example 1. If! and g E .:t'ioc n 5.7:, then 

Tl Tn 

(f ® g)(x) = ) ... S f (x- y) g (y) dy 
0 0 

Tl Tn 

= ) ... J f (y) g (x- y) dy = (g ®f) (x). 
0 0 

Example 2. 

I tG:ll i (kw, x) _ T T (I) i(kw, x) 
'<!Y e - 1 • • • nCk e . 

Indeed, 

(! ® ei (kw, x>, cp) = ((eTf) * ei (kw, x)), cp) 

= (eT m I m X ei(kw, y) 'cp (s+ y)) 

= ( f (£), eT (s) J ei(kw, y) {jl (S + y) dy) 

= (I(£), eT (s) e-i(kw, s) J ei(kw, x) cp (y) dx) 

= T 1 • •• T nCk (f) J ei (hw, x)cp (x) dx. 

In particular, by virtue of (1.7), 

Example 3. The formula (1.4) takes the form 

/E~7: 

and, generally, if f and g E ,q7:, then 

10-0172 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.7) 
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Indeed, using (3.5) we have 

ck (! 1$) g)= 1 e-i<kw, x) (f 1$) g) 1$) ei<kw, xl 
Tl .. . Tn 

= 1 e-i<kw, x) (! 1$) (g 1$) ei<kw, x>)) 
Tl .. . Tn 

= ck (g) e-i<kw, x) (f 1$) ei<kw, x)) 

= T 1 ••• T n ck (f) ck (g). 

From the foregoing it follows that 5J7- forms a convolution alge
bra relative to the convolution operation 1$) (see Sec. 4.5). The 
algebra !:l 'r is associative and commutative; its unit element is 
l)T (see (3.7)); it contains zero divisors [see (3.6)1. 

What has been said in Sec. 4.8(d) holds true for equations 
a 1$) u = fin the convolution algebra $7-. But here we have more 
precise statements. 

Theorem For the operator a 1$), a E !:l 1-, to have an inverse ~ 1$) 
in !JJ7-, it is necessary and sufficient that for certain L > 0 and m 
the following inequality hold: 

I ck (a) I > L (1 + I k n-m. (3.9) 

Here, the fundamental solution ~ is unique and is expressible as a 
Fourier series: 

(3.10) 

Proof. Sufficiency. By (3.9), the series (3.10) converges in r!f' 
and its sum G' E :lt'r. We will prove that e satisfies the equation 
a ® o = l)T· By the theorem of Sec. 7.2, it suffices to prove the 
equality of the Fourier coefficients: 

But this is fulfilled by virtue of (3.8) and (3.10). 
Necessity. Suppose, in 5J7-, there is a fundamental solution o 

of the operator a 1$), a 1$) o = 6r. Then itj is unique (see Sec. 
4.8(d)) and from the equalities 
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we derive 

(3.11) 

Therefore the expansion (3.10) holds true. Furthermore, denoting 
by m the order of e and applying the estimates (2.3) and (3.11), 
we obtain the estimate (3.9): 

jck(e)j= Tf.~.n !ck~a)l .(:CIIell-m(1+1kl)m. 

The proof of the theorem is complete. 

7.4 Examples a) Solve the "quadratic" equation in ~r: 

(4.1) 
We have 

Therefore equation (4.1) has a continuum of solutions: 

(4.2) 

(b) n = 1, 'A =I= ikw, 

k=O, +1, .... 
Rewriting 

we obtain 

so that 
<£ ( ) 1 "" 1 ikwx 
0 x = T L.J ikw-'A e · (4.3) 

lk\:;:;;:0 

(c) Let us consider the eigenvalue problem: 

6;. * u = t..u, u E ~r. 

( ) ihwx uk x =e , k=O, ±1, ... , (4.4) 

are eigenvalues and the associated eigenfunttions of the operator 
6r *· 
to• 
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(d) Let f E ~r. n = 1. We consider the problem of finding the 
antiderivative f< -1> in ~T (see Sec. 2.2): 

at<-1> 
dX=f, 

From the equation 

<Sr * r-·~ = t. 

it follows that the antiderivative j<-1> exists in 5lr if and only if 
c0 (/} = 0 and can be expressed by the Fourier series 

J<-t> (x) = ~ c~ (!) eihwx + C 
LJ zkw 

(4.5) 
lhJ>O 

where C is an arbitrary constant. 
(e) Bernoulli polynomials. Set / 0 = T6T - 1. Since c0 (/0) = 

= Tc 0 (6h- c0 (1) = 0, it follows that ~~-11 exists in .£llr; we 
choose c0 (/h- 11} = 0, and so forth. As a result we obtain a se
quence of antiderivatives /o-m> (x) in :Zr, m = 1, 2, ... , which 
are polynomials on the basic period (0, T). They are called Ber
noulli polynomials. Let us find their Fourier-series expansion. We 
have 

(/~ -m>)(m) = 6~m) ® /~ -m) = /o = T6T -1 

and therefore 

ell. (6rml * /&-ml) = (ikw)m ell. u&-ml) = 1, 

Consequently, 

/'o-ml (x) = ~ 1 eihwx 
(ikwr · 

lki>O 
For example, 

/ <-ll ( ) T o x = 2 -x, 

8 Positive Definite Generalized Functions 

(4.6) 

8.1 The definition and elementary properties of positive defi
nite generalized functions Suppose f E .£ll' (Rn); a generalized 
function f* (x) = f(-x) in ~, (Rn) is said to be the • -Her
mite conjugate of f; if f = f*, then f is said to be a •-Hermite 
(generalized) function. 
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The function f (x), which is continuous in IR,n, is a positive defi
nite function, f ~ 0, if for any points x1 , •.• , Xz in IR,n and for 
the complex numbers z1, ••• , z1 the following inequality holds 
true: 

~ f(xi-x,..)ziz,..~O. 
1:Si. k=Sl 

From this definition follow certain properties: setting l = 1, we 
obtain f (0) ~ 0; also, setting l = 2, x1 = x, x 2 = 0, we have 

whence it follows that f is a •-Hermite bounded function: 

f = !*, I I (x) I<: I (0). (1.1) 

Finally, replacing the integral by the limit of the sequence of 
Riemann sums, we obtain the inequality 

that is, 
(f, <p•<p*)~O, <pE~. (1.2) 

We take property (1.2) as the basis for defining positive definite 
generalized functions. A generalized function f is said to be 
positive definite, f ~ 0, if it satisfies the condition 

(f' (jl * <p*) ~ 0, <p E 2l. (1.3) 

This definition immediately implies that iff ~ 0, then f ( -x) ~ 
~ 0 and 7~ 0 as well. 

Furthermore, for the generalized function f to be positive defi
nite, it is necessary and sufficient that 

f * a * a* ~ 0, a E ~'. (1.4) 

Indeed, iff ~ 0 , then, using (6.4) of Sec. 4 and the properties 
of commutativity and associativity of a convolution (see Sec. 4.2), 
we have, for all a E ~' and <p E [2), 

(f *a* a*, <p * <p*) = (/, (a • a*) (-x) • (<p * <p*)) 

= (f, [a (-x) * <p] * [a* (-x) • qJ*l)j 

= (f, [a (-x) * qJ] * [a (-x) • <p]*) ~ 0, 
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since a • cp E 9J if a E ~' and cp E 9) (see Sec. 4.2(g) and Sec. 4.6). 
Thus, condition (1.4) is fulfilled. Conversely, suppose the condi
tion (1.4) is fulfilled, so that if a E f!f;, then f *a* a* is a contin
uous positive definite function and therefore, by (1.1), (/*a *a*) 
(0) > 0. Now, taking advantage of formula (6.3) of Sec. 4, we have, 
for all a E 9J, 

(f (-y), a* a*) = (f, (a • a*) (-y)) = (f *a • a*) (0) > 0 

so that f ( -x) ~ 0 and therefore f ~ 0. 
If f ~ 0, then f = f*. 
Indeed, from what has been proved, for all a E f!/J, 

(! • a* a*)* = f* • (a • a*) = f • (a • a*). 

If in the last equation we let a-+ {) in~' [and then a* -+ {j in~', 
and from] formula (5.1) of Sec. 4 it follows that a *a*-+ {j in~' 
as wellJ and use the continuity property of a convolution (see 
Sec. 4.3), we obtain f = f*. 

For what follows we will need the following lemma. 

Lemma For every integer p > 0 there is a function ffi (x) with 
the properties: 

ffi (x) = 0, lxl>1; 

A 
F [ (J) l (6) ~ ('1 +I £ 12Jp+n+l • (1.5) 

Proof. Let xE!!lJ,x(x)=O for lxl>1/2 and 

1 r e -i (x, 6) d6 [ 1 J 
y(x)= (231)n J (1+1£12)p+n+l =F-1- (1+1612)p+n+l • 

Let us verify that the function (J) = y (X • x*) has the properties 
(1.5). Since y E C2P and X* x* E C"", it follows that (J) E C2P. 

Furthermore, by virtue of Sec. 4.2(g), supp ffi c supp x + 
+ supp x* c U1; 2 + U1; 2 = U1 • Finally, using the formula of 
the Fourier transform of a convolution (see Sec. 6.5), we have 

F [ffi] (6) = F ['\'(X* x*)] 

= F [ F-1 [ (1 +I£ ~2)p+n+1 ] F-t [F [X] F [X*11] 

(2n)n(t+~£1~)p+n+1 * 1F[XJI2 

1 f I Flxl 12 (y) dy 
= (2n)n J (1+1 £-y l~)p+n+l 
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and therefore 
1 \ IF[Xl/ 2 (y)dy 

F [w] (s) ~ (2n)n J (i+l ~--y j2)p+n+l 
IY/<1 

~ (2n)n 11 + o ~I+ t)2Jp+n+l J iFf xll 2 (y) dy 
IYI<i 

The proof of the lemma is complete. 

8.2 The Bochner-Schwartz theorem Suppose f E ~' and f ~ 
~ 0. Then, in the sphere U 3 = [x : I x I < 3J, f has a finite order 
m > 0 (see Sec. 1.3), 

I {f, cp) I-< K II cp llcm(ua)' cp E err {Us)· 

Take an integer p > 0 such that 2p ~ m, and let w be a function 
with the properties (1.5). Then the function w * w* E C~ (U2) 

and, consequently, the generalized function g = f * w * w* = 
= f * (w * w*) ~ 0, is continuous in the sphere U1 . 

We will now prove that g is bounded in lR,n • 
Let CXn E ~. supp CXn c ulln• CXn > 0, ~CXn dx = 1, CXn-+ 6, 

n-+ oo. The sequence of functions g * CXn *ex~, n = 2, 3, ... , 
is uniformly bounded, 

l(g*CXn*CX~)(x)l-< max lg(x)l llcxn*cx~ll:t1< max lg(x)l 
I t/::::;2/n fxf::;:;1 

(see Sec. 4.1), and converges weakly on the set ~.which is dense 
in X' (see Sec. 1.2). In that case, the limiting generalized function 
g may be identified with the function g (x) taken from :too. 

We now prove that g (x) is the Fourier transform of a nonnega
tive measure finite on lR,n. Since g is bounded and 5J is dense in r!f 
(see Sec. 5.1), it follows that the inequality 

(g, cp • cp*) > 0 

holds true for all q> E r!f and, hence, 

(F-1 rg], F [cp • cp*]) = {F-1 [g], I F [cp] 12) ~ 0, q> E r!f. (2.1) 

But the operation F is an isomorphism of r!f onto r!f (see Sec. 6.1). 
Therefore, the inequality (2.1) is equivalent to the inequality 

(2.2) 
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Now let <p be any nonnegative basic function in dF and let {11k} be 
a sequence of nonnegative functions taken from f}) that tend to 1 
in !R.n (see Sec. 4.1). Then 

k-+ oo in dF 

and, consequently, by virtue of (2.2), 

(F-1 [g], <p)= lim(F-1 [g], I'I'J~t Y<r+11kl 2)~0, <rErfF. 
k-oo 

By Theorem II of Sec. 1.7, F-1 [g] =vis a nonnegative measure 
on !R.n and g = F [v]. But v = F-1 [g] E dF'. For this reason, v 
is a measure of slow growth (see Sec. 5.3) so that for all <p E dF we 
have 

(F-1 [g], <p) = J <p (~) '\' (d~) = (g, p-t [<p]). (2.3) 

Let {11 11} be a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative functions 
taken from 5J that tend to 1 in iR.n. Then F-1 [1'] 11 1-+ 6, 'k-+ oo, 
on all functions bounded in !R.n and continuous in the neighbour
hood of zero. Setting <p = 'I'Jk in (2.3), 

J 'I'Jk (~) v (d~) = (g, p-t ['l')ltl), 

passing to the limit as k-+ oo, and making use of the Levi theo
rem, we obtain 

J v (d~) = g (0) 

which is precisely the assertion. 
Now let us prove that the equation 

u * w * w* = gj (2.4) 

has a unique solution in the class of positive definite generalized 
functions from 9;' and that that solution is given by the formula 

[ 1 J u = p-t IF (w]j2 • (2.5) 

Indeed, by virtue of the inequality (1.5), the generalized func
tion u given by (2.5) is actually the sole solution of equation 
(2.4) in the class dF' by virtue of the theorem on the Fourier trans-
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form of a convolution (see Sec. 6.5): 

F (uJ IF [wll2 -,---- F [gJ = v. (2.6} 

It remains to prove that the solution of the homogeneous equa
tion u * w * w* = 0 in the class of generalized functions u, which 
can be represented in the form of a difference u1 - u 2 , where 
u1 ~ 0, u1 E tl', is trivial: u = 0. Suppose such au satisfies that 
equation. Then for all a E ~ the function u *a * a* also satis
fies that equation: 

(u * w * w*) * a * a* = 0 = (u * a * a*) * w * w*. 
But the function u * a * a* = u1 * a * a* - u2 * a * a* is a 
difference of continuous positive definite functions and, hence, 
is bounded in !Rn (and all the more so in r!f''). From what has been 
proved, u * a * a* = 0. Passing to the limit in this equation as· 
a-+ 6 in ~' and using the continuity of a convolution, we obtain 
u = 0, which is what we set out to prove. 

The generalized function f ~ 0 also satisfies equation (2.4). 
By virtue of the uniqueness of the solution of that equation, f 
coincides with the generalized function u given by (2.5). Hence, f 
is the inverse Fourier transform of the measure 1.1 = v IF [w]l-2 

of slow growth, by the inequality (1.5). 
We have thus proved the necessity of the conditions of the· 

following theorem. 

Theorem (Bochner-Schwartz) For a generalized function f taken 
from 5J' to be positive definite, it is necessary and sufficient that it be 
a Fourier transform of a nonnegative measure of slow growth, f = 
=Fl~.tL ~.tEr!l'', ~.t~O. 

Sufficiency. If f = F l~.tL 1.1 > 0, !.1 E r!f'', then (r.t, I qJ 12) > () 
for all qJ E r!f', whence [compare (2.1)1 

(r.t, I F l({Jll 2) = (F Ir.tL F-1 I I F l({Jll2) = (f, qJ * ({)*) > o, 
qJ E !IJ, 

so that f ~ 0, and the theorem is proved. 

Corollary 1 Iff E 5., ', f ~ 0, then f E r!/''. 

Corollary 2 (Bochner) For a generalized function f that is contin
uous in the neighbourhood of zero to be positive definite, it is nec
essary and sufficient that it be a Fourier transform of positive mea
sure v finite on !Rn: 

f(x) = Jei<x,s>v(ds), v~O, Jv(ds)=f(O); 

here, f (x) is a continuous junction on !Rn. 

J (2.7) 
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Corollary 3 For a generalized function f to be positive definite, it 
is necessary and sufficient that it be (uniquely) represented, for some 
integer m :;;;.. 0, in the form 

where fo (x) is a continuous positive definite function. 
This is a consequence of the following chain of equalities: 

f=F!f!l=F [ (1 + 1£12)m (1+~~12r J 
= (1-!lt F [v] 

where the measure v = fL (1 + I £ 12)-m :> 0, for sufficiently 
large m, may be made fmite on !R.n. 

8.3 Examples (a) Let the polynomial P(£) >- 0. Then 

p (-iD) 8 ~ 0 

In particular, 8 ~ 0. 
(b) Iff~ 0 and g E 'ti', g ~ 0, then f * g ~ 0. 
Indeed, the measure F [g] >- 0, F [g] E eM (see Sec. 6. 4) and 

therefore the measure F [f * g] = F [f] F [g] ~0 is of slow growth. 
(c) Iff~ 0 and F [g] E ~', g ~ 0, then gf ~ 0. 
Indeed, g E eM, gf E rff'' and 

p-1 [gf] = p-1 [g] * p-1 [fl 

is a nonnegative measure taken from rff'' and, hence, is of slow 
growth [see Sec. 5.3]. 

(d) e-(Ax, x) ~ 0, where A is a real positive definite matrix 
(see Sec. 6.6(b)). 

1 
(e) lxl ~ 0, n = 3 (see Sec .. 6.6(g)). 

(f) n8 (x) + iff> ! ~ 0, n = 1 (see Sec. 6.6(j)). 

(g) For f E fJJ'r to be positive definite, it is necessary and suffi
dent that its Fourier coefficients ck (!) be nonnegative. Then for 
all IJl E Coo n fJJ'r the following inequality holds: 

(f, IP * IP*h ~o: 

This follows from the theorem_of Sec. 7.2, by which theorem 

F-1 [f] = ~ C~t (f) 8 (s- kffi), 
ihi"'O 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 
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and from the Bochner-Schwartz theorem. To prove the inequality 
(3.1), let us take advantage of the machinery developed in Sec. 7. 
Using (3.1) of Sec. 7 and (3.3) of Sec. 7, we have the chain of 
equalities 

(f, cp ® cp*)r = (e7.j, cp ® cp*) = (f * 6, eT (cp ® cp*)) 

= (6, f (-x) * eT (cp ® cp*)) 

so that 

= (6, f (-x) ® (cp ® cp*)) 

= (6, f (-x) ® cp ® cp*) 

= (6, f (-x) * (eTcp) * (eTcp*)) 

= (6, f (-x) * [(eTcp) * (eTcp)*J) 

= (f, (eTcp) * (eTcp)*), 

(/, cp ® cp*)r = (f, (eTcp) * (eTcp)*), 

whence follows inequality (3.1). 

9 The La place Transform 
of Generalized Functions of Slow Growth 

(3.3) 

The fundamentals of the general theory of the Laplace trans
form of generalized functions were developed by Schwartz [3] and 
Lions [11. However, this theory has been developed into its most 
complete form for the case-so important in applications of 
mathematical physics-of generalized functions of slow growth. 

9.1 The Laplace transform defined Let r be a closed convex 
acute cone in IR.n with vertex at 0 (see Sec. 4.4); we put C = 
= int f* (by Lemma 1 of Sec. 4.4 the cone C =j=: 0; C is an open 
and convex cone). Denote by T0 a tubular region in en with 
base C: 

rc = IR.n + iC = [z = X+ iy: X E IR.n, y E C]. 

Suppose g E r!f' (f +) (see Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 5.6). We will use 
the term Laplace transform L [g] of the generalized function g 
for the expression 

L [g] = F [g(£) e-<Y. s>] (x), (1.1) 

where F is the Fourier transform operation. 
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Example. 
L [ 6 (~- ~0)] = ei <z. ~o). (1.2) 

This follows from (2.6) of Sec. 6. 
Let us now prove that for all y E C 

g m e-<u. s> E ,JT' 

so that the Laplace transform L [g] is a generalized function of 
slow growth with respect to x for all y E C. 

True enough, suppose '11 is any function of the class coo with 
the following properties: 

iDa'l'](~)i<:ca; '1'](~)=1, ~E(suppg)8 ; 

'1'](~)=0, ~t(suppg)2e, 

where e is any number> 0. Then, by what was proved in Sec. 
6.6(i), 

'I'](~) e-<u. ~> E ,ff (!Rn) for all y E C (1.3) 

and therefore, by (10.2) of Sec. 1, 

g (£) e-<u.!~> = g (£)'I'](~) e-<u. ~> E ,JT', 

which is what was to be proved. 
The Laplace transform L is a linear and one-to-one operation. 

This follows from. the appropriate properties of the Fourier trans
form (see Sec. 6.2). 

Let us now prove the representation 

L [g)= (g (~),'I'](£) eilz, ~>), z E rc. (1.4) 

This representation does not depend on the auxiliary function 'I'] 
with the above-indicated properties. 

Indeed, let y E C and cp E .!f. Then (compare Sec. 6.6(i)) 

(L [g), cp) = (F [g (~) e-W, ~)], cp) '= (g me- <Y, ~), F [cp]) 

= ( g (~),'I'](~) e- <u. ~) J cp (x) ei<x, ~) dx ) 

= J cp (x) (g (~),'I'](~) ei<Z, s)) dx,~ 
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whence follows (1.4). Here, we made use of formula (5.4) of Sec. 5, 
since, by virtue of (1.3}, 

'11m e- <Y, 6lcp (x) ei (X, 6> E (/ (IR2n). 

We set I (z) = L [g] and will prove that the function I (z) is 
holomorphic in rc and the following differentiation formula 
holds true: 

(1.5) 

The proof is analogous to that of the lemma of Sec. 3.1. The 
continuity of the function I (x) in rc follows from the represen
tation (1.4), from the continuity of the function '11 (6) ei(z, ~> with 
respect to z in rc in the sense of convergence in (I, 

z--+ z0 in (/, 

(see the estimates in Sec. 6.6(i}), and from the continuity of the 
functional g on (I, 

I (z) = (g (6), 'YJ (6) ei(z, ~>)--+ (g (s}, '11 (s) ei<zo, ~>)=I (zo), 

Z-+Z0 • 

To prove the holomorphicity of the function I (z) in rc it suffices 
to establish, by virtue of the familiar Hartogs theorem, the exis-

tence of all first derivatives 8
81 , j = 1, ... , n. Suppose e1 = 
Zj 

= (1, 0, ... , 0). Then for each z E rc 
Xh (S) =-} [ '11 (s) ei<z+hei, ~> _ '11 (S) ei(z, ~l 1 --+ 

h-+ 0 in .fl. 

Therefore, from the representation (1.4) and from the linearity 
and the continuity of the functional g on c'f as h --+ 0 we have 

f (z+he 1)-f (z) 
h 

= + [(g (£), '11 (s) ei (z+he!, tl)- (g (£),'11m ei (z, sl)J 

= (g <£), xh <£))--+ 

--+ (g (£), '11 (s) istei (z, sl) = (i£tg (s), '11 (s) ei (z, sl), 
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so that the derivative 8
81 exists and the differentiation formula 
zl 

(1.5) holds for a = (1, 0, ... , 0) and, hence, also for all first 
derivatives 

j= 1, ... , n. (1.6) 

Applying this reasoning to (1.6), we see that the formulas (1.5) 
hold for all second derivatives, and so forth. This completes the 
proof. 

Our task now is to give a full description of holomorphic func
tions that are the Laplace transforms of generalized functions 
taken from the algebras o'T' (r+) and o'T' (r). We will refer to the 
generalized function g (£) of o'T' (r + ), for which f = L [g], as the 
spectral function of the function f (z). The spectral function is 
unique (if it exists) and, by virtue of (1.1), 

g (£) = e<Y. !\) F-;,1 [f (x + iy)] (£) (1. 7) 

and the right-hand side of ( 1. 7) is independent of y E c = in t r *. 
9.2 Properties of the laplace transform These properties 

follow from the appropriate properties of the Fourier transform 
(see Sec. 6.3). 

(a) Differentiation of the Laplace transform: 

which is precisely formula (1.5). 
(b) The Laplace transform of a derivative: 

L lD"g] = (-iz)a.L [gJ. 

It suffices to prove (2.2) for the first derivatives. We have 

L [!.£-] = F [ag me- <Y. ~>j 
_ o£1 _ o£1 

= F [ O~j (g (£) e- (y, £>) 1 + y jF [g (s) e- (y, ~)] 

= (- ix1+ y1) F [g (s) e- <v. £>] = - iz1L [g]. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

In particuhr, setting g = l3 (s - so) in (2.2) and using (1.2), 
we obtain 

(2.3) 
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(c) The translation of a Laplace transform. If Im a E C, then 

L [g (~) ei (a,~>]= L [g] (z +a). 
Indeed, 

L [g m ei (a, ~>] = F [g (~) ei (Rea, 6> e- (y+Im a, ~>] 

=L [gJ (x+Rea+iy+ i Ima) 

= L [g] (z +a). 

(d) The Laplace transform of a translation: 

L [g (~- ~o)J = ei(z, ~o) L [gJ (z). 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(e) The Laplace transform under a linear transformation of the 
argument: 

L[g(A~)J= jde~AJ L[gJ(A-1Tz), 

(z, s) E TC!XC2. 

(2.6) 

(f) The Laplace transform of a direct product. If g1 m E 3'' (fl) 
and g2 ('lJ) E 3'' (f2 +), then 

L [g 1 X g2J (z, s) = L [gd (z) L [g2] (S), (2.7) 

(g) The Laplace transform of a convolution. If g E o'f' (r +) and 
g1 E 3'' (r + ), then g * g1 E 3'' (r +) (see Sec. 5.6(b)) and 

(2.8) 

Let us first prove the following formula: if g E 9)' (f +) and 
g1 E ti" (f + ), then for all y E C 

(ge- <Y. £>) * (g1e- <v. £>) = (g * g1) e- <v. ~>. (2.9) 

Indeed, using the formula (5.1) of Sec. 4, we have, for all <p E 9), 

((ge- <v. 6l) * (g 1e- <v. ~>), <p) 

= (g (~) e- (y, ~) X g 1 (r} e- <Y. ~'), 'l]t (~) 1]2 (~') <p (~ + ~')) 
= (g (~) X g 1 (~'), 1] 1 m 1]2 (~') e- (y, 6H'><p (~ + ~')) 
= (g * g 11 <pe- (y, 6>) 

= (e- <v. £> (g * gt), <p), 
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which is what we set out to prove. From (2.9), for g and g1 E 
E c1' (f + ), and from the formula for the Fourier transform of a 
convolution [see (5.1) of Sec. 6] there follows immediately the 
formula (2.8): 

L [g * gd = F [(g * g1) e- (y, sl] = F [(ge- <u. sl) * (g1e- <u.s>)] 

= F [ge- <u. £>] F [g1e- <u. 6>] 

= L [g] L [gt]. 

Remark. In the case of a single variable, the Laplace transform 
is defined differently in the operational calculus of Heaviside: if 
the original g E cif' ([0, oo) + ), then its image (the Laplace trans
form) is the function 

F [g (t) e-at] (-co], 

which is holomorphic in the right half-plane cr > 0 of the 
complex plane p = cr + iffi. In particular, 

co 

l . 1 e (t) ++ J e- pi dt = p. 
0 

However, we will adhere to the definition ( 1.1) in the case of 
n = 1 as well. 

9.3 Examples 

(a) y>O, (3.1) 

where fa is a generalized function from (/': = (!'' n 5I: that was 
introduced in Sec. 4.8(e). The branch of the function (-iz)tt in 
the half-plane y > 0 is chosen so that it is positive for z = iy, 
y>O. 

Let a > 0. Then 

so that the functions L [fal (z) and (-iz)-a, which are holomor
phic in the upper half-plane, coincide on the line z = iy, y > 0. 
By virtue of the principle of analytic extension, (3.1) holds for 
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a > 0. But if a -< 0, then a + m > 0 for some integer m. There
fore, fa = fiz.""!fm and, by what has been proved, 

L [fa]= L [f~~m] = ( -iz)m L [fa+m1 

( . )m ( . )-a-m ( . )-a = - zz - zz = - zz . 

(b) L [8 (~)sin ros) = I ro 2 ro -z 

e f: -iJ L [ ( .,) cos ros) = 2 2 ro -z 

These follow from the equations [see {a) for a = 1] 

i 

z+ro ' 

(c) Let us prove the equation 

(3.2) 

L [ e (6) vn (.l..)'V J (s) J = (1-z2)-V-1/2 (3.3) 
_ r (v+ 1/2) 2 " ' 

'\1>-112. 

By (a) we have the equations 

· ( i )V+1/2 L [etlifv-t/2 (s) = z+i 

-~ !:) , { i )v+1/2 L[e-t fv-1/2(\:> J1= z-i 

Therefore, using the formula for the Laplace transform of a con
volution, we have 

L [(eisfv-1/2) * (e-i~fv-1/2)1 = (1-z2) v- 112 

But 

(ei'fv-1/2) * (e-i~fv-1/2) 
~ 

= e (6) rei('- t) e-it (S _ t)V-l/2 t'V- 1/2 dt 
rt (v+1!2) J 

0 

i~ 2V i 
= em e 6 Je-2i!;u [(1-u) u)V-1/2 du 

rs (v+i/2) 
0 

11-0172 
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1 
e (s) ~2v r -i!;1l ( 1-v2) v-1/2 i!:!!_ 

f 2 (v+1/2)je 4 2 

e(~)Vn 
r (v+i/2) 

-1 

where u = (v + 1)/2, and (3.3) is proved. Here, we made use of 
(6.20) of Sec. 6. 

(d) We now prove the formula 

sin~= J J 0 (~- t) 1 0 (t) dt. 
0 

(3.4) 

Since the right and left members of (3.4) are odd, it suffices to 
prove the formula for ~ > 0. It is therefore sufficient to prove the 
convolution equation 

e sin~ . ' (8Jo) * (8JI)), 

which is equivalent, by virtue of (b) and (c), to the trivial 
equality 

1 1 1 
1-z2 = V 1-z2 V1-z2 ' 

(e) Let us find the fundamental solution ~ of the operator 
(8/0) • in the algebra JF;. By (c), we have 

1 
L [8Jo] = Vi- z2 =#: 0, y>O. 

Consequently, 

D[ ~] = V 1 z2 = __,1=z=2 =-, V1-z2 

whence 

~ (6)= e (6) Jo(6)+[8 m lo(S)J" 

that is 

= e (~) J 0 (~) + 6' m J 0 (~) + 26 (~) J 0 (£) + e m J'O (~) 

= - em:~<~) + 6' (~), 

(3.5) 
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(f) Let IE Ztoc n ~:T (see Sec. 7), n = 1. Then 

Indeed, 

T 

L [8f] = 1-1eizT J f m eizsd£. 
0 

00 

L [8f] (z) = J f m eiz~d~ 
0 

oo T 

= ~ eiz (t+T>f (t + T) dt + J eit£ f (~) d~ 
0 0 

T 

=eizT£[8f] + Jeizsj(~) d~, 
0 

whence follows (3.6). 

10 The Cauchy Kernel and the Transforms 
of Cauchy-Bochner and Hilbert 

(3.6) 

10.1 The space 1/Cs We denote by .Z~ the Hilbert space co• 
sisting of all functions g (~) with finite norm 

We denote by Q!{ s the collection of all (generalized) functions 
f (x) that are Fourier transforms of functions in :t~, f = F [gJ, 
with norm · 

II f lis = II p-l ftl ll<s> = II g li<s> . (1.1} 

The parameter s can assume any real values. 
Clearly, Q/8 0 = .Z2 = z: and 

II g ll<ol = II g II = (2n)-n12 II f II =II fliio 

by virtue of the Parseval equation (see Sec. 6.6(c)). 
From the definition of the space r:fJ£8 we find that foF f E QJ[ 8 it is 

necessary that the function be representable as 

ft E Z 2, m = 0, s~O; 

s<O. (1.2) 

11* 
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The space QJt 8 is a Hilbert space isomorphic to .X~. And 

r!f C: cfJE s C: cfJE s' C: r!f 1 
' s' <s, 

where inclusion is to be understood as embedding together with 
the appropriate topology, II f lis•<: II f lis, f E QJ£ •• 

Le·t us now prove that r!f is dense in QJ£ 8 • 

By virtue of (1.1) it suffices to prove that aJ is dense in .z:. 
Let. g E 2~ and e > 0. Then 

But 9:! is dense in 2 2 (see Sec. 1.2, Corollary 1 to Theorem II). 
Therefore there is a function 'ljl1 in f:lJ such that II 'ljl - 'ljl1 II < e. 
Putting 

we obtain 

llg- g tll[s) = I I g (£) - g 1 (£) 12 ( 1 + IS 12) 3 d£ 

=II '1Jl-'1Jltll2 < e2 , 

which is what we affirmed. Let us now prove that 

Q}t8 c:C~ if lis an integer, l<s-n/2. 

Remark. This assertion is a simple special case of the Sobolev 
embedding theorems [2]. 

To prove this, note that if f E QJe 8 , then for all I a I< l < s -
- n/2 

lly the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky inequality 

Hap- 1 lflll.zt 

= J I sa (1 + l£l2)-•12 (1 + 1£12)•12 p-1 [/J (s)l a~ 

<: [_ j lsl*1 (1 + lsl 2) •d£J1'2 11 (1 + lsl2)3' 2 F-• l/111 

= K II F-1 [fJII<•> = K II I 11. < oo. 

Hence, 

IJaf (x) = vap [F-"1 [/]] = I (- i£)a>F-1 [f] (£) ei (x, ~) ds E c 
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and by virtue of the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem Daf (x) = o (1); 
I x I -+ oo for all I a I -<. l. Which means that f E 0, (concerning 
notation see Sec. 0.5). 

Now lets be an integer ~0. In that case the space X'; consists 
of those and only those functions g m for which 'Gag E X'2 for 
all I a I< s. Therefore the space QJe 8 consists of those and only 
those functions f for which the generalized derivatives Daf E X'1 

for all I a I -<. s (by the Plancherel theorem). Furthermore, as 
follows from the readily verifiable identity 

llfll~=llfll~-1 + ~ IIDifll:-1 
1~i~n 

the space 6/[ 8 consists of those functions f in 6/[ s-l for which D if E 
E Q/(8-I• j = 1, ... , n. 

Now let us describe the conjugate of the 6/[ 8 space. Since !I is 
dense in QJ£ 8 , it follows that every continuous linear form on QJ8 
is uniquely defined by its restriction on !I. 

Lemma If L (f) is a continuous linear form on 6/[ 8 , then for some 
fo in Qle -8• 

L (f) = Uo. /), f E !/, (1.3) 

and the norm of that form is lifo 11-s· Thus, 6/[ _8 is the !conjugate 
space of Qle 8 • 

Proof. By hypothesis, the linear form 

_, continuous on X' 2 and coincides with the form L (f) for 

(1.4) 

Now, since the mapping f-+ X given by (1.4) is biunique and 
reciprocally continuous from 6/[ s to X'2 , it follows that II L1 II = 
= II L II· By the F. Riesz theorem there is a function g1 E X'" 
such that 

II g1ll =II L1ll· 

From this, if we introduce the function 
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taken from z:... and then set f 0 = F g), we obtain, for all f in ,[f, 
the representation (1.3): 

L (f)= L.((1 + 161 2)'12 F {f)) 

= )gd6) (1+ 161 2)'12 F[fJ (6)d6 

= j g(6) F [fl (6) d6= (F [gJ, f)= Uo. f) 

and, besides, 

which is what we set out to establish. The proof of the lemma is 
complete. 

For f E cJ!t,, it is necessary and sufficient that 

f = g * L., (1.5) 

where the kernel L 8 is given by the formula 

(1.6) 

Here, the mapping g ~ f = g * L 8 is biunique and reciprocally 
continuous from :£2 onto cJlt s· 

Indeed, (1.5) is equivalent to (see Sec. 6.5, Remark) 

F [f) = F [g] (1 + I 6 12)-"12 , 

which is what sets up the reciprocally one-to-one and reciprocally 
continuous correspondence between :£2 and Oil •. 

The kernel L 8 has the obvious property [by virtue of (1.6)) 

Explicitly, the expression is 

{
(1- ~)-•1 2 B (x) 

Ls (x) = 21 x ls/4-n/2 

(2:rt)n/:l2s/4r (s/4) 

if-s is even and ~0, 

Kn/2-s/4 (lxl) if S > n, 

where Kv is the Bessel function of an imaginary argument. 
Remark. The convolution (1.5) is called a Bessel potential. 
Let f E Oil 8 and f 0 E Oil a· Then the convolution f * f 0 exists in 

/1', is expressed by the formula 

f * fo = p-l [F [f) F [foil. (1. 7) 
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and is continuous with respect to f and f 0 together: if f-+ 0 in 
QJfl 8 and / 0 -+ 0 in rf!ta, then f * fo-+ 0 in rff'. 

Indeed, represent f and / 0 in the form (1.2): 

f = (1- .:1)m ft, It E :t;z, lo = (1- .:1)1 fou lot E :t;z. 

By virtue of the formula (1. 7), just proved, for the convolution 
/ 1 • / 01 (see Sec. 6.5(b)), also of the rule of differentiating a con
volution (see Sec. 4.2(e)), and of the properties of the Fourier 
transform (see Sec. 6.3), we are convinced that (1. 7) holds true: 

(1- .:1)m+l Ut *lot)= (1- .:1)m It* (1- .:1)1 lot= I* lo 

= (1- .:1)m+l F-1 [F [/] F f!oJJ 

=p-i [(1 + 1£1 2)m+l F fld F flodJ 

= F-1 [F [(1- .:1)m f 1J F [(1- .:1)1 fod] 

= F- 1 [F [f] F ftoJJ· 

From the representation (1.7) follows the continuity of the con
volution f • f 0 with respect to f and f 0 together. 

Example. ~ _!_ • cfF _!_ = - n2c5 (x). 
X :C 

This follows from (6.14) of Sec. 6: 

if'_!_ •ff'.!. = F-1 [(ni sign £)2] =- n2F-t [1] = -n2c5 (x). 
X X 

Generalizing, we obtain the following: iff E rfle 8 , foE JIB a, and 
F [fi], ... , F [f m1 belong to zoo, then their convolution exists 
in nCf' and can be represented as 

I • fo • /1 * ... •fm = F-1 [F [f) F [fol F [/1J ... F [fmJJ· (1.8) 

Analogously, iff E 6/88 and F [/1], ••• , F Uml belong to zoo, 
then their convolution exists in Q/8 8 , can be represented as 

f * /1 • ••• • fm = F-1 [F [fJ F [fi) .. F rtmll, (1.9) 

and is continuous in f from QJ8 8 to rfJe 8 • 

If f 0 E riJ8 -8 and f E ri!8 8 , s ~ 0, then the following formula 
holds: 

fo • f = (/o (x'), f (x- x')) (1.10) 
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True enough, by virtue of ( 1. 7), for all <p in .ff we have 

(/o • /, <p) = (F-1 [F [/0] F [/]], <p) 

= [ F [/o] F [f), (Z!)n J <p (x) e-i (x. U dx} 

= (Z!)n J <p (x) (F f/o] F [/], e-i (x, ~>) dx, 

since F [/0] F [jJ E :£1• Therefore 

Uo * /) (x) = (Z!)n (F [/0] F [/), e-i (x, 6>) 

= (2~)n (F Uo], F [/) e-;i(x, 6l) 

= (2!)n (! o. F [F [f) e- i <x. ;>]) 

= (Z!)n (to(x'), jF[f](s)e-i<x-x'.~>ds) 

= (/0 (x'), p-i [F [/]) (x- x')) 

= Uo (x'), f (x- x')). 

We denote by flJ zs the inductive limit (union) of the increasing 
sequence of spaces J/8 _, s = 0, 1, ••. , 

fl;x2 = U Q%_8. 
s;;;:o 

By virtue of the lemma, 5Y'.z2 is a collection of continuous lin
ear functionals on the countable-:-normed space 5J :£2• which is 
a projective limit (intersection) of the decreasing sequence of 
spaces <fJ£8 , s = 0, 1, ..• , 

00 

2,:£2 = n d!£s. 
s=O 

The space fl; .z2 is an lalgebra with respect to the operation of 
ordinary multiplication (associative, commutative without uni
ty, see Sec. 4.5); and, for all f and gin flJ .:z;2 1 

II fg lis <: Cp-s II f liP II g lis, S ~ 0, P > S + n/2. (1.11) 

Indeed, since f ~$88 and g E OJes for all s, it follows, in partic
ular, that f E :£2 and g E :£2. We put 7 = F-1 [f) and g = 
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= F-1 [g). Using the definition (1.1) of a norm in J/88 , the formu
la of the Fourier transform of a convolution (see See. 6.5), the 
Fubini theorem, the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky inequalities, and 

+ I £ + £' Ill -< (1 + I £ 12) (1 + I £' 12), 

for all s ~ 0 and p > s + n/2, we obtain the inequality (1.11); 

II /gil~=) IF-1 [/g) (s)l 2 (1 + 161 2)8 d6, 

= r (1 + lsl2>' I if<6'> (1 + 16'12>P/2 K'<~-~') d~' 12 dS J J (1+/ ~' j2)P/2 

-< J 17<s')l2 (1+ ls'l2)pds' 

x j (1 + lsl2>" j 1i <s-S')I2 (1 + ls'l2>-p ds' d~ 

=II I II~ J li (TJ) 12 (1 +Is'+ TJI 2)' (1 +Is' 12)-p dTJdS' 

-<;,11/11~) li (TJ)I 2 (1 + ITJI 2)s dr.JJ (1 + ls'I 2)•-P d6' 

r d!'' 
= J (1+/s:I')P-s II I II~ II g II~-

We set 
So= U X~.=F[~z2] 

s>O 

as the inductive limit (union) of the spaces x:_s, s = 0, 1, 
For f to belong to f E <!I'', it is necessary and sufficient that it be

representable as 
!l(x) = xa.M(x), (1.12}· 

Sufficiency is obvious and necessity follows from the represen
tation 

F l!l = (wyr.g <6), 

where g is a continuous function of slow growth in IR,n (see Sec. 5.4),. 
that is, f 0 = F- 1 [g] E QJ[ 8 for some s, whence follows the required 
representation ( 1.12). 

Let the generalized function f 0 from <!I'' be continuously depen
dent, in <!I'', on the parameter cr on the compact K, that is, 
Ua. <p) E C (K) for any <p E <!1', and let f..1. be a finite measure on K-

We introduce the generalized function J laf..l. (da) taken from <!I''" 
K 
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by means of the equation 

{ J Ia~ (da), cp) = J (!a, qJ) ~ (da), 
K K 

It is easy to see that 

F [ J fa~ (da) J = J F [fa]~ (da). (1.13) 
K K 

10.2 The Cauchy kernel ;/to (z) Let C be a connected open 
~one in !Rn with vertex at 0 and let C* be the conjugate cone C 
<see Sec. 4.4). The function 

;/t0~(z) = J ei(z, s> d~ 1L [90•] = F [90•e-I<Y. ;>] (2.1) 
C* 

is termed the Cauchy kernel of a tubular region T 0 ; here, t:Jc• (~) 
is the characteristic function of the cone C*. 

If the cone C is not acute, then by virtue of Lemma 1 of Sec. 4.4, 
mes C* = 0 and, hence, r:/C c (z) = 0. Furthermore, since C* = 
= (ch C)*, it follows that r:/C 0 (z)=r:ftchc (z). Therefore, without 
restricting generality, we may regard the cone C as acute and 
-convex. 

By what has been proved (see Sec. 9.1), the kernel r:/C0 (z) is a 
holomorphic function in T 0 ; and, moreover, the integral in (2.1) 
-converges uniformly with respect to z in any tubular region TK, 
K ~ C (K is a compact). 

We will now show that the kernel r:ftc (z) can be represented by 
the integral! 

r:/C c (z) = inr (n) ) (z,d~)n, z E rc. (2.2) 
pr C* 

Indeed, since (y, <1) > 0 for all y E C, <1 E pr C*, it follows that 
the denominator of the integrand on the right of (2.2) is equal to 
{[x, <1) + i (y, <1)ln and does not vanish in Tc, and, consequently, 
the right-hand side of (2.2) is a holomorphic function in Tc. Since 
the kernel r:/C c (z) is also a holomorphic function in T 0 , it suffices 
to prove (2.2) on the manifold z = iy, y E C. But when x = 0 
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the formula (2.2) follows readily from (2.1): 
00 

eiC c (iy) = J e- (y, ;> d£ = J J e-P(If, a) pn-t dp da 
C* pr C* 0 

00 

r dcr r -u n-t d ·nr ( ) r dcr 
= J (y, a)n J e u u = £ n J (iy, a)n • 

pr C* 0 pr C* 

From the representation (2.2) it follows that the kernel eJC c (z). 
and also the kernel eJC -c are holomorphic in the region 

D =en"' U [z: (z, a)= 0]. 
aeprC* 

It is easy to see that the region D contains the tubular domains Tc 

Figure 28 

and r-c and also the real points of the cones C and -C. 
The kernels eJC c and eJC -c satisfy the relations 

e/C_c (z) = ( -1t e!Cc (z) = e!Cc (z) =e!Cc (- z), 

&f c (A.z) = ~.,-ne!C c (z) A. E 0'{0}, z ETc U T-c. (2.3) 

Let us now prove the estimate 

(2.4) 

where 11 (y) = 11 (y, -aC U aC) is the distance from y to the 
boundary of the cone -C U C: 11 (y) = inf (cr, y), y E C (see 

Sec. 0.2 and Fig. 28). 
aepr c• 
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Indeed, using the representation (2.2), we have, for z E Tc. 
the estimate (2.4): 

1Da6'1tc )I ~IM I I oa I do 
Z """ a: J I (z, o) I n+lal 

prC* 

:::;;;; M a: sup (y, u)-n-1a:1 = M a!l-n-fal (y). 
oepr C* 

The estimate (2.4) for z E r-C follows from (2.4) that was proved 
for z E T 0 and from the properties (2.3). More rigorous rea
soning yields the estimate 

Ina 6'/t c (z) 1.:::;:;: M~fl-n+l -lar (y) I lxlz + fl2 (y)]-l/2 (2.4') 

. zE T0 U r-c. 
We now prove the estima'te for all s~O, 

II na6'1tc (x+ iy) lla.:::;;:K •. a: [1 +fl-• (y)] fl-n/2-la: I (y), 

yE-CUC. 
(2.5) 

Indeed, by (2.1) and (2.2) for y E C we have the estimate (2.5): 

11Da:6'/t c (x + iy II =II F-1 IDa 6'/t c (x + iy)]ll~.> 

"" 

=II (- i~)aeG* (~) e- <Y. li> II~•> 

= J e- 2 (!1, !;) (1 + l~l 2)"16al 2 d6 
C* 

< J (1 + p2)spn -1+2la:l J e- 2p(y, a) du dp 
0 pr C* 

"" < ~n J e-2p~ (y) (1 + p2)'pn-1+21a I dp 
0 

<K:, a [1 + 11-s (y)]2fl-n-21 a I (y). 

Here, Un is the surface area of a unit sphere in !Rn. The case y E 
E - C can be considered with use of the relations (2.3). 
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The kernel 5A:' c (z) assumes a boundary value equal to 
(+1t F [8±c•}, respectively, 

as y--+ 0, y E ± C in norm in Jlts for arbitrary s < -n/2. 
Indeed, by what has been proved, QJC c (x + iy) E JJt s for y E 

E - C U C and for any s, while the generalized functions 
F [8±c•l E JJ8s for all s < -n/2 (since 8±c• E X~ for s < 
<- n/2). Therefore, when s < -n/2 and y E C, y--+ 0, we 
have 

IIGA:'c (x + iy) -F [8c*lll~ =II 8c·e- <Y. ~>-8c• llta> 

=) [e-<Y.~>-1]2 (1+ lsl 2) 8 ds-~o. 
C* 

But if y E -C, y--+ 0, then 

6YCc (x+ iy) = ( -1t GA:'c ( -x-iy)-+ 

--+ ( -1)" 6YC0 ( -x) = ( -1)n F [8-c•l 

and the formula (2.6) is proved. 
From the formulas (2.3) and (2.6) we have the following rela

tions for the boundary values of the kernels QJC c (z) and 5A:' -c (z): 

GA:'-c(x)=67Cc(x)=QJCc(-x), xlEIR", } 
GA:'-c(x)= (-1t&n:'c(x)t x:ECU(-C); 

Re QJC c (x) = : F [8c• + 8-c•l l 
= 2 [67t'c (x) +67Cc ( -x)], 

lmilrc(x)= !• F[Oc•-0-c-I ~ 
=Ti [67Cc (x)-67t'c ( -x)J. J 

From this, taking into account the trivial equalities 

(8c*-:-- 8-c* )2 = (8c• + 8-c• )2 = Sc• + 8-c•, 

(8c•- 8-c•) (8c• + 8-c•) = 8c•-8-c•, 

~(2. 7) 

(2.8) 
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and making use of (1.9) for the convolution, we obtain the follow
ing relations between the generalized functions Re ;JC c (x) 
and Im ;JC c (x): 

- lm ;JC c * Imd'/t c = Re ;JC c * Re en' c = + (2n)n Re 6%0 , (2.9) 

(2.10) 

Let us now calculate the I"eal and imaginary parts of the kernel 
6% c (x). To do this, we introduce, fork = 0, 1, ... , the gener
a.lized functions 

6•", [(x 6)] and g.<"> - 1 -, (x, a) 

that operate on the basic functions cp ;n cff via the rules 

(6("> [(x, a)], cp)=(--1)" J (!)"cp(x)dSx, 
(x, 0')=0 

00 

( g.c"> (x~ a) , cp) = ( -1)"PV J ~ J ::,. cp (x + f..a) dS)" df,.. 
-co (x, 0')=0 

The generalized functions that have just been introduced depend 
continuously, in cff'' on the parameter (J on the unit sphere sl 
(in the sense of Sec. 10.1). 

Let us prove the equation 

6% c (x) = n (- i)'H J 6(n-t> [(x, a)] da 
prC* 

- (- i)• r g.<n-t) _1_ da. J (x, a) 
pr C* 

(2.11) 

Using the representation (2.2), we have, for ally E C and cp E cff, 

J ;JC c (x+ iy) cp (x) dx = inr (n) J J [(z, a):~ (y, a)Jn <p (x) dx 
pre• 

··r ( ) r r q> (x) dx .3 =' n J J [(x, a)+ i (y, a)ln ua. 

(2.12) 
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Now let y-+ 0, y E C. Then 0 < e = (y, cr)-+ 0 for a E pr C*, 
and the integral 

r q> (x) dx 
j [(x, a)+ ie]n 

00 

J (A.;ie)n ) <p(x+A.a)dSxdA. 
-oo (x, <1)=0 

00 

= /(n)) ln(A.+ie) a~: J <p(x+A.a)dSxdA. 
-oo (X, <1)=0 

is uniformly bounded with respect to ( e, a) for all 0 < e~ 1 and 
a E pr C*; furthermore, by virtue of the Sochozki formula [see 
(8.3) of Sec. 1], that integral tends, as e-+ + 0, to the limit 

'n; r ( a )n-l 
- rl(n) j ao <p (x) dSx 

(x, <1)=0 
00 

1 r 1 an-1 i + r (n) PV j T a;..n-1 j QJ (x + A.a) dSx dA., 
-oo (x, cr)=O 

that is to say, if we make use of the notation that has been intro
duced, then it tends to the limit 

( (-1)nin:i)(n-1l[(x a)]+(-1)n-l cfP(n-1)_1_ <v) 
r (n) , r (n) (x, a) ' 

= ( [(x, a)\ iU)n ' <p) · 

Therefore, if in the integral (2.12) we pass to the limit as y-+ 0, 
y E C, and if we make use of the Lebesgue theorem and the limit
ing relation (2.6), we obtain (2.11). In passing we also obtained 
the equalities 

6/C ( ) ·nr ( ) i da 
c x =~ n J {(x a)+iOt' 

pr C* ' 

(2.13) 

1 _ (-1tin i)(n-1) ( }] + (-1)n-i ~(n-1)_1_ 
{(x,a)+iOt- r(n) [x,a r(n) (x,a)' 
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Finally, separating the real and imaginary parts in (2.11), we 
obtain the following useful formulas: 

n-1 

{

n ( -1)_2_ J cS<n-1) [(x, a)] da, 

Re~d(x)= prC* . 

( _ 1)n/2- ·1 J ~(n-1~ _:1_ da 
· (x, cr) ' 

pr c• · 

{ 
~ i ~(n-1) 1 da 

( -1) 2 J (x, cr) ' 

Jm ~ c (x) = pr C* 

- n;(-1t/2 J cS<n-11 f(x,a)]da, 
pr C* 

Example lo 

n odd, 

(2.14) 
n even, 

n odd, 

(2.15) 
n even. 

~Rni(z)= in ~n(z), zETk..+=Tn (2.16) 
+ z1 o o • Zn 

~ n (x) = [ncS:(xt) + i~ - 1 J X ••• X [ ntl (xn) + i~ .!...] 
- ~ ~ 

Example 2. 
n-1 n+1 

~v+ (z) = 2nn_2_r ( nt1) ( -zZ)- -2-' 

zETv+ 
(2.17) 

where z2 = z~- z~- .•• - z~. Let us compute the Cauchy 
kernel ~v+ (z). As was mentioned above, it suffices to compute it 
for X = 0; since (V+)• = v+ (see Sec. 4.4), it follows that 

~vqiy) = J e-:rv, £> d~, y E v+. 
v+ 

·Furthermore, by virtue of the invariance of that integral relative 
·to the restricted Lorentz group, L1, it suffices to compute it for 
!y = (Yo, 0), Yo > 0. We have 

00 

~v+ (iyu, 0) = J e- Yo'o ~ = J e-Yo6 ( ~ ~0 
v+ o ld<so 
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By extending the resulting equality to all y E y+ and further 
onto all z E Tv+, we obtain (2.17). 

E:ra.mple 3. 

Cf{. (Z) = :n: n (n-1) indl. . . (n-1)! 
~n 2 ~~~n ' 

(2.18) 

where ~ n is a cone of positive n-by-n matrices (see Sec. 4.4), and 

rfif'n = [Z = X + iY, Y = lm Z > 0). In order to compute 
the Cauchy kernel Cf{ 9"n (Z) note that if>~ = ir'n and, therefore, 
by (2.1). 

where dE. is the Lebesgue measure in Rn', 

dB= d~11 • .. d!;nn IJ d Re ~pqd Im Gpq· 
P<q 

By virtue of the invariance of the last integral with respect to the 
transformations Y-+ U-1 YU, where U is any unitary matrix, 
it suffices to compute that integral for diagonal matrices Y of 
the form Y 0 = [1.1 , •.• , An), l.i > 0, j = 1, ... , n, 

n 

- ~ "-p~pp 
yt' ff'n (iY0 ) = ) e p=l d'S. 

[Pn 

Then the transformation Gp q -+ , }pq carries fif'n onto itself, 
v l.p'Aq 

and its Jacobian is equal to (A1 ••• Ant = (det Y 0)n = (det Y)n. 
Consequently, 

I 2-017 2 

Cf{ fif'n (iYu) = yt' ~n (iY) = (det Y)-n ) e-Tr ads. 

tl"n 
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The last constant has been computed (see, Ior example, Boch
ner [2]) 

n (n-1) J e-TrSdB=:rt 2 1!. .. (n-1)!. 

ff'n 

Therefore 
n (n-1) 

~·cr- (iY)=in2 :n; 2 1! ... (n-1)![det(iY)]-n, 
<!F n 

Extending this equation to all Z E Tff'n, we obtain the formu
la (2.18). 

10.3 The Cauchy-Bochner transform 
function 

Suppose f E Q/{8 • The 

f (z) = ~ (f (x'), o/C c (z- x')), 
(2n) 

is called the Cauchy-Bochner transform (integral). It is assumed 
here that the cone C is convex and acute. 

Since o/C c (x + iy) E Q/{ s for all s and y E -C U C (see 
Sec. 10.2), it follows that by (1.10) the right-hand side of (3.1) 
may be rewritten in the form of a convolution: 

f (z) = ( 2~)n f (x') * ~·c (x' + iy), (3.2) 

Example. When n = 1, C = (0, oo) and f E :£2 , the Cauchy
Bochner integral (3.1) turns into the classical Cauchy integral: 

00 

1 '' f (x') , f (z) = -2 . \ -,- dx • 
nt ~ x -z 

-oo 

The function f (z) is holomorphic in Tc U T -c, and 

Dat(z)= (:!.~)n (f(:x:'),Da;;cc(z-x')), (3.3) 

K 
IDaf(z)l-< (;~inall/lls[1+~8 (Y)]~-n/Z-Ial(y), (3.4) 

where the numbers K -•.a are the same as in the estimate (2.5} 
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The holomorphic nature of the function I (z) in Tc u r-C 
and the differentiation formula (3.3) follow directly from the 
facts that the Cauchy kernel 6/l' c (z) is a holomorphic function in 
Tc u r-C and 6/l' c (x + iy) E QJ£ s for all s and y E -C u c (see 
Sec. 10.2). The estimate (3.4) follows from (3.3) and also from 
the lemma of Sec. 10.1 and from (2.5): 

I nat (z) I< (Z!ln II I lis II na 6/l' c (z- x') 11-s 

- II t lis II naN-· ( +. ) II - (2n)n f!a-C X ~Y -s 

-<: ~2~)~ 11 j lis [ 1 + /1 8 (y)] /1-n/2-1 a I (y). 

Now let us prove, for all sandy E- C U C, the estimates 

II nat (x + iy) lis< N a II f llst'1-i a I (y), (3.5} 

llnaj(x+iy)lis-iai-<:llflls· (3.6). 

Indeed, from the representation (3.2) and from the definition 
of the kernel ~·c (z) it follows that 

p-1 (naj (x + iy)] = (2!)n p-1 [/ * na67l' cl 

= p-1 [/] p-1 (na67l'cl 

= p-1 [/] (i~)ap-1 [Q/l' cJ 

= (il;)aF- 1 [f] (£) e- <Y. £> 8c* (£). (3. 7) 
Therefore 

IID"f (x + iy) II~= J IF-1 lfl (£) 121£a12 e-2 (y, ~> (1 + 1~12)s d£ 
C* 

-<:II f 11; sup 1£1 2lal e 2 =(y, s) =II f 11: sup p21al sup e-2p <u. a) 
£EC* p;;;.o uEpr C* 

= 11 j 11; sup p21ale-2Pl> (y) 

p;;;.o 

=II j 11; 2-21al/1-~lal (y) sup u2lale-u, 
u;;;.o 

which is what yields the estimate (3.5). The estimate (3.6) is 
derived in similar fashion but more simply. 

12* 
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As y - 0 for y E ± C, the function f (z) assumes in rfJ{ 8 , in 
norm, the boundary values f± (x), which are respectively equal to 

f 
I =--f•~c 

+ (2:it)n ' 

(-f)n 7" 
f_= " 1•6'/Cc. 
· (2n) 

(3.8) 

Indeed, taking into account (3.7), we have, for y E C, 

F-l [f (x + iy) - f+) = F-1 [f) (~) {e-<Y. ~) - 1] ec* (s). 

Therefore, when y- 0, y E C, we obtain 

Ill (x + iy)- I+ (x) II~ 

= ~~F-'[fl(~)l2[e-<Y.s>-1]2(1+ lsl2)"d£-O, 

c* 

which is what we set out to prove. The case of y-O, yE -C, i~ 
considered in similar fashion with use made of the formulas (2.6) 
and (2.7). 

10.4 The Hilbert transform Suppose f E QJ[ 8 for some s. 
The Hilbert transform / 1 of the generalized function f is the 
convolution 

') 

It= - (2~)n I* lm 6'/{ c· (4.1) 

Applying the Fourier transform to (4.1) and using (2.8), we 
obtain 

whence it follows that 

/ 1 E QJ[ 5 and supp F (f1]C -C* U C*. (4.3) 

If f E Q"l[ 8 , then the condition~ 

(1) supp F lfl c -C* U C*, (4.4) 

are equivalent. 

(2) 

(3) 

') 

f = (2~)" f 1 • lm o/C c 

2 
f = (2n)" I • Re ~ c 

. (4.5) 

(4.6) 
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Indeed, from (1)-+ (2), by virtue of (4.2) and (2.8), 

From (2)-+ (3), by virtue of (4.1) and (2.9), 

2 I 

f= (2:n:)n ft*lmi!ltc=- (2:)2n (/*Im?/Cc)*Imi!ltc 

= - (2:)2n j * (lm ~~·c * Im i!lt c)= ( 2~)" j * Re ?A'c 

and from the associativity of the convolution (see Sec. 10.1). 
Finally, from (3)-+ (1), by (2.8), 

F (j] = (Sc* --T- S_c·•) F [fl. 

We will say that the generalized functions f and / 1 in QJ{ s form 
a pair of Hilbert transforms if they satisfy the relations (4.1) 
and (4.5): 

? 

f = ( 2 ~)n ft * lm i!ft c· (4. 7) 

Example. When n = 1 (see Sec. '10.2), 

i!lt c (z) = ~ , He ~·c (x) = n6 (x), Im i!lt c (x) = <fP ! , 
the formulas (4. 7) take the form 

It= _..!_f*gpJ__ 
:n: x' (4.8) 

and the relation (4.6) turns into the identity f =f. When f E :£2 , 

the formulas (4.8) turn into the classical Hilbert transform for
mulas. 

Remark 1. We note here the difference between the cases n = 1 
and n ~ 2: for n = 1, the condition (4.4) is absent because 
-C* U C* = IJV, whereas for n ~ 2 that condition is essential. 

Remark 2. The results of this subsection were obtained by 
Beltrami and Wohlers [1) (n = 1) and Vladimirov [3] (n ~ 2). 

10.5 Holomorphic functions of the class H ~) (0) Suppose 
C is a convex acute open cone, a ~ 0, and let s be a real number. 
Denote by H~s> (C) the Banach space consisting of functions f (z) 
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holomorphic in Tc with norm 

II f ll~s) = sup e-afyf II f (x + iy) lis· (5.1) 
yEC 

We write H~SJ (C) = H(·~ (C) and II II~S) = II ws>. 
Lemma Let the function f (z) be holomorphic in Tc and let it 

satisfy the following condition of growth: for any e > 0 there is a 
number M (e) such that 

II f (x + iy) lis<;:: M (e) e<a+e)iyf [1 + !:! -y (y)], y E C, (5.2) 

for certain s, a~O and y~O (all dependent only on f). Then 
f(z) is the Laplace transform of the function g in ::e:. (C* + Ua), 
where s' = s if y = 0, s' < s - y if y > 0; here the following esti
mate holds true: 

llgll<s'>~V 1 -1;-'l' e2+a inf M(e) inf [1+1:!-"(a)J. (5.3) 
s-s -'\' O<e~! aE pr C 

Proof. We introduce the generalized function gy (~), taken 
from ;J;' (!Rn X C), via the formula 

gy (£) = e<Y. s> Y;/ ff (x+ iy)] (~, y). (5.4) 

Here, Y;/ signifies the Fourier transform with respect to the 
variables x (see Sec. 6.2). We will prove that gy (~) does not 
depend on y E C. Indeed, differentiating (5.4) with respect to 
Yi and using the Cauchy-Riemann conditions, we have 

=e<s.Y> {~jF;/[f(x+iy)]+iF;; 1 [ 0~i f(x+iy)]} 

= e<Y. sW;.,l [/ (x + iy)] (~i + i 2~i) = 0, 

j=1, ... , n, 

whence, by virtue of the criterion of Sec. 3.3, we conclude that 
g.Y m does not depend on y E C, gu (~) = g (~). And then from 
(b.4) it follows that g (~) e-<Y. ~) E ,ff' for all y E C and 

f (x + iy) = F [g (~) e-<Y. s>], z ETc. (5.5) 
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Furthermore, by the hypothesis f (x + iy) E &ls for every y E C 
so that, by (5.5), g (5) e-(y, ~) is a function in x; and 

II g (£) e-<Y. ~) IIZs> = II t (x + iy) II~, y E C. 

From this, by (5.2), for all c > 0 we derive the inequality 

J lg(£)12e-2<v.sl(1+1£12)sd£ 

<M2 (c) e2(a+el!YI [1 +~ -v (y)]2, YEC. (5.6) 

We will now prove that g (£) = 0 almost everywhere outside 
C* + D a· Let £0 E C* + "Ua. By lemma 3 of Sec. 4.4 

C* +Ua = [£: !lc (£) <aJ 
so that 

!lc (£0) = - inf (£0 , y) >a. 
yEpr C 

Therefore there is a point Yo E pr C such that (s 0 , Yo) <-a - x 
for certain x > 0 (see Fig. 23). This inequality also holds, in 
continuity, in a sufficiently small neighbourhood I £ - so I < 6. 
Therefore, putting y = ty0 in (5.6), we obtain, for all t > 0, the 
inequality 

e2t(a+x) J lg(£)12(1+1£12)sd£ 
I ~-~.1<6 

< J" lg(£)12e-2<v.~>(1+1£12)sd£ 
16-sol<6 

which is possible (assuming c < x) only if g (£) = 0 almost every
where in I £ - so I < 6. Since £0 is an arbitrary point outside 
C* + U a• it follows that g (s) = 0 almost everywhere outside 
C* + Da so that supp gc. C* + Ua. 

In (5.6), set y = ta, t > 0. We then get 

t2v J I g (£) 12e-2t(a, s> (1 +I£ 12)s ds 
C*+Ua 

~ M2 (c) e2t(a+e> r t" +-1-]2 
'-"' L ,:l'Y(cr)' 

t>O. (5.7) 
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Let y = 0. Passing to the limit in (5.7) as t- +0 anll nsing 
the Fatou lemma, we obtain 

~ I g (£) 12 (1 +Is 12)8 ds~4M2 (;), 
C*+Ua 

whence follows the inequality (5.3). 
Now let y > 0. Take into account the inequality (a, s)-< I£ I, 

divide the inequality (5.7) through by t1 - 26 , where o is an arbi
trary number 0 < 0~ 1, integrate the resulting inequality 
with respect to ton (0,1), and take advantage of the Fubini theo
rem. Assuming 0 < c-<;.1, we then obtain the inequality 

I 

\ lg(£)12(1+1£12)• \' t2<v+6l-1e-2t/;1dtd£ 

c*~ua o 
~ 2~ e2<a+1lliJ2 (c) [1 + ~ -v (a)J2. (5.8 

Now, taking into account the estimate 

I 1 

~ t2<v+lil-te-2tJ~Idt~min(1, lsl-2<v+6J) ~ u2>·+te-~udu 
0 0 

we derive from (5.8) the estimate 

~ I g (£) 12 (1 +I£ 12)•-v-o dS 
C*+if" 2(a+2) 

~-e-0- (y+ 1) llf2 (c) [1 +:.\ -v (:a)]2, 

whence it follows that g E .:£;, (C* + Ua) for all s' = s - y -
- o < s- y and the estimate (5.3) holds true. Finally, from 
(5.4) it follows that f = L [g]. The proof of the lemma is complete. 

Theorem For the function f (z) to belong to the class H~,•l (C), 
it is necessary and sufficient that its spectral function g (£) belong to 
the class X~ (C* + Ua)· 

Here, the following equalities hold: 

II f ~~~·J =II I+ 11. =II g ll<s>• (5.9) 

where I+ (x) is a boundary value in ait)s of the function f (z) as y- 0, 
y E C, and f+ = F [g ]. 
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Proof. Necessity. Let f E H~s) (C). Then from the lemma [for
'\' = 0 and M (e) independent of e) it follows that f (z) = L [gJ,. 
where g E .Z~ (C* + U a)· 

Sufficiency. Let f (z) = L [g), where g E .Z~ (C* + Ua)· By 
what has been proved (see Sec. 9.1), the function f (z) is holo-

h . . Tint c * * Tc d . . b h . I morp IC m = an IS given y t e mtegra 

f (z) = j g (s) ei<z, ;) d£ = F [g (s) e-<u. ~l], 
c*+iYa 

c zE T . 

(5.10}, 

Let us prove that f E H~s) (C). Using the relations of the norms 
in the spaces H~s) (C), JJe. and .:t~, we obtain from (5.10) 

I! f 1\~s)' =sup e- 2aiYIII f (x+ iy) 11; 

That is, 

yEC 

=sup e- 2alulll g (s) e-<Y. sl llfs> 
YEC 

=sup e<!aJyJ 
yEC 

II f ll~s) =II g ll<s>· (5.11~ 

We now prove that the function f (z) assumes, when y-+ 0 .. 
y E C, a (unique) boundary value in &ts equal to f+ = F [g). This-. 
follows from the limiting relation 

II f (x+ iy)- F [gill; 

=II L [g) (x + iy)- F [gl (x) 11; 

I g m 12 [e··(Y, ~l-1]2 (1 +Is 12)Sds-+ 0, 

Thus, II g ll<sl = II f + \\., which together with (5.11) yield E.' 
(5.9). The proof is complete. 
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Corollary 1 The spaces H~s) (C) and X~ (C* + Ua) are (linearly) 
isomorphic and isometric, and the isomorphism is realized via the 
Laplace transformation g-+ L [g] = f. 

Corollary 2 Any function f (z) in H~> (C) has, for y-+ 0, 
y E C, a (unique) boundary value f + (x) in Q){ sand the correspondence 
f-+ f + is isometric. 

Remark. The theorem on the existence of boundary values in 

5J zP was proved by a different method by Till mann [2] and 
Luszczki and Zielezny [1] (n = 1). 

Corollary 3 (an analogue of Liouville's theorem) If the cone C 
is not acute and f E Hbs) (C), then f (z) = 0. 

True enough, by Lemma 1 of Sec. 4.4, mes C* = 0. In that 
case, as follows from the proof of the lemma, the function g (£) = 0 
almost everywhere in !Rn so that f (z) = L [g] = 0. 

10.6 The generalized Cauchy-Bochner representation Here 
we continue the investigation started in Subsection 5 when a = 0. 

Theorem I For a function f (z) to belong to H(s) (C), it is neces
-sary and sufficient that it possess the generalized Cauchy-Bochner 
integral representation 

1 (f ( ') Q% ( ')) { f(z), zETc, (6.1) 
(2:rt)n +X ' -c z-x = 0, zET-c, 

where f + (x) is a boundary value in QJ8 s of the function f (z) as y-+ 0, 
y E C. 

Proof. Necessity. Let f E H(s) (C). By the theorem of Sec. 10.5, 
f<z> is the Lapla,ce transform of the function gin 2; (C*) so that 

f (z) = F [g (£) e-<Y.;>ec* (£)], 

0 = F [g (£) e-<Y. 1;>8 -c* (£)I, 

c zE T , 

T -C zE . 

From this fact, using the definition of the kernel?% c (z) [see (2.1)] 
and using (1. 7) and (1.9) for the convolution, we obtain the repre
sentation (6.1): 

f(z)= (2!)n F[g]*?Xc= (2!)n (/+(x'),?Xc(z-x')), zETc, 

0= (2!)n F[g]*?%-c= \--;1)~n (/+(x'), ?Xc(z-x')), zET-c. 

Here we made use of one of the equalities of (2.3): ?X_c (z) = 
= (-1)n Q% c (z), and also used the relation f + = F [g]. 
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Sufficiency. Suppose f (z) has the representation (6.1). Then 
f E H(S) (C) (see Sec. 10.3). Theorem I is proved. 

Remark. For s = 0, Theorem I becomes the Bochner theorem 
[2); for n = 1, Theorem I was obtained by Beltrami and Woh
lers [1]; for arbitrary n and s see Vladimirov [3]. 

Theorem II The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f + is a boundary value in J/8 8 of some function taken from 

H"> (C); 
(2) f + belongs to JJ8 8 and satisfies the relations 

2 
Ref+= - (2n)n Im f+ * lm &r c, 

2 
Im f+ = (2n)n Ref+* lm &r c· 

That is, Re f + and Im f + form a pair of Hilbert transforms; 
(3) f + belongs to $8 8 and supp F-1 [f +] c C*. 

(6.2) 

Proof. ( 1)-+ (2). Let f + (x) be a boundary value in rf/8 8 of the func
tion f (z) taken from ncsl (C). Then, by Theorem I, f+ E QJ88 
and for j (z) the generalized Cauchy,. Bochner representation (6.1) 
holds true, from which follow, by (3.8), the relations 

(6.3) 

From this we obtain relations (6.2) by separating the real and 
imaginary parts. 

(2)-+ (3). Let f+ in JJ8s satisfy the relation (6.2). Then it will 
also satisfy (6.3). Applying the inverse Fourier transforl'll to the 
first of the relations (6.3) and making use of (2.6), we obtain 

F -1 [f +] = p-1 [f+) p-1 [&f cl 
= F-1 [f +] ec* (~), 

whence it follows that supp F-1 [f +] c C*. 
(3)-+ (1). Iff+ E QJ8 3 and supp F-1 [f+]c C*, then F- 1 [f+l E 

E .:t; (C*). By the theorem of Sec. 10.5, the function f (z) = 
= L [g] E ncs) (C) and the boundary value of it in rf/8. is equal 
to F [g) = f+· 

Theorem II is proved. 
Remark. For n = 1, C = (0, oo) = R~, the formul~s (6.2) 

take on the following form: 

1 1 
Re f+ = -- Im !+ * ff' -n x' (6.4) 
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In physics, the formulas (6.4) are called dispersion relations 
(without subtraction). It is natural to regard (6.2) as a generali
zation of the dispersion relations to the multidimensional case 
with causality with respect to an arbitrary convex acute closed 
cone C*. 

11 Poisson Kernel and Poisson Transform 

11.1 The definition and properties of the PoisSon kernel Let 
C be a convex acute open cone in IRn (with vertex at 0). The func
tion 

, I C%" c (x+ iy) f2 

ffc(X, y)= (2n)neJt'c(2iy)' (x, y) ETc (1.1) 

is termed the Poisson kernel of the tubular region Tc. Here, ;Jt c 
is the Cauchy kernel (see Sec. 10.2). 

Example 1 [see (2.16) of Sec. 10]. 

m ( ) Y1 • • • Yn m ( ) 
""R~ X, Y = nnjzlj2 ... jznl2 ="''n x,y. (1.2) 

Example 2 [see (2.17) of Sec. 10]. 

" znr ( n~ 1 ) 
[f>y+(x,y)= n+:J (1.3) 

:n ~ 

The following is a list of the properties of the Poisson ker:11el 
8" c that follow from the corresponding properties of the Cauchy 
kernel ?A' c (see Sec. 10.2): 

(a) 0~ fl' c (x, y) = 8" c ( -x, y) E Coo (Tc) (1.4) 

follows from the holomorphicity of the kernel Yf c (z) in rc 
and from the fact that Qlt c (2iy) > 0, y E C. 

(b) j[f>c(x,y)dx=1, yEC, (1.5) 

follows from the Parseval equation applied to (2.1) of Sec. 10: 

5 1 ?It' c (x + iy) J 2 dx = (2n)n ) e- 2 (Y. s> d£ = (2n)n Kc (2iy), y E C; 
c* 

(c) 
t51t-'i: (iy) 

fl'c (x, Y)~ (2n)n cn·c (2iy) ' (x, y) ETc (1.6) 
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follows from the estimate 

l&t'c (x, iy) I<~ e-<Y.sldG=~c(iy); 
c* 

(d) II ~c (x, y) llzP 

2-2 
"' t!Yt'c P (iy) 
~ -----:-1 --.--:-1-- ' 

(2n)n(t--p) c7C~--p (2iy) 

(1.7) 

follows from (1.4)-(1.6) by virtue of 

, CJt'Z:P-~(iy) 

~ (2n)"ltJ-l>c>q~-t (:!.iy) 

(e) (I < F X [ @" c (X' y) J (s) 

[Sc* (~) e-(y, sl] * [Sc* (-~) e<Y. ;)J __. 
- <2iy) ~ 1 (1.8) 

c7Cc 

follows from the Fourier transform formula of a convolution and 
from the fact that ' 

1 -F; [?% c (z)J = ec* (- s) e<Y. ~) E oZ 1; 

(f) ff:c (x, y) )> 0 

is a continuous positive definite function for ally E C (see Sec. 8.2); 
it follows from (1.8) and from the fact that 

y E C; 

(g) (1.9) 
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is a continuous positive definite function for all y E C; it follows 
from (1.4) and (1.8); 

(h) FxU?c(x,y)](~)=e-I<Y.s>l, ~E-C*UC*, yEC, (1.10) 

follows from (1.8) by virtue of 
for ~ E C*: 

the following manipulations 

1 
Fx[fflc(x, y)](~)= Xc(2iy) J 

-s'EC* 
s-s'ec* 

1 e-(Y, ;J 
QJ('c (2iy) 

J e2(y, 6'l d~' = e-<Y. ~l. 
-C* 

But if s E -C*, then the equation being proved remains true 
because of the evenness of the kernel §l c (x, y) with respect to x; 

(i) ID~fflc (x, y) 1-<M~ IY ln~- 2n-lal(y), (x, y) ETc; (1.11) 

it follows from the estimates (2.4) of Sec. 10 and from the estimate 

6'1i'c(2iy)= Je-2(Y.~ld1;;;;::, Je-21YIIsl d£= /Yxln, X> 0 (1.12) 
c* c* 

(j) I/D~0c(x, Y)lls 

-<Ks,a,p[1 +~-s(y)] (1 +~-p(y)] ~-n-lal(y) I YIn, 

yEC, s;;;::,O, p>s+n/2, (1.13) 

so that @" c (x, y) E rf}t 8 for all s and y E C. 
This follows from the inequalities (1.11) and (2.5) of Sec. 10 

and from the estimate (1.12): 

I!D~ <fPc (x, Y) lis= (Zn)n ,i c (2iy) II Da&f c (x + iy) &f c (x + iy) lis 

< (J:)~nx II~ ( ~) DB&f c (x + iy) va-~QK c (x + iy) lis 
B 

-< d:)~nx cp-s~ ( ~) -11 Df)&f c (x + iy lis II va-f)&f c (x + iy) liP 
f) 

-< (2c:)-:x L (~) Ks,BK<p;a-13d1+~-s(y)][1+~-p(y'] 
f) 

X~ -n-lal (y) I YIn· 
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11.2 The Poisson transform and Poisson representation Let 
f E Qlt 8 , -oo <s < oo. We call the convolution [see (1.10)' 
of Sec. 10] 

§(x, y)=/(x)*ff>c(x, y) 

= (/ (x'), fPc (x-x', y)), (x, y) ETc, (2.1) 

the Poisson transform (or integral). 
By virtue of (j) of Sec. 11.1, the Poisson integral exists for

every y E C and is a continuous operation from 6}88 to Q/£ 8 • 

Example. If f E :£2 = 6!80 , then the Poisson integral becomes
the classical Poisson integral: 

§(x, y)= Jf(x')fPc(x-x', y)dx'. 

The following is a partial list of the properties of the Poisson' 
integral. 

(a) (2.2)· 

This follows from (1.4) and from (1.13). 

(b) II.'F (x, y) 11; <: II I II~. y E C. 

This follows from (1.8) by virtue of the following manipulations: 

II~ (x, y) II~= II F;ns: (x, y)] llrs> =II F 111 F~~ lf?c (x, y)] llrs>-< II 111:. 

(c) Theorem (generalized Poisson representation) For f (z} 
to belong to H<•l (C), it is necessary and sufficient that it be uniquely 
represented as the Poisson integral 

I (z) = (x (x'), fPc (x - x', y)), c zET, (2.4), 

where x E 6/{s and supp F-1 !x]c C*; here, x=f+ where f+ (x} 
is the boundary value in Q/£ 8 of the function I (z) as y-+ 0, y E C. 

Proof. Necessity. Since f E H<•> (C), it follows, by the theorem 
of Sec. 10.5, that there is a function g E .Z~ (C*) such that f + = 
= F [g) E OJts and 

f (z) = F lg (s) e-<Y. 6>] (x), (2.5} 
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From this, using (1.10), we obtain for the function f (z) the gener
alized Poisson representation (2.4): 

j (z) = F [g (~) Fx [fPc (x, y)] (~)] = F [g] (x) * 'Zf'c (x, y) 

=I+ (x) * ff'c (x, y) = (f+ (x'), 7' 0 (x- x', y)), z E T0 • 

The generalized Poisson representation (2.4) is unique since, 
by (1.8), F2 [ff'c (x, y)l (~)=I= 0, s ERn, y E C. 

Sufficiency. Suppose a generalized function X is such that 
r: = F-1 fxl E z; (C*). Then by the theorem of Sec. 10.5 the 
function f (z) define~ by (2.5) belongs to H<•> (C) and, by what 
has been proved, can be represented by the integral (2.4) with 
X = F [g] = f +· This completes the proof of the theorem. 

Corollary 1 Under the hypothesis of the theorem, we get 

Ref (z) =(Ref+ (x'), ff'c (x- x', y), 

Im f (z) = (1m f + (x'), fPc (x - x', y)). (2.6) 

Corollary 2 If f (x) is a real generalized function in cf)f 8 and 
supp F [f] c - C* U C*, then the function 

u (x, y) = (j (x'), ·.'if> c (x - x', y)) (2.7) 

is a real part of some function of the class H<•> (C) and assumes, in the 
sense of rfJ{ 8 as y -+ 0, y E C, the value of f (x). 

Indeed, putting 

i+ (x) = F rec* (G) F-1 [f] (~)I (x), 
we obtain 

supp F-1 [f+]c C* and f = 2Re f+ 

so that 
u (x, y) = 2Re (!+ (x'), f/> 0 (x- x', y)). 

From this and from the theorem follow the required assertions. 
Example. The function 5'1Cc (z + iy') belongs to.the class H( 8 ' (C) 

for all y' E C and s [see estimate (2.5) of Sec. 10 in which 
ll (y + y') ~ ll (y'), y E C). Suppose C' is an arbitrary (convex 
open) subcone of the cone C, C' c C. Applying (2.4) to the func
tion 5'IC c (z + iy') of the class H<•> (C'), we obtain 

5'IC c (z + iy') = ~ 5'IC c (x' + iy') ff' c' (x- x', y) dx', 

(x, y) E T0', y' c C. (2.8) 
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From this, using the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky inequality and (1.5), 
we obtain the following inequality: 

lc::f c (z + iy') 12<. J lc::f c (x' + iy') 12 <fPc' (x- x', y) dx' 

X J fJ' c' (x- x', y) dx' = J <fPc' (x- x', y) lc::f c (x' + iy') 12 dx'. 

(2.9) 

In terms of the Poisson kernel (1.1), the inequality (2.9) takes 
the form 

Cl\ ( ') / OJ{ c (iy') \' Cl\ ( ' ) Cl\ ( ' ') d ' ere x,y+y ~OJ{ (' ..L' ') ,rc· X-X ,y "rc X ,y X, 
c ty I !Y J 

(x,y)ETc', y'EC. (2.10) 

In particular, for C' = C, y' = y the formula (2.10) assumes 
the form 

,ffc (x, 2y) ~ 2n J. if' c (x-:r', y) 'l'c (x', y) dx', (x, y) E rc. 
(2.11) 

Here we made use of the property of homogeneity (of degree -n) 
of the kernel c::f c [see (2.3) of Sec. 10]. 

11.3 Boundary values of the Poisson integral 

(a) Jff'c(x,y)<p(x)dx-Hp(O), y-+0, yEC, (3.1) 

for any function <p E :£"" continuous iQ. 0. 
By virtue of (1.5), it suffices, when proving this assertion, 

to establish the following limiting relation: for any {) > 0 

J ff' c (x, y) dx_.. 0, 
lxi>6 

y-+0, yEC; (3.2) 

Let us construct an auxiliary function w (x) with the proper-
ties: · 

(1) w is a real continuous function in !Rn, w (x)-+ 0, 
I X 1-+ oo; 

(2) w (0) = 1, I w (x) I < 1, x =1= 0; 

(3) Jfl"c(x,y)w(x)dx-+1, y-+0, yEC.-

13-0172 
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Suppose TJ E 9J (int C*), TJ ~ 0, ~ TJ (£) ds = 1 (int C* =!= 0 
since C is an acute cone; see Sec. 4.4). The function 

ro' (x) = Re ~ T] (S) ei (X, slds = ~ T] (S) cos (x, s) d£ 

possesses the required properties (1) to (3). Indeed, property (1) 
follows from the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem. Let us prove prop
erty (2). It is clear that ro (0) = 1 and I ro (x) I < 1. Supp,ase 

CfJ (x0 ) = +1, Xo =/= 0, that is, 1 = + J T] (£} COS (Xo, S) d£; but 

this contradicts the hypothesis ) T] (S) d£ = 1. Property (3) fol

lows from the corollary to the theorem of Sec. 11.2 by virtue of 
which 

Re ) TJ (s) ei<z. ;J d£ = ) f/' c (x- x', y) ro (x') dx', c zET. 

Putting x = 0 here, then taking into account (1.4) and passing 
to the limit as y --+ 0, y E C, we obtain relation (3). 

Suppose 6 > 0. By the properties (1) and (2) there exists anum
ber e > 0 such that I ro (x) I < 1 - e, I x I ~ 6. From this 
fact, taking into account property (3), we obtain 

1 = lim [ ~ cfP c (x, y) ro (x) dx + ~ cfP c (x, y) ro (x) dx J 
y-O, YEC .lx~l6 lxl>6 

< lim [I <frc(x,y)dx+<1-e) r <f?c(x,y)dxl 
Y-o yEC .I J -' 

' lxi~6 lxj>6 

<: lim [1-s J <f?c(x,y)dx], 
y-0, yEC lxl>6 

which completes the proof of relation (3.2). 
(b) If IE OJ( 8 , then its Poisson integral 

~ (x, y)--+ I (x), y--+ 0, y E C in OJ( s· (3.3) 

Indeed, by (1.8) and (3.1), 

iFxlJfc(x,y)](s)-11 2 <4, sERn, yEC; 

IFx[<f?c(x,y)J(S)-11 2 

=I J ti' c (x, y) e-i (x, ~ldx-112 --+ 0. y--+ 0, y E C. 
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For this reason [compare (2.3)1, by the Lebesque theorem, as 
y-+ 0, y E C, we have 

II .'1 (x, y)- t (x) II~ = II F~1 l IF (x, y)- f (x)J II~.> 

= \ iF x l~c (x, y)J (6) -11 2 1F-1 [fl (s) 12 (1 + 161 2) 8 ds-+0, 

which is what we set out to prove. 
(c) ~c (x, y)-+ 6 (x), y-+ 0, y E C in QJe., s < -n/2; 

this follows from (3.3) since {j E 0}8 8 for all s < -n/2 and 

f/' c (x, y) = 6 (x) * ~ c (x, y)-+ 6 (x), y -+ 0, y E C in Q/f s· 

(d) In the case of an n-hedral cone (see Sec. 4.4) 

C = [y: (y, e1) > 0, ••. , (y, en)> OJ 

the limiting relation (3.1) admits of extension to a more general 
class of functions cp (x), namely: if cp (x) is continuous in 0 and such 
that the integral 

) ff>c (x, y)lcp (x)l dx <, K, yEC, IYI<a (3.4) 

is bounded, then 

) fJ' c (x, y) cp (x) dx-+ cp (0), y-+0, yE C. (3.5) 

Indeed, since the (nonsingular) linear mapping 

z-+ Tz = [(z, e1), ••• , (z, en)l 

carries the region rc onto the region rn [see (2.16) of Sec. 10], 
it follows that it suffices to prove the assertion for the cone IR~ 
and the kernel 

~n (x, y) = IT .J!L ~+1 2 [see (1.2)]. 
tc x, Y; 

.,;;;.,;;n 

By virtue of (1.5), we only need to prove that for all {j > 0 
(6 <Vn) 

)" ~n (x, y)Jcp (x)l dx-+0, y -+0, y E IR~. (3.6) 
lx1>6 

13* 
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But the limiting relation (3.6) follows from the estimate 

6a 
lxkl >-vn 

and from the estimate (3.4) by virtue of the following chain of 
inequalities for I y I <a l 1 - 62/n, y E !Rz: 

r i?n(x,y)l<p(x)ldx<: ~ Yt·~~Yn J (.rf+I~)(~?.~.:;+YAJ 
fxi>O 1,;;;;11,;;;;11 • I 6n 

lxk > Vn 

(e) The following holds for an n-hedral cone C [see (d)]: if 
P (x) is a polynomial and the integral 

j 1P(x)l1'c(x,y)dx<oo 

for some y E C, then P (x) = constant. 
Indeed, as in (d), it suffices to prove this assertion for the cone 

IRZ and the kernel f;' n (x, y). For n = 1 it is readily demonstrated 
by induction on the degree of the polynomial P. Then we apply 
induction on n: let · 

P (x) = x'::Pm (x) + ... + xnPt (x) +Po (x), 

X= (x1, • .. , Xn-1). 

Then by the Fubini theorem the integral 

00 

J !x~Pm(;;)+ ... +Po(;)!JJ\(xn,Yn)dxn<oo 
-00 

for almost all ; E !R n - 1 and. therefore, by what has been proved, 
P (x) = P 0 (x), and so forth. 
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Remark 1. The question arises as to whether the assertions 
of (d) and (e) hold true for an arbitrary acute (convex) cone C. 
The assertion (e) has been proved for the cone l'+ (n = 4) by Vla
dimirov [10(II)l 

Remark 2. For s = 0, that is, in cf/{ 0 = :£2 (and in :fJ!, 1 -<: 
< p < oo ), the theory is given (by use of a different method) 
in Stein and Weiss [1). 

12 Algebras of Holomorphic Functions 

In this section we give an internal description of the Laplace 
transform of generalized functions from the algebras /f' (C* +) 
and ,ff'' (C*) in a manner similar to that in Sec. 10.5 for functions 
from :£~ (C* + U a)• 

12.1 The definition of the H+ (C) and H (C) algebras Let C be 
a connected open cone with vertex at 0. Denote by H~a, II> (C), 
a ;:::: 0,~ ;:::: 0, a ;:::: 0, the set of all functions f (z) that are holo
morphic in Tc and that satisfy the following growth condition: 

If (z) I< Me"IYl {1 +I z l2t 12 [1 +~-II (y)], z E T". (1.1) 

We introduce the convergence (topology) in H~a, II> (C) in accor
dance with the estimate ( 1.1) by means of the norm 

The spaces H~a, l3> (C) are Banach spaces and 

H~a, 13> (C) c: H~r;'. 13'> (C), 

with the inclusion (1.2) to be understood together with the appro
priate topology, by virtue of the obvious inequality 

II /ll~a, 13 > <II /11~'7'· ~~'>. (1.3) 
We set 

Ha (C)= U H~a, f:l> (C), 
a;;;.o, 13;;;.o 

H+ (C)= U Ha (C), 
a;>O 

Hg (C)= UH~s> (C), 
s 

Ho.r (C)= U H~ (C). 
a;?-0 
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The set H + (C) forms an algebra of functions that are holomor
phic in rc and that satisfy the estimate (1.1) for certain a~ 0, 
a ~ 0 and ~ ~ 0 relative to the operation of ordinary multipli
cation. This algebra is associative, commutative, contains a unit 
element but does not contain divisors of zero. Furthermore, 
H 0 (C) = H (C) is a subalgebra of the algebra H + (C) and con
tains the unit element. We endow the spaces Ha (C), H +(C), 
H~ (C) and H~ (C) with a topology of the inductive limit (union) 
of the increasing sequence of spaces H~a, Ill (C), H a (C), H~s) (C) 
and H~ (C), respectively (see Dieudonne and Schwartz [ 1], Bour
baki [ 1)). In what follows, we will drop the index 0 for a = 0. 

12.2 Isomorphism of the algebras o'F' (0* +) ~ H+ (C) and 
,ff' (0*),.._, H(C) Let C be an acute convex cone. By Lemma 1 
of Sec. 4.4 int C* =F 0. We choose an (arbitrary) basis e1 , ••• , en 
in IR.n such that ei E pr int C*, j = 1, ... , n. Then we con
struct the polynomial 

l (z) = (e1 , z) ..• (en, z). 

We will say that l (z) is an admissible polynomial for the cone C. 
Since (ei, y) > 0 for ally E C, it follows that 

l (z) = [(e1 , x) + i (e1 , y)] ... [(en, x) + i (en, y)l =F 0, z E T 0 • 

(2.1) 

We now convince ourselves that the following lemma holds 
true: 

Lemma Let the function f (z) be holomorphic in Tc and let it 
satisfy the following growth condition: for any number 8 > 0 there 
is a number M ( 8) such that 

jf(x+iY)I-<M(8)e<a+e)IYI(1+1zl2)ai2[1+Ll-ll(y)], zETc (2.2) 

for certain a ~0, a ~0 and ~ ;:;;::::0 (that depend solely on f). 
Then f (z) can, for 6 >a + n/2, be represented in the form 

f(z)=l6(z)f6(z), f6 EH~)(C), s<-~-n(6-1/2), (2.3) 

II/611~•>-<Ks,o inf M(8) inf [1+Ll-fl-n(o-1/2)(a)]. (2.4) 
O<e.;;;t a E pr C 

Here, l (z) is any admissible polynomial for the cone C. 
Proof. By (2.1) the function 

16 (z) = t (z) l-6 (z) 
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is holomorphic in Tc. Since (ei, y) ~ a I y I, j = 1, ... , n, 
J1 E C, for some CJ > 0 [see (4.1) of Sec. 4), it follows that 

I (l, z) 12 = [(e1 , x)2 + (e1 , y2)l ••. [(en, x)2 +(en, y2)) 

~l[(el, x)2 + CJ2 I Y 121 • · · [(en, X)2 + f12 I Y 121 

~(CJ I y 1)2n-2 [(el, x)2 + ... + (en, x)2 + CJ2 I y 12], z ETc. 

(2.5) 

Since the vectors e1 , ••• , en are linearly independent, there is 
a number b > 0 such that 

From this, continuing the estimates (2.5), we obtain 

c z E T. 

Taking into account the estimate thus obtained and the esti
mate (2.2), we have, for all z E Tc, 

~<:: ilJZ (e) e2 (a+e) IYI (1+1 x+iy 12)a(1+1'\-~ (y)J2 
" (o 1 y 1 )20 (n-1) [b2l x 12+o2l y 121o 

~ K~MZ (e) e2 (a+e) IYI 11+1'\11 (y)J2 (1+1 x 12+1 y 12)a 
l'\2~(y) 1 y 120 (n-1) ( 1 x 12+ 1 y 12 )0 

~ KfMZ (e) e2 (a+e) IYI [1 + 1'\11 (y)J2 [1 +I x 12+ f\2 (y)]a 
1\ 2H20 (n-1) (y)[ I x 12 + f\2 (y)]o • 

Here, we also took into account that Ll (y) ~ I y I and (') >a. 
Therefore 

ll ffl (x + iy) 112 

~ K2lvJ2· (e) e2 (a+ellyt 11+1'\11 (Y)]2 r 11+1 X 12+1'\2 (YW dx 
"'""" 1 l'\211+20(n 1>(y)J !lzl2+f\2(y)Jo 

~K2M2(e)e2<a+e)IYI l1+1'\ll(y)J2 f[i+f\2(y)(1+1 P)Ja d~ 
-.-:::: 1 l'\2fl+n (20-1) (y) J (1+ 1 ~ 12)0 • 
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By virtue of the choice of the number 6, 26 - 2ex > n, but then 
2ex -<. n (26 - 1) and, continuing our estimates, we obtain 

11 fr, (x + iy) II~-<. K~MZ (e) e2(a+e>IYI [1 + ~-13-n(0-1/2)~(y)]2, y E C, 

(2.6) 

where the number K 2 depends solely on ex, ~. 6 and on the admis
sible polynomial l. The estimate (2.6) shows that the function 
fo satisfies the conditions of the lemma of Sec. 10.5 for s = 0 and 
'\' = ~ + n (6 - 1/2). Therefore /r, = L [g0J, where gG E 
E z; (C* + Ua), s < -~ - n (<'l - 1/2), and satisfies the esti
mate 

By the theorem of Sec. 10.5, f 6 = L [g6] E H~•> (C) and satisfies 
the estimate (2.4) with a certain Ks, 0• The proof of the lemma is 
complete. 

Theorem The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f belongs to Ha (C); 
(2) f can be represented in the form 

f (z) = l6 (z) If, (z), (2.7) 

for all admissible polynomials l (z) for the cone C for all s < s0 

and for all 6 > 60 ?;::;n/2 (s0 and 60 depend solely on f); 
(3) f possesses the spectral function g taken from ,Jf' (C* + Ua)· 
Here the following operations are continuous: f--+ fo--+ g6--+ 

-+ g--+ f. 
Proof. (1)--+ (2). Let f E H~a, 13> (C). From the lemma, for 

M (e) = II f ll~a, 13>, it follows that for 6 >ex+ n/2, f (z) can 
be represented as (2.7), and the function foE H~s> (C), s < -~
- n (6 - 1/2), and satisfies the estimate 

llfo!li:>~Ks,GIIfll~a,l3) inf [1+~-13-n<ll-l/Z)(o)]. (2.8) 
a E pr C 

with some K 8 0• The estimate (2.8) is what signifies that the 
operation f--+ /6 is continuous from H~a, 13> (C) to H~8 ' (C). 

(2) --+ (3). Suppose f (z) can be represented as (2. 7). Assuming 
6 > 60 ?;::; n/2 to be integral and using the theorem of Sec. 10.5 
and property (b) of Sec. 9.2, we conclude that the spectral func-
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tion g of the function f can be represented as 

g (6) = Z6 (-iD) go (6}, 

that is, g E c'f' (C* + U a)· 

(2.9)· 

(3) ~ (1). Let f = L [g], where g E (/~ (C* + Ua)· Then f (z)· 

is a holomorphic function in Tint c•• = Tc and can be repre
sented in the form (see Sec. 9.1) 

1 (z) = (g (6), 11 (6) ei<z. sl), c zET, 

where 11 E C""; 11 (6) = 1, 6 E (C* + Ua) 212 ; 11 (6) = 0, 6 E: 
t (C* + Ua)8 ; I DaY) (6)1 < ca (e); e is an arbitrary number, 
0 < e <;_: 1. Since g E rff', it follows, by the Schwartz theorem 
(see Sec. 5.2), that it is of finite order m. Furthermore, by what 
was proved in Sec. 9.1, 11 (6) ei(z, sl E ,ff for all z E Tc. Hence, 
for all z E Tc the following estimates hold true: 

If (z) I <II g 11-m II 11 (e) ei<z. s>llm 

=llg1 1-m sup£ (1+ 161 2)m12 1Da[YJ(6)e*·'lH 
laj~m 

-<:K~(e}llgll-m(1+ lzl 2)ml 2 sup (1+ 161 2)m/2e-I<Y.~l 
'E (C*+U11)e 

-<:K~ (e) II g 11-m (1 + lzl 2)m/2 

X sup ( 1 + I 6t + 6zl 2)m12 e-(y, ~.) -(y, s.~· 
6,EC*, 1:21~a+e 

< K;. (e) II g 11-m e<a+e)lyl (1 + I z 12)m12 sup (1 + l61 12r 12 e-<y, 61> 
s1 EC* 

< K':n (e) II g 11-m e<a+e)IYI (1 + lz! 2)m/2 sup (1 + p2)m/2 e-lltY)P 
p)>O 

-<:K;. (e) II g 11-m e<a+e)lyl (1 + lzl 2)m12 sup [1 + ~Jm/2 e-t,. 
t?-0 - to. (YJ 

that is, 

/ f (z) I ~Km (e) II gll-m e<a+eliYI (1 + lzl 2)m/Z [1 + d-m (y)], z ETc_ 
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Thus, the function f (z) satisfies the conditions of the lemma 
with a = ~ = m and M (e) = Km (e) II g 11-m· In this case, 
·when 6 > m + n/2, it can be represented as (2. 7), where /o E 
E H~Sl (C) for s < -m - n (6 - 1/2) < 0, and it satisfies the 

·.estimate 

'11/liii~')-<:K~,6IIgll-m inf Km(e) inf [1+~-m-n(O-l/2 )(a)] 
0<e.;;;1 uEpr C 

By the theorem of Sec. 10.5, the function fo (z) is the Laplace 
transform of the function g0 taken from Z~ ( C* + U a), 

/o (z) = ) go m ei(z, £) d6, 
C*+Ua 

c z E T I 

which, by virtue of (2.10), satisfies the inequality 

II go ll:s> =II f ll~s) ~Ks, 0 II g 1!-m• 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Applying to the integral (2.11) the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky inequal
ity and using the definition of a norm in the space z;, we get, 
\for all z E Tc, 

:1/o(z)l< j lg~>(6)1(1+1sl 2) 812 e-(Y.Sl(1+!sl 2)-•12 d£ 
C*+Ua 

<II gt'lllcsl [ I (1 + lsl 2t' e- 2(y, s) d6r 12 (2.13) 
C*+Ua 

Before continuing the estimate (2.13), we take note of the 
inequality 

-(y, £)< -~ (y) (1~1-a) e (lsi-a) +alyl, y E C, 

6EC*+Ua. (2.14) 

Indeed, if s=61+62, 6tEC*, l62l-<:a, then 

-(y, s) = -(y, 6t)-(y, 62)~ -~ (y) 16tl +a IYI 

if 
{ aiYI 

< -~(y)(l61-a)+alyl if 
161 <a, 

161 ~a. 
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Taking into account the inequality (2.14), we continue the 
estimate (2.13): 

1 fo (z) 12~11 g0 n; ~ (1 + 1~12t8 e-2A(y)(l61-a)9(16f-a)+2alyl d~ 
C*+Ua. 

~llg.sll~e2aly1[ ~ (1+1~12tsd~+) (1+1~12tie-2A(YH1sl-a>d~] 
l~l<a lil>a 

00 

=llgllll~e2a1YI {M;(a)+an J [1+(r+a)2r 8 

0 

X (r + a)n-t e-ZAy(r) dr} 

( u )D-1 rdu } x !'. (y) +a e-2u ~ (y) • 

That is to say, for some M 8 (a}, 

Whence, taking into account the estimate (2.12}, we obtain 
from the representation (2. 7) 

If (z}J = !l6 (z)ll/o (z)I-<Ms'.(a) Jzjn11 11:go ll<s> enilll [1 +Lls-n/2 (y)] 

nO 

~Ms(afKs,llllgll-mealyl(1+!zl 2)-2 [i+Lls-n/Z(y}], zET0 , 

so that f E H~no, s-n!Z> (C) and the operation g-+ f is continuous 
from rff' (C* + U a) to H a (C). 

It remains to note that the operation ill-+ g0 is continuous 
from H~ (C) to s; (C* + Ua) (by the theorem of Sec. (10.5}, and 
the operation g0 -+ g is continuous from s~ (C* + Ua) to 
!fl (C* + Ua) [by (2.9)]. The proof of the theorem is complete. 

Corollary 1 The algebras H+ (C) and If' (C* +) and also 
their subalgebras H (C) and If' (C*) are isomorphic, and that 
isomorphism i.s accomplished via the Laplace transformation. 

Corollary 2 For g E If' (C* + Ua), it is necessary and suffi
-.:ient that for any admissible polynomial for the cone C and for any 
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integer 6 ;;?: 60 (g) it be representable in the form 

g <s> = Z6 (-iD) g{J <s> 

the operation g-+ g6 being continuous from eft' (C* + D a) to 

S~ (C* + Ua)· 

Corollary 3 The operation f-+ Da.f is continuous in H a (C). 
This follows from the continuity of the operations 

I-+ g-+ (ist g-+ Da.f. 

Remark. These results have been proved by Vladimirov [4] 
by a different method. 

Corollary 4 Any function f (z) in H +(C) has a (unique) bound
ary value f + (x) as y-+ 0, y E C in eft', which value is equal 
to F [g] = f+, and the operation f-+ f+ is continuous from H + (C) 
to eft'. 

Remark. The theorem on the existence, in /f', of boundary 
values of functions taken from the algebra H (C) has been proved 
by Vladimirov [5, 8] and Tillmann [1]. The proof given here 
is taken from Vladimirov [6]. More general conceptions of bound
ary values of holomorphic functions have been considered in 
the works of Kothe [1] (;'ll'), Sato [1] (hyperfunctions), Komatsu (1J 
(ultradistributions), and Martineau [1]. 

12.3 The Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem and its generaliza
tions 

Theorem (Paley-Wiener-Schwartz) For a function f (z) to 
be integral and to satisfy the conditions of growth: for any e > 0 
there is a number M (e) sucft that 

(3.1) 

for certain a;;?:O and a;;?:O (that are dependent on f), it is necessary 
and sufficient that its spectral function g belong to ~' (Ua)· Here, 
f (z) satisfies the growth condition 

I I (z) I <Mea llil (1 + I z l2t'12, z E en, (3.2) 

for certain M and a' ;;?: a. 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose f (z) is an integral function satisfying 

the growth condition (3.1). Then by the theorem of Sec. 12.2, 
f (z) is the Laplace transform of the generalized function g in 
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/P (C* + U a) for any convex acute cone C. Hence 

supp g c n (C* +iJa) = Ua, 
c 

so that g E ~, CUa)· 
Sufficiency. Suppose f (z) is the Laplace transform of the gen-

eralized function g taken from c' ( [J a)· Let us cover Rn"- {0} 
with a finite number of convex acute open cones C1, j = 1, ... , N. 
Then g E rff' (Cj + Ua), j = 1, ... , N. By the theorem of 
Sec. 12.2 in each Tci, f (z) satisfies an estimate of the type (3.2), 

Setting ;1;/ = max Mi and a' = max ai> we obtain from (3.3) 
j j 

the estimate (3.2) in en. The theorem is proved. 

Corollary For a function f (z) to be integral and to satisfy the 
growth condition, 

(3.4) 

it is necessary and sufficient, for all N ~0, that its spectral function q> 

belong to 5J and supp q>C Ua• Here, 

KN= ) 1(1-Ll)N<p (~)I'd~. 
"l<a 

(3.5) 

This follows from the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem and 
from 'the estimate 

jL[<p](z)j=(1+izi2)-NI J ei(z,6l"(1-L\)N<p(~)d~~ 
161<a 

<;.(1+jzj2)-Nealyl) 1(1-L\)N<p(~)ld~, <p:E~. suppq>cUa, 
161<a 

where N is an integer ~0. 

12.4 The space H ,.(C) is the projective limit of the spaces H ,..(C') 
Suppose C' is a convex open cone, compact in the cone C, and 
a' >a~ 0. We denote by L\' (y) the distance from the point y 
to the boundary of the cone C'. Then L\' (y) < L\ (y), y E C', 
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and therefore the following inequality holds: 

sup e-<a+el!Yi If (z) I 
zerC' (1 +I z 12)a/2 [ 1 + ~~-ll (y)) 

~sup e-alu/ If (z) I 
"""zerC (1 +I z l2)a/2 [1 + ~ -ll (y)) • 

That is, (the norm II II' corresponds to the cone C') 

II f ll~~e Ill-< II f ll~a. Ill, (4.1) 

whence we conclude that 

H a (C) c Ha• (C'), (4.2) 

and this inclusion is continuous. 
We introduce the intersection of spaces 

n Ha-(C') 
C'~C, a'>a 

with convergence fk-+ 0, k-+ oo, if f~t-+ 0, k-+ oo, in each of the 
Ha' (C'). In other words, we equip this intersection with a topol
ogy of the projective limit (of the intersection) of a decreasing 
sequence of the spaces H a' (C'), a' -+ a + 0, C' -+ C, C' ~ C. 
We have the equality 

Ha (C)= n H a' (C') (4.3) 
C'~C, a'>a 

which holds true together with the corresponding topology. 
Indeed, the truth of the inclusion 

Ha (C) c n (4.4) 

has already been proved by (4.2). Wi now prove the inverse 
inclusion 

n Ha' (C') c Ha (C). (4.5) 
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Let f E H a• (C') for all C' ~ C and a' >a. By the theorem of 
Sec. 12.2 f = L [g), where g E ,ff' (C'* + U~·). Noting that. 

n (C'* + Ua·) = C* + Ua, 
c·~c. a'>a 

we conclude that g E 3'' (C* + Ua) and, hence, f (z) E Ha (C). 
Furthermore, the operation f-+ g is continuous from H a' (C')· 
to 3'' (C'* + Ua·). But 

n /f' (C'* + Ua·) = ,ff' (C* + fj a) 
C'I£C, "'>n 

and this equality is continuous in both directions. Finally, the· 
operation g-+ f is continuous from /1' (C* + U a) to H a (C). 
And this means that the inclusion f-+ f is continuous from n H a' (C') to H a (C). The inclusion (4.5) together-
c·~c. a'>a 

with the inclusion (4.4) is what yields (4.3), which is what we set 
out to prove. 

The equality (4.3) gives a different definition of functions of 
the class H a (C), which definition is convenient for applications. 

For a function f (z) that is holomorphic in Tc to belong to. 
H a (C), it is necessary and sufficient that, for any arbitrary cone 
C' ~ C and an arbitrary number e > 0, there exist numbers
a' ~0, ~, ~0, and M' > 0 such that 

a'/2 
If (z) 1 ~ M' e<a+e)IYI (i +I z 12) 

"""' I Y lw ' 
(4.6} 

Indeed, if f E H a (C), then I E H~a, Ill (C) for certain a ~ (} 
and ~~0 such that I satisfies the inequality (1.1). Let C' ~C .. 
By Lemma 1 of Sec. 4.4 there is a number x > 0 such that 

~(y)= inf (o,y)~xlyl, y EC'. 
aEpr C* 

From this and from the inequality (1.1) follows the inequality· 
(4.6) fore = 0, ~, = ~ and for certain a' ~a and M' (C') ~ M. 

Conversely, if f (z) is holomorphic in Tc and, for arbitrary 
C' ~ C and e > 0, satisfies the estimate (4.6), then, taking
into account that ~' (y) -< I y I, where ~, (y) is the distance
from y to aC', we obtain IE Ha+e (C)', whenee, by (4.3), it. 
follows that I E H a (C). 
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12.5 The Schwartz representation Suppose an acute (convex 
open) cone C is such that the Cauchy kernel 2!{ c (z) is the divisor 
-of unity in the algebra H (C), that is, 1/2!{ c (z) E H (C). Such 
·Cones C will be called regular§. For example, the cones IRZ and 
v+ are regular (see Sec. 13.5 below). 

The Schwartz kernel of the region T0 , where Cis a regular cone, 
·relative to the point z0 = x0 + iy0 E Tc is the function 

(f (z; zO) = 2~ c (z) ~ c ( -zo)- ff' (xo O) 
c (2n)n ~ c (z- zO) c ' Y ' 

c zET • (5.1) 

We note some properties of the Schwartz kernel. 

(a) !f c (z; z) = efT' c (x, y), (5.2) 

This property follows from (5.1) when z0 = z, from the definition of 
the Poisson kernel (1.1) of Sec. 11, and from the property (2.3) 
-of Sec. 10 of the Cauchy kernel. 

(b) j' !fc(z-x'; z0 -x')dx'=1, 

This property follows from the Parseval equation applied to (2.1) 
-of Sec. 10, 

5 6n'c(z-x')~c(-Zo+x')dx'= 5 ~c(z-x')~c(z0 -x')dx' 

= (2nr) ei<z-zo, s> d~ = (2n)n Q;•fc (z-zo), 
C* 

.and from the property (1.5), Sec. 11, of the Poisson kernel. 

(c) lcfc(z; z0)1-< ~c(Ziy~ :f!'c(x, y) 
l~c(z-z0)1 

-\- [ ~ C (2iy0) + 1l efT' (xO yO) (5.4) 
I ~ c (z- zO) I J c ' ' 

This property follows from the definitions of the Schwartz and the 
Poisson kernel and from the estimate 2 I ab I -<:, I a 12 + I b 12 • 

§Apparently, all acute cones are regular; for homogeneous cones of posi
tivity it has been ,proved that ~c (z) =F 0, z E Tc (Rothaus [1)). 
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Example 1 [see (2.16) of Sec. 10 and (1.2) of Sec. 11]: 

In particular, for n = 1, C = (0, oo), 

Re or t(z; z0) = @\ (x, y). 

Example 2 [see (2.17) of Sec. 10 and (1.3) of Sec. 11]: 

Let the boundary value f + (x) of a function f (z) of the class 
H (C) (see Sec. 12.2) satisfy the condition 

i+ (x) f!JC c (x - Z0 ) E QJe 8 (5.5) 

for somes and for all z0 E Tc. Then the generalized function (5.5) 
is the boundary value in cf'' Of the function j (z) f!/C c (z - z0) 

of the class H (C) and therefore the support of its inverse Fourier 
transform is contained in the cone C*. By Theorem II of Sec. 10.6, 
the function f (z) f!JC c (z - z0) belongs to the class H<S) (C) and 
its boundary value in J}t s is equal to j + (x) 6/f c (x - z0) Since 
f!JC c (x + iy) E eM for all y E C [see Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 10.2, esti
mate (2.4)]. Applying Theorem I of Sec. 10.6 to the function 
j(z) f!JC c (z - z0), we obtain 

j(z) 6/f c (z- zO) 

= (Z!)n U+(x')f!ltc(x'-z0), f!ltc(z-x')), zETc, z0 ETc. (5.6) 

Putting z0 = z in (5.6) and taking into account (5.2) for the 
function j(z), we derive the generalized Poisson representation 

f (z) = (f + (x'), if' c (x - x', y)), 
U-Otn 

c zET. (5.7) 
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Then, interchanging z and z0 in (5.6), we obtain 

- 1 -f (z0) 6'/t c (z0 -z) = (2n)n (/+ (x') 6'/t c (x' -z), 6'/tc (z0 -x')), 

whence, passing to the complex conjugate, we derive 

- - 1 - -
f(z0)6'1tc(z-z0)= (2n)n (f+(x')6'1tc(z-x'), 6'1tc(x'-z0)). (5.8) 

Subtracting (5.7) from (5.6), we get the relation 

6'/t c (z- z0) [/ (z)- T (z0) I 

= ( 2~)n (lmf+(x'), 6'1tc(z-x')6'1tc(x'-z0)), zETc, z0 ETc. 

(5.9) 

Suppose C is a regular cone so that 6'/t c (z) =1= 0, z E Tc. Divide 
(5.9) by 6'ft C (z - z0) and, in (5.9), in aCCOrdance With formu
la (5. 7), make the substitution 

Im f (z0 ) = (Im f+ (x'), iP c (x0 - x', y0)), 

As a result we obtain the representation 

f (z) = i ( Im f+ (x'), - 2 - 6'/t c (z- x') 6'/t c (x'- ZO) (2n)n , 

- {P c (xo- x'' yO)) + Ref (zO) 

or, using the definition (5.1) of the Schwartz kernel, 

f (z) = i (lm f+ (x'), !I c (z- x'; z0 - x')) + Ref (z0), 

z E Tc, z0 E Tc. (5.11) 

Formula (5.11) is called the generalized Schwartz representation. 
This completes the proof of the following theorem. 

Theorem If C is an acute cone, then any function f (z) of the 
class H (C) that satisfies the condition (5.5) can be represented in 
terms of its boundary value f+ by the Poisson integral (5.7) and can 
also be represented in terms of the imaginary part of its boundary 
value by the formula (5.9). And if, besides, the cone C is regular, 
then for any such function f (z) the generalized Schwartz represen
tation (5.11) holds true. 
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12.6 A generalization of the Phragmen-LindelOf theorem The 
Phragmen-Lindelof theorem in the theory of holomorphic func
tions is defined as any generalization of the maximum principle 
to the case of unbounded regions or to more general (than contin
uous) boundary values. Here we give one such generalization 
of the maximum principle that will be used later on in Sec. 20.1. 

Theorem If the boundary value f + (x) of a function f (z) of the 
class H (C), where C is an acute cone, is bounded: I f + (x) I < M, 
x E IRn, then we also have If (z) I < M, z E Tc; what is more, 
for f (z) we have the generalized Poisson representation 

f(z)=) ff>c(x-x', y)f+(x')dx', c zET . (6:1) 

Remark. For n = 1 this theorem was proved by Nevanlinna [1]. 
Proof. Since &X c (x + iy) E :£2 for all y E C (see Sec. 10.2), 

- c 
it follows that f + (x) &X c (x - z0) E :£2 for all z0 E T and, hence, 
the condition (5.5) is fulfilled for s = 0. By the theorem of 
Sec. 12.5, for the function f (z) the Poisson representation (6.1) 
holds; from this and from the property (1.5), Sec. 11.1, of the 
kernel c'l' c follows the estimate 

!f(z)!< M J ff>c(x-x',y)dx'=M, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 

13 Equations in Convolution Algebras 

Let f be a closed convex acute solid cone in IRn (with vertex 
at 0). Then the sets of generalized functions of slow growth 
If' (f +) and eft' (f) form convolution algebras [If' (f) is a subal
gebra of If' (f+ )] (see Sec. 5.6(b)) that are isomorphic to the 
algebras of the holomorphic functions H + (C) and H(C), respec
tively, where C = int f*, and the isomorphism is accomplished 
by the operation of the Laplace transform (see Sec. 12.2). 

13.1 Divisors of unity in the H +(C) and H (C) algebras As was 
shown in Sec. 4.8(d) the solvability of the equation 

a * u = f. a and f E rff' (f + ), 
in the convolution algebra eft' (f +) reduces to the existence 
of a fundamental solution ~ (the kernel of the inverse operator 

14* 
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a-1 *) of the convolution operator a*, 

a* e = {), (1.1) 

in the same algebra r!J'' ( r +). The equation ( 1.1) is equivalent 
to the algebraic equation 

L (a] f = 1. (1.2) 

in the algebra H + (C) with respect to the unknown function 
f (z) = L (e]. Therefore the question of the existence of a funda
mental solution of the operator a* in the algebra r!J'' (f +) 
reduces to the question of the possibility of dividing unity by 
the function f 0 (z) = L [a] in the H + (C) algebra. In other words, 
the question reduces to studying the divisors of unity in the 
H + (C) algebra: iff E H + (C), then we want to know under what 

conditions -]- E H + (C). 

The necessary condition for this, f (z) =I= 0, z ETc, is not a suf
ficient condition, as will be seen by the following simple example: 
f (z) = e-i/z E H (0, oo) sinee I f (z) I = e-Yflz12 -< 1. However, 

T E H + (0, oo) sincej 

y 1 x 2 

I f~z) l=elii' >ey-(1-112). 

We first note that the study of divisors of unity in the H+ (C) 
algebra reduces to studying the divisors of unity in its subalgebra, 
the H (C) algebra. Indeed, any function f (z) in H + (C) [that is, 
f E H~a,r>J (C) for certain a~O, a~O and ~~0] can be repre
sented in the form 

f (z) = e-i(z, e) fe (z)' feE H (C), (1.3) 

where e is an arbitrary point in int r such that (y, e) ~a I y I 
for all y E C (by Lemma 1 of Sec. 4.4, such points exist). Indeed, 

I fe (z) I= I ei(z, e>f (z) I< II f ll~a, r.> (1 +I z l2t l1 + ~ -~ (y)J, z E rc, 

so that !e E H('X, ~> (C). 
From the results of Sec. 12.4 we have the following theorem. 

Theorem For f E H (C) to be a divisor of unity in the H (C) 
algebra, it is necessary and sufficient that, for any cone C' ~ C 
and any number e > 0, there exist numbers a' ~0, ~' ~0 and 
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M' > 0 such that 

J f (z) 1 ;;?: M' e-ejy/ (1 + 1 z 12)-a'/21 y 113', (1.4) 

The condition (1.4) is hard to verify. We now point to several 
sufficient criteria for the divisibility of unity in the H (C) algebra 
that follow from the theorem that has just been proved. 

13.2 On division by a polynomial in the H (C) algebra 

Theorem Suppose P (z) =f'=c 0 is a polynomial, and a function 
f (z) is holomorphic in Tc and Pj E H (C). Then f E H (C) and the 
operation f-+ Pf has a continuous inverse in H (C). 

Corollary If the polynomial P (z) does not vanish in Tc, then 
1 p- E H (C). 

Indeed, in that case, P ~z) is a holomorphic function in Tc 
1 

and P p- = 1 E H (C). 

To prove this theorem we take advantage of the following re
sult obtained by Hormander [see inequality (2.3) of Sec. 14 when 
P =OJ: 

For a given polynomial P (z) =1= 0 there are numbers m ;;?=0 
(an integer) and K > 0 such that for any cp E em (!R2n) the 
following holds true: 

I cp (x, y) I~ K SUP(x, y) (1 +I Z j2)"'1 2 1 D7x. y) [P (z) cp (x, y)] I· (2.1) 
i'l'I:Sm 

By hypothesis Pf E H (C). By Corollary 3 (see Sec. 12.2), 
D" (Pf) E H (C). Therefore there will be numbers cx 0 ;;?: 0 and 
~ 0 ;;?: 1 such that DY (Pf) E n<a. !3) (C), I '\'-1 <:: m, ex > cx 0 , ~;;?: 
;;?: ~ 0 (~ even). 

Let C' be an open convex cone, C' <b C. Then there will be an 
(open convex) cone C" such that C' (f; C" (f; C. Let us construct 
a function 11 (o-) of the class Coo (S1) that is equal to 1 on pr C' 
and equal to 0 outside pr C". (From the lemma of Sec. 1.2 it 
follows that such functions do exist.) If in the inequality (2.1) 
we put 
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C' for all z E T , we obtain 

P (z) f (z) 11 { TI ) I y l~+m 
~ K ~~~~~x, y) (1 +I Z 12)m/2/D(x, y) [ (1 +I z j2)m+a72 (1 +I y I~) _]I 

(I y I~ +I y l~+m) I nv [P (z) t (z)JI 
~ K 1 (C') sup m+a 

<x.,~~~~, (1 +I z 12)_2_ (1 + 1 u I~) 

~ K 2 (C') sup I nv [P (z) f (z)JI 
(x, Y)ETC" (1 +I z l2)a/2 (1 +I y ~-~) 

Jvl:::::m 

Now, taking into account that 

11' (y) -<: I y I, y E C'; 11 (y) ;;;::: a I y I, y E C", (2.2) 

where /). (y) and ().' (y) are the distances from the point y to ac 
and oC', respectively, let us continue our estimates 

If (z) I 
(1+l z 12)m+a/2 [1+(£\')-~-m (y)] 

~ K3(C') (x,s~~Tc I (1+1~:)~}~~~z~]-~(y)] ,, 

IVI~m 

whence, by (2.2) (the norm II II' corresponds to the cone C') 

II f 11'(2m+a, mH>-<: Ka (C') max II Dv (Pf) ll(a, ~>. (2.3) 
IVI~m 

Now, by Corollary 3 (see Sec. 12.2), the operation Pf-+ Da (Pf) 
is continuous in H (C) so that for certain M1 > 0, a' ;;;::: 0, and 
~, ;;;:::0 the following estimates hold: 

IYI~m. 

Taking into account these estimates, let us rewrite the inequality 
(2.3) as 

II/ 11'(2m+a,mH)-<: M (C') II PJI!<a',Wl, (2.4) 
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The estimate (2.4) shows (see Sec. 12.4) that f E H (C) and the 
operation f-+ Pf has a continuous inverse in H (C). The proof 
is complete. 

Remark. This theorem was proved in Bogoliubov and Vladi
mirov [1]. It resembles the theorem of Hormander [2] on the 
division of a generalized function of slow growth by a polyno
mial. 

13.3 Estimates for holomorphic functions with nonnegative 
imaginary part in T 0 

Theorem Suppose a function f (z) is holomorphic in T 0 and 
Im f (z) ~ 0, z E T 0 • Then it satisfies the following estimate: for 
any cone C' ~ C there is a number M (C') such that 

(3.1) 

That is, f E H <2 , 1> (C') for all C' ~ C so that f E H (C). 

Corollary If under the hypothesis of the theorem f (z) =¢= 0 in 
c 1 

T , then T E H (C). 

We now prove the corollary. If Im f (z) > 0 in T0 , then the 

function f ~z) is holomorphic in T 0 and 

1 -lmf(z) 
Imf(Z)= lfl2 <0. 

By the theorem, T E H (G). But if Im f (z) ~0 vanishes at some 

point in the region T0 , then, by virtue of the maximum principle 
for harmonic functions, Im f (z) = 0 in T0 so that f (z) = con-

stant =fo 0 and therefore, trivially, T E H (C). 

Remark. The estimate (3.1) was obtained in Vladimirov [7]. 
To prove the theorem, let us first prove three lemmas. 

Lemma 1 If a function f (z) is holomorphic and Im f (z) ~ 0 
in the unit polycircle sn = [z: I zl I < 1, ... , I Zn I < 1], then 

1- max 1 z1 1 
Im f (0) 1~j~n 

1+ max I ZJ I 
1~i~n 

1+ max I ZJ I 
~ If (z)- Ref (0) I <: lm f (0) 1 

1 ~;~n I I , - max ZJ 
1~j~n 
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In particular, 
~ 21 f(O) I 

1/(z)l-.-::: 1- max lzil' 
t:::;j:=:;n 

(3.3) 

Proof. If Im f(z) = 0, then, as we have seen, f(z) = constant 
and the estimate (3.2) is trivially fulfilled. We can therefore 
assume that Im f(z) > 0, z E sn. Let us fix an arbitrary point 
z E sn and put p = max I Zj I so that 0-< p < 1. We consider 

t.,;;;i.:;;;n 

the function IJl(A.) = f {A. ~ ) that is holomorphic and Im IJl(A.) ~0 
in the circle I A. I < 1. The function 

ljl(A.) = cp(A.)- Re cp(O)- i Im cp(O) 
cp(/,)-Re cp(O)+ i Im cp(O) 

is holomorphic and I 'ljl(A.) I < 1 in the circle I A. I < 1; what 
is more, 'ljl(O) = 0. By the Schwartz lemma, I 'ljl(A.) I -< I A. I 
and therefore 

ImiJl(O) !+~~~ ~ IIJl(A.)-ReiJl(O)i= jilmiJl(O) ~=~~~~I 

and so 

1+11..1 -< Im IJl(O) 1-11..1 ' I A. I < 1, (3.4) 

I I 1 + I t. I 2 I cp(O) I I IJl(A.) ~IRe IJl(O) I+ Im IJl(O) 1 _ 1 ~, 1 ~ 1 _ 1 ~, 1 , . A. I< 1. (3.5) 

If in the estimates (3.4) and (3.5) we put A. = p < 1, we obtain 
the estimates (3~2) and (3.3). And that is the end of the proof of 
Lemma 1. 

Lemma 2 If a function f(z) is holomorphic and Im f(z) ~ 0 
in Tn = [z : y1 > 0, ... , Yn > 0], then 

l/(z)J~V21/(i)l max a+izJI2
, zETR~ (3.6) 

i..;;:j~n YJ 
where i = (i, i, ... , i). 

Proof. The biholomorphic mapping 

ZJ-i 
W·=--

1 ZJ+i ' 
j=1, ... , n 

transforms the tubular region rn on sn' and the function f(z) 
into the function 

( ) /( . 1 + W1 •. f + Wn ) 
<p W = L 1-w1 ' • • • ' L 1-Wn 
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which is holomorphic, and lm q> (w) ~0 in sn. Applying (3.3} 
to rp(w), we obtain 

I ( ) I ~ 2 I <p (O) I 
'P w """" 1- max I WJ I ' 

t~j~n 

From this, if we pass to the old variables, we obtain the estimate 

I f(z) I :;:::::: 21 t(i) 1 . """" I ZJ-Z I' 1- max --
1::s;j~n ZJ+i 

Let us prove the inequality 

Putting 
1+x2 

a=--+y~2, y 

y>O. 

we reduce inequality (3.8) to the equivalent inequality 

2a2 - (a + 2) (V2a - 1) > 0, 

(3.7} 

(3.8) 

Now the latter inequality does indeed occur: it holds for a = 2. 
and the derivative of the left-hand side is greater than zero: 

(4- 2 V2> a+ 1- 2 V2> 0, a~2. 

If we take into account the inequality (3.8), we obtain from (3.7) 
the inequality (3.6). Lemma 2 is proved. 

Lemma 3 Suppose the function f(z) is holomorphic and 
Im f(z) ~0 in Tc, where C is an n-hedral acute cone, 

C = [y: ( e" y) > 0, j = 1, . . . , n] 

Then f(z) satisfies the estimate 

I f(z) I ~ V21 f(T-1i) 11+1 z 12 
1'. (y) 

where T is a linear transformation, 

(I e, I = 1). 

y-+ Ty = [(ev y), .•. , (en, y)]. 

(3.9) 
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Proof. Since the cone C is not empty, the vectors e1, ••• en 
are linearly independent and, hence, the matrix T-1 exists. The 
biholomorphic mapping 

w = Tz, z = r-lw 

transforms the region Tc into the region rn, and the function 
f (z) into the function f (T-1w), which is holomorphic, and 
Im f (T-1w) ;?:0 in rn. Applying the estimate (3.6) to that fun
-ction, we obtain 

I f(T- 1w) I ~ V21 f(T-'i) I max 1+ I w~ 12 , 
l~j~n Im w1 

From this, passing to the variables z, we derive the estimate 

I f(z) I~ V2 I f(T-'i) I max 1+/ (eJ, z) 12 , 
h;j,;n (ej, Y) 

z E rc, 

from which, and also from the relations 

L1(y)= max (ei, y), YEC, 
l~j-<n 

follows the inequality (3.9). The proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
Proof of the theorem. Let C' ~ C. Cover the cone C' with a 

finite number of n-hedral open cones C k ~ C, k = 1, ... , N, 
and in each cone ck choose a cone c;. ~ ck so that the cones 
c;, ... , C1v still cover the cone C'. In each region Tck the 
estimate (3.9) holds true: 

lt(z)i ~ V21f(T;;1i)l 1 ~'(:r. k=1, ... , N, (3.10) 

where L1k(Y) and Tk have the same meaning relative to the cone 
C k as L1 (y) and T do relative to the cone C. Furthermore, since 
Ci. ~ C k• it follows that there exist numbers crk such that L1k(Y) ;?: 
;?=ak I y I for all y E c;. (see Lemma 1 of Sec. 4.4). Taking into 

-consideration this inequality, we obtain from (3.10) the estimates 

c' z E T .~. 

c· whence follows the estimate (3.1) in T for 

M (C') = max Y2 I f(T;; i) I· 
l~k-<N (Jk 

The theorem is proved. 

k=1, ... , N, 
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13.4 Divisors of unity in the algebra W (C) Denote by R.n 
the fact that the point at infinity is adjoined to IR.n. Denote by 
W (C) the Banach algebra consisting of functions holomorphic 
in Tc that are Laplace transforms of generalized functions of 
the form 1.6 (~) + g (~), where I. is an arbitrary number and g 
is an arbitrary function in :£1 (C*). (The set of such generalized 
functions forms a convolution algebra; see Sec. 4.1.) The algebra 
W(C) is called a Wiener algebra. Thus, any element f E W (C) 
can be represented as 

f(z) = "'+ ~ g(~) ei(z, s) d~, 
C* 

II I llw<c> =I"- I+ \ I g (~)I d~. 
C* 

Here, the function f(z) is continuous in Tc, the closure of 

Tc in R2n, and the following inequality holds: 

1 1 II f ]1< 0 • O) = 4 sup I f(z) I -< 41/ I llw<C>• 
zErC 

so that the W (C) algebra is a subalgebra of the H (C) algebra 
and the embedding of W (C) in H (C) is continuous. 

c • 1 
If f E W (C) and f (z) =F 0 in T U !Rn, then T E W (C). 
Indeed, in that case 

r(x)="-+ \ g(~)ei<x.6ld~=fo0, xEIRn, I.=FO, gE:£1• 

c* 

By Wiener's theorem (see Wiener [1]) 

f+ ~x) = + + ~ g d~) ei(x, s) d~, (4.1) 

Furthermore, since f(z) =F 0, z E Tc U IR.n, it follows that 
for all C' ~ C 

inf I I (z) I> o. 
zETC' 

1 By the theorem of Sec. 13.1 (for a' = ~, = e = 0), T E H(C) 

so that T = L [g], g E r!f' (C*). Therefore J+ = F [gJ. Com-
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paring that equality with (4.1), we obtain 

1 
g (£) = T 6 (£) + g 1 (£) 

so that supp g1 c C* and therefore g1 E :£1 (C*). But then, by 
(4.1), 

!(!) = ~ + .\ gt(£) ei(z, s) d£ E W(C). 
C* 

13.5 Example The Cauchy kernel G/£'v+ (z) [see (2.17) of 
Sec. 10] is a divisor of unity in the algebra H(V+), 

1 
n+t 

--=-n--7"1 _1 --- (- z2) ---z E H (V+). 
2nn_2_r ( nt1 ) 

r5JC V+ (z) 

This follows from the corollary to the theorem of Sec. 13.2 
and from the fact that the polynomial 

z2 = (x + iy) 2 = x2 - y2 + 2i (x, y) =I= 0, 
v+ 

z E T . 

Indeed, we would otherwise have 

XoYo = (x, y), y 2 > 0, Yo > tl, 

that is, 

O<y2=x~-x2=·<x,Yt2 -lxl2< l;t (IYI2--y~)=- ';{ y2<0, 

which is a contradiction. 
Thus, in the algebra ef'(if+) there is an inverse operator of ev+*· 

What is more, it is possible to define arbitrary real powers 8~+* 
of that convolution operator by putting 

(5.1) 

For the sake of definiteness, we choose that branch of the holo
morphic function &it~+ (z) that is positive for z = iy [(see (2.2) 
of Sec. 10]. From (5.1) it follows that 

8v+*e~+ = e~:t" 13 , where a, ~ are arbitrary. (5.2) 
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The powers oa of the d'Alembert operator are defined in 
similar fashion: 

o2 o2 
O = O 6 * = os~ - as~-

We have 
2 

L [ 0 J = - z2 = Cn:\%;+n+1 (z), 
2n n-1 2 

C =2n+1nn+1fn+1 ( n+1) 
n 2 . 

Therefore, setting 
2a 

L [ Oa] = c~~·;+n+1 (z), 

we obtain 
2a 

a --0 =cae_ n+1 * 
n v-r ' 

2 

0 = c e.= n+ 1 * 
n V+ 

by virtue of (5.1). By (5.2) the following relation holds true: 

(5.3) 

oao~ = oaH, where a, ~ are arbitrary. (5.4) 

In particular, for a = -1, we have, from (5.3), 

1 _2_ 1 ( - ~ ) 1 n-1 
o-1=-8~+1*=- e ::+1*8- *=--o 2 e- *· 

Cn V+ Cn V+ V+ n+1 V+ 

Cn 
2 

That is, 
n-1 

~ (s)= n 1 0 2 8v+(s). 
2nn:! r ( n t 1 ) 

(5.5) 

From this, for n = 3, we obtain a familiar result: 

(5.6) 

for the fundamental solution of a three-dimensional wave ope
rator. 

Remark 1. Fractional powers of the operator 0 were introduced 
in a different manner by Riesz [1]. 

Remark 2. In similar fashion we can introduce fractional and 
negative powers of the operator e C* * in the H(e) algebra for 
any regular cone C (see Sec. 13.5): 

c zE T , -oo <a< oo. 



Chapter III 

Some Applications In Mathematical Physics 

14 Differential Operators With Constant Coefficients 

The theory of generalized functions has exerted a strong in
fluence on the development of the theory of linear differential 
equations. First to be mentioned here are the fundamental works 
of L. Garding, L. Hormander, B. Malgrange, I. M. Gelfand, 
L. Ehrenpreis of the 1950s devoted to the general theory of linear 
partial differential equations irrespective of their type. The 
results of these studies are summarized in Hormander's Linear 
Partial Differential Operators [1], which appeared in 1963. In re
cent years, big advances have been made in the theory of the 
so-called pseudodifferential operators [a generalization of differ
ential and integral (singular) operators]. § 

14.1 Fundamental solutions in 5.1' One of the basic and most 
profound results is the proof of the existence of a fundamental 
solution ~ (x) in 5.:' of any linear differential operator P(D) ¢; 0 
with constant coefficients (see Sec. 4.8(c)), that is, 

P(D)~(x) = 6(x) 
where 

P(D) = L aaDa, 
lal~m 

is a differential operator of the mth order. 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

This result was first obtained independently by L. Ehrenpreis 
[2] (1954) and B. Malgrange [2] (1953). 

Before proceeding to the proof of the existence of a fundamen
tal solution, we will first prove two lemmas on polynomials. 

Lemma 1 If 

p (s) = 2.-; aasa. 
lal~m 

is an arbitrary polynomial of degree m > 1, then there exists a non
singular linear real transformation of coordinates 

s = cs'. det C =1= 0, 

§see Hi:irmander [3-5] and Kohn and Nirenberg [1, 2]. 

210 
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that transforms the polynomial P to the form. 

p (~') = d~~m + ~ pk (~;, ... ' ~~) ~~k' 
O~k<m-1 

a =I= 0. 

Proof. The coefficient of ~~min the polynomial P (~') = P (C~'): 
is equal to 

~ a ca,ca• can 
L.J a u 21 • • • n1 • 

lcx!=m 
(1.3} 

Since ~ I aa I =1= 0, we can choose n real numbers c11 , c21 , ••• 
lal=m 

••• , cn1 so that the expression (1.3) is not zero; we then have 
~ I ckl I =I= 0. The remaining numbers cki are chosen to be 

1~k~n 

arbitrary real numbers so that det C =1= 0. The proof of Lemma 1 
is complete. 

Lemma 2 Suppose 

a =1= 0, (1.4} 

is a polynomial. Then there is a constant x, dependent solely on m, 
such that for every point ~ E IR,n there is an integer k, 0 -<: k-<: m, 
such that the folloning inequality holds: 

1-rl = 1. (1.5) 

Proof. Fix ~ E IR,n, Factor the polynomial P (z, ~ 2 , ••• , ~n} 
into factors involving z: 

so that Ai=Ai(~2 , ••• , ~n), j=1, 2, ... , m, and 

p ( ~1 + i't ~ , ~2• " • • ~n) 

=a(~t-Ad-i't ~) ... (~t-Am+i-r ~ ). (1.6) 

Using the "box" principle, we conclude that among the m + 1 

circles I •' I = j_, j = 0, 1, ... , m, there is at least one, m 

I 't I = ~ , distant from m points A1 - ~1 , ••. , Am - ~1 
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at least by 2~ (Fig. 29). From this and from (1.6) follows 

the inequality (1.5) for x = ( 2~t , which completes the proof 

of Lemma 2. 

Theorem (Malgrange-Ehrenpreis) Every differential operator with 
constant coefficients P(D) =¢= 0 has a fundamental solution in ~'. 

Proof. Since a nonsingular linear real transformation carries 5J' 
onto ;I' (see Sec. 1.10}, then by virtue of Lemma 1 it suffices 

Figure 29 

3 
m 

to prove the theorem for the case where the polynomial P(is) 
is of the form (1.4). 

Suppose f 0 , f1 , ••• , fm are measurable nonnegative functions 
specified on IR.n and such that L ik (£) = 1, s E IR,n, and 

o.,;;k.,;;m 
fk (s) = 0 for those s for which 

minjP(is 1 --r~. i£2, ... , isn) j<ax (1.7) 
ITI=l m 

(by Lemma 2, such functions and an x > 0 exist). 
We now determine the generalized function ~ by putting, 

for all cp E ~. 

(~. cp} = (2!)lt ~ j" tk (s} 
o.;;;k.;;;m 

1 \" L [<pI ( £1 + it" ~ , £2, · · ·, £~t ) d 
X- ~d£ (1.8) 

2ni • p ( ·t k ·t ·t ) • ' ltl=l z.,~-•--;;-' z.,2, ... , Z<,n 
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where L [<p} is the Laplace transform of the function <p (see Sec. 9.1). 
We will prove that the expression on the right of (1.8) exists 
and determines a linear and continuous functional on tlJ, that 
is, li: E 51'. But this assertion follows from the following esti
mates: 

J max IL [<p] (~1 +i-r_!:_, ~2 , ••• , ~n) I 
/ 1 "'V fk (!:) lt1=1 m d!: 
~ (21t)n LJ ., I ( k I ., o.,;;k.,;;m min P i~1 --r-, i~2 , •.• , i~n) 

1<1=1 m 

1 "'V IRe Tl 2:.. \ d~ 
.:(: (2l't)n ax LJ max e m J --..,--...,..---:--:--;;..-"-----~ 

o.,;;h.,;;m ( t+ I~~+ i~k 12 + ~~+ .. ·+~~ r 
X )" I (1-D.)N <p (x)l dx. 

lxi<R 

That is to say, from the estimate 

I (li:, <p)I<KN J 1(1-D.)N <p (x)l dx, (1.9) 
lxi<R 

which holds for all integral N > n/2 and for all <p E tlJ ( U R)· 
In deriving the estimate (1.9), we made use of the estimates (3.4) 
to (3.5) of Sec. 12 for the integral function L [cp] (~) and also 
the estimate (1. 7) and the properties of the functions {/k}· 

It remains to verify that the constructed generalized function 
~ in ;I' satisfies the equation (1.1). Using (1.8), for all <p E tlJ 
we have 

(P(D)o, cp)=(li:, P(-D)cp) 

1 r 1 
= (21t)n ~ J fh (S) 21ti 

o.,;;h.,;;m 

X .~ 
1<1=1 

=(2!>n S )th(s) 2~i .\ L[cpJ(st+i-r!,s2,···•sn)~-rds 
O~h.,;;m ITI=l 

15-0172 
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= <Z!>n ~ ) In (s) F [ IP Hs) ds 
o,;;;;k,;;;;m 

which is what was required, and the theorem is proved. 
Having the fundamental solution ~ of the operator P (D), 

we can construct a solution u in ~' of the equation 

P(D) u = j, f E 9J' ( 1.10) 

in the form of a convolution 

(1.11) 

for those f in fZ' for which this convolution exists in fZ' (see 
Sec. 4.8(c)). Thus, by choosing various fundamental solutions, 
it is possible to obtain various classes of right-hand members 
for which the equation (1.10) is solvable in the form of the convo
lution (1.11). 

14.2 Fundamental solutions of slow growth In Subsection 1 
we established the fact that every nonzero differential operator 
with constant coefficients has at least one fundamental solution 
in ~'. The question arises-one that is important in applica
tions-of how to find a fundamental solution with the required 
properties of growth, of support, of smoothness, and so forth. 
A convenient tool in this respect is the method of Fourier trans
forms. However, the Fourier transform technique that was devel
oped in Sec. 6 is applicable to generalized functions of slow 
growth. For this reason, in constructing a fundamental solution 
by the method of Fourier transforms we confine ourselves from 
the very start to the class ,ff'. 

The equation (1.1) in the class ,ff' is equivalent to the algebraic 
equation (see .Sec. 6.3(b)) 

P <-is) g m = 1 (2.1) 

with respect to the Fourier transform F [~] = g. Thus, the 
problem of seeking a fundamental solution of slow growth turns 
out to be a special case of the more general problem of "dividing" 
a generalized function of slow growth by a polynomial, that is, 
of the problem of finding a solution u in ,ff' of the equation 

P <s> u = t (2.2) 
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where P OjE 0 is a polynomial and f is a specified generalized func
tion in .!f'. The solvability of the problem of "division" was 
proved in 1958 independently by Hormander [2] and Lojasie
wicz [1]. 

The proof is based on the following lemma. 

Lemma The mapping 

ep-+ Pep, epE.!f, 

has a continuous inverse in c!J'; in other words, for every integer 
p>O there are numbers Kp > 0 and an integer p' = p' (p) ~ 0 
such that the following inequality holds: 

II ep liP -<: Kp II Pep liP'• ep E cp' (IR.n). (2.3}· 

The existing proofs of this lemma are extremely complicated. 
We confine ourselves here to the proof of only the case n = 1. 

First we will prove (2.3) for the case P (s) = s- Setting 'I' =
= sep, we have 

ep=!' { 
max I 'I'' (s) I, 

I ep <s> 1-<: n;JE:;; 1 
I 'I' (s) I , 

1 ep' (6) 1 ~ 2 161.;:;;1 

lsl-<1 •. 

lsi >1; 

{ 
2. max I 'I'" (S) I , 

I 'I'' (s)l + I 'I' (s) I, 

lsl-<1, 

lsi> 1; 
and so forth. Consequently, 

II ep liP= sup~ (1 + lsi2)P/21 ep<a> (6) I 
fetiE:;;P 

-<KP sup~ (1+1si 2)P12 I'i'<a>(s)I-<KP116epllpH• laJE:;;P+1 

which is what was required (p' = p + 1). 
From the fact that the inequality (2.3) holds for P = 6 follows 

that it also holds for P = 6 - 60 and, hence, for all polynomials 
P = a [J (6 - Sk): 1E:;;kE:;;m 

11 ep 11p<: K~' 11 <s-st) ep 11p+1 <: K~' 11 <s- 61> <s- 62> ep IIP+2-< 

... <:K~m> II (s- 6t) (s- 62) .•. (6-6m) ep llp+m=Kp II Pep llp+m• 

Using the Hormander lemma, we will prove that the equation 
(2.2) is always solvable in c!J''. · 
15* 
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Indeed, consider the linear functional 

Pep-+ (f, ep) 

defined on a linear subspace [ 'ljJ : 'ljJ = Pep, ep E J'] of the space J'. 
By the Hormander lemma, this functional is continuous: if 
Pepk-+ 0, k-+ oo in J', then epk-+ 0, k-+ oo in J' and therefore 
(j, epk)-+ 0, k-+ oo. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists 
a (linear) continuous extension u, ep-+ (u, ep), of that functional 
on the whole of J' so that u E J'' and (u, Pep) = (f, ep). And 
this means that the functional u satisfies (2.2). 

Passing to the Fourier transform, we are convinced that the 
following theorem holds. 

Theorem (Hormander-l..ojasiewicz) The equation 

P (D) u = /, (2.4) 

where P (D) =¢= 0, is solvable in J'' for all f E J''. 

Corollary Every nonzero linear differential operator with con
stant coefficients has a fundamental solution of slow growth. 

14.3 A descent method Let us consider the linear differential 
equation with constant coefficients in the space !Rn+t of the 
variables (x, t) = (x1 , ••• , Xn, t), 

P (D, D 0) u = f (x) X & (t}, (3.1) 

where a 
Do= at' P(D; D0)= ~ Pq(D)D:+Po(D), and 

f~q,.;p 

P q (D) are differential operators with respect to the variables x. 
We will say that the generalized function u (x, t) taken from 

51' (!Rn+l) admits of an extension to functions of the form 
,<p (x) 1 (t}, where ep E 9) (!Rn), if no matter what the sequence of 
basic functions 'I'Jh (x, t), k = 1, 2, ... , in 9J (lll"+1), which 
:Sequence converges to 1 in !Rn+t (see Sec. 4.1), there exists a limit 

lim (u, <p (x) 'I'Jk (x, t)) = (u, ep (x) 1 (t)}, 
k-+oo 

and that limit is independent of the sequence {'I'Jk}· 
We denote the functional (3.2) by u0 , 

(u0 , ep) = (u, <p (x) 1 (t)) =lim (u, ep (x) 'l'Jk (x, t)), 
- k-oo 

(3.2) 

<p E 9J (3.3) 
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Clearly, for any k the functional (u, cp (x) 'Ylk (x, t)) is linear 
and continuous on fl', that is, it belongs to ~·. Therefore, by the 
theorem on the completeness of the space f£' (se0 Sec. 1.4) the 
functional u0 as well belongs to f£': u0 E $'. 

We will call the generalized function u0 (x) the generalized 
integral with respect to t of the generalized function u (x, t). 

We now give a criterion of existence for a generalized integral 
with respect to t. 

Theorem I In order that for u in 9)' (lR.n+i) there exist u 0 -

a generalized integral with respect to t-it is necessary and sufficient 
that there exist a convolution u * [6(x) X 1 (t)l. Here, the following 
equation holds: 

u • [6 (x) X 1 (t)J = u0 (~) X 1 (t). (3.4) 

We prove sufficiency. Suppose there exists a convolution 
u * [6 (x) X 1 (t)]. Then there exists a generalized function 
u0 in 5-' such that (3.4) holds (see Sec. 4.2(c) and Sec. 3.3). 

We will prove that u0 is a generalized integral with respect 
to t for u (x, t). Suppose gk (x)}, {'Ylk (x, t)}, and {Xi (t)} are 
sequences of basic functions in £1) (!Rn), 5J (Rn+1), and !;/.! (!Rl), 
which sequences converge to 1 in Rn, 1Rn+ 1 , and IIV respectively. 
Suppose cp E $ (!Rn). Then there is a number N such that £kcp = cp 
for all k;;:::N. Furthermore, for every k there is a number i~r. 
such that 

1Jk (x, t) ) Xik (t') (!)" (t + t') dt' = 1]k(X, t) (3.5) 

where we is the "cap" (see Sec. 1.2). Indeed, if (x, t) E supp 1Jk c 
c [(x, t) : I t I < Rk], then, choosing the number ik so that 
Xik (t) = 1 for I t I -<: Rk + e, we obtain 

J Xlk (t') ffie (t t') dt' = J ffie (t') Xik (t~- t) dt' 
lt'l<e 

= J ffie (t') dt' = 1. 

Now, making use of (3.4) and (3.5) and also of the definitions 
of a generalized integral with respect to t (3.3) and of a convolu
tion (see Sec. 4.1), and also noting that the sequence 

£k (x) £k (x') 1Jk (x, t) Xik (t') k=1,2, ••• , 
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of basic funetions in tlJ (IR2n+2) converges to 1 in IR2n+2, we 
have, for all <p E tlJ (IRn), 

lim (u, <p (x) 1Jk (x, t)) 
1!.-+oo 

=lim (u(x, t), ~k(x)<p(X)'r]~t(X, t) r X;k(t')roe(t+t')dt') 
h~oo J 

=lim (u (x, t) X 6 (x~) X 1 (t'), 
h ... oo 

~k (xHk (x') 1Jk{X, t)X;k(t') <p (x + x') roe (t + t')) 

= (u * [6 (x) X 1 (t)], <p (x) roe (t)) = (u0 (x) X 1 (t), <p (x) roe (t)) 

= ( Uo (x), <p (x) ~· roe (t) dt) = (u0, <p), 

which is what we set out to prove. 
We now prove necessity. Suppose for u there exists u0 , which 

is a generalized integral with respect to t. Suppose ~k (x, t; x', t'), 
k = 1, 2, ... , is a sequence of basic functions in tlJ (IR.2n+2) 

that converges to 1 in IR2n+2 • Let <p E tJJ (1Rn+1). Then for every 
compact K c 11tn+1 there is a number N such that for all k ~ N 

J ~k (x, t; 0, t') <p (x, t + t') dt' = J <p (x, t + t') dt' = .\ <p (x, t') dt', 

(x, t) E K. 

Consequently, there exists a sequence 1Jk (x, t) of functions taken 
from 5J (lltn+l), which sequence converges to 1 in IR,n+l and 
is such that the sequence of functions 

Xk (x, t) = J ~k (x, t; 0, t') <p (x, t+t') dt' 

-'r]k (x, t) J" <p (x, t') dt' + 1Jk{X, t), k = 1, 2, ... , (3.6) 

in 5J (IRn.-1) converges to 1 in 1Rn+1 • Let <p 0 (x) be a function in 
5J (IRn) equal to 1 on supp <p (x, t) so that <p = <p 0<p. Then, using 
(3.6) and the definitions of a generalized integral in t and of a con
volution, we have 

(u0 (x) X 1 (t), <p) 

= ( u0 , J <p (x, t) dt) = ( u0 (x), <p0 (x) J q> (x, t) dt) 
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=lim ( u (x, t), IPo (x) 1'Jk (x, t) \ qJ (x, t) dt) 
k-+oo J 

=-lim (u (x, t), qlo (x) 'Xk (x, t)) +lim (u (x, t), IJlo (x) 'l']k (x, t)) 
k-+oo k-oo 

+lim ( u (x, t), IPo (x) \ ~k (x, t; 0, t') qJ (x, t + t') dt') 
k-+oo J 

= - (uo, qlo) + (uo, IPo) 

+lim (u (x, t) X [6 (x') X 1 (t')], 
k-+00 

~R(x, t; x', t')qJ0 (x+x')qJ(x+x', t+t')) 

= (u * [6 (x) X 1 (t)], IJloiP) = (u * [6 (x) X 1 (t)], qJ}, 

which is what we set out to prove. 

Corollary 1 Suppose the function u (x, t) is measurable and 

J I u (x, t) I dt E Xtoc· Then its generalized integral in t exists 

in Xfoc and can be represented by the classical integral 

u0 (x) = j u (x, t) dt. (3. 7) 

Remark. The formula (3. 7) shows that a generalized integral 
in t is an extension of the classical concept of an integral in t 
to generalized functions. 

Corollary 2 If u = f (x) X 6 (t), where f E ~', then u0 =f. 

Theorem II If the solution u in ~, (IR.n+l) of the equation (3.1) 
possesses u0 (a generalized integral in t), then u 0 satisfies the equation 

P 0 (D) u0 = f (x). (3.8) 

Proof. Let 'l']k (x, t), k = 1, 2, ... , be a sequence of functions 
in 9J (IR.n+l) that converges to 1 in IR,n+t. Then for q = 1, 2, ... , 
the sequence of functions 1'Jk + D~'l']k, k = 1, 2, ... , also 
converges to 1 in IR,n+f and, hence, for all qJ in 9J (IR.n), 

lim (u, <p (x) D~'l']k (x, t)) 
k-+oo 

=lim (u, <p (x) ['I'Jk (x, t) + D~'I'Jk (x, t)]) -lim (u, qJ (x) 1'Jk (x, t)) 
k-+oo h-+oo 
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Taking into account the resulting equation, we verify that u0 
satisfies (3.8): 

(Po (D) Uo, cp) 

= (u0 , Po (-D) cp) =lim (u, P0 (-D) cpi(x) 'YJk (x, t)) 
~~ . 

=lim (u, P (-D, - D0) cp (x) 1Jk (x, t)) 
k-+oo 

=lim (P (D, D0) u, cp (x) l]k (x, t)) 
k-+00 

=lim(! (x) X 6 (t), cp (x) l]k(x, t)) 
k-+oo 

=lim(! (x), cp (x) l]k (x, 0)) = (/, cp). 
k-+~ 

The theorem is proved. 
The foregoing method of obtaining a solution u0 (x) of the 

equation (3.8) in n variables in terms of the solution u (x, t) 
of equation (3.1) in n + 1 variables is termed the method of 
descent with respect to the variable t. 

The descent method is particularly convenient for the construc
tion of fundamental solutions. Applying Theorem II for f = 
= 6 (x), we obtain the following corollary. 

Corollary If a fundamental solution 1J (x, t) of the operator 
P (D, D 0) possesses e0 (x) (a generalized integral in t), then e0 
is a fundamental solution of the operator P 0 (D). 

The fundamental solution e0 satisfies the relation 

e0 (x) X 1 (t) = e * [6 (x) X 1 (t)l. (3.9) 

The physical meaning of (3.9) consists in the fact that ~0 (x) 
is a perturbation (independent of t) of a source 6 (x) X 1 (t) con
centrated along the axis t (compare Sec. 4.8(c)). 

14.4 Examples (a) Particular solutions of the equation 
6u = 1 are the generalized functions 

1 
6-iO ' 
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which, by virtue of the Sochozki formulas (8.3) and (8.3') of 
Sec. 1, differ by the expression const X 6 (s), which is the general 
solution of the homogeneous equation su = Ol(see Sec. 2.6). 

Figure 30 

(b) If a polynomial P (s) does not have real zeros, then th& 

function P :1:) belongs to eM and is the sole solution of th& 
equation P (s) u = 1. 

This assertion follows ftom the following lemma. 

Lemma If a polynomial P (s) =1= 0, s E IR.n, there are constants 
C > 0 and v such that the following inequality holds true: 

(4.1) 

Proof. It suffices to prove the estimate (4.1) for Is I> 1. To· 
do this, perform an inversion transformation (Fig. 30): 

£ . s* =w, 1611 6*1 = 1. 

Suppose m is the degree of P. The polynomial 

P* (6*) =I 6* 12m P (I ~~.·,2 ) (4.2)· 

has a unique zero in IRn: 6* = O. Therefore there exist numbers
C1 > 0 and 1.1. > 0 such that 

I 6* I < 1, 
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-and so, by (4.2), 

I P(s) I ~c. I~· l11 - 2m=Ctl ~ l2m- 11 , 

The proof of the lemma is complete. 
(c) The equation 

I~ I> 1. 

is solvable for any f in rff' and its general solution is of the form 

1P E r!f, (4.3) 

where u1 is an arbitrary generalized function in ,Jf' (IR.n-1), 

1 
tp {S) = 1; [«p {~) - 'YJ {~1) 1P {0, ~2• • • ., ~n)J 

where 'YJ {~1) is an arbitrary function in 5J equal to 1 in the neigh
bourhood of 0. 

The proof of this assertion is similar to that for the space 5)' 
(see Sec. 3.3). 

{d) The function ~ (t) = e (t) Z (t), where Z (t) is a solution 
of the homogeneous differential equation (compare Sec. 4.8(£)) 

P ( :t ) Z = z<m> + a1z<m-v + .. , + amZ = 0 

that satisfies the conditions 

z (0) = z~ (0) = .•. = zcm-2> (0) = 0, zcm-1> (0) = 1, 

is a fundamental solution of the operator P ( :t ) . 
Indeed, using (3.1) of Sec. 2, we obtain 

~~ (t) = e (t) Z' (t), ... , ~cm-1 > (t) = e (t) zcm-1> (t), 

~(m) (t) = 6 (t) + e (t) z<m) (t), 

whence 

P ( ~ ) ~ (t) = e (t) P ( ~ ) z (t) + 6 (t) = 6 (t),_ 

which completes the proof. 
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In particular, the function 

~ (t) = a (t) e-at (4.4) 

is a fundamental solution of the operator :t + a. 
(e) A fundamental solution of the heat conduction operator, 

aw, Tt- a2V2~ = 8 (x, t). (4.5) 

Applying the Fourier transform F x (see Sec. 6.2) to (4.5) and 
using the formulas (3.8) and (3.9) of Sec. 6, 

F X [8 (x, t)J = F X [8 (x) X 8 (t)J = F [6] m X 6 (t) 

= 1 (6) X 6 (t), 

we obtain, for the generalized function i (6, t) = F x [~], the 
equation 

(4.6) 

Taking into account (4.4) with a2 I 6 12 substituted for a, we 
conclude that the solution in (/" of the equation (4.6) is the 
function 

i (6, t) = a (t) e-a2 is1 2t. 

From this, using the inverse Fourier transform F~1 and (6.2) 
of Sec. 6, we obtain 

I X,. 
Fi 1 [~) = ~ f e-a•! ~ l't-i<s. x> d6 = e (t) e- ""4ii2T. 

(2n)n J (2a y nt)n 

That is, 
I X,. 

(£ ( t) e (t) e- 4a•t • 
(!) x, = ( ,/ )n 

2a r nt 
(4.7) 

(f) Fundamental solution of the wave operator 0. It was demon
strated in Sec. 13.5 that the (generalized) function 

n-1 

~n (x) =--n--:::-2 -1--- 0 - 2-a (xo) a (x2), x= (x0 , x), (4.8) 
2nn_2_r ( nt1) 
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where 8 (xo) 8 (x2) = 8v-+ (x) is the characteristic function of the 
light cone of the future f+ = [x : x 0 ~ I x 11. is a fundamental 
solution of the wave operator 0. Putting n = 1 in (4.8), we have 

~1 (x) = ~ 8 (xo)~8 (x2). (4.9) 

We will prove, for n>2, the equality 

(4.10) 

where the generalized function 8 (xo) ~ (x2} is given by 

00 

(8 (x0) ~ (x2), cp) = f J :0 J cp dSx dx0 

0 I X I=Xo 

= ..!_ r q> (x, I X D d 
2 J I X I x, (4.11) 

Rn 

Using the technique of differential forms and the Stokes theorem 
(see, for example, Vladimirov [11), for all cp E 5J (!Rn+l) we have 

( 0 8 ( Xo) 8 ( x 2) 1 cp) 

= (8 (x0) 8 (x2), Ocp) = J Ocp (x) dx0 l\:dx1 1\ ... 1\ dx,. 
v• 

= J d ( :x: dx1 1\ . 1\ dxn + :~ dx0 1\[·dx.,J/\ .•. 1\ dx,. + 
y+ 

... + ( -1)n-t !q> dx0 1\ dx1 1\ ... 1\ dx,.+ 
ux,. 

But on av+ ' {0} we have, by virtue \of the equation x: = I X 111 , 
the relation 
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Therefore, continuing our chain of equations, we obtain 

(08(xo)8(x2),cp)= )' d{x: [x1dx2f\ 
ov+ 

-Z(n- 1) J 4pdx1 (\;~:(\dxn (4.12) 

ov+ 

By the Stokes theorem and by virtue of the finitelle~s of cp, 
the first integral in the right-hand member of (4.{2) 1s zero. 

---t~-_v+ ....-- ---./ .... 
I \ 

0 

Figure 31 

In the second integral, integration is performed along the outer 
side of the surface av+ (Fig. 31) so that dx1 1\ ... 1\ dxn = 
= -dx and therefore 

(08(x0)8(x2), cp)=2(n-1)J qJ(~,xllxl) dx, 
Rn 

whence, by (4.11), follows (4.10). 
Putting n = 2v + 1 in (4.8) and using (4.10), we o!Jtain 

e2v+1 (x) = 2v-11 v ov-18 (xo) {) (x2), 
2 :n r(v) 

(4.13) 

In particular, for v = 1 we derive the following from (4.13): 

(4.14) 

To find a formula similar to (4.13) for n = 2v, we take advantage 
of the descent method with respect to the variable Xn+t (see 
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Sec. 14.3). To do this, it must be shown that ~lv+t (x, x 2 v+l)• 
x = (x0 , x1 , ••• , x2 v) possesses a generalized integral with 
respect to variable x2v+l· Let the sequence 1)11 (x, x2v+l), 

x2V+l 

Figure 32 

k = 1, 2, ... , of basic functions in 9J (IR.n+2) converge to 1 
in IR.n+2 • Then, using (4.13) and (4.11), we have, for all «p E 
E !/) (IR.n+s), 

lim (~zv+l (x, Xzv+1), «Jl.(x) TJ11 (x, Xzv+t)) 
k-+oo 

Transform the last integral. Since ov-l «p (x) does not depend on 
x2v+l• then, by replacing the surface integral over the sphere 
Sxu = [(x, x2v+l) : I x 12 + X~v+l = x~] with twice the integral 
over the sphere I x I < x0 (Fig. 32), we get 

1 f ~ ov-1qJ (x) 
(~zv, «p) = 22v-1:rtvr (v) J V z2 dx dxu. 

0 lx <x8 
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That is, 

where 

<e () 1 'V-1[9( ) 21-1/2 
o2v x = 22v-ln"r (v) 0 Xo X+ , 

[9 (xo) x!J-1/2 = x , { ( 2)-1/2 

0, 
if Xo~l X 1, 
if xo< I xI· 

Putting v = 1 in (4.15), we have 

(4.15)· 

(4.16) 

(4.17). 

(g) Fundamental solution of the Laplace operator V'2 • In 
Sec. 2.3(h), it was demonstrated that the function 

1 1 
~n (x) =- (n-2) an I x In z' n~3; ~2 (x) =zn- ln I X I ( 4.18)-

is a fundamental solution of the Laplace operator. 
Let us compute ~n by the method of Fourier transforms. 

We have 

Let n = 2. The generalized function -ff' W, defined in 

Sec. 6.6(h) satisfies that equation, and its Fourier transform is 
equal to 2n In I x I + 2nC 0 , where C 0 is some constant. Therefore 

F-t [ - ff' I : 12 j = 4!2 F [ - ff' I ; 12 ] = 2~ In I x I + ;~ . 

Since the constant satisfies the homogeneous Laplace equation, 

then by dropping the term ;~ we see that ~2 may be chosen 

equal to 2~ In I x 1. Now let n = 3. In this case, the function 

- I ~ 1-2 is locally summable in IR.n and is of slow growth, and 
therefore, in accordance with Sec. 14.2, 

~n (x) = -F-1 [ I ;12 ] = - (2!)n F [I ~1 12], 

whence, using (6.6) of Sec. 6, we obtain (4.18) for n = 3. The 
computation of ~n (x) is similar for n > 3 as well. 

It is particularly simple to construct ~n (x) for n ~ 3 by the 
descent method with respect to the variable t (see Sec. 14.3) 
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from the fundamental solutions of the heat conduction operator 
or the wave operator. For example, by using (3.7), we obtain 
from (4.7) for a = 1 the formula (4.18) for n~3: 

00 I X 11 J r 1 --~n {x) = - ~ (x, t) dt = - J e 4 t dt 
0 (2 Y nt)n 

00 

= e·u.un/2- 2 du -I x ~-n+2 J 
4nnf2 

0 

I x ~-n+2 1 
= - r (n/2 -1) 4nnf2 .. - (n-2) <1n I X ,n-ll 

Computation~is analogous in the case of the fundamental solu
tion~~~~n.k (x) of[the iterated Laplace operator {V'2)" for 2k < n: 

~ ( -1)k f(n/2-k) l2k n 
"n• k (x) = 22knnf2 (k-1)1 I X 

(4.19) 

(h) Fundamental solution of the Cauchy-Riemann operator, 

a 
-= ld = 6 (x, y), az 

(4.20) 

Applying the operator ,:x - i :Y to the equation (4.20), we 

obtain 

whence, using formulas (1.11) and (4.18) we have, for n = 2, 

~ = 2e 2 • ( _!_- i _!__) 6 =..!.. ( _!_ - i .!..._) ln y x2 + y2 ax ay l't ax ay ' 

that is, 
1 

~(x, y)=-, nz (4.21) 

(i) Fundamental solution of the transfer operator, 

1 O'fl,l <I? <I? vat+(s, gradc.)+atz 8 =6(x, t), lsl=1, v>O, a~O. 

(4.22) 
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Applying the Fourier transform F x to (4.22), we obtain, for the 
generalized function F x [~sl = ~s (£, t), the equation 

1 a'is ---,-+[ex- i (s, s)] ~s= 1 (s) X 6 (t). 
11 ut 

(4.23) 

From this, using (4.4), we conclude that the solution, in c'f', 
of the equation (4.23) is the function ~ (£, t) = ve (t) e[i(s, £)-a]vt. 
Now applying the inverse Fourier transform FC and using the 
formula (2.6) of Sec. 6, we obtain, for x0 = vts, the fundamental 
solution of the transfer operator 

~ s (x, t) = ve (t)e-CX.tv6 (x - vts). (4.24) 

To compute the fundamental solution 15~ (x) of the stationary 
transfer operator 

(s, grad~~)+ ex~~= 6 (x) (4.25) 

let us take advantage of the descent method with respect to 
the variable t (see Sec. 14.3): 

so that 

00 

(~ .. cp (x) 1 (t)) =vI e-"vt (6 (x-vts), cp) dt 
0 

00 00 

= v ~ e-avtcp (vts) dt = I e-aucp (us) du 
0 0 

e-a I xI ( x ) 
~~ (x)= lxl2 6 s-TXT . 

(j) Fundamental solution of the Schrodinger operator, 

i a'~; + -1- V'2~ = 6 (x t) at 2m , • 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

Applying the Fourier transform F x to (4.27), we obtain, for the 
generalized function F x [~J = ~ (£, t), the equation [compare 
item (e)] 

16-0172 
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whence, by (4.4), we have 

= - i lim 8 (t) (-m-.-)n/2 e- 2(m+ieJ I; l't. 
e-+O m+ze 

Using the continuity, in .!/', of the operator of the Fourier trans

form FC and applying formula (4. 7) for a2 = 2 (m ~ ie) , 

we obtain 

c.: ( ) ·e () ( m )n/2 i [ 1 ~t" <m+iOJ-n;'J 
e x, t = - ~ t 2nt e - • (4.28) 

In particular, for n = 1 we have 

V- m t ' i m i-x' 0 (x t) = - ...2..._ e (t) - e 2t ' y2 2nt • 
(4.29) 

14.5 A comparison of differential operators Let P (D) be a 
differential operator with constant coefficients of order m defined 
by (1.2). We set 

J52 (£) = ~ I p<Pl (i£) 12 
l!ll~m 

p<!l) (£>=nil P <£> = ~~ .L aa (~)sa-Il. 
ll~rx 

The Leibniz formula takes the form 

P (D) (!g)= ~ ~~~ p<!ll (D) g. 
IH'Sm 

(5.1) 

It can be verified directly: 

P (D) (fg) = ~ aa.D(Y. (fg) = ~ aa ~ (!) D11f Da-Pg 
la.),;m Jaf,;m P~a 

= ~ Dpf ~ aa (!) Da-f'>g= ~ D~f p<Pl (.B) g. 
I!IJ,;m -P,;a I P l~m 
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We now prove the Hormander inequality: if G is a bounded 
open set, then for any a there is a number Ca. =Ca. (P, G) 
such that 

II p<a.l (D)(j! II < Ca. II P (D) cp II, cp E $ (G). (5.2) 

Here, II II . II 1/ X2(G) (see Sec. 0.3). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the inequality (5.2) for I a I = 1 

and apply the recurrent process. We prove it for a= (1, 0, ... 
. . . , 0). Suppose cp E $(G). Then by (5.1) 

pm (£) = a:£~£) . (5.3) 

Forming the scalar product of (5.3) on the right by p<M (D) = 

= P< 1> (-D) (compare Sec. 8.1) and taking into account that 
the operators P (D) and P< 1>(D) commute, we obtain 

(Pn> (D) (x1cp), P* (D) cp) = (x1P (D) cp, P< 1>* (D) cp) 
+ II P< 1' (D) cp 11 2 · (5.4} 

But, by (5.3), 

pm (D) (x1cp) = x1P11 ' (D) cp + p<2> (D) cp, p<2> (£) = iJP(l) (£) 
ii£r 

Substituting the resulting expression into (5.4), we have 

II p<l>(D) cp W = (x1P<l>(D) cp, P* (D) cp) + (P< 2'(D) cp, P*(D)cp) 

- (x1P (D) cp, P< 1'* (D) cp> 

< II xlP<l> (D) cp II II P* (D) cp II + II P< 2>(D) cp 1111 P* (D) cp II 

+ II x1P (D) cp II II P<1>* X (D) cp 11. 

From this, putting R 1 = sup [I x1 I, 1] and noting that 
xeCJ 

II P (D) cp II = II P* (D) cp II 

we obtain the inequality 

II p<l> (D) cp W < 2Rt [II po> (D) cp II+ II P<2>(D) cp Ill II P (D) cp II· 
(5.5} 

Suppose the inequality (5.2) is proved for all polynomials of 
degree < m. (If the degree of P is 0, then it is trivial.) Then there 
is a number C1 such that II P< 2> (D) ~ II < C1 II pn> (D) cp 11. 
u• 
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cp E 2f; ((9). Substituting this inequality into the inequality (5.5) 
and cancelling II pel> (D) cp II, we are convinced that (5.2) holds 
true for a = (1, 0, ... , 0) with Ca. = 2R1 (1 + C1). 

From the Hormander inequality follows the corollary: if G is 
an open bounded set and P (D) :¢= 0, then 

P (D) :p (C9) ~ :£2 ((9). (5.6) 

To prove the inclusion (5.6) it is necessary to establish the 
existence, in :£2 (G), of the solution of the equation 

P (D) u = f, 

that is, of the equation 

(u, P* (D) cp) = (f, cp), cp E 9J (G). (5.7) 

The equation (5. 7) defines an antilinear form on the functions 
P* (D) !!l· (G), which form is continuous in the norm :£2 (G), 
by virtue of the inequality (5.2), 

II cp II -< C II P* (D) cp II, cp E 9J (G). 

This form, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, may be extended anti
linearly and continuously onto all :£2 (G), which form, by 
the Riesz theorem, is what determines the required solution 
u (x) in :£2 (G). 

Note that we have again obtained the existence of a fundamental 
solution of the operator P (D) :¢= 0 in 9)' (G) for any open bounded 
set G. To prove this, it suffices to represent 6 = Da.f, f E :£2 (G), 
and take advantage of the inclusion (5.6). 

We will say that the operator P (D) is stronger than the operator 
Q (D) in an open bounded set G, and we write: Q < P in tl if 
there is a constant K = K (P, Q, G) such that 

II Q (D) cp II < K II P (D) cp II, cp E 2f; ( C9). 

Theorem The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) the operator P is stronger than the operator Q in G; 
(2) there exists a constant C such that 

I Q (is) I < CP (s), 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Proof. (1)-+ (2). Let cp E 9J (C9), cp :¢= 0. Applying the inequali
ty (5.8) with ei(x, ~) cp (x) substituted for cp (x), we obtain 

II Q (D) ei(x, s) (j) 112~K211 p (D) ei(x, s) (j) 112, 
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where K does not depend on s. Noting that 

p (D) ei<x. ~> = p (is) ei<x. s> 

and using the Leibniz formula (5.1), from (5.10) we obtain 

IJ ~ Q<a> (is) n;~ 112 <- K2JJ ~ p<a> (is) n:t Jr. 
a a 

(5.11) 

Suppose m is the largest of the orders of the operators Q and P. 
We will prove that the quadratic form 

IJ ~ n;~ Aa 11
2 

lal~m 

of the variables { Aa} is positive definite. Indeed, if for {A.a.} =f= 0 
that form vanishes, then 

~ 'Aa a 
2.J aT D. cp (x) = 0, 

lal~m 

Applying the Laplace transform to the resulting equation, 

~ 'Aa a 
LJ CiT (- iz} L [cp] (z) = 0, 

lai:Sm 

and taking into account that L [cp} (z) is an integral function 
(see Sec. 12.3), we conclude that L [cpl = 0, whence cp = 0, which 
cannot be. 

Thus, there exists a constant cr > 0, not dependent on {Aa}, 
such that 

(5.12) 

Applying the first of the inequalities of (5.12) to Aa = Q<a> (is), 
the second to Aa = p<a> (is), and taking into account the in
equality (5.11), we obtain the inequality 

(5.13) 

whence follows the inequality (5.9) for C = crK. 
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(2) --+ (1). Let <p E :JJ (G). Multiplying inequality (5.9) by 
I p-t (<p] (£) 12 and applying the Parseval equation (see Sec. 6.6(c)), 
we obtain 

II Q (i£) p-1 [IPJ (£) W =II F-1 [Q (D) <p] 11 2 = ~II Q (D) 1P 11 2 
(2ll) 

<~ ~ II p<al (D) 1P 11 2• (5.14) 
(2ll) I a l~m 

Applying to the right-hand side of (5.14) the Hormander inequal
ity (5.2), we see that inequality (5.8) holds for a certain K (de
pendent on G). And this means that Q < P in G. The proof of the 
theorem is complete. 

Corollary 1 If Q < P in some G, then Q < P in any open 
bounded set. 

Corollary 2 The inequality ( 5.9) is equivalent to the inequality 

14.6 Elliptic and hypoelliptic operators An operator P (D) 
is said to be elliptic (or, respectively, hypoelliptic) if it possesses 
a (real) analytic (respectively coo) fundamental solution ~ (x) 
for x =fo 0. Every elliptic operator is hypoelliptic. 

Examples. The Laplace and Cauchy-Riemann operators are 
elliptic (see Sec. 14.4(g) and (h)); the heat conduction operator 
is hypoelliptic (see Sec. 14.4(e)). 

Theorem I For the operator P (D) to be hypoelliptic, it is 
necessary and sufficient that for any open set B every solution u (x) 
in !JJ' (G) of the equation P(D) u = f, where f E Coo (G), belong 
to Coo (G). 

Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. We will prove necessity. Let 
~ (x) be a fundamental solution of the class Coo (IRn '"-... {0}) 
of the operator P (D) and u E !!})' (G) a solution in G of the 
equation P (D) u = f. Suppose (9' is an arbitrary open set, 
compactinG, and fJ E :J) (G), fJ (x) = 1, x E G'. The generalized 
function fJU is finite and satisfies the equation [see (5.1)J 

P (D) (f]u) = f]/ + ft, 
where f]/ E Coo, f]/ is finite, ft E !JJ' and supp ftc supp fJ "-... G'. 
Therefore (see Sec. 14.1) 

f]U = C * (f]/) + ~ * ft 
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whence it follows that u E C00 (C9') (see Sec. 4.3). Since (9' ~ (9 
is arbitrary, it follows that u E C"" (0). Theorem I is proved. 

The algebraic conditions for hypoellipticity may be indicated: 
for an operator P (D) to be hypoelliptic, it is necessary and suf
ficient that for all a, I a I ~1, 

p<a.> (-is) 
P(-is) -o, 161- 00 • 

This result was obtained by Hormander [1J. 

(6.1) 

The proof of the following theorem is similar to that of Theo
rem I. 

Theorem I' For an operator P (D) to be elliptic, it is necessary 
and sufficient that, for any G, every solution u (x) in :JJ' (G) of 
the equation P (D) u = 0 be (real) analytic in G. 

The algebraic condition for ellipticity: for an operator P (D) 
to be elliptic, it is necessary and sufficient that its principal part 

Pm (D)= ~ aa.Da. 
I a.J=m 

satisfy the condition P m (S) =I: 0, ~ =I: 0. 
This result was established by Petrovskii [1] (1939), for clas

sical solutions, by Weyl [1] (1940) for generalized solutions for 
the Laplace operator, and by Hormander (1955) (see [11) in the 
general case. 

We now prove a theorem on wiping out isolated singularities 
of harmonic functions. 

A generalized function u (x) in f!l' (G) is said to be harmonic 
in a region G if it satisfies the Laplace equation V 2u = 0 in G 
(and then u E Coo via Theorem 1). 

Theorem II If the function u is harmonic in the region G "" {0} 
and 

u (x) = o (I x 1-n+z), n ~ 3; u (x) = o (ln I x 1), n = 2, 

lx 1-0, 
then u is harmonic in G. 

(6.2) 

Proof. Let U R ~ G. We introduce the function u (x), which 
is equal to u (x) in U R and 0 outside U R· This function is sum
mabie on IJP~ and by (3. 7') of Sec. 2 the generalized function in 
ff)' (IR.'l) 

- au 6 + a 'V2u+an sR an (ul38R) =0 in IR.n"-...{0}. 
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From this, by the theorem of Sec. 2.6, we have 

V'Zu = - ~~ 6sR- a: (u6sR) + ~ CaDa{) in !Rn. (6.3) 
laf:O:::m 

Since u is finite, it follows that, by using (1.11}, we obtain, 
from (6.3}, 

where 

= V~'+ v~l)+ ~ CaDa'f,n 

taf:O:::m 

(6.4) 

1 
'f,2 (x) = 2:n In I x I 

is a fundamental solution of the Laplace operator, and Vh01 (x) 
and Vi{ 1 (x) are surface potentials of a simple and double layer 
on the sphere S R· From the representation (6.4) for I x I < R 
and from the condition (6.2) it follows that ca = 0, so that 

u (x) = v~o> (x) + Vhn (x}, lxi<R, 

whence it follows that u (x) is a harmonic function m the ball 
U R· The proof of the theorem is complete. 

14.7 Hyperbolic operators Let C be a convex open cone in 
!Rn with vertex at 0. The operator P (D) is said to be hyperbolic 
relative to the cone C if it satisfies the condition: there is a point 
Yo E !Rn such that 

P (y 0 - iz) =I= 0 for all z ETc. (7.1) 

Theorem For the operator P (D) to be hyperbolic relative to 
a cone C, it is necessary and sufficient that it have a (unique) funda
mental solution 'f, (x) in the algebra f!l)' (C*}, which solution can 
be represented as 

'f, (x) = e\Yo. x) e0 (x), 'f,o E lf1 (C*), (7.2) 

where the point y 0 E R.n is defined in (7.1). 
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Proof. Necessity. If the operator P (D) is hyperbolic relative· 
to the cone C, then the polynomial P (y 0 - iz) does not vanish 
in the tubular region Tc. Therefore 1/P (y 0 - iz) E H (C) (see 
Sec. 13.2) so that 

~o E (!' (C*). (7.3} 

Setting ~ = z + iy0 , we obtain (see Sec. 9.2(c)) 

1 = L [Co] (~-iYo) = L l~o (x) e(yo. x)] 
P(-tC ' 

whence follows the representation (7 .2). 
Sufficiency. If the operator P(D) has a fundamental solution 

of the form of (7.2), then the function L [~ 0J (z) is holomorphic 
in Tc and, hence,! by virtue of (7 .3) the polynomial P (y 0 - iz) 
does not vanish in Tc since the operator P (D) is hyperbolic 
relative to the cone C. 

The uniqueness of a fundamental solution in the algebra 
9J' (C*) was proved in Sec. 4.8(d). 

The theorem is proved. 

Example 1. The wave operator 0 is hyperbolic relative to the· 
light cone of the future V+, and (see Sec. 13.5) 

0 (-iz) = -z~ + z~ + ... + z~ =1= 0 in Tv+. 

Example 2. The differential operator P ( ! ) (see Sec. 14.4(d)) 

is hyperbolic relative to the cone (0, CXJ). 
Remark. The cone C is connected component of the open set. 

(see Hormander [ 1]) 

[y : Pm (y) =I= O]. 

15 Cauchy Problem 

15.1 The generalized Cauchy problem for a hyperbolic equa
tion LetS be a C-like surface of the class coo and letS+ be a region 
lying above S (see Sec. 4.5); P (D) is a hyperbolic operator rela
tive to the cone C of order m. 

We consider the classical Cauchy problem 

P (D) u = I (x), (1.1); 
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k=0,1, ... ,m-1, (1.2) 

that is, the problem of finding a function u E em (S +) n cm-1 (S+) 
that satisfies the equation (1.1) in S+ and the conditions (1.2) 
on S. For solvability of the Cauchy problem (1.1)-(1.2) it is 
necessary that f E C(S+) and uk E cm-k-1 (S). 

Suppose that the classical solution u of the problem (1.1)-(1.2) 
exists and f E C (S +>· We continue the functions f and u by 
zero onto S_ and denote the extended functions by T and u respec
tively. Then the function u (x) satisfies the following differential 
equation over the entire space IR.n: 

(1.3) 
O~k~m-1 

where vk6s is the density of a simple layer on S withsurface den
sity vk (see Sec. 1.7), uniquely defined by the functions {u1}, by 
the surface S, and by the operator P(D). The generalized function 

~ (vk6s) acts on the basic functions cp via the rule (compare 
ani< 

Sec. 2.3(b )) 

( ak ) k 1 akff! (x) 
ank (vk68),cp =(-1) J vlt(x) ank dS. 

s 

Let us prove (1.3). Using equation (1.1) and the conditions (1.2), 
we have, for all cp E ~, 

.(P(D) ii, cp) 

= (~, P (-D) cp) = j" u (x) P (-D) cp (x) dx 
s+ 

= j P(D)u(x)cp(x)dx+ ~ (-i)k j" vk(x) a1ta~~x) dS 
s+ o~k~m-1 s 

= J 7 (x) cp (x) dx + ~ ( a~kk (vk6s), cp}, 
O~k~m-1 

which is equivalent to (1.3). 
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Example 1. For the Cauchy problem for the ordinary differ
ential equation 

k=O, 1, ... , m-1, 

the equation (1.3) takes the form (see Sec. 2.3(c)) 

( d)- -P Tt u=f(t)+ 
o,;;;h,;;;m-1 

where 
(a0 = 1). 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

Indeed, using formula (3.1) of Sec. 2 and the initial condi
tions (1.5), we have 

k=1,2, ... ,n. 

From this and from (1.4) follows equation (1.6): 

P( :t) li=Pcl ( :t )u(t)+u06<m-1'(t)+(a1u0+u1)<'l<m-2'(t)+ 

... + (am-tUo + ... + atUm-2 + Um-t) 6 (t) 

= f{t) + ~ v"<'l<"' (t), 
o,;;;h,;;;m-1 

where the numbers v" are defined by equations (1. 7). 
Example 2. For the Cauchy problem for the wave equation 

Ou=f(x), x= (x0,x), 

ul =U0 (x), 
Xo=O 

i}u I -8 - = u 1 (x), 
X 0 x 0=0 

the equation (1.3) takes the form 

D u = f(x) + u0 (x) X <'l' (x0) + u1 (x) X 6 (x0). 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

Thus, the classical solution u (x) of the Cauchy problem (1.1)
(1.2),! being a continuation onto S _ via zero, satisfies equation 
(1.3) in !Rn. Here the initial conditions (1.2) play the role of 
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sources concentrated on the surface S (as the sum of densities 
of layers of different orders). For example, for the wave equation, 
by virtue of (1.10), that is the sum of the densities of a simple 
layer and a double layer on the plane x 0 = 0, that is, an instan
taneously operating source (for x 0 = 0). 

Now we can generalize the classical Cauchy problem for a 
hyperbolic operator P(D) in the following manner. Suppose the 
generalized function FE 5;' (S +)· We use the term generalized 
Cauchy problem for the operator P(D) with the source F to describe 
the problem of finding, in 11\n, a generalized solution u in :J.;' (S+) 
of the equation 

P(D) u = F (x). (1.11) 

By the foregoing, all solutions of the classical Cauchy problem 
are contained among the solutions of the generalized Cauchy 
problem. 

The following theorem holds true: 

Theorem A solution of the generalized Cauchy problem exists 
uniquely and is expressed by the formula 

u = c * F, (1.12} 

where c is a fundamental solution of the operator P(D) in 5;' (C*). 
This solution depends continuously on F in the sense of convergence 
in the space ~' (S +)· 

To prove the theorem, it is necessary to take advantage of 
the results of Sec. 4.5, for r = C* and K = 0, and also of 
Sec. 4.8(d). Here the operation F-+ lJ * F is continuous from 
fl' (S+) to ~, (S +)· 

Remark. The foregoing is carried over in obvious fashion to 
hyperbolic systems. Let A be an N X N matrix whose elements 
are differential operators with constant coefftcients. The op'l:lrator 
A (D) is said to be hyperbolic with respect to the cone C if the 
operator det A (D) is hyperbolic relative to C. 

Example 1'. The formula (1.12) for solving the classical Cau
chy problem (1.4)-(1.5) takes the form 

t 

u (t) = ) f ('r) Z (t -- 't) d't + ~ vkz<kJ(t), (1.13} 
o Ozk~m-1 

where Z (t) is a solution of the homogeneous equation P( :t ) Z = 
= 0 that satisfies the conditions z<k) (0) = 0, 0 -.<: k -.<: m - 2. 
z<m-1) (0) = 1, and the numbers vk are given by the equations (1.7). 
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To obtain formula ( 1.13) compute the convolution of the funda

mental solution e (t) = e (t) z (t) of the operator p ( :t ) (see 

Sec. 14.4(d)) with the right-hand side of (1.6): 

z;, = 7 * w, + ~ v1JY"> * w, 
O~k~m-1 

=) f('t)e(t-'t)d't+ ~ vkW,ck>(t) 
O~h~m-1 

t 

=) f('t)Z(t-'t)d't+S(t) ~ vkzck>(t). 
0 O~h~m-1 

Here we took into account the equations (see Sec. 14.4(d)) 

'[ck> (t) = [8 (t) Z (t))CR) = 8 (t) zck> (t), k = 0, 1, ... , m-1. 

15.2 Retarded potential The (generalized) functions defined 
by equations (4.9), (4.13) and (4.15) of Sec. 14 constitute the 
fundamental solution of the wave operator: 

1 ov-te (xo) 6 (x2), 
22v-1:n:vr (v) 

1 
n = 2v; (2.1) 

n=1. 

The supports of e1 and c2v coincide with 11+ and the support 
of e2v+I• v;;?: 1, with av+. These peculiarities of structure of 
the support of the fundamental solution are what determine 
the differences in the nature of wave propagation in odd-dimen
sional (n :> 3) and even-dimensional spaces and on the straight 
line. Figures 33 to 35 depict schematically the graphs of the 
fundamental solutions On (x) with respect to I x I for a fixed 
x 0 >0. 

Lemma The fundamental solution On (x) belongs to the class 
Coo ([0, oo )) with respect to x0 and its restriction Onxo (x) for 
x0 >0 possesses the support Sxo (for odd n;;?:3), Dxo (for even 
n or n = 1),1 and satisfies the limiting relations, as x 0 -+ +0, 

~nxo (x)-+ 0, 
82~nXo (X) 0 • UT,I (IDn) 

a 2 . -+ Ill = U'L • 
Xo 

(2.2) 
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0 [xl 

Figure 33 

0 lxl 

Figure 34 

0 lxl 

Figure 35 

Proof. Let n = 2v + 1 ~ 3 be odd. We will prove that, for 
z, >0, 

(2.3) 
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Indeed, for all <p E 5; (IR.n) and 'IJl E $ (x0 > 0) we have, by 
virtue of (2.1) and (4.11) of Sec. 14, 

(~n<P• 'IJl) 

= (~n• <p (x) 'IJl (xo)) 

= z2v-1~vr (v) (Dv-1e (xo) 6 (xz), <p (x) 'IJl (xo)) 

1 (e (x0) 6 (x2), 
- z2v-1:n; "r (v) 

~ ( -i)v-1-a (v.:i) '1Jl(2a) (xo) (V2)v-1-a<p (x)) 
o::::;a=s::;;v-1 

00 

X~ ) (V2f- 1-a<p (x) dSx dxo 
0 lxl=xo 

1 ~ ( i)v-1-a( a) 
- 22"n"r (v) .L..J - v-f 

o:s::;;a=s::;;v-1 
00 

X ) \jJ(Za) (x0 ) x~"- 1 ~ (('\72)"- 1-a<p) (x0s) dsdx0 , 

0 lsl=1 

whence follows formula (2.3) (see the notations and techniques 
developed in Sec. 3.4). From (2.3) it follows that ~n E Coo ([0, oo )). 
with respect to Xo, supp enxo = Sxo and, as Xo ~ +0, 

(lbnxot cp) = en!j. (xo) ~ 0, 

( a~nxo ) '£• ( ) 
~, <p =enq> Xo 

(2v-f)! r 
~ z2":n:"r (v) J <p (0) ds 

1•1=1 
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In this last relation we took advantage of the fact that the func
tion 

~ cp (x0s) ds = ~ cp (- x0s) ds 
lsl=l lsl=i 

is even, infinitely differentiable, and therefore its first derivative 
with respect to x 0 at zero is equal to zero. 

Thus the limiting relations (2.3) have been proved for odd 
n ~ 3. For even n = 2v the proof is analogous; the simplest 
thing is to take advantage of the descent method with respect to 
the variable x2v+I (see Sec. 14.4(f)). For n = 1 the proof is tri
vial. The proof of the lemma is complete. 

Example. 

~ ( ) 1 \1- 1 1 6 ( ) 
. 2v+ 1xo X = 22"n"r (v) 0 ~ Sxo X ' x 0 > 0, (2.4) 

where 6 8 (x) is a simple layer on the sphere I x I = x 0 (see 
xo 

Sec. 1. 7). 
Suppose F E ::z~~ (R~ X IR.n). The convolution· Vn = F * Gn 

that exists in f!P' (IR.~ X IR. n) (see Sec. 4.5) is termed a retarded 
potential with density F. The retarded potential Vn depends con-
tinuously on F in the sense of convergence in f!P' (af~ X IRn). 
Finally, that potential satisfies the wave equation 0 Vn = F 
(see Sec. 14.1). 

The other properties of the potential V n are substantially 
dependent on the properties of the density F. 
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If F = j E Xloc (iR~ X 11\n}, then the potential Vn is given 
by the formulas 

v~1, 

xo x1+xo-so 

V 1 (x) = ; .\ ) f (~) d~1 d~o· 
o x1-xo+so 

(2.5) 

Suppose n = 2v + 1 ~ 3. Using the representation (5.1) 
of Sec. 4 for the convolution f *On, we have, from (2.1) and 
(4.11) of Sec. 14, for' all !Jl E 5J (11\n+l), 

(V n• !Jl) = (f * Ono !Jl) = Cv (j * o"- 18 (xo) {) (x2), !p} 

=Cv(0v-i(f*8(xo)6(x2)), !p}=cv(/*8(xo)6(x2), Ov-t!p) 

= Cv (f (~)X 8 (Yo) 6 (Y2), l] (£} lJdY) Ov-t!p (~ + y)) 

= Cv ( 8 (Yo){) (y2), l]t(y) ) f (£} 0"- 1!p (~ + y) d~) 

=Cv (8(yo)6(y2),l]t(Y)) f(x-y) 0"- 1qJ(x)dx) 

= C2v) [) f(xo-IYI. x-y) ov-i!p(X) dx] ld;l 

= c; J ov-l!p (x) ) t (xol !~~~~I. ~) d~dx, 

whence follows the first of the formulas of (2.5); here, cv22"- :rt"' X 
X r ('\.') = 1. Similarly, and more simply, we can prove the other 
formulas of (2.5). 

Remark. From (2.5), for n = 2v + 1 ~3, it follows that the 
potential V 2v+l (x) at the point x at time t = x0 > 0 is com
pletely specified by the values of the source j (S) on the lateral 
surface of the cone (Fig. 36) 

r (x) = [~ : ~0- Xo <- I X-~ I, ~o~OJ. 
17-0172 
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That is, by the values of the source I (x0 - I x - ~ 1, ~) in the 
sphere U (x; x0), which values are taken at early times ~ 0 = 
= x 0 - I x - ~ I; and the delay time I x - 6 I is the time 
required for the perturbation to move from point ~ to point x. 

~0 
X 

~, 

Figure 36 

Figure 37 

Af(T) 

/ 

rest 

Figure 38 

On the other hand, from (2.5), for n = 2v, it follows that the value 
of the potential v2'V (x) is completely determined by the values 
of the source 1 (6) on the cone r (x) itself. 
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let the ~:ource f be concentrated on a closed set T c !R,n+t 

By the foregoing, a perturbation, for odd n ~ 3, is propagated 
from T onto the set M (T), which is the union of boundaries of 
the light cones of the future v+ + £ when their vertices £ run 
through T (Fig. 37). For even n, the perturbation is propagated 
onto a union of the closed cones themselves 0- + £, £ E T 
(Fig. 38). The set M (T) obtained in this fashion is called the 
influence region of the set T It is clear that outside M (T) we 
have a region of rest. 

15.3 Surface retarded potentials Suppose the density F = 
= u1 (x) X 8 (x0) or F = u0 (x) X 8' (x0), where u0 and u1 are 
arbitrary generalized functions in 3)' (!R.n). The retarded poten
tials 

V~> = [u1 (x) X 8 (x0)l * en, 
are called surface retarded potentials (of the type of a simple and 
double layer with densities u1 and u0 respectively). The retarded 
potential V~> is the derivative, With respect to x0 , of Vi,"> with 
the same density: 

~a: 
V~> (x) =-a' {[u0 (x) X 6 (x0)]*cn}· (3.1) 

Xo 

The surface retarded potentials V~) and v;:> belong to the class 
Coo ([0, oo)) with respect to x0 ; for x0 > 0 and k = 0, 1, ... , 

(3.2) 

al1 al1+1~ 
y<ll ( ) nx0 -a 11 nxo X = Uo * a I<+ 1 

xo xo 
(3.3) 

Indeed/ using the lemma of Sec. 15.2, we have, for all qJ E 
E 3J (!Rn) 'and 'ljJ E flJ (x0 > 0) (see also Sec. 3.4), 

= ( -1)11 (V~c:t' ¢<1•>) 

= ( -1)11 {V~O>' qJljl<k>) = ( -1)11 (fut X 8] * Cn, qJljl<k>) 

-- ( a1176n (x) ) ---'~-'-X Ut (£)X 6 (£o), 'I'] (x) 'I'Jt (£) qJ(X + £) 'P (xo +so) 
ax~ 

17* 
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( ~~n~ a ) = ax~ ' l] (x) '¢ (xo) (u1 (~). cp (x + £)) 

r ( oklnx (x) ) =J ai ,lJ(x)(ud£),cp(x+£)) '¢(x0)dx0 

so that 

(3.4) 

From this, using the theorem on the continuity of a convolu
tion (see Sec. 4.3) and the lemma of Sec. 15.2, we conclude that 
V~~ E Coo ([0, oo)) and therefore V~' E Coo ([0, oo)) with res
pect to x0 • The, formula (3.2) follows from (3.4) since, by (4.1) 
and (4.3) of Sec. 3, 

dkVCOl (x ) dk ( (ikyco> ) 
nq> o (VcO> ) nx0 

d k = -d k nx,, (jl = " k , (jl • 
Xo Xo uXo 

From what has been proved for the potential V~' follow all 
the statements concerning the potential V~'; here, use must be 
made of formula (3.1). 

The following limiting relations occur as x 0 -+ +0 for the 
potentials Vh0 ' and V~': 

Jl~~o (x)-+ Uo (x), 
avm (x) 

nx0 O 
" -+ ' ux0 

(3.5) 

These follow from (2.2), (3.2) and (3.3) and from the continuity 
of the convolution (see Sec. 4.3). 

If u1 E Xtoc 7 then for x0 > 0, 

(3.6) 
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ro prove the formulas (3.6) for n = 2v + 1 ;;:;:: 3, let us make 
use of equalities (3.2) (for k = 0) and (2.4): 

V (O) ( ) y<O) ( ) "' 1 v-I 1 Jl. 
n X = nxo X = Ui * c: nxo = 2v v Ui * D - usx 

2 :rt f (v) Xo 0 

We will show that 

U1 * 6sx. = i U1 (S} dS5. 
lx-sl=xo 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(By the Fubini theorem, the integral in (3.8), for each x0 > 0, 
exists for almost all x E !lln.) 

Indeed, using (3.3) of Sec. 4, we obtain for all <p in 5J (!lln) 

(u1 * 6sx.• <p) = (u1 (;}X 6sx. (y), 1'] (y) <p (~+ y)) 

whence follows (3.8). 

\ j" ut(£) <p (£ + y) d£ dSy 
I Yl~x. 

I J ut(x-y)cp(x)dxdSy 
IYI=Xo 

= J cp (x) j u (x-y) dSy dx 
I yi=Xo 

= )' <p (x) .\ u (~) dS5 dx, 
I x-6 I=Xo 

From (3.8) and (3. 7) follows (3.6) for n = 2v + 1;;:;:: 3. In the 
other cases, the proof is analogous and simpler. 

15.4 The Cauchy problem for the wave equation In accordancE> 
with the general theory (see Sec. 15.1), the solution of the gener
alized Cauchy problem for the wave equation 

Du=F(x), (4.1) 

exists and is unique in :?!/ (Til~ X Rn) and is given in the form 
of a retarded potential 
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with density F. In particular, if 

F (x) = u1 (x) X 8 (x0 ) + u 0 (x) X 8' (x0 ), 

then the appropriate solution u E Coo ([0, oo )) with respect to 
x 0 ; for x 0 > 0 it is given as the sum of two surface retarded po
tentials: 

1(4.2) 

and, by (3.5), it satisfies the initial conditions as x 0 -+ +0, 

au (x ' 
x, -+ru· (x) in ~l)'!(Rn) 
EJxo h 1 . • 

Ux, (x)-+ u0 (x), (4.3) 

A question arises when the solution of the generalized Cauchy 
problem is classical. 

Theorem If f E cPn (R~ X IR,n), Uo E cPn+l (Rn) and ul E 

E cPn (Rn), where Pn = 2 [ ; ]. n ;;;;::: 2 and Pl = 1, then the solu

tion of the classical Cauchy problem (1 .8)-(1.9) exists and is repre
sentable in the form of a sum of three retarded potentials (the Kirch
hdff-Poisson-d'Alembert formula): 

u(x)= ') 1 ov-1[ \' /(xo-lx-sl.s)a; 
. z-vnvr (v) c I X- 6 I 

lx-sl<x, 

+ :0 J Ut (s) dS-s + 0~0 : 0 ~ u0 (S) dS6], 
lx-sl=x, lx-sl=x, 

n= 2v + 1 ;;::::3; 

n= 2v; 
x0 x1 +x 0 -~0 

1 r r u (x) = 2 J J 
0 x,-x,+£o 

n = 1. (4.4) 
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Proof. To prove the theorem, it remains to establish, by (4.3), 
that all retarded potentials belong to the class C2 (R~ X lltn). 
Let us do that for n = 2v + 1~3. We have 

i t (xo-1 x-s /, 6) d£ 
J Jx-6/ 

x-i,l<x0 

=~-1 J f[x0 (1-!yl), x+x0y] ,;, EC2"(R~x lltn), 
Jyf<! 

the substitution S = X + XoY, d£ = xa dy; 

:0 -' Ut (s) dS 6 = x~-~ .\ Ut (x + XoS) ds E C2" (IR.n+ 1)' 

fx-i,l=x0 Jsl=1 

the substitution s = x + XoS, dSv, = ~-1 ds; 

_{}a - 1- r Uo (s) dS6 =_{}a x~-2 i Uo (x + XoS) ds E C2" (lltn+ 1), 
Xo Xo J Xo J 

fx-6t=xo ls1=1 
whence follow 'the required properties of smoothness of the retarded 
potentials for n = 2v + 1 ~ 3. The remaining cases are consid
ered in similar fashion. The theorem is proved. 

15.5 A statement of the generalized Cauchy problem for the 
heat equation The Cauchy problem for the heat equation is 
studied by a method similar to that presented in Sees. 15.1 to 
15.4 for the wave equation. 

Let us consider the Cauchy problem 

au- z + f ( ) at - 'V u x, t , u lt=o = Uo (x) (5.1) 

where j E C (R~ X lltn), u0 E C (lltn). Assuming that the clas
sical solution u (x, t) of the Cauchy problem (5.1) exists, then 
continuing it and the function j via zero onto t < 0, as in Sec. 15.1, 
we are convinced that the extended functions u and 1 satisfy, in 
IR.n+t, the equation 

au - -Tt = 'V2u + f (x, t) + u0 (x) X {) (t). (5.2) 

This remark makes it possible to generalize the statement of 
the Cauchy problem for the heat equation in the following direc
tion. Suppose F E ~, (R~ X lltn). The generalized Cauchy prob
lem for the heat equation with source F is the name we will 
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give to the problem of finding, in IJln+t, a generalized solution u, 
in f/J' (lit~ X Rn), of the equation 

(5.3) 

15.6 Thermal potential First of all, let us make a study of 
the properties of the fundamental solution e (x, t) of the heat 

Figure 39 0 X 

operator. In Sec. 14.4(e), it was shown that 

e ( t) - .t=.!.:. e (x, t) = (4nt)nf2 e 4t • 

This function is nonnegative, vanishes for t < 0, is infinitely 
differentiable for· (x, t) ;:/=- 0 and is locally integrable in IR.n+t. 
What is more, 

by virtue of 

\·e (x, t) dx 
" 

) e (x, t) dx = 1, t>O, (6.1) 

rxr• 
1 \ - 4td - _ 1_ J -luf•d -1 

(4nt)nf2 J e x - nnts e u- • 

The graph of the] function e (x, t) for various t (t1 < t2 < t 3) 

is depicted in Fig. 39. 
Let F E 5;' (!if~ X IR.n). The convolution V = F * e is 

termed the thermal potential with density F. If the thermal poten
tial V exists in 5J', then it vanishes for t < 0, by virtue of (see 
Sec. 4.2(g)) 

supp V c: supp F+supp ~ c: [(x, t): t~O}, 
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so that V E ££' (R;_ X !Jl»), and it satisfies the heat equation (5.3). 
Let us isolate the classes of densities F for which the thermal 

potential definitely exists. 
We denote by o!lf the class of functions {I (x, t)}, measurable 

in IR.n+1, that vanish for t < 0 and that satisfy the following 
estimate in each strip 0 <: t ~ T, x E IR,n: 

(6.2) 

for an arbitrary s > 0. Similarly, by o!lf 0 we denote the class 
of functions {I (x)} that are measurable in !Rn and that satisfy 
the following estimate for arbitrary s > 0: 

(6.3) 

In (6.2) it may be assumed that the quantity Cr,e does not de
crease with respect to T. 

If I E o!lf, then the thermal potential V exists in' c!/!, is ex
pressed by the integral 

t 

V (x, t) = J J 
lx-~1 2 

t (~. 't) e- '•(t-'t) ds d-r; 
[4:rt (t-'t)]»/2 

0 

satisfies the estimate: for arbitrary s > 0, 

I V(x t)l:< tCt,eU) e2elxi• 
' "'- (1- 8te)nf2 ' 

and satisfies, the initial condition: for arbitrary R > 0, 

lxi<R 
V(x, t) * 0, t--++0. 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6} 

Indeed, since the functions 'G and I are locally summable 
in IR,»+t, it follows that their convolution V = I * c exists, 
is expressed by the formula (6.4), and is a locally summable 
function in IR,n+1 if the function 

t 

h(x, t)= j J 1 l(s, 1:)1 c(x-s, t-T:)dsd't 
0 

is locally summable in IR,»+l (see Sec. 4.1). We will prove that 
the function h satisfies the estimate (6.5). This estimate follows 
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from the estimate (6.2); by virtue of the Fubini theorem, 

t !X-~j2 
h ( ) / C l f -~HI~ 1• d~ dT 

x, t "'::::- t. e J J e - [4n(t-T))n/2 
0 

t I y I' 
~ ~ -- +elv-x!• dy ds -C e 4s 

- t. e (4:rts)nf2 
0 

t 1 

.\ ~ e-IYI'(-48 :-2e) dy ds 
~Ct,ee2ejx!• 

(4:rts)nf2 
0 

Here we made use of the inequality I y- x 1 2~2 I y 12 + 2 I x 12 • 

Making the following substitution in the inner integral, 

u= y-. /-1~-2e V 4s ' 

we continue our estimates: 

t 

h (x, t)~Ct,ee2elxl' .\ J 
0 

( 1 ) n/2 ,du= 4S- 2e dy, 

which is what was required. Since I V I < h, the potential V also 
satisfies the estimate (6.5). Furthermore, V = h = 0 for t < 0, 
so that V E d!t. From the estimate (6.5) it follows that V satis
fies the initial conditions (6.6). 

Suppose the density F (x; t) = u0 (x) X 8 (t), where u0 E 
E 5,' (!ltn). The thermal potential 

V<0> = [u 0 (x) X 8 (t)] * ~ 

is called a surface thermal potential (of the type of simple layer 
with density u0}. 

If u0 E G!lf 0 , then the surface thermal potential V10> exists 
in G!t n coo (!It~ X IJln), is expressed by the integral 

rx-61 2 

V<O>(x, t)= S(t) luo(S)e--4-t d~ (6.7) 
(4nt)nl 2 J 
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and satisfies the estimate: for arbitrary 8 > 0, 

I VCO) (x t) I ~ Ce (uo) . e2s/x!• 
' """' (1-8et)n/::l ' 

(6.8) 

If, besides, u 0 E C, then V< 0> E C (lR~ X Rn) and satisfies the 
initial condition 

V<O> lt=+O = Uo (x). (6.9) 

Corollary From (6.9) it follows that 

lJ (x, t)-+ 6 (x), t-+ +0. (6.10) 

The representation (6. 7) and the estimate (6.8) are proved in 
the same way as for the potential V. Here, use must be made of 
estimate (6.3). From the representation (6. 7) it follows that 
V< 0> E o!t and, besides, V< 0> E C"" for t > 0 and x E !Rn. The 
latter again by virtue of (6.3). 

It remains to prove that V< 0> is a continuous function fort ;;;::: 0, 
X E [Jtn and satisfies the initial condition (6.9) if Uo E alto n c. 
Suppose (x, t)-+ (x0 , 0), t > 0 and 'YJ > 0 is an arbitrary num
ber. By continuity of the function u 0 (x), there is a number 
l3 > 0 such that 

I u0 (~) - u0 (x0) I < 'YJ for I ~ - x0 I < 26. 

Therefore if I x - x 0 I < l3 (then also I x - y - x0 I < 26 
for I y I < 6), we will have, for 8 = 1, by (6.1) and (6.3), 

I yeo> (x, t)- Uo (xo) I 

<: j I Uo (~)-uo (x0) ill (x-~, t) d; 

= ) iuo(x-y)-u0 (x0)io(y, t)dy 
/Y/<0 

+ \ I uo (x-y)-uo(xo) I~ (y, t) dy 
1vl>o 

-<'YI~~(y,t)dy+iuo(Xo)l I e(y,t)dy 
IYI>O 

+C1 J e (y, t) elx-w dy 
lvi>O 
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i u (x)l ) _J!!:. e21x1• ~- -IW(-1 -2) 
~ fJ + o o e 4t dy + C I e 4 t dy 
'-"" (4:rtt)n/2 (4:rtt)n/2 

IYI>6 lv(>6 

~'YI+ iuo(Xo)l r e-JuJ'du 
'-"" 'I n/2 j 

:rt 6 
lui> 2Vt 

C jxj2 ) + •e e-iui• du. 
(:rt (1-8t)]n/Z 6 -

lui> ,;- Y1-8t 
2 v t 

(6.11) 

The second and third summands in (6.11) may also be made < fJ 
for all sufficiently small t > 0, t < <\. Thus, 

I V<0) (x, t) - u 0 (x0) I < 3f), I x- x 0 I <6, 

which is what we require. 

15.7 Solution of the Cauchy problem for the heat equation 

Theorem If F (x, t) = f (x, t) + u0 (x) X 6 (t), where f E cllt 
and u 0 E cl/10 , then the solution [)j the generalized Cauchy prob
lem (5.3) exists and is unique in the class elf{ and is given as a sum 
of two thermal potentials (Poisson's formula): 

u (x, t) = V (x, t) + y<O> (x, t) 

t 

= J J 
Jx-sJ• 

f (~, ,;) e- 4(t-'t') d6 d't 
(4:rt (t-'t)]n/2 

0 

Jx-61• + e (t) r u (s) e --4t- dt.. (7 .1) 
(4:rtt)n/2 J 0 ~ 

If, moreover, f E C2 (R.~ X !Rn), Daf E &It, I a I < 2, u 0 E 
E a!/t o n C, then the formula (7 .1) yields the classical solution to 
the Cauchy problem (5.1). 

Proof. By what has been proved and in accordance with the 
general theory developed in Sec. 4.8(c), the solution of the equa
tion 

:~ = V 2u + f (x, t) + u 0 (x) X 6 (t), (x, t) E Rn+l 
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exists and is unique in the class ellt and is given in the form of 
a sum of two thermal potentials: 

u = (! + U 0 X 8) * ~ = f * ~ + (u 0 X 8) * ~ = V + V< 0l 

whence, and also from (6.4) and (6. 7) follows formula (7 .1). 
Making' a change of variables of integration in (6.4), 

£=x-2Vsy, T:=t-s, 

we express the potential V in the form 

t 

V(x, t)= :n'~12 ) .\ f(x-2Vsy, t-s)e-IYI'dyds. (7.2) 
0 

Let f E C2 (IR~ x IRn) and Daf E edt, I r:x I <- 2. Using the 
theorems on the continuity and differentiability of integrals depen
dent on a parameter, we conclude, from formula (7 .2) and from 
the equality 

t -
av (x, t) = _1_ r r of (x-2 -v s y, t-s) e-ly!• d ds 

ot n n/2 J J at y 
0 

+ ) 12 J f(x-2Vfy, +O)e-IYI•dy, 

iJ2V 
that all functions DaV, I r:x I <- 2, with the exception of 8i2, 

are continuous for t ~ 0, x E IRn, and the function ~2t~ is con

tinuous for t > 0, X E IRn. Consequently, v E C1 (R~ X IRn) n 
n cz (IR.~ X IR.n). 

Finally' if Uo E Q/f{ 0 n c' then, by what has been proved, the 
potential V< 0 ) E C (IR.~ X IRn) n Coo (IR~ X IR.n). 

Thus, the generalized solution u (x, t) defined by (7 .1) belongs 
to the class C (R~ X IR.n) n C2 (IR.~ x IR.n) and therefore is 
the classical solution of the heat equation (5.1) for t > 0. More
over, by (6.6) and (6.9), that solution satisfies the initial condition 
of (5.1) as well. Now this means that formula (7.1) will yield 
the solution to the classical Cauchy problem. The proof of the 
theorem is complete. 

Remark. The uniqueness of the solution of the Cauchy problem 
for the heat equation may be established in a Lroader class, namE:'-
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ly in the class of functions that satisfy in each strip 0 -<: t-<: T, 
x E IR.n, the estimate 

This result was obtained by Tikhonov [1). 

16 Holomorphic Functions With Nonnegative 
Imaginary Part in T0 

16.1 Preliminary remarks We denote by H+ (G) the class 
of functions that are holomorphic and have nonnegative imagi
nary part in the region G. 

A function u (x, y) of 2n variables (x, y) is said to be plurisub
harmonic in the region Gc en if it is semicontinuous above in G 
and its trace on every component of every open set [A. : z0 + A.ac 
c. G), z0 E G, a E en, a =I= 0, is a subharmonic function with 
respect to A.. The function u (x, y) is said to be pluriharmonic 
in the region G if it is a real (or imaginary) part of some function 
that is holomorphic in G. 

Concerning plurisubharmonic and convex functions, see, for 
example, Vladimirov [1, Chapter II]. 

The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) A function u (x, y) is pluriharmonic in G. 
(2) A real generalized function u (x, y) in 5;' (G) satisfies 

in G the system of equations 

1-<: j, k-<: n, 

(3) The functions u (x, y) and -u (x, y) are plurisubharmonic 
in G. 

Here, 

From this it follows that every pluriharmonic function in G 
is harmonic with respect to every pair of variables (xb YJ), j = 
= 1, ... , n, separately and, hence, is a harmonic functioninG, 

V2u= ~ ( o2~ + o2~ )=4 ~ o2u_ =0. 
• iJxj oy; . OZJ OZj 

1.;;1:::;n i:::;J:::;n 

Therefore u E C"" (G) (see Sec. 14.6). 
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We denote by ff'+ (G) the class of nonnegative pluriharmonic 
functions in the region G. 

Let the function f (z) belong to the class H + (T0 ) so that 
Im f E @"> + (Tc). Without restricting generality, we may assume 
that the cone C is convex. Indeed, by the Bochner theorem the 
function f (z) is holomorphic (and single-valued) in the hull 
of holomorphicity Tch c of the region Tc and assumes the same 
values in Tch c as in T0 (see, for example, Vladimirov [ 1, Sec. 17 
and Sec. 20J). 

Furthermore, the cone C may be assumed to be different from 
the entire space !R.n. Otherwise, f (z) is an entire function and 
the condition Im f (z) > 0 in en leads via the Liouville theorem 
for harmonic functions to the equation Im f (z) = constant in L:n 
and, hence, f (z) =constant in en. Finally, we may assume 
that Im f (z) > 0 in Tc. Indeed, if Im f (z0) = 0 in some point 
z0 E T0 , then, by the maximum principle for harmonic functions, 
Im f (z) = 0 in T0 , and then f (z) = constant in T0 . 

The function f (z) of the class H + (T0) satisfies the following 
estimate (see Sec. 13.3): for any cone C' ~ C there is a number 
M (C') such that 

1/(z)j~M(C') 1-i~~j/ 2 , zETc'. (1.1) 

Consequently, f E H(C) (see Sec. 12.1). 
Now let C be a (convex) acute cone (see Sec. 4.4) and let I E 

E H + (T0). By virtue of the estimate (1.1), f (z) possesses a spec
tral function g (~) taken from ~' (C*) (see Sec. 12.2), f (z) = 
= L [gJ. From this, using the definition of the Laplace transform 
(see Sec. 9.1), we have, for all z E T0 , 

. . f (z)-f (z) [g (£) e-(y, 6l_g* (£) e<Y. 6) 1 
Im f~(x + ty) = 2i = F 2i (x) (1.2) 

where') g (~)-+ g* (~) = g (-~). From (1.2) we derive the equation 

;, (g (~) e-(y, ~>- g* (~) e<v. ~l] = F;;t [Im I (x + iy)] (~), y E C (1.3) 

Let f + (x) be a boundary value off (z) in rff', that is, 

J f(x+iy)cp(x)dx-+(f+, cp), (1.4) 
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Then g = F-1 [f +I and Im f + is a nonnegative measure of slow 
growth (see Sec. 5.3). We denote it by 1-L = lmf+· 

Passing to the limit in (1.3) as y-+- 0, y E C in rff' (see Sec. 12.2), 
and using (1.4), we obtain 

g-g* 
2i 

=p-I [lm 1+1 = p-t [~-tJ, (1.5) 

so that -ig m + ig* m is a positive definite generalized func
tion by virtue of the Bochner-Schwartz theorem (see Sec. 8.2). 

Let us now prove the following uniqueness theorem for func-
tions of the class H + ( T0 ) [and the class fP + ( T0 )J. 

Theorem If f E H + (T0 ) and 1-L = Im f+ = 0, then f (z) = 
= (a, z) + b, where a E C* and Im b = 0. 

Corollary If u E ff> + (T 0 ) and its boundary value !-" = 0, then 
u (x, y) = (a, y), where a E C*. 

Proof. Since !-" = 0, it follows that, by (1.5), the spectral 
function g [in rff' (C*)I of the function f satisfies the condition 
g = g* and, hence, since -C* n C* = {0} (cone C* is acute!), 
the supp g = {0}. By the theorem of Sec. 2.6, 

so that f (z) is a polynomial. But f E H + (T0 ) and the estimate 
( 1.1) shows that the degree of that polynomial cannot exceed 
the first degree, so that f (z) = (a, z) + b, z E T0 . 

But 

Im f (z) = (Re a, y) + (Im a, x) + lm b :;;;:::: 0, 

and therefore Rea E C* and Im a = 0. Furthermore, from 
Im f + (x) = 0 it follows that Im b = 0. The proof of the theorem 
is complete. 

Remark. This theorem is an elementary variant of Bogoliu
bov's "edge-of-the-wedge" theorem (see, for example, Vladi
mirov [1, Sec. 271). 

Examples of functions of the class H + (G). (1) If f E H + (G), 
1 

then - T E H + (G) (see Sec. 13.3). 
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(2) If C is an acute cone, 1-L a nonnegative measure on the 
unit sphere, supp 1-L c pr C*, then 

[ f f1(dcr)]-1EH (TchC). 
J (z, a) + 

prC* 

~ r::?. v+ (3) v "'- E H + (T ) (see example 2 of Sec. 10.2). 

16.2 &timates of the growth of functions of the class :J3 +(Tc) 
Every function u (x, y) of the class fP + (Tc) is an imaginary 
part of some function f (z) of the class H + (Tc). Therefore it 
satisfies the estimate (1.1), and its boundary value in !!' is a 
nonnegative measure 1-t = Im f+ = u (x, +0) of slow growth, 
so that, by (1.4), 

J u(x, y)cp(x)dx-+ J cp(x)f.L(dx), y-+0, yEC, cpEcJ'. (2.1) 

However, for functions of the class ~+ (T0 ) more precise esti
mates of growth and boundary behaviour may be indicated in 
terms of the appropriate Poisson integral; namely, the following 
theorem holds. 

Theorem If u E fP +(Tc), where C is an acute (convex) cone, then 
we have the estimate 

~· ff' c (x- x~, y) u (x', y') dxt -< u(x, y + y'), (2.2) 

(x, y)ETc, y'EC, 

where fPc is the Poisson kernel of the region Tc. In particular, for 
a boundary value of the function u (x, y), of the measure f.t = 
= u (x, + 0), the estimate (2.2) takes the form 

I fl'c (x-x', y) f.t (dx') < u (x, y), (x, y) E rc. (2.2') 

The function u (x, y) takes a boundary value 1-L in the following sense: 
for any cp E C n :too, 

I u(x, y')IPc(x, y)cp(x)dx-+'J cp(x),~c(x, Y)f.L(dx), (2.3) 

y'-+0, y'EC', VC'~C, yEC. 

18-0172 
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Corollaries The following statements hold true under the hypo
theses of the theorem: 

(1) For arbitrary e > 0 and for the compact:; K ~ Tc, there 
is a number R > 0 such that 

J rffic(x-x', y) f..t(dx')<e, 
l~'i>R 

(2) If f E C n :too, then the integral 

(x, y) E K. 

J f(x-x')rffic(x-x', Y)f..t(dx') 

is a continuous function in T 0 • 

(3) For the Poisson integral 

J ff>c(x-x', Y)f..t(dx')=f..t*rffic 

the Fourier transform formula 

holds true. 
(4) The following limiting relations hold: 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

y~o, yEC in//'', (2.7) 

J <f? 0 (x-x', y')u(x', y)dx' ~u(x, y), (2.8) 

y'~O, y'EC, 'V(x, y)ETc. 

(5) For any (open) convex cone C' ~ C there is a function Vc• (y) 
with the following properties: 

(a) Vc•(Y) is nonnegative and continuous in C', 

(b) Vc• (y) ~ 0, y ~ 0, y E C', 

(c) u(x, y)= J ff>c(x-x',y)f..t(dx')+vc·(y), (x,y)ETC'. (2.9) 
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(6) If C is a regular cone, then 

J u(x', y')t!f'c(z-x'; z0 -x')dx' 

-+ \ t!f'c(z-x'; z0 -x')ft(dx'), 
J 

y'-+0, y'EC', 'VC'~C, zETc, z0 ETc, 

(2.10) 

where Jf' c is the Schwartz kernel of the region Tc (see Sec. 12.5). 
Remark 1. Since u Ego+ (Tc) implies that u Ego+ (T0 '), 

cl c c, it follows that all the above-enumerated statements hold 
true also for an arbitrary (open) convex cone C 1 c C. 

Remark 2. The limiting relation (2. 7) also holds on functions 
of the form 

provided that y-+ 0, y E C', 'riC' ~ C. 
Remark 3. The estimates (2.2) and (2.2'), for n = 1, C = 

= (0, oo) (upper half-plane), follow from the Herglotz-Nevan
linna representation (see Sec. 17.2 below). In the general case, 
they have been proved by Vladimirov (in [7] for C = !R~; in 
[10(II)l for C = V+, n = 4; in [12] for the general case). 

Remark 4. The following question arises: Does the represen
tation (2.9) hold for C' = C, that is, is passage to the limit pos
sible under the integral sign in the Poisson integral (2.9) as 
C'-+ C, C' ~ C? A positive answer to that question is given 
in two special cases by Vladimirov in [7] (C = !R~) and in 
[10(IV)J (C = V+, n = 4). 

To prove the theorem, fix e > 0 and set 

f (z) 
/e (z) = 1-ief (z) ' (2.12) 

where f E H + (Tc) is such that Im f = u. Put Ref = v, so that 
f = v + iu. The function f 8 (z) has the following properties: 

(a) It belongs to the class H + (Tc) since 

Re (1- ief) = 1 + eu ~ 1, 

(b) It is bounded in Tc, 

l/e(z)l<: min[+. 1/(z)l]. 
18* 
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since 

zEK 
(c) fe (z) ~ f (z), e--+0, 'i/K~Tc. 

Let y' be an arbitrary fixed point inC. The function f 8 (z + iy') 

is bounded and continuous in z on Tc. Therefore, for all zo E T0 , 

fe (x + iy') 6%c (x- z0) E :£2 = Q/{0, 

so that~ the condition (5.5) of Sec. 12 is fulfilled. By the theorem 
of Sec. 12.5, the function f e (z + iy') can be represented by the 
Poisson integral so that 

Imfe(z--1-iy')= \' Imfe(x'+iy')cf?c(x-x', y)dx', (2.13) 
•' 

y' E C. 

Passing to the limit in (2.13) as e--+ 0, taking into account prop
erty (c), and using the Fatou lemma, we obtain inequality (2.2). 

Now let us prove the estimate (2.2'). Let the sequence {1J~t} 
of functions taken from :!f) (!Rn) converge to 1 in !Rn (see Sec. 4.1), 
also 0-< 1J1t (x) < 1, 1J1t (x) -< 1JH1 (x), k = 1, 2, . . .. Then 
from the inequality (2.2) follows the inequality 

J ,fj> c (x-x', Y)1Jx (x') u (x', y') dx' ~ u (x, y+y'), k = 1, 2, ..• , 

whence and also from the limiting relation (2.1), as y' --+ 0, 
y' E C, we derive the inequality 

J cf? c (x- x', y) 1J1t (x') fl. (dx') < u (x, y), k=1,2, .... 

Passing to the limit here as k--+ oo and using the theorem of 
,B. 'Levi, we obtain the inequality (2.2'). 

Now let us prove the limiting relation (2.3) on the functions 
<(j) ·E C, <p ( oo) = 0, that is <p E C0 (see Sec. 0.5). Since :!f) is dense 
in C0 in norm in C (see Sec. 1.2), it follows that for Ve > 0, 
3'\j) E 5J such that I <p (x) - '\j) (x) I < e, x E !Rn. From this, 
.and also from .the _inequalities (2.2) and (2.2'), we derive the 
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inequality 

I r u(x, y')ff'c(x, y)rp(x)dx-) rp(x)ff'c(x, Y)f.t(dx)l 

<.j J u (x, y') ff'c (x, y) \jJ (x) dx- J 'ljJ (x) ff'c (x, y) It (dx) I 
+ e [u (0, y + y') + u (0, y)]. 

from which and from (2.1) we conclude that (2.3) holds on the 
functions rp E C0 (if y'-+- 0, y' E C). 

We now prove Corollary ( 1). It suffices to prove it for any 
sufficiently small sphere K. Let U (z 0 ; 2r0) ~ Tc. By (2.2') 
and (1.1) of Sec. 11 we have the inequality 

J l~c(x-x'+iy)l2 ~-t(dx')<. (2:n)n&%c(2iy)u(x, y). (2.14) 

Since the function I &r c (z) 12 is plurisubharmonic in Tc, it fol
lows, by the theorem on the spherical mean, that for all x' E IRn 
and z E U (z 0 ; r 0 ) the following inequality holds (see, for exam
ple, Vladimirov [1, Sec. 10]): 

l~c (z-x~)I 2 .:C.C0 J l~c (x~-x' +iy")l2dx" dy" 
U (z; ro) 

<.Co J l~c(x"-x'+iy")l 2 dx"dy"· 
U (zo; 2r0 ) 

(2.15) 

where 1/C0 = mes U (0; r 0). From the inequality (2.14) ther~ 
follows, by the Fubini theorem, the existence of the integral 

J J 1Vfc(x~-x'+iy")l 2 dx"dy"~t(dx') 
U (zo; 2ro) 

J Ji~c(x"-x'+iy")l 2 ~-t(dx') dx"dy" 
U (za; 2ro) 

<.(2:rt)n J ~c(2iy")u(x",y")dx"dy"< oo. 
U (z0 ; 2r0 ) 
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From this, by B. Levi's theorem, 

lim ~ I IVf c (x"- x' + iy"l 2 dx" dy"f.l (dx') = o. 
R --+oo • J 

ix'i>R U(z0 ; 2r0 ) 

(2.16) 

Integrating the inequality (2.15) over the region I x' I > R in 
measure f.!, we derive, from (2.16), 

f · z E U(zo; ro) 
J l~c(z-x')l 2f.!(dx')= ~0, R-+oo 

x'i>R 

and from this follows (2.4). 
Let us now prove Corollary (2). By Corollary (1), the integral 

(2.5) can be represented as a sum of two integrals in the neighbour-
hood of each point of the region T0 : of a continuous function 
(for I x' 1-< R) and of an arbitrarily small function (for I x' I> R). 

We now prove Corollary (3). Formula (2.6) follows from (2.2') 
and from: the Fubini theorem by virtue of the following opera
tions: 

(f.l*ci?c,Cfl)=I J ~c(x-x',y)f.l(dx')cp(x)dx 
=I J ff>c(x'-x,y)cp(x)dxf.!(dx')=(f.l, ff'c*Cfl) 

= (F [f.!], F-1 [ff'c * cpl) = (F [f.!], F [cf?cl F- 1 [cpl), 

= (F [f1), F [cf?cJ, F-1 [cpl) = (F-1 [F [Ill F [H'c]], cp), 

cp E off'. 

We now prove the limiting relation (2. 7) on the functions 
<p (x) of the form (2.11), in which it is also assumed that'ljl.(oo) = 
= 0. Without restricting generality, we can assume that cp ~ 0. 
We set 

x(x)= Jcr(x+x')f.l(dx') j¢(x+x')ff>c,(x+x',y)f.l(dx') 

(2.17) 

Taking into account Remark 1, we conclude that the function 
X ~ 0, which is continuous in Rn [Corollary (2)1, satisfies, by 
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virtue of (2.2'), the-estimates 

x(x) ~ lllJlll;eoo J fPc, (x+x', y~) J((dx') ~ lllJlll;eoo u( -x, y'), 

(2.18) 

J X (x) fPc (x, y) dx ~II \jl !!.zoo J u (- x, y') fPc (x, y) dx 

~II 'i'll.zoou (0. Y + y'). (2.19) 

The estimate (2.19) makes it possible to apply the Fubini theorem 
in the following chain of equalities: 

J <p~(x) J ~c (x-x', y) f.t (dx!) dx 

= j fPc(~. y) j <p (x' +s) f.t (dx') d£ 

= j tP c (£, y)jx m d£. 

From this, passing to the limit as y-+ 0, y E C, and using prop
erty (a), Sec. 11.3, of the Poisson kernel ff'c, we obtain the 
inequality 

lim J cp (x) J ~c (x-x', y) f.t (dx') dx 

~lim J <fl'c(£,y)x(s)ds=x(O)~::: J<p(x')f.t(dx'). (2.20) 
161< 1 

On the other hand, by (2.2), for the cone c~ and for the limiting 
relation (2.3), as y-+ 0, y E C, we have 

lim J <p(x) J fPc•(x-x',y)f.t(dx') dx 

~ lim J <p (x) u (x, y) dx =lim J \jl (x) fP c• (x, y') u (x. y) dx 

= J \jJ(x)fPc•(x1 y')f.t(dx) 

= J <p (x) f.t (dx). (2.21) 

The inequality (2.21}, together with the opposite inequality (2.20), 
yields the limiting relation (2. 7) on the functions <p of the kind 
under consideration. 
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The case cp E rff' is considered analogously and more simply. 
The same method is used to prove the limiting relation (2.8) 

[compare (2.20) and (2.21)1: if y'-+ 0, y' E C, then 

lim J~c(x-x~,y')u(x',y)dx~ 

<lim u (x, y + y') = u (x, y) 

=lim ~ fPc(x-x',y')u(x',y)dx~ 
lx-x'l< 1 

<lim) ~c (x-x', y') u (x', y) dx. 

Here we again made use of (2.2) and Sec. 11.3(a). 
We now prove Corollary (5). Let C' ~C. By what has been 

proved (see Remark 1), the function 

Vc•(x,y)=u(x,y) J~c·(x-x',y)f.!(dx'), (x, y) E rC' 

(2.22) 

is nonnegative [see (2.2')], continuous in rc· (see Corollary 2), 
and satisfies the estimate [see (2.2)1 

J Vc•(x,y)~cll(x,y')dx<J u (x, y) ~c .. (x,y')dx< u(O, y+y'), 

VC"c.C', yEC', y'EC". (2.23) 

Applying the Fourier transform F';/ to (2.22) and using the formu
las (1.3), (1.5) and (2.6), we obtain, for all y E C', 

2iF~1 fvc•1 (s) 
= g (S) e- (y, s>- g* (£) e(Y, s>- [g (£)- g*(£)1Fx[~c·1 (s). 

S E !Rn (2.24) 

where g (s) is the spectral function of the function I (z), 

Im I (z) = u (x, y), g E r!f' (C*) (see Sec. 16.1). 

Taking into consideration the equality (1.10) of Sec. 11, 

sE-C'* U C'*, 

and noting that supp gc. C*, supp g* c. -C*, and C* ~ int C'*. 
we derive, from (2.24), supp F~1 [vc•l = {0}. 
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From this, via the theorem of Sec. 2.6, it follows that 

F;;1 [vc•](£) = ~ Ca. (y) Da.6 (£), 
ic.ti.:;;;N(y) 

so that Vc• (x, y) is a polynomial in x. If in (2.23) we regard 
C" as an n-hedral cone, we conclude that Vc• (x, y) = Vc• (y) 
does not depend on x [see Sec. 11.3(e)]. Thus the properties (a) 
and (c) are proved. It remains to prove property (b). Suppose 

ro E ft, J ro (x) dx = 1. Taking into account the limiting rela

tions (2.1) and (2.7), we obtain, from (2.9), 

Vc• (y) = j' Vc• (y) ro (x) dx 

= J u (x, y) ro (x) dx- J ro (x) J fPc• (x-x', y) f!(dx') dx 

-+ J ro (x) f! (dx)- .\ ro (x) f! (dx) = 0, y-+ 0, y E C', 

which is what we set out to prove. 
Let us now extend the limiting relation (2.3) to the functions 

<p E C n :;eoo. Suppose C' ~ C. Since every cone C' ~ C may 
be covered with a finite number of n-hedral cones that are com
pact in C, it suffices to establish (2.3) for the n-hedral cone C'. 
Using the representation (2.9), 

u (x, y') = J efT' c• (x- x', y') f! (dx') + vc~ (y'), (x, y') ETC', 

where Vc• (y')-+ 0, y'-+ 0, y~ E C', we have the equation 

J u (x, y') efT' c (x, y) <p (x) dx = J efT' c' (x, y') '\j) (x, y) dx 

where 

+ Vc• (y') J fPc (x, y) <p (x) dx, (2.25) 

y E C, y' E C', 

'\j) (x, y) = J <p (x + x') efT' c (x + x', y) f! ( dx'). 

Interchanging! the order of integration in the integral on the right 
of (2.25) is possible by the Fubini theorem and the estimates 
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(2.2) and (2.2'}, which ensure the existence of the iterated integral 

5 8' 0 • (x, y')l'¢ (x, Y)l dx 

-<: J fPc' (x, y') J I!Jl (x+x')ltPc (x+x', y) f.L (dx') dx 

-<:II !Jl I! zoo~ tP c' (x, y') u ( -x, y) dx-< II !Jl llzoo u (0, y + y'), 
" yEC,y'EC. 

Furthermore, the last estimate, together with the continuity of 
the function 'ljl (x, y) in Tc [see Corollary (2)] permits applying 
the result of Sec. 11.3(d) to the integral on the right of (2.25). 
As a result, when y' -+ 0, y' E C', we obtain (2.3): 

J u (x, y') tP c (x, y) !Jl (x) dx-+ 'ljl (0, y) = J !Jl (x') tP c (x', y) f.L (dx'). 

The truth of the limiting relation (2. 7) on functions of the 
form (2.11) follows from what has been proved, provided that 
y-+ 0, y E C', VC' ~ C (Remark 2). 

Let us now prove Corollary (6). By virtue of the estimates (5.4) 
of Sec. 12 and (2.2), the integral (2.10) exists. 

Setting 

(jJ (x') 

we have I !Jl (x') I -<: 1 [see (5.4) of Sec. 12], !Jl E C"" and 

J rffc (z-x';z0 -x')u(x',y')dx' 

r { tiC c (2iy) a; < , > = J lt/Cc(z-zO)I ere X-X ,y 

+ [ tiC c (2iyo] + 1 J ,ff> c (xo- x', yo)} !Jl (x') u (x', y') dx'. 
I t!Cc (z-zO) I 

From this and from (2.3) follows the limiting relation (2.10). 
This completes the proof of the theorem and its corollaries. 

16.3 Estimates of the growth of functions of the class H+(T 0 ) 

Here we will establish that, together with the estimate (1.1}, 
any function of the class H + (Tc) is estimated in terms of its ima
ginary part, the estimates of the growth and boundary behaviour 
-of which are given in Sec. 16.2. 
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Theorem If f E H + (1'0), then 

1 6Jt C (z - Z0) [f (z) - f(z0)) 12 

<: 46/t c (2iy0) 6/t c (2iy) Im f (z0) Im f (z), 

Corollary If f E H + (T0), then 

5 I~ c (z-z0) l4 lf (z) -7 (z0) 12 dx 

z E T 0 , z0 E T 0 • 

(3.1) 

< 4 (2n)n 6/t c (2iy0) 6/t c (2iy) eft c (2iy0 + 2iy) Im I (z0) lm f (z0 + 2iy), 

y E C, z0 E T 0 . (3.2) 

To prove this, we construct, via (2.12), a function I 8 (z), e > 0 
and apply to the function f 8 (z + iy'), y' E C, the representa
tion (5.9) of Sec.12: 

eft C (z- zO) [le(z + iy') -18 (zO + iy')J 

= (Z~)n J Jm le (x' + iy') eft c (z- x') ~ c (x' :_ zO) dx', 

z0 E T0 , z E T0 , y' E C. 

From this, using the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky inequality, we derive 
the inequality 

l ~ c (z -z0) [fe (z + iy') -fe (z0 + iy')] 12 

< (2;)2n J lm le (x' + iy') I eft c (z- x') 12 dx' 

X JIm f8 (x" + iy') I &rc (x"-z0) j2 dx" 

=46/tc (2 iy) &rc (2 iy0) J Im fe (x' + iy') ff>c (x-x', y) dx' 

X J lml8(x"+iy')<fPc(x0 -x", y0)dx". 

Applying the estimate (2.2) twice, we get 

J&rc(z-z0) [/e(z+iy~)-/8 (z0 +iy')]j2 

<;. 4 &r c (2 iy0 ) 6/t c (2 iy) Im {8 (z + iy') Im f 8 (z0 + iyt)1 

zOETo, zETc, y'EC. 
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Allowing y'-+ 0, y' E C, and then e-+ 0, we obtain the required 
estimate (3.1). 

To prove the inequality (3.2) we multiply the inequality (3.1) 
by I 6% c (z - z0) 1\ integrate with respect to x, and take advan
tage of the inequality (2.2): 

J 16% c (z-z0) I~ If (z)- f (z0) 12 dx 

~4 (2nt6%c (2 iy0 ) 6Ytc (2 iy) 6Ytc (2 iy0 + 2 iy) lm f(z0 ) X 

X J 1Pc(x-x0 , y+y0)Imf(x+iy)dx 

~4 (2n)n &X c (2 iy0) 6% c (2 iy) 6% c (2 iy0 + 2 iy) Im f (z0) 

X lmf(z0 +2 iy). 

16.4 Smoothness of the spectral function The estimates (3.1) 
and (3.2) imply a definite smoothness of the spectral functions 
of functions of the class H + (Tc), namely: 

Theorem If f E H + (Tc), then its spectral junction g (£) has 
the property 

Sb. * g EX~ (C*), (4.1) 

Corollary If f E H + (Tc), where C is a regular cone, then its 
spectral function g is uniquely representable as 

Remark. The operators eg* * are introduced in Sec. 13.5. 
Example 1 [see (2.16) of Sec. 101: 

Example 2 (see Sec. 13.5): 

(4.2) 

To prove the theorem, in the inequality (3.2) substitute 
f (z + iy0 ) for f (z) and then set x0 = 0, y0 = y. 
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After a few simple manipulations we obtain 

Jl&t'c(x+2iy)lt.ll(x+2iy)j2dx 

<211(2iy)l2 ~ l6%c(x+2iy)lt.dx 

+8 nn6%b (2 iy) Im I (2 iy) Im f (4 iy), yEC. 
(4.3) 

But by ( 1. 7) of Sec. 11 we have, for p = 2, the estimate 

5 16% c (x + 2iy) 1~, dx = (2n)2n 6%~ (4iy) I ,ff'~ (x, 2 y) dx 

,X2 (2 . ) 
/ (2 )2n AV2 (4 · ) C ~y _ nfV'a (2 · ) 
~ n m-e ~y(2:rt)n<Xc(4iy)-rtYt-C ~y. 

Therefore, inequality (4.3) takes the form 

116%~ (x+2 iy) f (x+2 iy) 112 

-< 8 nn6%b (2 iy) 11 (2 iy) I< 1 t (2 iy) I+ It (4 iy) I), y E c. (4.4) 

Now suppose an arbitrary cone C' ~C. Taking into account 
the estimate (1.1), 

I I (iy) I<M (C') 1t; r 12 , y E C'' 

and the estimate (2.4) of Sec. 10, 

0<6%c(iy)-<Mo~-n(y), yEC, 

from (4.4) we derive the following estimate: 

ll6%t (x+2 iy) f (x+2 iy) 11 2 

/M (C') A-an (y) 1+41 Y 12 (1+41 Y 12 + 1+161 Y 12 ) EC' 
~ 1 L.l 2IYI 2IYI 4Jyj ' y . 

(4.5) 

But 1 y ~~~ (y)~cr I y I, y E C', for some a> 0 (see Lem
ma 1 of Sec. 4.4). Therefore the estimate (4.5) may be rewritten as 

Jl6%t (x + 2 iy) I (x + 2 iy) 112<M2 (C') [1 + ~-an-2 (y)], yEC'. 

(4.6) 
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The estimate (4.6) holds true if distance 11 (y) is replaced by the
lesser distance 11' (y) (from y to 8C'). Applying the lemma of 

Sec. 10.5 (for a = e = 0, s = 0, 'V = ~ n + 1 and C = C') , 
we conclude that the function ~~ (z) f (z) is the Laplace transform 
of the function 

gl (~) = e~. * g = ec. * ec* * g 

. 3 
[see Sec. 9.2(g)l taken from z:. (C*) for all s' <- 2 n- 1 

and C' ~ C, where g is the spectral function of the function 

f: f (z) = L [g]. Hence g1 E Z~ (C*) for all s <- ~ n - 1. 
The theorem is proved. 

To prove the corollary, set g1 = 9b· * g E z; (C*), s < 
<- ~ n - 1. Then in the convolution algebra r!f' (C*) we have, 

in the case of a regular cone C [see Sec. 4.8(d) and Sec. 13.1], 

ec~ * gi = ec~ * (9b· *g)= (ec; * el;.) * g = e'* g =g. 

The function g1 with the indicated properties is unique. 

16.5 Indicator of growth of functions of the class aa .. (T C) 
In Sec. 16.2 we studied the growth of functions of the class 
rff'+ (Tc) as y-+ 0, y E C, and as I x 1-+ oo. Here we will inves
tigate the growth of such functions as I y I -+ oo, y E C. First 
we will prove the following lemmas. 

Lemma 1 If .u E rff'+ (Tc), where C is a convex cone, then 
for every bounded region D c !R.n and for every point y E C there 
is a number t 0 ~ 0 such that for all (x0 , y 0) E TD the function 
u (x0 , y0 + ty) (t - t0)-1 does not increase with respect to t on 
(t0 , oo). 

Proof. Fix z0 = x0 + iy0 E en and y E C. Since the cone C 
is open and convex, there is a number t0 = t0 (y0 , y) such that 
y0 + ty E C for all t > t 0 • Therefore the function u (x0 + cJy, 
y0 +('t + t0) y) belongs to the class rff'+ (T1) [with respect to the 
variables (a, 't)], and so it can be represented by the formula 
(see Sec. 17.1) 

00 

u(x0 +ay, y0 +('t+to)Y=; ) 
-oo 

f.1 (xo, yo, y; da') 
(o-o')2+-r2 

+a (x0, y0 , y)'t, (5.1) 
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where a ~ 0 and the measure !l ~0 satisfies the condition of 
growth [see (2.2')1 

-oo 

Putting cr = 0 in (5.1), dividing by 't, and setting 't = t - t 0 > 
> 0, we get 

whence, by the Levi theorem, we conclude that Lemma 1 holds 
true. 

Lemma 2 Suppose the function f (x) is convex on the set A. 
Then for all x0 E A and x E IRn the function 

l. [f (x0 + tx)- f (x0)] 
t 

does not decrease with respect to t on the interval [0, t0 ] provided 
that all the points x0 + tx, 0 <_: t -<. t0 , are contained in A. 

Proof. By the definition of a convex function (see Sec. 0.2), 
the function f (x0 + tx) is convex with respect to t on [0, t 0 ] 

and, hence, for arbitrary 0 <_: t < t' <_: t 0 , 

that is, 

f (x0 + tx) = f [ f,- (t' x + x0) + ( 1--f,-) x 0 J 
<.:-f, f (x0 +t'x) + ( 1--f) f(x 0) 1 

+ lf (x0 + tx)- f (x0)l<.:fr [f (x0 + t' x)- f (x0)], 

which completes the proof of Lemma 2. 

Lemma 3 If the function u (x, y) is plurisubharmonic in the 
tubular region TD = IRn + iD and is bounded from above on 
every subregion rD'' D t ~ D' then the function 

M (y) =sup u (x, y) (5.2) 
X 

is convex and, hence, continuous in D. 
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Proof. Suppose the points y' and y" in D are such that -r:y' + 
+ (1 - -r:) y" ~ D for all 0-<. -r: < 1. Then the function 

v (a, -r:) = u (x+ a (y'- y"), y" + T: (y' - y ")) (5.3) 

is subharmonic in the neighbourhood of the strip 0 < -r: < 1, 
·a E ITF, is bounded from above and, by virtue of (5.3), 

v (a, 0) = u (x +a (y'- y"), y") < M (y"), 

v (a, 1) = u (x + a (y'- y"), y') < M (y'). 

But then the function 

X (a, -r:) = v (a, -r:)- -r:M (y')- (1- -r:) M (y") (5.4) 

is subharmonic in the neighbourhood of the strip 0 < -r: < 1, 
a E IJF, is bounded above and is nonpositive on the boundary 
of the strip. By the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem for subharmonic 
functions, x (a, -r:) < 0, 0 < -r: < 1, a E !IF, so that by (5.4) 
and (5.3) (for a = 0), 

u (x, -r:y' + (1- -r:) y") < -r:M (y') + (1 - -r:) M (y"). 

From this, by (5.2), we derive the inequality 

M (-r:y' + (1 - -r:) y") < -r:M (y') + (1 - -r:) M (y"), 

which completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Let u E Jf' + (T0 ), where C is a convex cone. We introduce the 

growth indicator h (u; y) of the function u via the formula 

h (u; y) =lim u (O, ty), 
t-++00 t 

yEC. (5.5) 

By Lemma 1, the limit in (5.5) exists and is nonnegative. 
We introduce the function 

'A (u; y) =lim m (ty) 
t-++oo t ' 

(5.6) 

where the quantity m (y) is given by 

m(y)=infu(x, y), yEC. 
X 
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By Lemma 3, the function m (y) is nonnegative and concave 

(see Sec. 0.2) in C and, hence, such is the function m ~ty) for all 

t > 0. By Lemma 2, for all e > 0 and y E C. the function 

1 
7 [m (ey+ty)-m (ey)] 

does not increase with respect to t. Therefore the limit in (5.6) 
exists and defines a (nonnegative) concave function A. (u; y) in 
C that satisfies the estimate 

yEC, t>O 

Setting t = 1 here and allowing e-+ 0, we obtain the estimate 

'). (u; y)<;.m (y)<;.u (x, y), (x, y) E Tc. (5.7) 

Finally, note that the functions h and A. are homogeneous of 
degree of homogeneity 1; for example: 

~ ( ) 1. m (try) 1. m (try) 
11. u; ry = Jm--=r Iffi--

t-oo t t-oo tr 

=rlim m(t'y)=r"A(u· y) 
t I ' ' t'-oo 

r>O. 

From this, and also from (5. 7) and (5.5) follows the inequality 

A. (u; y) <. h (u; y) y E C. (5.8) 

We will now prove the following theorem. 

Theorem If u E f? + ( Tc), where C is a convex cone, then the 
growth indicator h (u; y) is nonnegative, concave, homogeneous of 
degree of homogeneity 1 in C, and 

~ ( ) 7 ( y) -li"m u (xo, yD+ty) ""u; y = 1 u; -
t-oo t 

yEC. 

(5.9) 

For (x0 , y0 ) E Tc the function + u (x0 , y0 + ty) does not increase 

with respect to t E (0, oo) and the following inequality holds true: 

h (u; y)<;.u (x0 , y0 + y), 
19-0172 

(5.10) 
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Proof. We will prove that for every y E C the function 

l • U (xO, yO+ty) l" U (xO, yO+ty) 
I m = I m -"---:'--"-,....-'-....::....:.... 

t-oo t t-oo t- to 
(5.11) 

does not depend on (x0 , y0). For this it suffices to prove, by virtue 
of the Liouville theorem, that for every y E C the nonnegative 
function (5.11) is pluriharmoniC With respeCt to (x0 , y0 ) in en. 
That is, it is pluriharmonic in every tubular region TD = IRn + 
+ iD, where D ~ IRn. By Lemma 1, the function (5.11) in the 
region TD is the limit of a nonincreasing sequence of functions 
u (x0 , y0 + ty) (t- t 0)-1 , t-+ oo, t > t 0 , of the class ~+ (TD) 
and therefore is itself pluriharmonic in TD (see Sec. 16.1). Thus, 
by (5.5), the second of the equalities (5.9) holds, and, by Lemma 1, 

the function -} u (x0 , y0 + ty) does not increase with respect 

to t for t > 0 if Y0 E C. Therefore 

h(u; Y)<+u(x0, y0 +ty), (x0 , y0)ET0 , yEC, t>O. 

Putting t = 1 here, we obtain the estimate (5.10). From this 
estimate we derive 

h (u; y)<; m (y), y E C, 

so that, by (5.6), 

h (u; y)<;'A (u; y), y E C. 

This inequality. together with the inverse inequality (5.8) is 
what yields the first of the equalities (5.9), from which fact it 
follows that the indicator h (u; y) is a convex function in C. 
This completes the proof of all assertions of the theorem. 

Remark. A more general theory of growth of plurisubharmonic 
functions in tubular regions over convex cones is developed in 
Vladimirov [ 13]. 

16.6 An integral representation of functions of the class H + (T 0 ) 

We establish here that a function of the class H + (T0), where C 
is an acute cone, is representable in the form of a sum of the 
Schwartz integral and a linear term if and only if the correspond-
ing Poisson integral is a pluriharmonic function in T 0 • We first 
prove a lemma that generalizes the Lebesgue theorem on the limit
ing passage under the sign of the Lebesgue integral (see Vladi
mirov [10 (IV)]). 
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Lemma Suppose the sequences uk (x) and vk (x), k = 1, 2, ... , 
of functions in :£1 have the following properties: 

(1) I uk (x) I < vk (x), k = 1, 2, ... , almost everywhere in IR.n, 
(2) uk (x)-+ u (x), vk (x)-+ v (x) E :£1, k-+ oo, almost every

where in IR. n' 

(3) J vk (x) dx-+) v (x) dx, k-+oo. 

Then u E :£1 and 

J uk (x) dx-+) u (x) dx, (6.1) 

Proof. From (1) and (2) it follows that u E :£1 and vk (x) ± 
± uk (x) ~ 0, k = 1, 2, ... , almost everywhere in IR.n. Apply
ing the Fatou lemma to the sequences of functions vk ± uk, 
k-+ oo, and making use of (3), we derive the following chain 
of inequalities: 

~ [v (x) + u (x)] dx 

<lim ) [vk (x) + uk (x)] dx 
k-oo 

=lim J vk (x) dx+ lim ) + uk (x) dx 
k-oo R.-oo 

= J v (x) dx +lim ) + uk (x) dx, 
k~oo 

whence we derive 

lim i uk (x) dx< r u (x) dx-<.lim i uk (x) dx, 
h-+oo J J k-+oo J 

which is equivalent to the limiting relation (6.1). 

Theorem Let f E H +(T0 ), where C is an acute (convex) cone. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) The Poisson integral 

) rff'c(x-x', Y)f.l(dx'), 

is a pluriharmonic junction in T0 • 

19* 

f.l = Im f+, (6.2) 
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(2) The function Im f (z) is representable in the form 

lmf(z)= J tPc(x-x', Y)!-!(dx')+(a, y), 

for a certain a E C*. 

c zE T , 

(3) For all y' E C the following representation holds: 

(6.3) 

Im f (z+ iy') =) fPc (x-x', y) Im f(x' + iy') dx' +(a, y), z ETc. 

(6.4) 

(4) If C is a regular cone, then for an arbitrary z0 E T 0 , the 
function f (z) can be represented as 

f(z)=i \ rffc(z-x'; z0 -x')!-!(dx')+(a, z)+b(z0), 
c z E T , 

,I 

(6.5) 

where b (z0 ) is a real number. 
Here, b (z0) =Ref (z0)- (a, x0) and (a, y) is the best linear 

minorant of the growth indicator h (Im f; y) in the cone C. 
Remark. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, the best linear 

minorant of the nonnegative convex function h (Im f; y) of degree 
of homogeneity 1 exists in the cone C (see Sec. 16.5). For examp e, 
h (Im V'zi; y) = yyT and (a, y) = 0 in v+. 

Proof. Let f E H + (T0 ). (1)-+ (2). The function 

v(x, y)=lmf(z)- J ff'c(x-x', Y)!-!(dx') 

belongs to the class fif> + (T0 ) and its boundary value, as y -+ 0, 
y E C, is equal to 0 (see Sec. 16.2). By a corollary to the theorem 
of Sec. 16.1, v (x, y) = (a, y) for some a E C*. The representa
tion (6.3) is proved. 

We now prove that (a, y) is the best linear minorant of the 
function h (lm f; y) in the cone C. From (6.3) and (5.5) it fol
lows that (a, y) is a linear minorant of h in C. Suppose (a', y) 
is another linear minorant of h in C, that is 

(a', y)-<.h (lmf; y), y E C. (6.6) 

The function 

f1 (z) = f (z)- (a', z), Im f1 (z) = Im f (z) - (a, y') 
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belongs to the class H + (T 0 ) since 

Im i (z)-<.h (Im i; y)~(a', y), 

by the theorem of Sec. 16.5 and by virtue of (6.6). Furthermore, 
since Im i 1+ = Im i + = !l, it follows that condition ( 1) is ful
filled for i 1 (z). Applying the representation (6.3) to Im i 1 (z), 
we obtain 

Im i 1 (z)= Im I (z)- (a', y) 

= J ffoc(x-x', Y)!l(dx')+(a", y), 

for some a" E C*. Comparing that with (6.3), we derive 

(a, y) = (a', y) + (a", y)~(a', y), 

which is what we set out to prove. 
(2)-+ (3). The function 

y E C, 

cp (z) = i (z) - (a, z), Im cp (z) = Im i (z) - (a, y) 

belongs to the class H + (T0 ). Therefore the function 

(6.7) 

v(x, y, y') = Im cp(x+ iy+ iy')- J fPc (x-x', y) Im cp(x' + iy') dx~ 

= Im I (x+ iy+ iy') 

- J ff'> c (x- x', y) Im I (x' + iy') dx'- (a, y), (6.8) 

(x, y) E T0 , y' EC, 

is a nonnegative function [see (2.2)] that is pluriharmonic with 
respect to (x, y') in T0 and, by (2.3) (for <p = 1) and (6.3), 

v(x, y, y')-+lml(x+iy)- J {!> 0 (x-x', Y)!l(dx')-(a, y)=O, 

y-+ 0, y E C' ~ C. 

By the corollary to the theorem of Sec. 16.1, v (x, y, y') = 

= (Ay, y'), (x, y~) ETc, AyE C* for every y E C. Therefore (6.8) 
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takes the form 

Im f (x + iy + iy') 

- J <fPc(x-x' y)Imf(x'+iy')dx'-(a, y)-(Ay, y')=O, (6.9) 

(x, y)ETc, yEC. 

For y' substitute ty', t > 0, divide by t and allow t to go to oo. 
As a result, using the theorem of Sec. 16.5 and the B. Levi theo
rem, we obtain 

0 =lim ...!.. Im f (x + iy + ity') 
t-oo t 

l . J a. ( , ) Im f (x' + ity') dx' - liD "r c X - X , y .......:.:...:......:.--:--":...__::._.:_ 
t-oo t 

= h (1m/; y')- r @'> c (x- x', y) lim Im f (x't+ ity') dx' + (Ay, y') 
J t-oo 

=h(lmf; y')-h(lmf; y') J ff>c(x-x', y)dx'+(Ay,y') 

=(A", y'), 

from which, and also from (6.9), follows the representation (6.4). 
(3) ~ (4). Using (6.7) we introduce the function 1p (z) and 

then, by (2.12), we construct the function (J)e (z), e > 0, with 
the properties (a)-(c). Let y' E C. To the functions Im (J)e (z + iy') 
and (jle (z + iy') we apply the representations of Poisson and 
Schwartz, respectively (see Sec. 12.5): 

Im (jle (z + iy') = ~ ff> c (x- x', y) Im (j)e (x' + iy') dx', z ETc, 

(6.10) 

(jle (z + iy') = i \ c'f c (z- x'; z0 - x') Im (j)e (x' + iy') dx' 
~ 

+Re (j)e (z0 + iy'), (6.11) 
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The representation) (6.4) shows that passage to the limit under 
the integral sign is possible in (6 .10) as e -+ 0, since 

lim Im <Jle (z + iy') = Im <p (z + iy') = Im f (z + iy')- (a, y + y') 
e-o 

= J. ~ c (x- x', y) [Im f (x' + iy')- (a, y')] dx' 

= r ff>c(x-x', y)lim<pe(x'+iy')dx'. 
J e-o 

But then, by virtue of the inequality (5.4) of Sec. 12, the lemma 
on the possibility of passing to the limit as e-+ 0 under the 
integral sign in (6.11) is applicable. As a result, using (5.3) of 
Sec. 12, we obtain the equalities 

<p (z+ iy') = f (z+ iy')- (a, z+ iy') 

= i J. !f c (z- x'; z0 - x') Im <p (x' + iy') dx' + Re <p (z0 + iy') 

=i) !fc(z-x'; z0 -x'){Imf(x'+iy')-(a, y')Jdx' 

+Ref (z0 + iy')- (a, xO) 

=i J !fc(z-x'; z0 -x')Imf(x'+iy')dx'-i(a, y') 

+Ref(z0 +iy')-(a, xO). 

That is, 

f(z+iy')=i J !fc(z-x'; z0 -x')lmf(x'+iy')dx' 

+(a, z) +Ref (z0 + iy')- (a, x0), 

c zE T , y' E C. 

Passing to the limit here as y'-+ 0, y' E C' ~ C, and making 
use of the limiting relation (2.10), we obtain the representation 
(6.5). 

(4)-+ (1). Putting z0 = z in the representation (6.5) and mak
ing use of (5.2) of Sec. 12, and also separating the imaginary part, 
we obtain the representation (6.3), from which follows the pluri
harmonicity in Tc of the Poisson integral (6.2). 

The theorem is proved. 
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17 Holomorphic Functions With Nonnegative 
Imaginary Part in rn 

In the case of the cone C = ITt~, the results of Sec. 16 admit 
of being strengthened. Here we will obtain integral representa
tions for all functions of the classes H + ( Tn) and rff' + ( Tn). We 
will first prove some lemmas. 

17.1 Lemmas Set 

The fundamental solution of the operator D~ ... D;, [here, en (~) 

is the characteristic function of the cone R't, see Sec. 0.2). 
Suppose f E C2n. Then the following equation holds: 

e-<y.'S+JD~ ... D-:,J(~)=T 1 ••• Tn[e-<Y.s+lf(£)], (1.1) 

where ~-+£+=(I s1 I, ... , I Sn I) and 

T1 = Dy + YJ+ 2y1D1 sign £1- 2y/) (~1), j = 1, ... , n. 

The right-hand side of (1.1) is meaningful in 5/ and for f E C, 
and we will take it for a definition of the generalized function 
in the left-hand member of ( 1.1). 

Note that if f E C and supp f c: IR't, then 

e-<Y. slD~ ... D~! (£) = e-<Y. £+JD~ ... D':d (£). (1.2) 

Indeed, for any cp E 5J, we have, by (1.1), 

(e-\Y, £+JD~ ... DM, cp) = {Tt ... T n [e-<Y. ~+lf], cp) 

=) e-<y,£+lj(~) IT (DJ+YJ-2y1 sign£1D1)cp(s)d£ 
1,.;;i..;;n 

= ~ e-(y,'Slf(s) II (D}+y1-2yjDj)<p(~)d£ 
t..;;i,.;;n 

= .\ f (£) Di ... D~ [e-<Y. slcp (£)] d£ 

= (e-<Y. slD~ ... D~f, cp), 

which is equivalent to (1.2). 
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Lemma 1 Suppose f (~) is a continuous positive definite func
tion in !Rn. Then for all y E !R~, the generalized function 

e-<u. i;+J (1- D~) ... (1- D~) f (~) 

is positive definite and the following equation holds: 

F[e-<u.~+l(1-D~) ... (1-D~)f] 

= J :Pn(x-x', y)(1+x~2) ••• (1+x~2)a(dx'), (1.3) 

where the measure a = F [tJ, and rff' n (x, y) is the Poisson kernel 
of the region rn [see (1.2) of Sec. 11]. 

Proof. Note that by the Bochner theorem (see Sec. 8.2), a = 
= F [j] is a measure that is nonnegative and finite on :tn, and 
equalities of the following type hold: 

(1.4) 

Let us prove (1.3) for n = 1. From (1.1), for all y > 0, we have 

F [e-Yi~l (1- D2) fl = F [(1- T) (e-Yl~l!)] 

= F [(1- D2- y2- 2yD sign~+ 2y6 (~)) (e-YI~if (~))1 

= (1 + x2- y2) F [ e-Jislj (~) 1 + 2ixyF [sign Ge-Yislf (S) 1 + 2yf (0). 
(1.5) 

Taking into account the equalities 

00 

F [e-YI611 (x} = 2 r e-Y6 cos xt ds = 2Y j '::> x2+y2 • 
0 

00 

F [sign ;e-YI;IJ (x) = 2i J e-Ys sin xs ds = x2~iy2 , 

0 
we obtain 

F[/(s)e-Yisl1= 2~ F[f]*F[e-v/611 

y I o (dx') 
= n J (x-x')2 + y 2 , 

F If (S) sign ~e-Y I~ 1] = 2~ F [/) * F [sign ~e-Y I 5 I] 

= _..!:_ I (x-x') o (dx') 
n J (x-x') 2 +y2 
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Substituting the resulting expressions into (1.5) and taking into 
account (1.4) for k = 0, we obtain (1.3) for n = 1. 

The case of n > 1 is considered in similar fashion if one notices 
that every operator T 1 operates only on its own variable £1, 
if one applies the Fourier transform technique with respect to 
a part of the variables (see Sec. 6.2 and Sec. 6.3}, and if one takes 
advantage of equations of the type (1.4). The proof of Lemma 1 
is complete. 

Lemma 2 Let the function v (s) be continuous and bounded 
in !R.n and let supp v c R~. Then the solution of the equation 

D~ ... D;u (S) = (1- D~) ... (1- D;) v (s) (1.6) 

exists and is unique in the class of continuous functions in !R.n with 
support in Til~, which functions satisfy the estimate 

I u (£) I -<. c ( 1 + £~) .. . ( 1 + £~). (1. 7) 

Proof. The solution of equation (1.6) is unique even in the algebra 
f:l' (R't) and is representable in the form (see Sec. 4.8(d)) 

u = ~n * (1- D~) ... (1- D~) v. (1.8) 

Let us represent the right-hand side of (1.8) as 

u (s) = (1- D~) ... (1- D~) ~n * v 

= {[O (st>St- 6 (st)l x ... x 10 (sn) sn- 6 (sn)l} * v 

= ( -1)n v (s) 

6Jt 'ik 

+ ~ (-1)n-k J ... .\ v( ... , s}l, ... , s}k, .. • ) 
1~k~n 0 0 

jl<· .. <ik 

It remains to note that each summand in the last sum is a conti
nuous function that satisfies the estimate ( 1. 7). This completes 
the proof of Lemma 2. 

Lemma 3 Suppose u (s) is a continuous function of slow growth 
in iRn. Then the solution of the equation 

(1-D~) ... (1-D~)v(s)=D~ ... D~u(S) (1.9) 

exists and is unique in the class of continuous functions of slow growth. 
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Proof. The solution of equation (1.9) is unique even in the class 
,Jf' since the Fourier transform of the generalized function 
(1 - D~) .•. (1 - D;) l3 (£), equal to (1 + x~) ... (1 + x;), 
does not vanish anywhere in Rn. We will prove its existence: 

1 ~ (£) = 2 e-16.1- ... -lsn I 

is the fundamental solution of the operator (1-D~) ... (1- D;). 
Since u (£) is of slow growth, the convolution ~ * u exists (see 
Sec. 4.1). Therefore, the solution v of equation (1.9) can be ex
pressed in the form of a convolution: 

It remains to note that each term in the last sum is a continuous 
function of slow growth. Lemma 3 is proved. 

Lemma 4 /j the function v (£) is continuous, bounded in i~ X 
X IR,n-2 , n ;;;;:.: 2, and satisfies the equation 

(1 10) 

then it can be expressed as 

where f = (£s, ... , £n)· 
Proof. We continue the function v (£) by zero onto the whole 

space IR,n and we construct for the function the mean function 

Ve m = I v (£') We(£-£') d£' = 17 * We 
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with the following properties (see Sec. 1.2 and Sec. 4.6): 

DaveE coon x,oo' Va; Ve (~)-+ v (~), e-+ 0, ~ E IR! X rrtn-z, 

(1-D~) ... (1-D~)ve(~)=O, ~t>2c., ~2 >2e, 1Errtn-z. 
Put 

xe(~) = (1- D;) ... (1- D~) Ve (~). (1.12) 

Then Daxe E Coon zoo for Va, and Xe satisfies the equation 

(1-DD(1-D:)xem=o, 

Fix 6 > 0 and let 2c. < 6. From the equation (1.13) and from 
the boundedness of the function (1 - D~) Xe (£) we derive the 
relation 

that is, 

(1-D~)[Xe(~~o ~z.~)-xe(6, ~z.~)e-<6,-ll>]=O, ~~;:;;:;:6, ~2 ;:;;:;:6. 
(1.14) 

Similarly, from the equation (1.14) we derive the relation 

Xe (~h ~2• ~)- Xe (6, ~2• ~) e-<6•-61 

= [Xe (~~o 6, 1)-Xe ( 6, 6, ~) e-<s.-ll>] e-<6,-ll)~ 

That is, by (1.12), 

(1-D~) ... (1-D~) [ve(~t. ~2.1)-v8 (6, ~2 .1)e-<s.- 6> 

- Ve (~ 1 , 6, ~) e-a .• -ll> + Ve (6, 6, f) e-<6.+6,- 26>] = 0, 

From this, by uniqueness of the solution of the last equation 
(via Lemma 3), follows the equality 

Ve (~) = Ve (6, £2, ~) e-<s.- 6> + Ve (~t. 6, 1) e-<s,-6> 

- V8 (6, 6, ~) e-<£,+6,- 26>, 
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Passing to the limit here as e-+ 0 and, furthermore, as 6-+ 0, 
we obtain the representation (1.10). This completes the proof 
of Lemma 4. 

Lemma 5 The equation 

(1.15) 

provided that u E C, supp u c R~, is possible only when u (~) = 0 
and aa. = 0, 1-<: I a 1-<:N. 

Proof. In the algebra$' (R~), the equation (1.15) is equivalent 
(see Sec. 4.8(d)) to 

u (s) =- ~n * ~ aaDa.fJ =- ~ aaDa.en (s) 
l~!a.I~N 1~la.I~N 

= - ~ . ~ . ai1 .•. i 11Sj1 e (~i1 ) ••• silt e (sill) 
i~ll~n-1 1~J 1< .. . <J11~n 

x e (si~ ) ... e (£i ) 
n+l n 

n 

- ~ ~ aa.Da.en (£). (1.16) 
i=1 a.i~-0 

2~1 a!~N 

Each term in the second sum of ( 1.16) contains at least one 6 
function with respect to any one of the variables Si> 1 -< j -<: n, 
and the combinations of 6 functions in all terms are distinct. 
The other summands in (1.16) are locally integrable functions, 
whence we conclude that aa. = 0 if there is a j such that ai ~ 2, 
and ( 1.16) takes the form 

From this, taking into account the properties of the function u, 
it is easy to derive, by induction on n, that all ah ... j 11 = 0 and 
u (£) = 0. Lemma 5 is proved. 

Lemma 6 The general solution of the equation 

n: ... D~u(£)=0 ( 1.17) 
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in the class of continuous functions with support in -lR't U R't 
is expressed by the formula 

where C is an arbitrary constant. 
Proof. Function (1.18) satisfies (1.17) since D~ ... D~en (±s) = 

= 6 (£). Let u (s) be an arbitrary solution to (1.17) taken 
from the class under consideration. Then the function u+(s)= 
= en (s) u (s) satisfies (1.17) in !Rn "- {0} and hence (see Sec. 2.6) 

D: ... D~u+ (£) = ~ CaDa6 (S) 
o:s;;;(a(:s;;;N 

=coDi ... D~en(s)+ ~ caDa6(s) (1.19) 
t,.;;ra l:s;;;N 

for certain Nand Ca. By Lemma 5, the equation (1.19) is possible 
only for ca = 0, I a. I ~ 1 and u+ (s) = c0en (£). Similarly, we 
derive that u- (s) = en (-s) u (£) = c~en (-s) so that u (s) = 
= u+(s) + u-(s)=cotn(s)+c~en(-s). But by virtue of (1.17) 

D~ .•. D~u (s) = c0D~ •.. D!en (s) + c~D~ •.. D~en (- s) 

= (co+ c;) 6 (s) = 0, 

so that c; = -c0 and the representation (1.18) is proved. The 
proof of Lemma 6 is complete. 

17.2 Functions of the classes H+(T 1) and ~'+(T 1) We first 
consider the case n = 1. Suppose the function f E H + (T1), that 
is, f (z) is holomorphic and Im f (z) = u (x, y) ~ 0 in the upper 
half-plane T1 so that Im f E if'+ (T1). 

Recall that f (z) satisfies the estimate (see Sec. 13.3) 

y>O, (2.1) 

and the measure 1.1. = Im f + = u (x, +O) satisfies the condition 
(see Sec. 16.2) 

(2.2) 

Let e > 0 and R > 1 and denote by C R and - C R semicircles 
of radius R centred at 0, as depicted in Fig. 40. By the residue 
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theorem we have 

R 

!zi<R. 

(2.3) 

Analogously, for the function 7~"i.:zt2e) , which is meromorphic 

f(z+te)=_1 ( 1 + (') f(6+t<)d6 + f(t+ie) 
1+z2 2ni J J (1+62) (6-z) 2i (z-i) ' y>;O, 

-R CR 

y' 
R 

Figure 40 
-R x' 

in the lower half-plane y < 0 with the sole simple pole -i, 
we have 

Sending R to oo in (2.3) and (2.4), and using the estimate (2.1), 
according to which 
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(and similarly for the contour -CR), we obtain 

00 

f ( + . ) = 1 + z2 r f (x' + ie) dx' + f (i + ie) ( + ') 
Z · ze 2ni J (1+x' 2) (x' -z) 2i z ~ ' y>O, 

-oo 

00 - -

0=- 1+z2 r f(x'+ie)dx' _f(i+ie)(z-i) 
2:ti J (1 + x' 2) (x' -z) 2i ' 

y>O. 
-00 

Adding together the resulting equalities, we derive an integral 
representation for. the function f (z + ie): 

00 

f ( + . ) 1 + z2 1 u (x', e) dx' (O 1 + ) + R I (. + . ) z ~e =-n- J (i+x' 2)(x'-z) +zu , e e ~ lE, 
-00 

y>O. (2.5) 

Separating the imaginary part in (2.5), we obtain an integral 
representation for the function u (x, y + e): . 

00 

u(x,y+e)= ~ .\ u(x',e)[(x-))2 +Y2 1)x,2 ]dx' 
-00 

+ yu (0, 1 +e), y > 0. (2.6) 

Passing to the limit in (2.5) and (2.6) as e-+ 0, and making 
use of the limiting relation (2.3) of Sec. 16, we obtain the neces
sity of the conditions in the Herglotz-Nevanlinna theorem (see 
N ev anlinna [ 1]). 

Theorem I For the function f (z) to belong to the class H + (T 1), 

it is necessary and sufficient that it be representable in the form 

00 

f(z)= ~ J 
-00 

00 

(1 +x'z) 11 (dx') + az + b 
(1+x'2)(x'-z) 

=i .\ c'l't(z-x'; i-x')f,t(dx')+az+b, 
··00 

y > 0, (2.7) 

where the measure f.t is nonnegative and satisfies the condition (2.2), 
a ~0, and b is a real number. The representation (2.6) is unique, 
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and 1..1. = Im f +~ b = Re f ( i), 

OG 

a= Im f (i) _ _! f Itt +(dx)2 =lim Im I (iy) (2.8) 
:Jt J X l/-+00 y t 

-oo 

00 

y r !-L (dx') 
Im f (z) = n J (x-x')2 +yz + ay, y>O. (2.9) 

-00 

The sufficiency of the conditions of Theorem I is straightfor
ward. 

Corollary For the function u (x, y) to belong to the class~+ {T1}, 

it is necessary and sufficient that it be representable in the form 
00 

y ) !-L (dx') 
u(x,y)=- ( ')2 + 2 +ay, :n: x-x y y>O. (2.9) 

-00 

where a ~ 0 and the measure 1..1. is nonnegative and satisfies the con
dition (2.2); here, 

1..1. = u (x, + 0) and a= lim u (O, y) • 
l/-+00 y 

Remark. From the representation (2.9) it follows that the 
Poisson integral is a harmonic function in T1• By the theorem 
of Sec. 1~.6, the representation with the Schwartz kernel holds 
with respect to any point z0 E T1 [formula (2. 7) for z0 = i]. 

In terms of the spectral function g (~) of the function f (z) 
(see Sec. 16.1}, the class H + (T1) is characterized by the following 
theorem (Konig and Zemanian [1]). 

Theorem II For a function f (z) to belong to the class H + (T1), 

it is necessary and sufficient that its spectral function g (S) have 
the following properties: 

(a) -ig (s) + ig* (6) ~ o, 
(b) g (6) = iu" (6) + ia~' (6), 

where a ~ 0 and u (s) is a continuous function with support in 
[0, oo}, which function satisfies the growth condition 

I u' (6)]-" C{(1 + s2). (2.10) 

Here, the expansion (b) is unique, the number a is defined by 
(2.8}, and Im f {z} is defined by (2.9). 

20-017, 
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Corollary For the measure 1-t to be a boundary value of the func
tion u (x, y) of the class fff' + (T1), 1-t = u (x, +O), it is neces
sary and sufficient that 1-t = F [v"1, where v" ~ 0, v is a contin
uous •-Hermitian function satisfying the growth condition (2.10), 
and v (0) = 0. In this case the function v with the indicated proper
ties is unique to within the summand ic~, where c is an arbitrary real 
number. 

This follows from Theorem II for v = u + u* (necessity) and 
for u = ev (sufficiency) if we take advantage of (1.5) of Sec. 16, 

1-t = ~ F [- ig + ig* 1. 
Proof of Theorem II. Necessity. Let f E H + (P). Condition (a) 

was proved in Sec. 16.1. To prove condition (b), rewrite repre
sentation (2.7) as [compare with (2.5)1 

00 

1+z2 r f.t (dx') . 
/(z)=-:n:- J (i+x' 2)(x'-z)+Imj(l)z+b 

-00 

= i (1 + z2) (a* 6%1 (x' + iy)) + Im f (i) z + b, U= l.l 
:n:(1+x2) • 

(2.11) 

Since 6%1 (x + iy) E QJ[ a (for all sand y > 0) [see (2.5) of Sec. 11] 

and j u (dx') < oo [see (2.2)], the Fourier transform formula 

of the convolution u • 6%1 holds: 

where v (~) = F [u1 (-~) a continuous positive definite (and, 
hence, bounded) function (see Sec. 8). Now, using (2.11) and 
(2.12), we compute the spectral function g (~)(see Sec. 9): 

g (~) = i (1 - D 2) [8 (~) v (~)1 + i Im I (i) 6' (~) + b6 (~). (2.13) 

By Lemma 2 of Sec. 17.1 there exists a continuous function 
u1 (~) with support in [0, oo) that satisfies the estimate (2.10) 
and is such that 

Therefore, (2.13) takes the form 

g (~) = iD2 [ u1 (£) + v ~O) ~28 (£)- ib£8 (~)]- i [Imj (i) -v (0)]6'(£). 

(2.14) 
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Setting 

and noting that, by (2.8), 
00 

0 1 r fl (dx) 
lml(i)-v( )=lml(i)---;t J i+xz=a, 

-00 

we obtain, from (2.14), the representation (b). The uniqueq~ss 
of expansion (b) follows from the uniqueness of the spect;ral 
function g and from Lemma 5 of Sec. 17 .1. 

Sulftciency. Suppose the generalized function g (s) satisfies con
ditions (a) and (b). Then g E rff' (IR!) and its Laplace transform 
I (z) = L [g) is a function of the class H (IR~) (see Sec. 12:~). 
It remains to prove that Im I (z) > 0, y > U. ·· · 

Using the formulas (1.2) and (1.5) of Sec. 16.1, we havi:l,' 

Im 1 (z) = ;i F [g (£) e-Ys- g(\)elll] 

1 = 2 F (u" (£) e-Y~ + u*" (S) ells) 
1,)/ 

+.;. F [6' (£) e-Y~+ 6' (- s) eY~J. y > 0, (2d.5), 

lmf+= ~ F[-ig+ig*)= ~ F[u"-u*"]. (2.16)' 

The equation (2.16) shows, by virtue of the Bochner-Schwartz 
theorem (see Sec. 8.2), that 11 = Im f+ is a nonnegative meas»·f.e 
and (u + u*)" ~ 0. By Lemma 3 of Sec. 17.1 there exists a con
tinuous function v of slow growth such that 

(1- fl2) v (£) = ! (u (£)+ u* (£)]". (2.17) 

From (2.17) it follows that v (£) is a continuous positive definite 
function, and, by (2.16), >- , 

(1 + x2) F [vJ = Im f+ = fl· (2.~·8) 
• 'd')J.• 

Using the formulas (1.2), (1.3) and (2.17), we now obtain the 
following chain of equalities: 

~ F [u" (6) e-Ys + u*" (£) eY~) = ~ F (e-ul~l (u + u*)"] 

= F [e-111~1 (1- D2) v} = .!L. f fl (dx') 
n J (x-x')l+y:& • 

20* 
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Finally, taking into account 

a (~) 6' (~) = -a' (0) 6 (~) + a (0) ()' (~), ()' (-~) = -6' (~). 

we obtain 

6' (~) e-uli + 6' (- ~) ell; = 6' (~) (e-lls - ells) = 2y6 (~). (2.20) 

Substituting the expressions (2.19) and (2.20) into (2.15), we 
ob-tain the representation (2.9) for Im I (z), from which it follows 
that Im I (z) ~ 0, y > 0. Theorem II is proved. 

17.3 Functions of the class IP + T (n) The case n > 1 rna y be 
considered in similar fashion to Sec. 17.2 with use made of the 
residue theorem (see Vladimirov [71). However, here we will apply 
a different method, one which makes use of Lemma 4 of Sec. 17.1 
on the general form of a bounded continuous solution of the dif
ferential equation (1.10). 

Suppose the function u (x, y) belongs to the class ,c;pn (Tn) 
and the measure !l = u (x, +O) ~ 0 is its boundary value (see 
Sec. 16.2). 

By the theorem of Sec. 16.2, the measure !l has the following 
properties 

1 r ,....(dx) 1 
nnJ (1+xf) ... (1+x~) <:u(O, ), (3.1) 

where t = (1, ... , 1); for any cp E C n ;t;oo, 

r u~(x, y) !p (x) dx i . !p (x),... (dx) 
J (1+xf) ... (t+x~) -+ J (1+xf) ... (i+xA) ' 

(3.2) 

y-+0, :!E'VC'~IR~. 

For the measure 1-' we wnstruct 2n - 2 measures !lit ... '"' 
1. <: k <: n- 1, 1 =:::;; j 1 < ... <i~r. <: n, of the variables 
x1 •••• 1" = (xJ. , ... , x:k) E IR11 via the following formula: for 
arbitrary cp E C n zoo, 

~ !p (:1\ ... ;k) 11 (dx) 
(3.3) (1 +xf> ..• (1+x~) • 

From this definition (for cp = 1) and from (3.1) it follows, 
by t;hA Fubini theorem,;that the measures 1-'J ••• oJ~r. are nonnega-
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tive and satisfy the condition 

t I". · (dx · · ) _ r }1 •• • )" 11· • • }" :::::::: (O 1> 
nn J (t+x1~ ) ••• (t+x' )""u ' · 

1 k 

(3.4) 

Set 

a· . - 1-'it •• . ik (3.5) 
11' • • 111- (t+x,1) ••• (t+x,11)' 

-v · · (1: · · ) - (2n)n-k F-1 [a· · ] (3.6) 
A}l" 0 o}k 0,]1. • .Jk - 31• • • 111 ' 

1-lt. .. n=!J., a1. .. n=O", 'Xt. .. n='X. (3.7) 

By virtue of (3.4) to (3. 7), the functions Xi,; .. Jk are continuous 
positive definite in IR" and, hence, are nounded in IR" (see 
Sec. 8). Furthermore, the following equalities hold true: 

Indeed, using (3.3) to (3.7), we obtain (3.8): 

We now prove that 

F"- 1 [u· · ](t:. · )-0 
r-J1 •• •111 "'11 •.• Jk - ' 

where F" is the Fourier transform operation with respect to k 
variables (SJ,, ... , Gik) = Gi, . .. ik • 

For the measure 1-1 = r-t1 .. . n, (3.9) follows from (1.5) of Sec. 16, 
where g E r!f' (ih~) lg is the spectral function of the function I 
taken from H + (Tn), for which function Im I = u]. 

Now suppose 

(3.10) 
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where a (~i •.. . 11) is an arbitrary function in 5J (IRit) with sup

port outside - IR~ U IR!". Substituting the expression (3.10) 
inti.· (3.3) and rewriting it irr terms of Fourier transforms, we 
obtain 

= ( p-t [~t], a (~jt .. ·j,) Fn-lt r(1+x~+t> ~ .. (1+.1,n)J) 

Using the formula 

F[-1-J=ne-1 sl t+x2 ' 

we can rewrite the last equalities in the form 

(Fh.l (f-ljt .. ·iltl. a) 

= nn-lt {F-1 (~],a (Si •. ·ik) exp (-I SiL 1- ···-I£; j). 
1 ><+1 n 

The right-harrd side of this equation vanishes because the support 
of the function 

lies outside ( -iR~ U lif~) X IRn-lt, and F-1 [~], by what has 
been proved, vanishes outside - ITf~ U ~{~. That precisely is 
what proves (3.9). 

From the equations (3.9), (3.5) to (3. 7) there follow differential 
equations for the function Xi, ... ik: 

(1- Dj.) . .. (1- D'lt) Xi, .•. ilt (sj, ... i~t) = 0, 

(3.11) 

Theorem I If u E ~ + ( rn), n ~ 2, then the function 

~=u(x,+O), (3.12) 
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may be uniquely represented in the form 

x <s> = ~ 

+ exp (-I s·d- ... -lsnD X (Sl! 0, ... ' 0) 

+ ... +exp (-I Stl- ... -lsn-tD X (0, ... , 0, ~n) 

= (n-1) exp (-I stl- ... -lsnD X (0), 
S E U\n, 

(31.3) 

where <Di, ... ik are continuous bounded functions in Rk with sup

port in - j~ U iR~. 
Proof. The uniqueness of the representation (3.13) in each 

octant follows from the properties of continuity and of the sup
port of the functions IDi, .. -in· We carry out the existence proof 
of the representation (3.13) by induction on n. The function 
x (s) = Xt. .. n (S) and all the functions Xi, ... jk (Si, .. ·in) are, by 
(3.8), continuous and bounded in U\k and satisfy equation (3.11) 
outside -iR~ U R~. Therefore when n = 2 Theorem I holds, 
by virtue of Lemma 4 of Sec. 17.1, if in the representation (3.13) 
we put 

Suppose the representation (3.13) holds for all dimensions 
k < n, so that the functions Xi, ... in in [Rk are representable 
in the form of the corresponding formulas (3.13). We now prove 
the representation (3.13) in the region 

By Lemma 4 of Sec. 17.1, the function x (s) can be represented as 

x(s) = e-lstl X (0, S2t t) + e-lizlx (sl! 0, fi -e-ls.l-ls.lx (0, 0, ID. 
(3.14) 
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In accordance with the induction hypothesis, for the functions 
that follow 

X (0, £2, 1) = ')(2 .. . n (£2, 1), 
X (£1, 0, ~) = 'Xt3 .. ,n (£1, ~), 

X (0, 0, ~) = ')(3 •• . n (~), 

the corresponding representations (3.13) hold true. Substituting 
them into (3.14), we obtain (3.13) in the region G+-· The repre
sentation (3.13) occurs alw in other regions of the type G+
that do not contain -]~ U iR.~. From the uniqueness of the 
representation (3.13) in the indicated regions of the type G+
if follows that the appropriate repreEentati ons (3.13) coincide 
in the intersections of those regions. Hence, the representation 
(3.13) holds true everywhere outside - R~ U R:. By intro
ducing the function 

exp (- [£;11 1- ···-lsi D +1 n 

X <D1, .•• i11. (£i, ... i11.) 

- e:xp (- [ £2/- ···-I Sn /)X (h, 0, ·"I 0) 

- ... - e:xp (- I £1 I- ... - I ~n-1 I >x (0, ... , 0, ~n) 

+(n-1)e:xp(-l ~1 /- ... -J ~n J)x(O), 

which is continuous and bounded in U\n with support in - R~ U 
U IR~, we are convinced of the truth of (3.13) throughout the 

space IRn. This completes the proof of Theorem I. 

Theorem II. For the measure 1-1. to be a boundary value of the 
junction u (x, y) of the class tJ> + (P), f..l = u (x, +0), it is neces
sary and sufficient that 

[f..l = F [D~ •.• D~z:], (3.15) 

uhere Di ... D~v is much greater than zero, v is a continuous 
*-Hermitian function that satisfies the growth conditions (1.7), 
and supp v c: R~ U R~. 

Here, the junction v having the indicated properties is unique up 
to the additive term iC [~n (£) - ~n (-£)], where C is an arbitrary 
real number. 
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Proof. For n = 1, 'Theorem II has already been proved in Sec. 17 .2. 
Sufficiency for n > 2 follows from the theorem of Sec. 17 .4. 

Necessity for n ¢ 2. Suppose u E {}·+ (P) and Jl = u (x, +O). 
From (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain 

F-1 (Jl]- p-11 (1 + .x~) ••• (1 + x~) crJ = (1 - D~) ••• (1 -~)X ( 6). 
(3.16) 

Noting that 

(1 - D2) e-lsl = 26 (s) 

and using {3.13), we continue the equalities (3.16): 

p-t[Jl]-= ~ 2r.-k ~ 6(6i1t )X ... Xll(6;) 
2E;;kE;;n h:;;i}< ... <iko;;;n +l n 

X (1-D'1) ••• (1- D~") <I> h ... ;k (6h, ... , Sin) 

+ 2n-tl) (62) X .•. X 6 (sn) 

X (1- D~) [X {61, 0, ... , 0)- X (O).e-1 h IJ 

+ ... + 2n-16 (61) X ••• X 6 (sn-1) 

X (1-D~) (X~(O, ... , 0, sn)-x(O)e-li\nl) 

+ 2nx (0) 61(S), (3.17) 

where <1>1, ... 11 ai'e continuous~ bounded unctions in IR.11 with 
support in -it~ U R~. Every term under the summation sign 
on the right in (3.17) can, by Lemma 2 of Sec. 17.1, be repre
sented as 

2n-"D'1 ... D} (9 (61.. Hi1 ... 9 (6J ) tj l 
n+l n n+l n+l n • n 

X (1-D,.) ... (1-Dj1 ) [6(6Ja) ... 6(6i11)<I>,, .•. J11 (s; •... 6i1)J 
+(-2)n-"D} ..... D}; [9(-slk )£; ..... 9(-sJ Hi 1 

n+l n +1 n+l n n 

x (1-D'1) ••• (1- D'11 ) [6 (- 61.) ... e (- s;1) ~(6i, •... , SikH 
= D~ ... D~v1 •... i" (6)1 (3.18) 

where vi••••ik is a continuous function in Rn with support in 
-"R: U i.:, the function satisfying (1. 7). By the same reason
ing, the other terms on the right of (3.17) can also be represented 
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in the form of (3.18): 

2n-1D, • ... D' [8 (~i.Hi • ..• 8 (~; )6; J n n n 

x(1-D,.){O:(~i,)£x(O, ... , sJ,, ... , O)-x(O)e- 16i,IJ} 

+ (- 2)n-t D, • ... D} [8 (- si.) Si •... e (- Si ) si J n n n 

X (1-D},){S(-s;,)[x(O, ... , s;,, ... , 0)-x(O)e-lsi,IJ} 

=D: ... D~v;, (~); (3.19) 

2nx (0) 6 (~) = 2nx (0) D~ ... D~ [On (s) ~~ ... ~n1 

(3.20) 
Putting 

we obtain, by (3.17) to (3.20), the representation (3.15), where 
the function v is continuous with support in -R~ U iR~ and 
.satisfies (1. 7). If v is not *-Hermitian, then· it may be replaced 

by + (v + v*), since the measure 1.1. is real. 
The conclusion that the function v is unique follows from Lem

ma 6 of Sec. 17 .1. The proof of Theorem I I is complete. 

17.4 Functions of the class H+(Tn) We recall that the Pois
son kernel fPn (x, y) and the Schwartz kernel rff n (z; z0) for the 
region T" have been written out in Sec. 11.1 and Sec. 12.5 res
pectively. 

Theorem The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The function f (z) belongs to the class H + (Tn). 
(2) Its spectral function g (~) has the following properties: 
(a) -ig (s) + ig* (s) ~ o, 
(b) g (~) = iD~ ... D~ u (~) + i (a, D) 6 (s), 

where a E R~ and u (s) is a continuous function in 11\n with sup
port in iR~, which function satisfies the growth condition (1. 7). 
The expansion (b) is unique. 

(3) The following representation holds: 

Im/(z)=) @'n(x-x', Y)~.t(dx')+(a, y), zETn. (4.1) 
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(4) For all z0 E rn the following representation holds: 

f (z) = i J or n (z-x'; xz0 -x')!..t (dx') +(a, z) + b (z0), z Ern. 

(4.2) 

1. Im f (iy) 
ai = 1m , 

uroo Yi 
j = 1, ... , n, y {lR.~, (4.3) 

(a, y) is the best linear minorant of the indicator h (Im f; y) 
in the cone IR~. 

Proof. For n = 1, the theorem has already been proved in 
Sec. 17.2. Suppose n ;;?:= 2. 

(1) --+ (2). Suppose f E H + (Tn). Then f (z) = L [g], g E o1'(R~), 
f + = F [g], f.t = Im f + and 

(4.4) 

(see Sec. 16.2). From (4.4) follows the condition (a) (see Sec. 8). 
To prove condition (b), let us make use of Theorem II of Sec. 17.3 

(the necessity of its hypotheses has already been proved). By 
(3.15) equation (4.4) takes the form 

2
1i (g (G)- g* (G)] = D~ ... D~v (G), (4.5) 

where v = v* E ceRn>, supp vc - IR~ U iR~ and v satisfies the 
growth condition (1. 7). The generalized function 

g0 (G)= 2iD~ . .. D~ [8n (S) v (s)J (4.6) 

satisfies (4.5) in IRn. The general solution of the homogeneous 
equation (4.5), g- g* = o, has, in the class df'' (- o{~ u R'2). 
support 0 and, hence, can be represented in the form (see Sec. 2.6) 

where aa. are arbitrary real constants. From this and from (4.6) 
it follows that the spectral function g is representable as 

(4. 7) 
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Set 

U (~) = 28n (~) V (6)- iao,n (~). 

The function u (£) satisfies conditions (b) of the theorem. Here, 
(4.7) takes the form 

g (~) = iD~ ••• D~u (~) + ~ il (X laaDal) (~) (4.8) 
1~1ai~N 

Thus (see Sec. 9.2) 

f (z) =L [g)= i ( -1)n z~ ... z~) u m et<z. 6> d~+ ~ aaza, zETn. 
R'\. 1~1ai~N 

(4.9) 
Setting z = iy, y E lR~ in (4.9), we obtain 

f (iy) = iyi ... y~ J n m e-(y, 6>d~ + ~ ilia laaya. (4.10) 
R~ 1~1ai~N 

We now prove that for every j = 1, •.. , n, 

lim Yt•. ·Yn J u (~) e-<u. 6ld~ = 0. 
"roo R~ 

(4.11) 

Indeed, from the properties of the function u (~) it follows (by 
the Lebesgue theorem) that passage to the limit under the integral 
sign is valid: 

00 00 

lim y1 •.• Yn J ... J I u (~) 1 e-(11, tld~: 
II i- 00 0 . 0 

00 00 

=lim i i ju (~ .!!!..) je-"t-···-xndx=O 
IIJ-oo J . ' • J Yt ' • • ' ' Yn . 

0 0 

Taking into account the estimate (3.1) of Sec. 13, we obtain, 
from ( 4.1 0), the inequality 

I iy~ ... y~ r u (6) e-(y, '>d~ + i (a' y) + ~ i/O:Iao;ya I 
R~ 2~1ai~N 

<:M(C') t+/ul 2 yEC'~lR~, 
I Y I 
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from which, and also from the limiting relations (4.11), we con
clude that a~ = 0, I a I ~ 2, and for the numbers a1 the formula 
(4.3) holds, so that a1 ;;;;::, 0, j = 1, ... , n, that is, a E R~. 
This, by (4.8), proves the representation (b). Its uniqueness 
follows from Lemma 5 of Sec. 17.1 

(2) -+ (3). The proof is literally the same as for the one-dimen
:sional case in the sufficiency proof in Theorem II of Sec. 17.2. 
There, use is made of Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 of Sec. 17 .1. 

(3) -+ (4) -+ (1). From the representation (4.1) it follows that 
the corresponding Poisson integral is a pluriharmonic function 
in Tn. All other assertions of the theorem follow from this and 
from the theorem of Sec. 16.6. This completes the proof of the 
them·em. 

Corollary If f E H + (Tn}, then the best linear minorant (a, y) 
of the indicator h (Im f; y) in the cone IR.~ is given by 

j = 11 .••• , n, 

where e1 are unit vectors in IR.n. 
Indeed, from the inequality 

it follows that 

The function 

(a, y)~h(lmf; y) 

a,~ lim h (Im f; y). 
1/ .. BI, IIER~ 

-{- I mY (I+ ity), 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

is continuous in y, does not increase with respect to t > 0, and 
tends (as t-+ oo) to the (semicontinuous .. above) function 

nXy) = { h"(Im f; y)~ p ERZ, (4.14) 
a1 y=elt /=1, .•• ,n. 

For y E II\~ this assertion has been proved (see the theorem in 
Sec. 16.5). For y = e1 it follows from the representation (4.1), 

+ Im I (i + tte1) = ~n ( 1 + ! ) ! z'+<!+t>• fl ~~~zl ~t'Cdz) 
t:t;;;;Tt~tl· 

Tt'#J 

+! ~ art+a1• (4.15) 
t:t;;;;Tt:E;;n 
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because, by virtue of B. Levi's theorem, no summand in the 
right member of (4.15) increases with respect to t > 0. From 
the fact that the function 1i (y) is semicontinuous above on the 
set IR~ U {e1, ••• , en} and from (4.14) follows the inequality 

which, together with the inequality (4.13}, implies equation 
(4.12). 

Remark 1. The representation (b) strengthens the results of 
Sec. 16.4 concerning the smoothness of the spectral function and 
worsens the estimate of its growth in the case of the cone IR~: 

g <~> = n: ... D~gd£), 
gl (€) = iu (£)+iBn(£) ~ a161· . . SJ-1S1+1· .. sn, 

s <- ~ n (in Sec. 16.4 s <- ~ n -1) • 

Remark 2. A description of the functions of the class H + (G) 
in the polycircle has been given by Koranyi and Pukanszky [ H 
and Vladimirov and Drozhzhinov [1]; in the "generalized unit 
circle" (in the set of 2 X 2 matrices w that satisfy the condition 
ww* < /) by Vladimirov [10]; in bounded strictly star regions, 
in particular, in the classical symmetric regions, by Aizenberg 
and Dautov [1]; in the "tube of the future" ·t+ = TV+ (n = 3, 
see Sec. 4.4) by Vladimirov [10]. In the last case it was established 
that the Poisson -integral for f E H + (r) is a pluriharmonic func
tion (and, hence, the theorem of Sec. 16.6 holds) if and only 
if the indicator h (Im f; y) possesses the properties 

h (Im j; y) = h0 (y) +(a, y), h0 (y) >O, a E 'V+; y E v+; 

lim ~ h0 (1, s/yl)ds=O. 
1111-+1-0 lsl-l 

18 Positive Real Matrix Functions in T0 

Suppose A (x) = (A 111 (x)) is a square matrix with elements 
A 111 taken from 5;'. We use the following terminology: A* (x) = 

= A_T (-x) is the •-Hermitian conjugate of A; A+ (x)=}F (x) 
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is the +-Hermitian conjugate of A; 

are the real part and imaginary part of A (compare Sec. 1.3). 
If A = A* or A = A+, then A will be called *-Hermitian 

(compare Sec. 8.1) or +-Hermitian respectively. For constant 
matrices, both concepts of Hermiticity coincide, and in that 
case we will simply call them Hermitian matrices or Hermitian 
conjugate matrices. 

Clearly, if A (x) is a matrix of slow growth (that is, A 11 i E rff'), 
thenl 

F [A*]= F [A]+, 

where the Fourier transform F [A] of matrix A signifies a matrix 
with components F [A ki]. 

The matrix function A (z), holomorphic in the tubular region 
Tc is said to be positive real in Tc if it satisfies the conditions: 
(a) ReA (z) > 0, z E Tc, (b) A (iy) is real for all y E C [and 
then A (z) =A (-z), z E Tc, by virtue of the Schwartz sym
metry principle]. It is clear that if A (z) is positive real in Tc, 
then A (z) is positive real in any Tc', C' c: C, as well. 

We term the matrix Z (£), Z 11 i E tlJ', for which A (z) = L !ZJ, 
the spectral matrix junction of the matrix A (z). 

Our problem is to give a description of positive real matrix 
functions in Tc, where C is an acute ~convex cone. Let us 
first consider the scalar case, that is, positive real functions in Tc. 

18.1 Positive real functions in T 0 A function f (z) is positive 
real in Tc if and only if if E H + (Tc) and its spectral function g 
is real. The last assertion is due to the equalities 

I (z) = L [g] = F [g m e-(y, 6>] = 7 ( -z) = F i'i me I (y, 6>]. 

:;uppose C' = [y: (e1 , y) > 0, ... , (en> y) > 0] is an n-hedral 
acute cone. Then (see Sec. 4.4) 

We denote by A the (nonsingular) linear transformation 

z ~ t = (~1 = (e11 z), ... , ~n = (en, z)) = Az. (1.1) 
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The transformation ~ = Az maps biholomorphly the region T 0 ' 

onto the region T"', and the transformation s' =A -lT G maps 
the cone C'* onto the cone iz. In the process, the derivatives 
D = (D 1, ••• , Dn) pass into the derivatives D' = (D~, ... , D;,), 

Dj = _!_,. , via the formulas a;j 

Dj= ~ ~~; Dk=(e1, D)=(AD)1, j=1, ... , n. (1.2) 
t:s;;;k:s;;;n 

That is, D' =AD. 
Furthermore (see Sec. 1.9), 

6 <s> = 6 <ATs'> = 11 <£') (1.3) I det A I • 

Lemma If the vectors e1, •• , , en are linearly independent, then 

(e1 , D)2 ••• (en, D) 2 u (s) + (a, D) 6 (s) = 0, (1.4) 

where u E C (Rn), supp u c C'*, is possible only for u (s) = 0 
and a= 0. 

Proof. In the variables s' =A -lT 6, the equation (1.4) becomes, 
by virtue of (1.2) and (1.3), 

(1.5) 

where 

u;(s') =I det A I u (ATs'), (1.6) 

and u E C (IR.n}, supp u c R~. By Lemma 5 of Sec. 17.1, u(S') = 
= 0 and a = 0, whence, by (1.6), we obtain u (s) = 0 and a = 0, 
which proves the lemma. 

Theorem '' For a function f (z) to be positive real in Tc, where C 
is an acute (convex) cone in IR.n, it is necessary and sufficient that 
its spectral function g (s) have the following properties: 

(a) g (s) + g* (s) ~ o, 
(b) for any n-hedral cone C' = [y: (e1, y) > 0, ... , (en, y)>Ol 

contained in the cone C, that it be (uniquely) representable in the 
form 

g (s) = (e., D)8 ••• (en, D)8 uc• (6) + (ac•, D) 6 (6), (1. 7) 
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where ac· E C'* and Uc• (~) is a real continuous function of slow 
growth in !Rn with support in the cone C'*. 

Proof. Necessity. Let f (z) be positive real in T0 so that -if E 
E H + (T0 ) and f (z) = L [g], and the spectral function g (~) is 
real in rff' (C*). From this fact and from (1.5) of Sec. 16 there 
follows the condition (a). To prove the representation (1. 7) for 
the n-hedral cone C', let us perform a biholomorphic mapping 
{; = Az [see (1.1)1 of the region T0 ' onto Tn; in the process, 
the function f (z) passes into the positive real function f (A - 1 {;) 

in Tn. By the theorem of Sec. 16.4 we conclude that there exist 
a vector a1 E lll~ and a continuous function u1 (~') of slow growth 
with support in i~ such that the spectral function g1 (~') of 
the function f (A - 1 {;) is representable as 

g1 (f) = D? ... D~u1 (~') + (a1 , D') 6 (~'). (1.8) 

Let us now pass to the old variables z = A -1 {; and ~ = A r~,. 
The spectral functions g (~) and g1 (~') are connected by the rela
tion (see Sec. 9.2(e)) 

I det A I g m = g1 (s') = gl (A -iT~). (1.9) 

Using the formulas (1.2) and (1.3), we derive from (1.8) and 
(1.9) the representation (1.7) for g m in which 

(1.10) 

Taking into account that the representation AT carries the cone 
Tit~ onto the cone C'*, we conclude from (1.10) that ac• = C'* 
and Uc· E C (!Rn) are of slow growth, supp Uc• c C'*. 

The uniqueness of the expansion (1. 7) and the real nature of 
the function Uc• follow from the reality of the spectral function 
g and the vector a by virtue of the lemma of Sec. 17 .1. 

Sufficiency. Suppose the generalized function g (~) has proper
ties (a) and (b). Then from the representation (1.7) it follows that 
g is real and g E !/' (C'*) for all n-hedral cones C' c C, so that 
g E r!f' (C*). Therefore the function f (z) = L [g) is holomorphic 
in T0 and f (iy) is real in C. It remains to prove that Ref (z) ~ 0, 
z E T 0 · Let us take an arbitrary n-hedral cone c~ c C and pass 
to the new variables {; = Az and ~' = A -tr~. Then, as in the 
proof of necessity, we conclude that the spectral functions g (s) 
and g1 (£') of the functions f (z) and f (A - 1 {;) are connected by the 
relation (1.9) and therefore g1 (~') can be represented as ( 1.8), 
21-0172 
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where u1 (~') and a1 are expressed in terms of uc• (~) and ac• 
via the formulas (1.10), so that a1 E JR~ and u1 E C (IRn) are 
of slow growth, supp u1 c: JR~. Besides, by ( 1. 9) 

gt (~') + gt (~') = I det A I [g m + g* (~)l ~ 0. 

From this, by the theorem of Sec. 16.4, we conclude that if (A - 1 s) E 
E H + (Tn), that is, Ref (z) ;;?0 in Tc, whence, by the arbitrar
iness of C' c: C, it follows that Ref (z);;?O in Tc, which is 
what we set out to prove. The theorem is proved. 

18.2 Positive real matrix functions in pc 

Theorem For an N X N matrix function A (z) to be positive 
real in Tc, where C is an acute (convex) cone in IR.n, it is necessary 
twd sufficient that its spectral matrix j!mction Z (~) have the fol
lowing properties: 

(a) (Z (~)a+ Z* (~)a, a) > 0, a E CN, (2.1) 
(b) for any n-hedral cone C' = [y : (e1 , y) > 0, ... , (en, y) > 

> 0] contained in the cone C, it is (uniquely) representable in the 
form 

Z(~)=(e 1 ,D)2 ••• (en,D)2Zc·(S)+ ~ zg)Di~(~), (2.2) 
1~j~n 

where the matrix function Z c, ( ~) is a continut~us real function of 
slow growth in IRn with support in R~, and the matrices z~l, j = 
= 1, ... , n, are real symmetric and- such that 

y E C'. (2.3) 

Here, the following equation holds: 

(a') Re) (Z * c:p, c:p) d~;;?O, 

Proof. Sufficiency. From (b) of the theorem it follows that the 
spectral function Z (~) is real and its elements Zki E r!f' (C*), 
so that the matrix function A (z) = L [ZJ is holomorphic in 
the region Tc, where C = int C** (see Sec. 12.2), and satisfies 
the condition of reality A (z) = X ( -Z}. 

Let us now verify that the generalized function ga (~) = 
= (Z (~) X a, a) satisfies, for all a E (,N, the conditions (a) 
and (b) of the theorem of Sec. 17 .1. 
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Condition (a) is fulfilled by virtue of (2.1): 

g .. m + g~ m = (Z m a+ Z* (s) a, a) ~ 0. 

Conditions (b) are fulfilled by virtue of (2.2) and (2.3): 

t!fj!_fn 

where (Zc' (s) a, a) is a continuous function of slow growth in 
!Rn with support in C'*, and 

(') ~ YJ (ZJ, a, a) ~0, 
1~j~n 

That is, the vector 

((Z~pa,a), .. . , (Z~")-l a,a))EC'*. 

Noting that g a (s) is the spectral function of the function 
(A (z) a, a), we derive from the theorem of Sec. 17.1 that 
Re (A (z) a, a) ~ 0, z E l'c, a E eN. That is, ReA (z) ~ 0, 
z E l'c. Thus, the matrix function A (z) is positive real in l'c. 

Necessity. Let A (z) be a positive real matrix function in l'c. 
Then for every vector a E CN the function (A (z) a, a) is posi
tive real in l'c. ~y the theorem of Sec. 17.1, its spectral function 
ga (s) taken from ,ff' (C*) has the following properties: 

(a') ga (s) + g~ (s) ~ o, 
(b') for any n-hedral cone C' c C it can be 1epresented as 

("2.5) 

where the function U c'(s; a) is a continuous function of slow 
growth in IRn with support in the cone C'*, and the vector 

(A~9 (a), ... , A~"!'>( a)) E C'*• (2.6) 

Furthermore, since ga(s) is the spectral function of the quadratic 
form (A (z)a, a), aEICN, it follows that gam is a quadratic form 
with respect to the vector a, so that there exists an N X N mat
rix Z (s) [the spectral matrix function of the matrix A (z)l 

21* 
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such that 

(Z(6)a,a)=ga(6), (2.7) 

From this and from the condition (a') it follows that the matrix 
Z (6) satisfies the condition (a). Furthermore, from the equality 
A (z) =A (-Z} follows the real nature of the matrix Z (6). 

Now, using the equation 

1 
(Z (6) a, b) = 4 (Z (6) (a+ b), a+ b) 

1 - 4 (Z (6) (a- b), a-b) 

++<Z (6) (a+ ib), a +ib) 

-+ (Z (6) (a- ib), a- ib), 

we derive, from (2.5) and (2.6), 

1 
(Z (6) a, b) = 4 (e 1, D)2 ••• (en, D) 2 [U c• (6; a+ b) 

+U c• (6; a-b)+ iU c• (6; a+ ib) -iU c' (6: a- ib)] 

++ ~ [A~)(a+b)+A~)(a-b)+iA~!)(a+ib) 
i~i!Sn 

-iA~/) (a-ib)J D/J (6). 

This implies the existence of theN X N matrix function Zc' (6), 
which is a continuous function of slow growth in ntn with support 
in the cone C'*, and the existence of N X N matrices z~), j = 
= 1, ... , n, such that the representation (2.2) holds. From 
the lemma of Sec. 17.1 follow the uniqueness of the representa-
tion (2.2), the reality of the matrices Z c'(6) and zY), j = 1, ... , n 
[by virtue of the reality of the matrix Z (6)], and the equalities 
[by virtue of (2.5) and (2. 7)1 

U c' (6; a)= (Zc' (£)a, a), 
(') (") AJ, (a)= (ZJ,a, a), 

j = 1, ... , n, aEff. 
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From this and from (2.6) it follows that the matrices zg! are 
symmetric and satisfy the condition (2.3): 

< (j) ) (j) ~ y1Zc,a, a = L y1 (Zc·a, a) 
1,;j,;n 1,;j,;n 

= ~ YiAg) (a) ~0. 
1,;j,;n 

Thus, the spectral function Z (£) satisfies conditions (b) as well. 
It remains to prove the inequality (2.4). Let (jl E /fxN; set 

'¢ = F [q>J E ,ffxN. Taking into account the equalities 

A+(x)=F[Z], ReA+(x)= lim ReA(x+iy) in If' 
y~O, yEC 

and using the properties of the Fourier transform (see Sec. 6.3 
and Sec. 6.5), we have the following chain of equalities: 

Re J (Z * q>, q>) d£ = Re ~ (Ziti* IPJ• cplt) d£ 
!,;It, j,;N 

= Re ~ (Z~t1 ( -£), (jlJ * q>k) 
!,;It, j,;N 

1 ~ 
= (2n)n Re LJ 

!.;;It, j.;;;N 

2 (2~)n ~ (A+ki + A+ik• '¢J1jilt} 
t..;;lt, j.;;;N 

= 2 (2
1
11)n lim ~ j"fA~t1 (x+iy) 

y~o. yEC t.;;;lt, j<,N 

+ A11t (x + iy)] '¢1 (x) ,Pit (x} d.x 

= (21)n lim f (ReA (x + iy} ,p (x}, '¢ (x)) dx 
n 11~o. y e c J 

which is greater than zero. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 1. For n = 1 the theorem has been proved by Konig 

and Zemanian [1); for n~2 by Vladimirov [9]. 
Remark 2. In R2 , any convex open cone C is dihedral, that 

is, C = [y: (e1 , y) > 0, (e2 , y) > 0], and for that reason we 
can take the cone C itself for the cone C' in the representation 
(2.2). 
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19 Linear Passive Systems 

19.1 Introduction We consider a physical system obeying 
the following scheme. Suppose the original in-perturbation u (x) = 
= (u1 (x), ... , uN (x)) is acting on the system, as a result 
of which there arises an out-perturbation (response of the system) 
f (x) = (!1 (x), ... , fN (x)). Here, by x = (x1 , ... , Xn) are to 
be understood the temporal, spatial and other variables. Suppose 
the following conditions have been fulfilled: 

(a) Linearity: if to the original perturbations u1 and u 2 there 
correspond perturbations / 1 and f 2 then their linear combination 
au1 + ~u 2 is associated with the perturbation a/1 + ~/2 • 

(b) Reality: if the original perturbation u is real, then the 
response perturbation f is real. 

(c) Continuity: if all components of the original perturbation 
u (x) tend to 0 in 'G', then so do all components of the response 
perturbation f (x) tend to 0 in 5;'. 

(d) Translational invariance: if a response perturbation f (x) is 
associated with the original perturbation u (x), then, for any 
translation h E IRn, to the original perturbation u (x + h) there 
corresponds a response perturbation f (x + h). 

The conditions (a)-( d) are equivalent to the existence of a unique 
N X N matrix Z (x) = (Zhi (x)), Zhi E tJJ' (!Rn), which connects 
the original u (x) perturbation and the response perturbation 
f (x) via the formula (see Sec. 4. 7) 

z * u =f. (1.1) 

Let us impose on the system (1.1) yet another requirement, 
the so-called condition of passivity relative to the cone r. Suppose r 
is a closed, convex, solid cone in IRn (with vertex at 0). 

(e) Passivity relative to the cone f: for any vector function rp (x) 
in 5,xN the following inequality holds: 

Re ) ( Z * rp, rp) dx;;:::::, 0. 
-r 

(1.2) 

Note that the function (Z * rp, rp) E 5; (see Sec. 4.6), so that 
the integral in (1.2) always exists. Furthermore, because of the 
reality of the matrix Z (x) the condition of passivity (1.2) is 
equivalent to the condition 

) ( Z * rp, rp ) dx ;;:::::, 0, 
-r 

(1.2') 

where f!l)'{'N consists of real N vectors with components in 5J. 
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The inequality (1.2') is of the energy type: it reflects the ability 
of a physical system to absorb energy, but not generate it. Here, 
causality relative to the cone r is taken into account (see below, 
Sec. 19.2). 

The convolution operator Z* is termed a passive operator relative 
to the cone r, and the corresponding matrix function Z ( ~) -
the Laplace transform of the matrix Z (x)-is called the impedance 
of the physical system. 

To illustrate the proposed scheme, let us consider a one-dimen
sional passive system (n = N = 1): an elementary electric cir
cuit consisting of a resistance R, a self-inductance L, a capacitance 

R 

Figure 41 L 

c 
C, and a source of electromotive force e (t) that is switched on 
at time t = 0 (Fig. 41). Then, by the Kirchhoff law, the current 
i (t) in the circuit satisfies the integro-differential equation 

t 

L ~~ + Ri ++ J i (T) d't= e (t), 
0 

that is, 

where 

Z (t) = Lf>' (t) + Rf> (t) + + 8(t) 

is the generalized "resistance" of the circuit. We now verify that 
the operator Z * satisfies the condition of passivity (1.2') relative 
to the cone r = [0, oo): 

0 

) (Z Hp) cp dt 
-oo 

0 t 

= J [Lcp'(t)+Rcp(t) +f Jcp(T)dTJcp(t) dt 
-00 0 

0 0 

= ~ cpz (0) + R J cp 2 (t) dt + 2~ l } cp (t) dt r ;:::o, cp E ~r· 
-oo 
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One-dimensional (n = 1) linear passive systems describe the 
relationship between currents and voltage in complex electric 
circuits. They also describe linear thermodynamic systems, the 
scattering of electromagnetic waves and elementary particles 
(see Konig and Meixner [1), Youla, Castriota and Carlin [1), 
Wu [1), Zemanian [1), Beltrami and Wohlers [1), Giittinger [1)). 
One-dimensional passive operators have been studied by many 
authors and the results of their investigations have been sHmma
rized in two monographs (1965-1966): Zemanian [1) and Beltrami 
and Wohlers [ 1). This theory has been extended by Hackenbroch 
[1] and Zemanian [2] from the matrix case to the case of operators 
in Hilbert space. 

Multidimensional (n ;;:::= 2) linear passive systems are frequently 
encountered in mathematical physics: they describe physical 
systems with account taken of their spatio-temporal dynamics 
(some instances of such systems are given below in Sec. 19. 7). 
The theory of multidimensional linear passive systems has been 
elaborated by Vladimirov [9, 11] on the basis of the theory of 
positive real matrix functions (see Sec. 18). 

19.2 Corollaries to the condition of passivity 
(a) The condition of passivity (1.2) is fulfilled in the strong 

form: 

Re ~ (ZHp,cp)dx;;:::=O, (2.1) 
-r+xo 

Indeed, if cp E t)JxN, for every x 0 E !Rn the vector function 
IPx. (x) = cp (x + x0) E 5 xN and therefore, by virtue of the prop
erty of translational invariance of a convolution (see Sec. 4.2 (c)), 
from the inequality (1.2) there follows the inequality (2.1): 

0-< Re ~ (Z * IPxo• (j)x0) dx = Re ~ ((Z Hp) (x + Xo), cp (x + x0)) dx 
-r -r 

= Re ~ (Z * cp, cp) dx!, x' =x+ x0 • 

-r+xu 

(b) Dissipation: 

Re ~ (Z * cp, cp) dx ;;:::= 0, (2.2) 

Indeed, putting Xo = 'Ae, e E int r, in (2.1) and passing to 
the limit as 'A-+ +oo (so that -r + 'Ae-+ IR'\ Fig. 42), we 
obtain from (2.1) the inequality (2.2). 
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(c) Causality with respect to the cone r: 
supp z (x) c r. (2.3) 

True enough, let cp and 'ljJ E 5J;N and let 'A be a real number. 

I 
I 
l>.e 

I 
I 

Figure 42 '\. Te / 
'\. / 

0 

-r 

r 

/ 
/ 

/ 

Substituting cp + 'A'Ijl for cp in the inequality (1.2'), we get the 
inequality 

) (Z .cp, cp} dx+ 'A) [(Z * \jl, cp) + (Z * cp, \jl)] dx 
-r -P 

+ ').,2) (Z * '¢, 'IJ) dx ;;:::o. 
-r 

which holds true for all real 'A. We therefore have the inequality 

[) (Z * cp, \jl) dx+ J (Z * \jl, cp) dx r 
-r -r 

~ 4 J (Z * cp, cp) dx J (Z * \jl, \jl) dx. (2.4~ 
-r -r 

Suppose supp cp c: IR.n" (-f). Then it follows from the in
equality (2.4) that 

for all 'ljJ E 5;;N. By the DuBois Raymond lemma (see Sec. 1.6). 
we conclude from this that Z * cp = 0, x E -r, and therefore 
(see Sec. 4.6) 

(Z 111 * cp 0) (x) = (Z 11 , (x'), cp 0 (x - x')) = 0, x E -r 
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for allcp 0 E flr (11\n "'- (-r)). Putting x = 0 in the last equality, 
we obtain (Zkj ( -x'), 'Po (x')) = 0 so that zkj ( -x) = 0, X E 
E lRn "'-(-f), and therefore supp Zki c r (see Sec. 1.5). The 
inclusion (2.3) is proved. 

(d) Positive definiteness: 

(Za + Z*a, a) ~0, (2.5) 

or, in an equivalent form, 

Re ( (Za, a), cp * cp*) ~o. a E CN, cp E 5J. (2.5') 

It follows from the inequality (2.2) for cp = acp 0 ( -x), where 
a E CN and 'Po E ~. that 

0-< ReI (Z * acp0 ( -x), acp0 (- x)) dx 

=ReI [(Za, a}* cp 0 (- x)]cp~ (x) dx = Re ((Za, a), 'Po* cp~) 

= + ((Z (x) a, a), cp0 * cp~) + + ((Z (x) a, a), cp 0 * cp~) 

1 =--z ((Z (x) a+ zr ( -x) a, a), 'Po* cp~), 

which proves the inequalities (2.5) and (2.5') (see Sec. 8.1). 
Here we made use of the property of the convolution (6.4) of 
Sec. 4. 

In what follows we assume that the cone r is acute. 
(e) Restriction to growth: Z E (r!f')xN•. 
Indeed, by the Bochner-Schwartz theorem (see Sec. 8.2), the 

generalized function (Z (x) a + Z* (x) a, a ) belongs to r!f' for 
all a E CN, and from this it follows that the generalized function 
{Z (x) a + Z* (x) a, b) E r!f' for~ all a and b in CN, so that 

1-<k, j<.N. 

From the causality condition (2.3), supp Zki c r, it follows 
that supp fkJC -r u r. Suppose 'YJ E coo, 'YJ (t) = 1, t > 1, 
11 (t) = 0, t < 0 and e E int f*. Then the function 11 ((e, x)) E 
E eM and for that reason 11 ((e, x)) fki E r!f' (see Sec. 5.3). Further
more, the support of the generalized function 
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is a compact, by virtue of Lemma 1 of Sec. 4.4 (see Fig. 22; the 
cone r is assumed to be acute!), so that ski E cit' (see Sec. 5.3). 
Conclusion: Zk1 E cit'. 

(f) The condition of passivity (1.2) holds in the strong form: 

Re ~ (Z * <p, <p) dx ;;;=:: 0, 
-r 

(2.6) 

Indeed, fix <p taken from . JJ'xN and let (j)y E 5JxN, <Pv-+ <p, 
v-+ oo in citxN (see Sec. 5.1). Then by (1.2) 

Re ~ (Z * <rv• <pv),dx;;;=::O, 'V = 1, 2, .. (2.7) 
-r 

By (e), Zk1 E 3'', 1 <,.k, j.<,..N, and therefore Zki is of finite 
order (see Sec. 5.2). Denoting by m the largest of the orders and 
using the estimate (6.4) of Sec. 5, we obtain. fork = 1, .•. , N, 

(a) I (Z * <rv)k (x) I-< C (1 + l X ]z)mfZ m~x II <rvi lim, '\1 = 1, 2, • • .. 
i<.J<.N 

IXI<R 
(~) (Z * IPvh (x) ~ (Z~*:<rh (x), 'V-+ oo 

for arbitrary R > 0, from which we conclude that passage to the 
limit is possible as v-+ oo under the integral sign in the inequal
ity (2. 7); we thus obtain the inequality (2.6). 

(g) The existence of impedance: 

Z m = L [Z] = F [Z (x) e-<q,x)] (p), 

is a holomorphic matrix function in the region T 0 = !Rn + iC, 
where C = int f*. 

This follows from the properties (e) and (e): Zk1 E cit' (f) 
(see Sec. 9.1). 

(h) The condition of reality of impedance: 

This follows from the reality of the matrix Z (x). 
(i) The property of positivity of impedance: 

Rezm;;;=::o, ~ETc. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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Indeed, let the function 'Y] e (x) be such that 'Y] 8 E C ... ; 'YJ 8 (x) = 1, 
X E f 812 ; 'YJe (x) = 0, X t rE; I D(l,'Y]e (x) I< Cae· Then, for all 
{; E T0 (see Sec. 9.1), 

cp ({;; x) = 'Y]e (- x) e- i(~. x) E rff, 

and for all a E CN the vector function acp E r!fxN; therefore, 
using the formula (6.4) of Sec. 4, we have 

(Z * acp, aqJ) = [(Za, a)* qJ) (x) (p ({;; x) 

= ((Z (x') a, a), IP ({;; x-x')) cp ({;; x) 

= e2(q, x) 'Y]e (- x) ( (Z (x') a, a), 'Y]e(x'- x) ei<~. x')). (2.10) 

But 'Y] E (x' - x) = 1 for x' E f 812 and X E- r because by Lemma 2 
of Sec. 4.4 x' -X E r + UE/2 + r = r + Ue/2 = f 812 • From 
this, taking into account that supp Z (x') c r and using (10.2) 
of Sec. 1, we continue the chain of equalities (2.10) for 
x E -r: 

(Z * (aqJ), aqJ) = e2 (q, x) ((Z (x') a, a), 'Y]e (x') ei <~. x'l). (2.11) 

Now let us take advantage of (1.4) of Sec. 9 for the Laplace trans
form and let us integrate (2.11) with respect to the cone r. As 
a result, using property (f), we obtain the inequality 

0 < Re j" (Z *(alP}, alP) dx = Re (Z ({;)a, a) ) ez <q. xldx. 
-r -r 

(2.12) 

Noting that for all q E C the last integral exists and is positive 
(see Sec. 10.2}, we conclude from (2.12) -that 

~ 1 ~ -
Re (Z ({;)a, a) =T (Z (S) a+ z+ ({;)a, a)~O, 

which is equivalent to (2.9). 
From the properties (g), (h), and (i) it follows that the imped

ance z-( {;) belongs to the class of positive real matrix functions 
in T0 , the description of which was given in Sec. 18.2 (the cone r 
is assumed to be acute). 

Remark. It is readily seen, if we slightly modify the foregoing 
reasoning, that the corollaries (c), (d), (e), (g), (h), (i) remain true 
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even when the weak condition of passivity is carried out relative 
to the cone r: 

Re J [(Z (x) a, a) up] cp dx~O, 
-I' 

19.3 The necessary and sufficient conditions for passivity 

Theorem I For a matrix Z (x) to define a passive operator with 
respect to an acute cone f, it is necessary and sufficient that its imped-
ance Z (~) be a positive real matrix function in the domain Tc, 
where C = int f*. 

Corollary If a system is passive relative to an acute cone r, 
then it is also passive relative to any acute cone containing r. 

Remark. For n = ·1, Theorem I was proved by Zemanian [3], 
and for n~2 it was proved by Vladimirov [9]. 

First let us prove the following lemma. 

Lemma Suppose an N X N matrix Z (x) has the following 
properties: 

(a) it defines a passive operator relative to a certain cone r 0 con
taining the cone C*; the boundary of r 0 is assumed to be piecewise 
smooth; 

(b) for any n-hedral cone C' = [q : (e1 , q) > 0, ... , (en, q) > 
> OJ contained in a convex acute cone C, it is given in the form 

Z(x)=(e1,D)2 ••• (en,D) 2 Zc,(x)+ ~ z~!JD16(x), (3.1) 
1<i<n 

where the matrix function Zc' (x) is continuous, real, and of slow 
growth in Rn with support in the cone C'*; the matrices zg!, j = 
= 1, ... , n, are real, symmetric and such that 

qEC'. (3.2) 

Then the matrix Z (x) defines a passive operator relative to the 
cones re = [x : (e, x) ~ 0, X E r ol. where e is any unit vector taken 
from the cone C. 

Proof. From conditions (b) it follows that the matrix Z (x) is 
real and of slow growth with support in the cone C*. 

The lemma is nontrivial if the cone 

r; = fo ~ fe = [x: (e, x) <0, X E fol 

is a solid cone. Clearly, f 0 = feU r: (Fig. 43). 
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1 
Let 'YJ E C""; 0-<. 'YJ (t)-<. 1; 'YJ (t) = 1, t < 2 ; 'YJ (t) = 0, t> 

> 1. We set 

'YJe (x) = 1] [ (e~x)]. 

Then for all <p E 5/;N we have 

.\ (Z * <p, <p) dx = ) (Z * ( <p1Je), <p1Je) dx 
-ro -ro 

+ ~ [(Z*<p,<p)-(Z*(<pl')e),<p1]e)]dx 
-re 

- ~ (Z * (<p1Je), <p1Je) dx. (3.3) 
-r; 

The first summand in the right-hand member of (3.3) is non
negative for all e > 0 by virtue of the condition (a). Furthermore, 

n 

Figure 43 n 

since supp Z (x') c C* and 1Je (x- x') = 1, x E-re, x' E (C*)e/2 
[because (e, x- x')-<. -(e, x') = -(e, x1) - (e, x2)-<. I (e, x2) 1-<. 
-<. e/2, where x' = x1 + x 2 , x1 E C*, I x 2 I < e/21, it follows that 

(Z * ( ff>l]t)h (x) = ~ (Zki (x'), <pi (x- x') 1Je (x- x')) 
1<j<;N 

= ~ (Ziti (x'), <pi (x-x')) 

= (Z *~Ph (x), 
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and, hence, the second summand on the right of (3.3) is zero. 
Thus, for all e > 0 we have the inequality 

j (Z*<p,<p)dx~- ~ (Z*(<pl]e),<pl]e)dx, <p E ft~N. (3.4} 
-re -r; 

We choose linearly independent vectors e~ = e, e~, ... , en 
from the cone C and let {eh} be a system of vectors that is biortho
gonal to the system {ej}, (eh, ej) = {)hi· We set C' = [q : (e1 , q) > 
> 0, ... , (en, q) > 0]. Then C' c C, k E C' and C'* = 
= [x: (e, x) ~0, ... , (e~, x)~OI. For the cone C', the repre
sentation (3.1) holds true. 

Taking into account that representation, we transform the 
right-hand side of the inequality (3.4) to the following form: 

- j (Z * ( <pl]e), <pl]e) dx 
-r~ 

=- J (et, D)2 ••• (en, D)2 (Zc· * (<pl]e), <pl]e) dx 
-r; 

For the quantity / 1 (e) we have the estimate 

llt(e)l-<ct ~ .\ !(e1,D)2 ••• (en,D) 2 

t.,;;h, j..;;N Jxl<R 
O<(e, x)<E 

(3.5) 

X J Zc·, hi (x') <pi (x-x') 1] [(e, x~ x')] dx' I dx, (3.6) 
C'* 

where c1 = max I <ph (x) I and the number R > 0 is such 
l<h<N 

that supp <pC U R· In the inner and outer integrals in (3.6) 
we make a change of the variables of integration via the following 
formulas, respectively: 

x-+ Bx = y = (y1 = (e, x), ... , Yn = (e~, x)], x' -+ Bx' = y'. 

Then the cone C'* goes into the cone R~ = [y' : y; ~ 0, ... 
. . . , y~~O], the ball U R goes into a bounded region contained 
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in some ball U Rs• the strip 0 < (x, e) < e goes into the strip 
{) < y1 < e, and the derivative (ek, D) into the derivative Dk 
{see Sec. 18.2). 

Setting 

Zc•, ki (B-1y~) = vki (yt), CJlt (B-1y) = '¢1 (y), 

v: ... D~'ljlj (y) = Uj (y), 

we obtain from (3.6) the estimate 

D' J Vkj (y') UJ (y- y') 
R~ 

IY-Y'I<RI 

X 1J ( Yx e Yi} dy' I dy 

- (de:~)2 ~ J J IV~tJ (y') I 
1<:k, i<N IYI<RI IY'I<2RI 

O<y,<e y'ER~ 

X In ( Yx-;Y1) 02UJ(y-y') +~ , (y1-yi). OUJ(y-y') 
·• iJyf e 1J e iJyx 

+ e12 'l'J"( Yx:-Yi }ui(y-y')ldy'dy. 

We set 

X(Yi)= ~ J lv~tJ(y1,y2, ... ,y~)ldy2 .•. dy~. 
t.,;;;k, i<:N Ya>O, ... , y~>O 

Y22+ ... +Y~2<ioRf 

Since the functions vki are continuous in IR.n with supports in 
R~, it follows that the function x (y;) is continuous in IR.1 and 
is zero for y; < 0. Using this notation, we continue our estimate: 

e 2Rx 

I /t(e) 1-<c2 J [ J X (y~) dy~ J dy1 

0 0 

e Yx+e/2 

+ ( ~ + :q J [ J X (y~) dy~] dy1 

0 0 

3e/2 

~ Cs£ + :4 J X (y~) dy~, 
0 
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whence it follows that 

lim / 1 (e)= 0. (3.7) 
B-++0 

We now consider the quantity / 2 (e). Taking into account that 
the matrices zg/, j = 1, ... , n are real and symmetric, we have 

/ 2 (e)= - ~ ) (zg) iJ~J (CJl1le), CJl1le) dx 
t~i~n -r~ 

(3.8) 

The cone r; has a piecewise smooth boundary, which we denote 
by S; let n be an outer normal to S (see Fig. 43). Applying the 
Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula to the integral in (3.8), we obtain 

/2(e)= -+J ~ 
S t~j~n 

(.) -<Zl cp, cp) 11~ cos (nx 1) dS. 

Passing to the limit here as e-+ +0 and noting that 

[ (e, x) J 1le(x)=11 - 8 - -+8[-(e,x)], 

we obtain 

=-+ j ~ 
sm(~. x)~O] t~j~n 

() ....... 
{Zd· cp, cp) cos (nx1) dS. (3.9) 

But (e, x) < 0 in interior points of the cone r; (see Fig. 43), 
and so (e, x) ~0 on ar; and then (e, x) ~0 on S. For this reason, 
actually only that part of the boundary S is left in (3.9}, where 

(e, x) = 0 [and there, e = -n = (-cos (n"?1), ••• , -cos (n--;n))] 
22-0172 
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(see Fig. 43), so that (3.9) becomes 

lim /2 (e)= + \ ( ~ eiz~P(jl, qJ) dS. 
lh+O sm(e~ x)=O] t~j~n 

Now the last quantity 1s nonnegative by virtue of the condition 
(3.2). From this and also from (3.7), (3.5) and (3.4) follows the 
condition for passivity relative to the cone fe· The proof of the 
lemma is complete. 

Proof of Theorem I. Necessity was proved in Sec. 19.2. We will 
prove sufficiency. Suppose the matrix function Z (s) is positive 
real in Tc. Then by the theorem of Sec. 18.2 it is the Laplace 
transform of the matrix Z (x) that satisfies the conditions of the 
lemma for f 0 = iRn. Therefore the matrix Z (x) defines a passive 
operator relative to the half-plane f 1 = [x: (e1, x)~O], where 
e1 is any unit vector in C. Again applying the lemma to the cone 
r 1 and to any vector e2 E C, I e2 I = 1, we obtain the passivity 
of Z (x) relative to the cone r 2 = [x : (e1 , x) ~0, (e 2 , x) ~0] 
and so forth. By means of an m-fold repetition of that process 
we obtain that the matrix Z (x) defines a passive operator rela
tive to the cone f m = [x : (e1, x) >O, ... , (em, x) ~0], 

.i (Z * (jl, qJ) dx ~0, (3.10) 
-rm 

But the convex cone C* = [x : (x, q) ~0, q E Cl may be approx
imated from above by arbitrarily close m-hedral cones r m 
as m--+ oo. Therefore, passing to the limit as r m--+ C* under 
the condition of passivity (3.10), we obtain the condition for 
passivity for the cone C* = (int f*)* = r, which is what we 
set out to prove. 

Combining Theorem I, the theorem of Sec. 18.2, and the remark 
of Sec. 19.2, we obtain 

Theorem II The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The matrix Z (x) defines a passive operator relative to an acute 

cone r. 
(b) The matrix Z (x) satisfies the weak condition of passivity (2.13) 

relative to the cone r. 
(c) The matrix Z (x) satisfies the condition (2 .5) and the condi

tions (b) of the lemma. 
(d) The matrix Z (x) satisfies the condition of dissipation (2.2) 

and the conditions (b) of the lemma. 
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19.4 Multidimensional dispersion relations The results obtained 
in Sec. 19.3 permit deriving (multidimensional) dispersion 
relations (see Sec. 10.6) that connect the real and imaginary parts 
of the matrix Z(p)-the boundary value of the impedance Z(t). 
For the sake of simplicity of exposition, we confine ourselves to 
the case of the cone C = !R,~. 

Let us first prove the following lemma. 

Lemma The general solution of the matrix equation 

D: ... D';Z (x) = 0 (4.1) 

in the class of real continuous *-Hermitian matrix functions in gpa 
with support in -R~ U R~ is given by the formula 

Z (x) = [Wn (x)- ~" (-x)l Z0 , (4.2) 

where Z 0 is an arbitrary real skew-symmetric matrix. 
Proof. By Lemma 6 of Sec. 17.1 we have 

Zki (x) = Z 0 , ki [(n (x) - ~n (-x)J, 1<_: k, j:;::;;; N, 

where Z 0 , ki are arbitrary real numbers. From this and from the 
conditions Zik (x) = Zki (-x) it follows that Z0 , ki = -Z0, ilu 

that is, Z0 = -Zif. The representation (4.2) is proved. 'The 
lemma is proved. -

We denote by N (-R~ U R~) the class of +-Hermitian matri
ces that are Fourier transforms of real continuous matrix functi()n.S 
of slow growth in !R," with support in - R~ U iR~. 

For a matrix of the class N (-R~ U iR~), all matrix elements 
belong to the space of generalized fuctions 5J2;2 (see Sec. 10.1). 

From the lemma just proved it follows that the general s~lu
tion of the matrix equation 

p: ... p~M (p) = 0 

in the class N (-R~ U R~) is given by the formula 

(4.3) 
i '. 

where zco) is an arbitrary real skew-symmetric matrix. 

22* 
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Indeed, passing to Fourier transforms in (4.2) and using the 
definition of the kernel t!ltn (p) (see Sec. 10.2), we have 

M (p) =Zo{F l~nl- F[rnl}= 2iZo Im F [~nl (p) 

= 2iZo Im Fran (x) Xt ••• Xn] 

= iZ<mDt ••• Dn Im WQ/i n (p)], 

where Z<0> = 2 (-1)n Z 0 • 

(4.4) 

Theorem In order that the matrix Z (x) should define a passive 
operator relative to the cone R~, it is necessary and sufficient that 
its Fourier transform Z (p) satisfy the dissipative relation 

I Z~ ( ) - 2 ll 2 (M I M/' ) + ·z<o> ~ zti> m p - (2n)n Pt···Pn * ID<!an t - L.J Pi• 
to;;;;Jo;;;;n 

(4.5) 

where the matrix M (p) is a solution in the class N (-R+ U R~) 
of the equation 

2 2 ~ 

Pt· . . pnM (p) = Re Z (p). (4.p) 

Here, the matrix Re Z (p) is such that for all a E CN the generalized 
junction (Re Z (p) a, a) is a nonnegative measure of slow growth 
in. IRn; the matrix Z< 0> is real, skew-symmetric, and the matrices 
Z<'>, j = 1, ... , n, are real and positive. 

lnthedispersionrelation(4.5),matrices[M(p), Z< 0J, zn>, ... , z<n>] 
are unique up to additive terms of the form 

[iAD 1 ••• Dn lm [inQ/in (p)], A, 0, ... , 0], (4.7) 

where A is an arbitrary constant real skew-symmetric matrix. 
Remark 1. For n = 1 the theorem was proved by Beltrami 

and Wohlers [1]; for n ~ 2, it was proved by Vladimirov [9]. 
Remark 2. The actual growth of the measure (Re Z (p) a, a) 

is such that the measure 

(Re Z (p) a, a) 

(1 + pf) ... (p + pfi) 

is inite on !Rn (see the theorem of Sec. 17 .4). 
PrfJOf of the theorem. Necessity. Suppose the matrix Z (x) defines 

a passive operator relative to the cone ITt~. By Theorem II of 
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Sec. 19.3, the matrix Z (x) has the following properties: 

(a) 

(b) 

{Z (x) a +Z* (x) a, a)~ 0, 

Z (x) = D¥ ... D~Zo (x) + ~ Zli>Dl) (x), 
h:;;;J~n 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

where the matrix function Z 0 (x) is continuous, real, and of slow 
growth in IR.n with support in the cone R~; the matrices Z1\ 

j = 1, ... , n, are real and positive. Passing to the Fourier 
transform in (4.8) and (4.9), we conclude that for all a E en 
the generalized function 

~ 1 
(ReZ (p) a, a)= 2 F [(Z (x)a+ Z* (x) a, a}) (4.10) 

is a nonnegative measure of slow growth in IR.n (by the Bochner
Schwartz theorem; see Sec. 8.2) and 

(4.11) 

We set 

M (p) = ( - 2
1)n F [Z0 (x) + Z~ (x)) (p). (4.13) 

The matrix M (p) belongs to the class N (-R~ U IR~) and 
by (4.12) it satisfies the equation (4.6). Furthermore, taking into 
account the equalities (see Sec. 10.1 and Sec. 10.2) 

F [Z0] (p) = F [(Z0 (x) + Z~ (x)) en (x)] 
1 

= (Zn)n F[Zo(x)+Z~(x)]•F[8n]=2(-1)nilf*6%n, 

we rewrite relations (4.11) as 

Z(p)= (Z!)n p, ... p~(M•6%n)-i ~ Z<ilpj• ( 4.14) 
1~j~n 

Separating the real and. imaginary parts in (4.14), we obtain 
the dispersion relation (4.5) (for zco> = 0) and the relation 

~ 2 
Re Z (p) = (Zn)n p, ... p~ (M * Re ~n), (4.15) 
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which is equivalent to the relation (4.6) by virtue of (4.6) of 
Sec. 10: 

M = (Z!)n M * Re 6% n· (4.16) 

Sufficiency. Suppose the matrix Z (x) is such that its Fourier 
transform Z (p) satisfies the dispersion relation (4.5), where the 
matrix M (p) is a solution in the class N (-R~ U R~) of the 
equation (4.6), and the matrix is such that for any a E en the 
generalized function (Re Z (p) a, a) is a nonnegative measure 
of slow growth; ~he matrix Z<0 > is real and skew-symmetric, and 
the matrices Z< 1>, j = 1, ... , n, are real and positive. 

By (4.16), the equation (4.6) is equivalent to equation (4.15), 
which, together with the dispersion relation (4.5), yields 

- 2 ~ . Z(p)= (Z11:)n p~ ... p;(M•6%n)-Z< 0)-i L.J Z(J)pi, (4.17) 
1~j~n 

whence, using the inverse Fourier transform, we obtain 

Z(x)=D~ ... D~Z1 (x)-Z<0>6(x)+ ~ zci>D/3(x), (4.18) 
j~j~n 

where Z1 (x) = 2 (-1)n F-1 [M) (x) en (x) is a real continuous 
function of slow growth in IR.n with support in the cone R~. 
Noticing that 

n: ... D~Z1 (x) - Z10>6 (x) = n: ... D~ [Z1 (x) - zco>~n(x)], 

we are convinced that the matrix Z (x) satisfies the condition 
(4.9). The condition (4.8) is also fulfilled, by virtue of (4.10) 
and the Bochner-Schwartz theorem (see Sec. 8.2). By Theorem II 
of Sec. 19.3, the matrix Z (x) defines a passive operator relative 
to the cone [~ . 

We now prove the uniqueness of the dispersion relation (4.5) 
up to additive terms of the form (4. 7). Suppose the representation 
(4.5) occurs with other matrices [M1 , z;o', .Z\v, ... , z:n>]. Then, 
by what has been proved, 

where A is some constant real skew-symmetric matrix. From this, 
by subtracting the distinct representations (4.5) for Im Z (p), 
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we obtain 

( 2~)n Ap, .. . P~ [D1 .•. Dn lm (inQif n) * lm 6if nl 

+i[Z<o)_z~o>]- ~ [Z<il-Z1i>J p1 =0. 
i:;;;;J:;;;;n 

(4.19) 

Passing to the inverse Fourier transform in (4.19) and using the 
formulas (4.4) and (2.8) of Sec. 10, we obtain the equality 

-+AD, ... D~{[~n (x)- ~n ( -x)] [9n (x) -an ( -x)]} 

+ i [Z<o)- Z1°)]6 (x) + ~ [Z<h- Z~i>] D16 (x) 
t:;;;;J:;;;;n 

= -+AD, ... D! [~n (x) + e'n (- x)] 

+ i [Z<m_ Z\0>]6 (x) + ~ [Z'il- Zii>j D16 (x) 
t:;;;;J:;;;;n 

= i [Z<o>-Zi0>-A]6 (x) + ~ [Z<J)_z1i>] D16 (x) =0, 
t:;;;;J:;;;;n 

which is only possible for 

z<o) = z~o> +A, Z<h - zo> · 1 - 1 ' 7 = ' ... , n. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

19.5 The fundamental solution and the Cauchy problem The 
fundamental solution of the passive operator z* relative to the 
cone r is any matrix A (x), AkJ E H.', that satisfies the convolu
tion matrix equation 

(5.1) 

The operator A• is also said to be the inverse of Z• (compare 
Sec. 4.8 (d)), and the matrix function A (~)-the Laplace trans
form of the matrix A (x)-is called the admittance of the physical 
system. 

The passive operator Z* relative to the cone r is said to be 
nonsingular (respectively, completely nonsingular) if r is an acute 

~ c 
cone and det Z ( ~) =1= 0, ~ E T , where C = int f* (and, re-
spectively, if for any a E CN, a=t=O, there exists a point ~ 0 ETc 
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such that 

Re (Z (~ 0) a, a)>O.) (5.2) 

If the operator z,.. that is passive relative to the cone r is com
pletely nonsingular, then 

ReZ (~) > o, (5.3) 

Indeed, by Theorem I of Sec. 19.3, the function (Z (~)a, a) 
is holomorphic and Re (Z (~) a, a) ;;;::.: 0 in T0 • But then, by 
(5.2), the inequality Re (Z (~)a, a)> 0 holds if a =1= 0 (see 
the reasoning in Sec. 16.1), which is equivalent to (5.3). 

From this it follows that any completely nonsingular passive 
operator is also a nonsingular passive operator relative to the 
same cone. 

Furthermore, for an operator z,.. that is passive with respect 
to an acute cone r to be completely nonsingular, it is necessary 
and sufficient that the equality 

(Z (x) a, a) = igfJ (x) (5.4) 

be impossible for any a E CN, a =I= 0, and for any real g. 
Indeed, if the operator Z* that is passive relative to the cone f 

is completely nonsingular, then (5.4), which is equivalent to the 
equality 

(Z (S) a, a)= ig, ~E rc, 

is impossible by (5.2) for any a =I= 0 and for any real g. Conver
sely, suppose the operator Z* that is passive relative to the acute 
cone r is not completely nonsingular. Then, for some a =1= 0, we 

- c would have Re (Z (~)a, a) -<. 0, ~ E T . On the other hand, 
by Theorem I of Sec. 19.3, the function (Z ( ~) a, a) is holomor-

~ c ~ 

phic and Re (Z ( ~) a, a) ;;;:=:: 0 in T and therefore Re (Z ( ~) a, 
a) = 0 in T0 • Hence, (Z (~) a, a) = ig, where g is a real number 
so that (5.4) has turned out possible for certain a =I= 0 and for 
certain real g. 

Theorem I Every nonsingular passive operator relative to a cone 
r has a unique fundamental solution that determines a nonsingular 
passive operator relative to that same cone r. 

Proof. Let Z* be a nonsingular passive operator relative to 
a cone r so that Z ( ~) is a positive real matrix in T 0 (by Theorem I 
of Sec.19.3) and det Z (~)=/=0, ~ E T 0 . We will prove the existence 
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and uniqueness of the solution of equation (5.1) in the class 
of matrices A (x) that define nonsingular passive operators rela
tive to r. Applying the Laplace transform to equation (5.1), 
we obtain an equivalent matrix equation 

(5.5) 

Equation (5.5) is unambiguously solvable for all ~ E Tc and 
its solution-the matrix function A<~> = i-1 (~)-is holomorphic 
and det A (~) -::p 0 in Tc. Furthermore, from the equality Z (~) = 

.::::: - c ~ .::::: -= Z (-~), ~ E T , and from (5.5) it follows that Z (~)A (-~) = 
= I, that is, 

z-• (~)=A(~)= A(-~). 
Finally, from the condition Re Z (~) ~ 0, ~ E Tc, and from (5.5} 
we derive 

Re.Am=A+m [ReZ(~)l Xm~o. (5.6) 

Consequently, the matrix A (s) is positive real in T0 • By Theo
rem I of Sec. 19.3 the matrix A (x) defines a nonsingular passive 
operator relative to the cone r. The matrix A (x) is unique. 
The proof of Theorem I is complete. 

Corollary It the passive operator Z* is completely nonsingular, 
then its inverse operator A* is completely nonsingular. 

Indeed, since Re Z (s) > 0 and det A (s) =# 0, it follows, by 
(5.6), that ReA (s) > 0, s E T 0 . 

Let r be a closed convex acute cone, C = int f*, let S be 
a C-like surface, and let S + be a region lying above S (see Sec. 4.4). 

By analogy with Sec. 15.1 we introduce the following defini
tion. We use the term generalized problem of Cauchy for an op
erator z* that is passive relative to the cone r with source t E 
E 9J' (S +)xN to designate the problem of finding, in IR.n, a solu
tion u (x) taken from fl' (S+)xN of the system (1.1). 

As in Sec. 15.1, the following theorem is readily proved. 

Theorem II If a passive operator Z* is nonsingular relative to 
a (solid) cone r, then the solution of the generalized Cauchy problem 
for it exists for any fin 5; 1 (S+)xN, is unique, and is given by the 
formula 

u =A • f. (5.7} 
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Corollary If S is a strictly C-like surface and f E (!' (S +fN, 
then the solution of the generalized Cauchy problem for the operator 
Z* exists and is unique in the class (!' (S +)xN [and is given by 
the formula (5. 7)]. 

This follows from Theorem II and from the results of Sec. 5.6(b). 
Thus, passive systems behave in similar fashion to hyperbolic. 

systems (see Sec. 15.1, Hormander [1, Chapter 5], Friedrichs [1], 
Desin [1]). 

19.6 What differential and difference operators are passive 
operators? A system of N linear differential equations of order 
~ m (with constant coefficients) is determined by the matrix 
(compare Sec. 14.1) 

Z (x) = ~ Zu,Da{j (x)1 

o.:;;;lal.:;;;m 

where Zu, are (constant) N X N matrices. 

(6.1) 

Theorem I For a system of N linear differential equations with 
constant coefficients to be passive relative to o.n acute cone r, it 
is necessary and sufficient that 

Z (x) = ~ Z1D1{j (x) +Z06 (x), 
t.:;;;i.:;;;n 

(6.2) 

where Z1 , •.• , Zn are real symmetric N X N matrices such that 
2J qiZi ~ 0 for all q E C = int f*; the matrix Z 0 is real 

1.:;;;i.:;;;n 
and Re Z0 ~0. 

Proof. Necessity. Suppose the differential operator Z* defined 
by formula (6.1) is passive relative to the cone r. Then by Theo
rem I of Sec. 19.3 the matrix function 

zm= ~ (-is)az(£ (6.3) 
o.:;;;laf.:;;;m 

is positive real in rc. Therefore, for every a E CN the function 
(Z (s) a; a) is holomorphic and Re (Z (s) a, a)~O in Tc. There
fore, that function satisfies the estimate (1.1) of Sec. 16 and, 
hence, all matrix elements zltj (s) satisfy that estimate: 

I ~ (- i1")t£ Z ., C..M (C!)1+ I {;j 2 

LJ "' u,, k] """ I q I ' 
o.:;;;1a1.:;;;m 
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-which is only possible for Za, ki = 0, 1<k, j-<,.N, I a I ~ 2. 
Therefore, the matrix (6.3) takes the form 

Z(~)= -i ~ Z1s1+Zo (6.4) 
1~j~n 

and the representation (6.2) is proved. Writing out the condi
tions for positive reality of the matrix Z (s), 

q E C, 

we conclude that the matrices Zh j = 0, 1, ... , n, are real. 
and the matrices Zh j = 1, ... , n, are symmetric, ~ q1Zi~ 

1~i~n 
~0 and Re Z 0 ~ 0. 

Sufficiency. Let the matrix Z (x) satisfy the conditions of Theo-
rem I. Then its Laplace transform ! ( s) is of the form (6.4) and 

' Re:zm= ~ q1ZrJ-ReZo~O. 
1~j~n 

(6.5) 

Therefore the matrix function Z ( s) is positive real in Tc and 
by Theorem I of Sec. 19.3 the operator Z* is passive relative to 
the cone r. The proof of the theorem is complete. 

Suppose we are given real symmetric N X N matrices Z1 , ••• 

. . . , Zn having the property that for a certain vector l E !Rn, 
~ Z1Z1 > 0. We set 

1~j~n 

fc = [x: x 1 = (Z1a, a), ... , Xn = (Zna, a), a E CN], 

r r = [x: Xt = <Zta, a), ... ' Xn = <Zna, a), a E IRN]. 

Under the mapping 

a-+ x = ( (Z1a, a), ... , (Zna, a)} 

the preimage of 0 is 0 by virtue of the inequality 

(l, x) = ( ~ Z1Z1a, a) ~xlal 2 , 
1~i~O 

x>O. 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

Clearly, fc and fr are cones with vertex at 0, and fr c fr. 
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Lemma The cones r c and r T are closed and acute; r c = r T + r T; 

l E int r~. 
Proof. The mapping (6.6) is continuous from CN (in [RN) 

into IRn and, by virtue of the inequality (6. 7), is of a compact 
nature, that is, the preimage of any compact is a compact. There
fore the cones r c and fr are closed. Furthermore, from the equali
ties 

a= b + ic, 

j = 1, ... , n, 

we conclude that r c = fr + f 7 • Finally, by the inequality (6.6) 
the plane (l, x) = 0 has only one point in common with the 
cone f c-its vertex. Therefore r c and fr are acute cones and 
l E int r~ (see lemma 1 of Sec. 4.4). The lemma is proved. 

Notice that the cones r c and r T may not be solid' as the follow
ing instanCe ShOWS: Zl > 0, Z2 = 0 and r c and r r lie in the plane 
x 2 = 0. 

Theorem II In order that the matrix (6.2) define a passive com
pletely nonsingular operator, it is necessary and sufficient that the 
matrices Z1 , ••• , Zn be real symmetric, that the matrix Z0 be 
real and Re Z 0 ~ 0, and that there exists a vector l E IRn such that 

~ liZi +Re Z0 > 0. 
t.;;;;i.;;;;n 

(6.8) 

Here, the passivity and the complete nonsingularity of the operator 
Z* OCCUr in the Case of any acUte COne r that COntainS the COne r Cr 

and l E int f*. 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose the matrix (6.2) defines a passive and 

completely nonsingular operator with respect to a certain (acute) 
cone r. Then the conditions of Theorem I are fulfilled and, by (5.3) 
and (6.5), 

ReZ(~)= ~ q1Zi+ReZ0 >0, 
t.;;;;i.;;;;n 

so that the condition (6.8) holds for all q E C. 
Sufficiency. Let the matrices Z 0 , ••• , Zn in (6.2) satisfy the 

conditions of Theorem II. Suppose r is an acute cone containing 
the cone r c and such that l E C = int f*. From this it follows 
that (q, x)~O for all q E C, X E rc c: r, that is, 

(q, x) = ~ qi (Zia, a)~O, 
t.;;;;i.;;;;a 
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This means that ~ q1Z1 ~0, qEC. By Theorem I, the matrix 
t~J~n 

Z (x) deftnes a passive operator relative to the cone r. Furthermore, 
it is given that l E C and so, by (6.5) and (6.8), 

ReZ (il) = ~ l1Z1+ Re Z0 > 0, 
t~j~n 

so that the operator Z* is completely nonsingular relative to the 
cone r (see Sec. 19.5). The proof of Theorem II is complete. 

Remark. Theorem II states that the matrices ~ zp /J (x), 
t/::f~n 

which deftne passive completely nonsingular differential opera-

tors ~ Z1 8~1 , coincide with the principal parts of Fried
t~i~n 

richs-symmetric (see Friedrichs [1}) differential operators with 
constant coefficients. 

A system of N linear difference equations with the number of 
steps < m is given by the matrix 

Z(x)= ~ Z.,,fJ(x-h..,). (6.9) 
1~v~m 

Theorem III For a system of N linear difference equations 
(when h.., =1= hk, v =1= k) to be passive relative to an acute cone r, 
it is necessary and sufficient that the N X N matrices Z1, ••• , Zm 
be real and for all ~ E T 0 , C = int f*, the matrix 

~ e-(q, h..,> [cos (p, h..,) Re Z..,- sin (p, h..,) Im Z..,] ~0. (6.10) 
1~v~m 

Proof. Necessity. Suppose the difference operator Z* that is 
deftned by the matrix (6.9) is passive relative to the acute cone r. 
From the fact that the matrix Z (x) is real and from the condi
tion h.., =I= hk for v =I= k it follows that the matrices Z1 , ••• , Zm 
are real. By Theorem I of Sec. 19.3, 

Re Z m = Re ~ ei<t. h..,> Z..,~O, 
t~v~m 

and the condition (6.10) is fulfilled. 

(6.11) 

Sufficiency. Suppose the matrices Z1 , •.• , Zm in (6.9) satisfy 
the conditions of Theorem III. Then, by (6.11), the matrix Z (~) 
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is positive ~eal in Tc and by Theorem I of Sec. 19.3 the matrix 
Z (x) defines a passive operator relative to the cone C* = r. 
Theorem III is proved. 

Remark. We make a special note of the necessity condition of 
passivity of the matrix (6.9): the smallest convex cone containing 
the points {0, h1 , ••• , hm} must be acute. 

19.7 Examples Let us denote by v+ (a)= [(x, t): at> lxiJ 
the future cone in IR\ which corresponds to the rate of propaga
tion a: v+ = v+ (1) (compare Sec. 4.4). 

(1) Maxwell's equations. The principal part of the appropriate 
differential operator i!! of the form§ 

aD ---rotH 
axo ' 

aB 
-a-+rotE, 

Xo 
(7 .1) 

where x 0 = ct, c is the speed of light in vacuum, x = (x0 , x) and 

D =eX E, B = 11 * H, (7.2) 

where e and 11 are 3 X 3 matrices called tensors of permittivity 
and magnetic permeability respectively. 

If e and 11 are constant matrices that are multiples of the unit 
matrix, e = ef{j (x), 11 = 11!{) (x), then the system (7.1)-(7.2) 
becomes 

BE e---rotH 
axo ' 

oH 
11-,- +rot E. ux0 

(7.3) 

The system (7.3) is passive with respect to the cone v+ (1/V e!l) 
by virtue of the inequality 

j' [ e ( !! , E) - (E, rot H) 
-v+(lrve~> 

which holds for all E c fJJ 7 (IR4)X 3 and H E 5J 7 (IR4)X 3 • Here, 
N = 6, n = 4. 

To prove the inequality (7.4) we make use of the identity 

(H, rot E) - (E, rot H) = div (E X H), 

§ Specification of div D and div B in the system of Maxwell's equations 
is not essential for our purposes; actually, these are matching conditions. 
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by virtue of which the left-hand member of (7.4) is equal to 

-~lXI 0 

J J a!0 (eiEI 2 +f.tiHI 2)dx0dx+ J. f div(ExH)dx 
R3 -oo -oo lxl<-xo/ve;i 

=+ J [e!E12+f.t1H12+2 Vef.t ((EX H),n)]lxo=-veiilxldx 
R3 

;:;;::=+ ~ (e!EI 2+f.t1HI 2-2Vef.t1EiiHI) I dx 
R3 xo=- '\lei1 lxl 

=+ j (YeiEI- Yft1Hi) 2 lxo=--v~ 1x 1 dx;:;;::=o. 
RS 

Let us verify that when e = f.t = 1 the cone f c = fr = i'+. 
Indeed, if a E 1\6 , then the mapping (6.6) takes the form 

x0 = aj + ... --i- a~, 
x2 = 2a1a6 - 2a3a4 , 

so that x0 ;:;;::=0 and 

x2=x~-lxl2 

x 1 = - 2a2a6 + 2a3a5 , 

x3 = - 2a1a6 + 2a2a4 , 

=(a~+ a~+ a~-ai- ag- a~) 2 + 4 (ata4 + a2a5 + a3aa)2 ;:;;::=0. 

But if the tensors e and f.t are nontrivial, then, depending on 
the properties of the medium, it is natural to postulate passivity 
with respect to an acute cone of certain of the operators 

(N=3,n=4). 

Relative to appropriate impedance and admittance matrices, 
all propositions of the theory developed in Sees. 19.3 to 19.5 
hold true; in particular, the four-dimensional dispersion relations 
(see Sec. 19.4, compare Silin and Rukhadze [11). 

(2) Dirac's equation. The appropriate operator is 

i ~ -yJJ.DJJ.-m, 
o.;;;~.~.;;;a 

(7.5) 

where -y1-1 is a 4 X 4 Dirac matrix; in the Majorana basis (see, 
for example, Bogoliubov, Logunov, and Todorov [1, Chapter 21), 
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they are of the form 

~, 1 = ( i0I o ) 
I -i/ ' 

il) 
0 ' 

where crk are 2 X 2 Pauli matrices: 

( 0 -i) 
(J2 = i 0 • 

We now prove that the operator (7.5), after multiplication by 
the matrix -iy0 , 

(7.6) 

is passive and completely nonsingular relative to the cone v+. 
Indeed, the matrices y0y~L are real and symmetric, and the 

matrix imy0 is real and skew-symmetric. Furthermore, the cone 
r r coincides with the boundary of the cone y+ since the map
ping (6.6) is, for a E IIV, of the form 

x0 = (y0y0a, a)= a:+ ... + a;, x1 = (y0y 1a, a)= 2a1a6 +2a2a3, 

x2 =ai-a:+a;-a:, x3 = -2a1a2 +2aaa,, 
so that x0 ~0 and 

x~-1 x l2 =(a:+ .•• +a!)2-4(a1a~,.+a2a3)2 

-(a:- a:+ a!- a;)2 - 4 (a1a2 - a3a~,.) 2 

=0. 

By Theorem II of Sec. 19.6 the operator (7.6) is passive and 
completely nonsingular relative to the cone r c = 0, the convex 
hull of the cone r r (compare with the lemma of Sec. 19.6). 

(3) The equations of a rotating fluid and acoustics:§ 

ap + d" aat p lVV, (7.7) 

Here N = n = 4. For all a > 0, the system (7. 7) is passive 
and completely nonsingular relative to the cone y+ (1/"Va). The 

§ See Maslennikova [1] and Drozhzhinov and Galeev [f). 
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mapping (6.6) is, for a E iR.\ of the form 

t = aa: + a; + a~ + a!, x1 = 2a1a 2, x2 = 2a1a 3 , x3 = 2a1a~o, 

so that t;;;:::O and 

t2-a 1 x 12= (aai +a;+ a;+ a!)2-4aai (a;+ a~+ a!) 

= (aai- a;-- ai- a!)2 ;;;:::0. 

Therefore r c = r r = v + ( 1 I v a). 

(4) Equations of magnetic hydrodynamics:§ 

!!!__ + a2p di v v at ' 
aH 
at-rot (v X B), 

av 1 H B p -0 +grad p- -,-(rot ) X , 
t 'i:rt 

(7.8) 

where B is a specified vector; here, N = 7, n = 4. The system 
(7.8) is passive and completely nonsingular relative to a certain 
cone. 

(5) Equations of the theory of elasticity:§§ 

i = 1' 2, 3, (7.9) 

where c~n = c~n = c:/m = c'Jf'. If we introduce the velocity vector 

( v; = a;:; , i = 1, 2, 3) and the stress tensor 

then the operator (7 .9) becomes passive and completely nonsin
gular relative to a certain cone. Here, N = 9, n = 4. 

(6) Transfer equation: 

a 
8t + (!l, grad) (7.10) 

,where !l is a constant vector in '!P; here, N = 1, n = 4. The 
operator (7 .10) is passive and completely nonsingular relative 
to any (acute) cone containing the vector (1, Q) in liV. If we 

§ See Leonard [1] and Drozhzhinov [1]. 
§§ See Wilcox (1]. 
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apply the method of spherical harmonics to the operator (7 .10}, 
then to any ff' N-approximation what is obtained is a passive 
completely nonsingular system relative to a certain cone (depen
dent on N). The appropriate operators are written out in Godunov 
and Sultangazin [1]. 

20 Abstract Scattering Operator 

Let us apply the results concerning linear passive systems 
to the study of a finite-dimensional scattering matrix. As above, 
r is a closed convex acute solid cone in IR.n, C = int r•. For 
n = 1, see Beltrami and Wohlers [1], Lax and Phillips r11, 
Giittinger [1J, and Rafiada [1]. 

20.1 The definition and properties of an abstract scattering 
matrix We use the term abstract scattering matrix relative to 
a cone r for the real N X N matrix S (x) = (S kJ (x}}, Ski E 
E f/1' (!R.n) that satisfies the conditions: of causality relative 
to the cone r' 

supp s (x) c: r; (1.1) 

of boundedness, 

(1.2) 

The corresponding operator S* is called the scattering operator 
(relative to the cone f). 
· Properties of an abstract scattering matrix. 

(a) The operator S* admits of extension onto (Z2(N with 
the inequality (1.2) preserved: 

This follows from ( 1.2) and from the density 5' in Z 2 (seeSec.1.2). 
(b) Restrictions to growth: 

(1.3) 

Indeed, from (1.2') it follows that if cp E Z 2 , then also Ski*'PE 
E Z 2 • Let ~n. m (x) be a fundamental solution of the operator 
(V2)m, which solution belongs to Xroc· [By virtue of Sec.14.4 (g), 
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such m exist for every n, and en, m E Coo (!R.n ~ {0}).1 Suppose 
a E 9), a (x) = 1 in the neighbourhood of the point 0. Then 

(V2r (a~n. m) = 6 (x) + 1'] (x), 

where 1'] E 5J and aen, m E Z 2 • There~ ore 

Ski =Ski* 6 = Ski* (V2)m (aen. m)- Ski* 1'J 

= (V2)m (Ski * (aen. m)) - Ski* 11· 

But Ski * (aen, m) E :£2 , Ski * 1'] E Z 2 , and therefore Ski E $C, 
for some s < 0 (see Sec. 10.1). The inclusion (1.3) is proved. 
(c) The following inequality holds true: 

j [(c:p, c:p)-(S•c:p, S*c:p)]dx;;;;::O, (1.4) 
-r 

Indeed, let c:p E (X2)XN; then tP = e_rc:p E (Z2)xN, supp tP c: 
c -r and, hence, S * c:p = S * c:p almost everywhere in -r 
because, by Sec. 4.2 (g) and (1.1), 
supp (S * c:p - S * t!J) = supp S * [(1 - tLr) c:pJ : ~ 

c supp s + supp (1 - e_r) c r + !R.n ~ (-f)= !R.n ~ (-f). 

From this and from (1.2') follows the inequality (1.4): 

) [(c:p, c:p}-(S•c:p, S*c:p)]dx=) (t!J, t!J)dx- J (S•t!J, S•t!J)dx 
-r -r 

(d) The inequality (1.4) holds true in strong form: 

J [(c:p, c:p)-(S•c:p, S*c:p)]dx;;;;::O, c:pE(X2)xN, x0E!R.n. (1.5) 
-r+x0 

This follows from the inequality (1.4) via reasoning similar 
to that given in Sec. 19.2(a). 

From the inequality (1.5), as in Sec. 19.2(b), follows the in
equality (1.2). 

Remark. It is also interesting to find out whether the causality 
condition (1.1) follows from the inequality (1.4), as is the case 
for passive operators (see Sec. 19.2(c)). 
23* 
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(e) Positive definiteness: 

(1.6) 

Indeed, setting q:> = aq:> 0, a E tCN, and q:> 0 E :J) in (1.2), we 
obtain (1.6) (see Sec. 8.1): 

O-< J [I a 12 1 q:>0 I2 -(S*aq:>0, S*aq:>0)]dx 

= (~'>, lal 2 (jlo*qJ~- L (S*aq:>0)i*(S*aq:>0}1) 
t<;;;;)~N 

= (6, I a l 2 q:>o*fP~- ~ (S(x)*aq:>o)i*(S(-x)*aq:>!)i) 
t~j~N 

= ( 6, I a 12 q:>o * q:>~- ~ Sjk * S}t * q:>o * q:>!ak~) 
!~j, h, l~N 

Here we made use of the existence of convolutions for general
ized functions taken from :JJ'z2 [property (b)J and of the proper-
ties of convolutions (see Sec. 10.1, Sec. 4.2, and Sec. 4.6). 

(f) The matrix S (x) has the Laplace transform S (~) that is 
holomorphic in Tc, Ski E H (C), and that satisfies the reality 
condition: 

(1. 7) 

This follows from ( 1.1) and ( 1.3) by virtue of the results of Sec. 12.2. 
(g) The boundary value S- (p) = F [S) of the matrix S (~) 

satisfies the inequality (for almost all p E IRn) 

1- s+ <P> s (p) ;?o. (1.8) 

In particular, for almost all p E IRn, 

j=1, ... , N. (1.9) 

This follows from (1.6) by the Bochner-Schwartz theorem (see 
Sec. 8.2): 
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(h) The matrix function S ( ~) satisfies the inequality 

(1.1 0) 

In particular, 

~ E Tc, j = 1, ... , N. ( 1.11) 

Indeed, from (1.8') for all a and b in (;N we have 

(S(p) a, b)<, I a I I b I for almost all p E :Rn. ( 1.12) 

Furthermore, the function (S (~)a, b) belongs to the class H (C) 
[see (f)], and its boundary value (S (p) a, b) satisfies the esti
mate (1:12). By the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem (see Sec. 12.6) 
the function (S (~)a, b) satisfies the estimate 

I (S (~)a, b) I< ! a ! I b I, 

from which, for b = S ( ~) a, follows the estimate 

(1.10') 

which is equivalent to the estimate (1.10). 
Every matrix that is holomorphic in Tc and satisfies the condi

tions of reality ( 1. 7) and bounded ness ( 1.10) is said to be bounded
real in Tc. 

We have thus proved that the matrix functionS(~) is bounded
real in Tc. 

20.2 A description of abstract scattering matrices 

Theorem In order that the matrix S (x) should define a scattering 
operator relative to the cone f, it is necessary and sufficient that its 
Laplace transform S ( ~) be a bounded-real matrix function in the 
region of Tc, where C = int f*. 

Proof. Necessity was proved in Sec. 20.1. We now prove suf
ficiency. Suppose S (~) is a bounded-real matrix function in Tc. 
Then it is a Laplace transform, 

s (~) = L [S] = F [Se-(q, X)], 
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of a real matrix S (x) with elements taken from :r that 
satisfies the causality condition (1.1) relative to the cone C* = r; 
here, S (p) = F [S), where S (p) is the boundary value of S ({;) 
as q--+ 0, q E C, in r!f' (see Sec. 12.2). Furthermore, since the 
elements of the matrix § ( {;) are uniformly bounded in Tc and 
converge weakly as q--+ 0, q E C, on the set c!f' that is dense in 
:t' (see Sec. 1.2), it follows that the elements of the boundary mat
rix S (p) may be identified with functions taken from :t"". 

XN - XN Suppose <p E 5J and then F [<p) = <p E cff . From the con-
dition (1.10') we have, for every q E C, the inequality 

j <S (s) ~ (p), s (s) q; (p)) dp< ) <iP. iP> dp. 

From this, using the Parseval equation (see Sec. 6.6(c)) and, 
also the Fourier transform theorem of a convolution (see Sec. 6.5), 
we obtain 

) ([Se-(<i. x)) * <p, [Se-(q, x>] * <p) dx< .\ (<p, <p) dx, 

We now apply formula (2.9) of Sec. 9, 

[Se·-(q, x)] * IP = e-(q, x) (S * [ <pe(q, x>]). 

As a result, inequality (2.1) becomes 

J. e-2(q,xl(S*[<pe(q,x)], S*[<pe(q,x)])dx<) (cp, <p)dx, 

q E c. (2.1) 

qEC. 

(2.2) 

We now prove the possibility of passing to the limit as q--+ 0, 
q E C, under the sign of the integral on the left-hand side of (2.2). 
For this purpose, note that since all elements of the matrix S (p) 
belong to :zoo and, hence, all elements of the matrix S = F-1 [S(p)] 
belong to B/y;2 (see Sec. 10.1), and the representation (1.2) 
of Sec. 10 holds for· the latter, it suffices to consider the case 
where all elements of the matrix S belong to :Z 2 • In that case, 
the following properties hold true: 

(a) I skj * [<pje(Q, x)j I< I skj I* II 'Pi I eiXI) E :£2, I q I< 1 
(see Sec. 4. '1 (b)); 

(b) S*[<pe(q,x))=) S(x')<p(x-x')eCq,x-x'>dx' 

--+ j" S (x') <p (x- x') dx' = S * <p, q--+ 0; 
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(c) supp S * [cpe<q, x)j c: supp S + supp cp c: r +U R• 

if supp cp c: U R (see Sec. 4.2(g)); 

(d) 

The properties from (a) to (d) are what ensure, by the Lebesgue 
theorem, the possibility of passing to the limit as q-+- 0, q E C, 
under the integral sign in the left-hand member of (2.2). We 
thus obtain the boundedness condition (1.2). The theorem is 
proved. 

Remark 1. This theorem was proved for n = 1 by Beltrami 
and Wohlers [1] and for n~2 by Vladimirov [9]. 

Remark 2. The proof of sufficiency in the theorem is simplified 
if use is made of the well-known Fatou theorem, according to 
which S (p + iq) -+- S (p), q-+- 0, q E C, for almost all p ERn. 
It will be noticed that we did not make use of the Fatou theorem. 

20.3 The relationship between passive operators and scattering 
operators In order to establish the relationship between the 
scattering matrix S (x) and passive operators, it is convenient 
to introduce a new matrix T (x) via the formula 

S (x) = /6 (x) + 2iT (x). (3.1) 

It is called the scattering amplitude. 
The scattering operator S * relative to the cone r is said to be 

nonsingular if 

det [/ -S(~)l * 0, (3.2) 

In (3.1) let us pass to the Laplace transform 

(3.3) 

By the theorem of Sec. 20.2 the matrix S ( ~) is bounded-real 
in T0 , that is, it is holomorphic in T 0 and .satisfies the condi
tions (1.7) and (1.10). Therefore, it follows from (3.2) and (3.3) 
that the matrix i'f (~) is holomorphic in T0 , satisfies the reality 
condition (1.7), det T (~) * 0, ~ E T0 , and 

Re[-i'I(~)l=- ~ [T(~)-f+(~)]~T+(~)T(S)>O, 
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Thus the matrix iT ( ~) is positive real in Tc and, by Theorem I 
of Sec. 19.3, the matrix iT (x) defines the passive operator -iT* 
relative to the cone f; by virtue of (3.4), that operator is com
pletely nonsingular (see Sec. 19.5). By Theorem I of Sec. 19.5, 
there exists an inverse operator (-iT)-1 * that is a completely 
nonsingular passive operator relative to the cone r. 

Let us now introduce new vector quantities-j for "current" 
and v for "voltage" -via the formulas 

j =u-s* u, v = u + s * u. 

By (3.1), S * u = u + 2iT * u, whence 

j = -2iT * u = -iT* (v + j) 

and therefore j and v are connected by the relation 

v = z * j 
where 

Z * = (-iT)-1 * -18 * 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

= 2 (/6- S)-1 * -18 * = (/6- S)-1 * (18 + S) *· (3.7) 

We now prove that the matrix Z (x) defines a passive operator 
relative to the cone r. 

Indeed, the matrix Z (x) is real and, by (3. 7) and (3.4), for 
all ~ E Tc, 

ReZ(~)= ~ [Z(~)+Z+(~)l= 2\ rt+-1 (~)-f-t(~)J-/ 

= f+-1 m { -f rf m-f+ (~)J-f+ (~) f m} f-t m~o. 

Thus the matrix function Z (~) is positive real in Tc and, hence, 
the matrix z (x) defines a passive operator relative to the cone r. 

Remark. If, in addition to the condition (3.2), we require fulfill
ment of the condition 

det [I+ S (~)] =1= 0, 

then the operator Z * is nonsingular by (3.3) and (3. 7), 

det z (t) = (./-)n det [I-~ S rm ...J.. 0 
- 2 det T (~) 7"" ' 
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Conversely, suppose we have a passive operator Z * relative 
to the cone f. Then the operator Z * + I8 * is passive and com
pletely nonsingular relative to the cone f. Therefore there exists 
the inverse operator 

Q • = (Z + IB)-1 * (3.8) 

which is a passive, completely nonsingular operator relative to r 
(see Sec. 19.5). We now prove the inequality 

Re Q (~)~Q+ (~) Q (~), ~ETc. (3.9) 

Indeed, by (3.8), the matrix Q (x) is real and (see Sec. 19.3) 

Z (~) = Q-1 (~)-I, 

whence follows the inequality (3.9): 

ReQ(~)= ~ [Q(~)+Q+(~)] 

= ()+ <~> iJ <~> + f {()+ m liJ-t <~>-I] iJ m 
+ ()+ (~) [ ij+-1 (~)-I] Q (~)} 

= ()+ (~) Q (~) + Re ij+ (~) Z (~) Q (~) ~ ()+ (~) Q (~). 

Let us now prove that the operator 

S * = I8 * - 2Q * = (Z + I8) -l • (Z - I8) * (3.10) 

is a scattering operator relative to the cone r. 
Indeed, S (x) is a real matrix and 

S (~) =I- 2Q (~), 

and so, by virtue of (3.9), we have 

:S+ (~) s (~) = !I- 2Q' (~)] [I- 2Q (~)] 

=I- 4Re Q (~) + 4Q' (~) Q (~)<;.I. 

Thus the matrix function S ( ~) is bounded-real in Tc. By the 
theorem of Sec. 20.2, the matrix S (x) defines a scattering operator 
relative to the cone r. 

We have thus proved the following theorem. 
24-0172 
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Theorem Every nonsingular abstract scattering operator S • de
fines, by the formula 

Z • = (16 - S)-1 • (/6 + S) *• 

a passive operator; conversely, every passive operator Z • defines. 
via the formula 

S • = (Z + /6)-1 * (Z - /6) *• 

an abstract scattertng operator. 
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Symboll ODd DeflaiUoDB II 

21. The \ot.ality of (measurable) fqnclioM I (.z) ror whleb ''"' 
Ia integrable on G is denoted by Lp (G). In L,. (G) the norm i" 

11/IIL,,(G)""'[I lf\Pdz)'/11. 1E;;;p<oo 

11/IIL,.(G)=vraisup 1/(z)l. p-=oo ... 
The scalar product in L 1 (G) is introduced thus: 

(/,g)-~ fgdx, f. gEf~(G). 

22. Let p (z) be a continuous po'iilive·,·alued function in a reqion 
G. The totality of (measurable) runr.lions I (.r) for which f' tz) 1! l.r) P 
is integrable on G is denoted by /J 2 ,1, (G) ami con~titulc~ a Jlilh~rt 
space with the scnlar product 

(/. g),,,,(G)= i p(i;h 

23. Cylinder functions. 
(a) Basso! fqnctions: 

Jy(ZJ= ~ r(k+\~:;11i~(k·. I) ( -})t~~··' -oo<.r<oo; ,_, 
(b) Neumann's Be~c::f:'l funt"tions: 

N"(z)=- si::t\' (J"(.z)coS:t\'-l.v(.r)l, v+n. 

Nn(Z)=*[a1;~.r) -(-1)" aJ;:(z). V=Ri 

(c) Hankel functions: 
H~u (z)=J.,(z)+iNy(Z), 11~11 (:t)=Jv(ZJ-IN.,(.:z:); 

(d) modilied Bessel and Hankel functions: 

J"(.:z:) =I -fvl J.,(t.:z:), K.,(z) =-¥- e-i-"H!," (i.:z:). 



II 

of motion (vlbral.iona) of the ab'ln1 we enmlne \be portloa of Ute 
string between z and z + b.z and project all the Ioree~ ac:l.in1 oa ,~ .. 
portion (Including \he fMCea of inertia) on the nos of eoordinale!l. 
AccordiDJ to D'Aiembert.'s prindple, t.be sum of lhe projections,.,, 
all forc:ee on each a:r.is muat be zero. Since we are Btudylng only 
t.rauvene vibrations, we can assume lhat the eztern11l forces and 
the force of inert.ia act along the u axis. We will consider QDiy !!mall 

Fir. t 

vibrations, which means that in tlcri\·ing our equation w«.> will 
noglect squares of Uz (.t, l). The lengthS of tin.• arr All i:< expr('.~~ed 

z+.t.• 
by the integral S = I (1 + ui)l/2 dz e:o .tr. Thi~ mcano. that 

no portion of the string changes it" length during \'iLration~ and. 
hence, by Hooke's law the magnitude of the lcn!<ile rorec T 0 = iT ; 
depends neither on time nor on z. Let u~ find I he prnjm·tion,; of all 
the forces at timet onto lim u a:ds. Ufl to 6.rst-order infinite!<-imab:. 
the projection of the tensile force i!'i (!'ee Fig. 1) 

T tlsln cz (:r: -r l\:r:) -sincz(:r:}l 

-T, ( Vtta_;,:~:;t::llz) V~) 
=To[ Vt"~~~tz~·~. IJ y':~(:i:!. t}] 
aa:T0 1u.(s+l\:r:, t)-u.z(.:r, I)) 
a.T,p88 (z, ~)As. 

Let p {.t, t) be the continuous linear density of the external forces 
acting on the string. Then the force that aets on the portioo AB along 
the u axis is p (:r:, t) l\.z. To find the force of inertia acting on AB. 
we recall the expression -mu.1., with m the mass of that portion of 
the string. If p (z) is the continuous linear density of the material 
of the string, then m. = p l\:r:. Thus the projection of the force of 
inenia on the u axis is -pu, 4z, and the projection of all the forrel 
on the same axis obeys the equation 

rr .... + p (z, t)- p (z) ... , <lz = o. (1.1) 
Henc:e, 

r .... - p (z) ... + p (z, t)- 0, 



28 Statement of Boundary Value Problems 

from time t = 0 a magnetic field H = H 0 sin Ot is maintained at 
the surface z. = 0 (the magnetic field is directed parallel to the 
surface). 

1.34. State the boundary value problem of determining the tew~ 
perature of a rod 0 ~ z ~ l with heat-insulated lateral surface. Con
.sider the cases where (a) the ends of the rod are kept at a given tem
perature, (b) at the ends of the rod a given beat flux is maintained. 
and (c) at the end::1 of the rod there is convective heat exchange by 
Newton's lnw with a medium whose temperature is given. 

f.35. Derive the equation of diffusion in a medium at rest assuming 
that the planes perpendicular to the x axis are at each moment of 
timet the surfaces of ronstant density. \\'rite the boundary conditions 
a~suming that diffusion orcurs in the flal layer 0::;;;; :r::;;;; land con
sider the ca~es where (a) Lhe concentration of the diffusing substance 
is kept £'qual to zero nt the !Joundary planes, (h) the !Joundary planes 
are impenetrable, and (c) the boundary surfaces are semipermeable, 
with diffusion through these planes governed by a law similar to 
Newton's Jaw for convective heat exchange. 

1.36. Derive the equation of diffusion £or a disintegrating gas (the 
num!1er uf mo!erulcs decaying every second at a given point is pro
porlion;d lo the dt•nsily with a positive proportionality factor a). 

1.37. Supp<N~ WL' have a thin homogeneous rod of length l whose 
initial L!'lll}Jera1ure i.~ j (x). Stale the boundary value problem of 
dcLerminiiiJ.r Ll1r temperature of the rod if a constant temperature u 0 

i!< Jn.Jiut;liu£1d ;d the end x = 0, while the !nteral surfnce and the 
cud .1.: f <nt> in\'uh·cd in eonveetive heat exchange (governed by 
:\"{•Wtna's law) with the surrounding medium whose temperature is 

l.:uo~. State the problem of determining the temperature distribution 
in H 1llin hcat-insuluted rod of infinite length along which a point 
heal :'ource begins to move at timet = 0. The r<ource moves in the 
posili\"1~ direction, its velocity is v1., and it generates q units of heat 
every second. 

1.39. Stale the boundary value' problem of the cooling off of a thin 
homogeueous riug of rndius R whose surface is invoh"ed in con,·ective 
heal exchange with the surrounding medium who."e temperature is 
known. Tho nonuniformity of the lemperatmo distribution in the 
ring can be ignored. 

1.40. Derive the equation thnt describes the diffu:oion of suspended 
particles and allows for precipitation. Assume that the \"eloc.ity of 
the particles caused by gra\·ity is constant and the density of the 
particles depends only on the height z aud the time t. Write the 
boundary condition that corresponds to an impenetrable partition. 

t.4t. State the boundary value problem of the cooling off of a uni .. 
formly heated rod in the form of a frustum of a cone (the warpage 
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l.lfi. ul, = afu~ ... -oo < z < 0} 1 > 0, rt' (0, l) ·-::: /l.1 f(J, tJ. 

B,u~ c0.1~t-4 it!i:i ~~)~ ~~ -t.":• (.r, (J) = I(~), ul (;x:.._{JJ F l.cJ, 

_ 00 < :r < 0, u: (:r, 0) = f (:r), uf (:r, 0) = I· fz), ;c- ~J. \1 lot-rl' 
u• •nd u1 nrc the dcnection.s of the points of the left and ru.:l.t rr,,J .. , 

And af = Etlp;. i = t, 2. 

t.t8. ::~ ~g-£;(z~). O<:r<l, t>(J, !u((J. I J.- -x. , 

u (I. t) = 0, I> 0, u [1_ 0 = f (z) , u1 [1 __ , = F (z), 0 ::::;; J < I. 

t.H).V2Cf>111=0, r>R. -q2<DI;I= 0, O~r< ll, ::roul 1l1 // . 

f)I~/Jir-R = C)l~l)fr-R• l)l~)fr-n = ( tiJ~I-!-- ";'l j1,r) 'r ,.,f/' ic!JPI ( IJ. I J .---: 

< oo, I•.J• = J/'2~/l is ti1C surfac-e cur~cuL tlt>n ~ity , :.~ .. 1 11' ' ;tl"l 

1Jtc1l arc the magnetic licld potcntiah; 1ns ide aud n•1t .~ ul1· l lo•· , ,,,,. 

ductor. rcspecli,·ely. 

1.20.J_., = -c-v1• V;~: --:-:: = 1.1 1 • U< :r: < f . 1 ,..- 1' . ! '. 

' I I' . v(Q, t) = C :, Jdt at t]IIJ i!rOUII<il•d 1.'1111 :Hid !'.e i /. f t - 11 · I t:,e 

insulated encl. 

t.2J. au= a20_u. 0 <X< I. ! > (1, 0 :,_I ~ -:.:.x 1. If, _, 
0 ~ z; =:;;;;; l, 0 1.~-n ·"" 0, 0 ,. ! ,-~~ " - -]i; 0 11 , wliCre tJ,,. ' '''··1.•:: 1 .~ . 
a\ II•, J. and C ha,·c l11e> .~a me mcauina- ;1~ ill Prn!duJl I. I. 

J.22. U11 = 11~11 _,-_.- <· g, 0 < I < f. l > U. 14 /.(, UJ -' U 1 l1, IJI • •1, 

0 ~ z: :::;;;;- l, II (0. /) = 0 , ll31 (/, /) = 0 , I> 0. a~ = /:' f'· 

J.::!J. Utt =- fi~U.u -i- g, 0 < Z < l, t > 0, U i1 ., 11 = Ill . t .. J "" ' ). 

0 ~ ::r ~ I, U !_.-o = 0. % Ult !.~• I = -ESu,, lx- 1 - Q. 

1.25. u11 =a~(u~~++u~} · O<r < R. t > O. u(r, U) = / (n . 

u, (r, 0) = F (r), 0 :::;;;;- r :::;;;;- R, I u (0, t) I < oo, u~ ; •• 11 = (1. 

1.26. v~rp = 0. r > R, t > O, ~~~-n = 0, t > O. !~'!!t-' -= !~'! gradq = t·,. 
where t-'t i~ Lhe flow velocity at infinity. 

1.27. llu=a1 (u,,+fu~)· O~r<R. t>O, u(r. 0) = i(r), 

~l _!!-;pjp:. (r), 0 =:;;;;; r ~ R, I u (0, t) 1 < oo, u, !r~R = 0, when! 

L29. u 11 + ku1 =a1V1u+ f(r, cp, t)/p, O~r<R. O~q<:!~. 
t > 0, u ,,_0 = u, ,,_,-= 0, I u (0, lp, I) I< 00, u (R. 'f· I) = o. 
where a:= Tip, k..,. a./p, aDd a is the coefficieDt of the elastic 
resisbnce of the medium. 
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